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September 10, 2013 
 
Ms. Maogosha Pyjor 
Public Consultation Unit 
City of Toronto 
Metro Hall, 19th Floor, 55 John St. 
Toronto, ON M5V 3C6 
 
Dear Ms. Pyjor, 

Re:  Comments on the Proposed East Don Trail Project 
City of Toronto and the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA) 
 

We are writing to express our concerns regarding the East Don Trail Project proposed by the 
City of Toronto and the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA), and to urge that no 
development of this kind occur within the boundaries the Charles Sauriol Conservation area.  
Instead, the natural environment of this conservation area must be protected and any new 
multi-use trails located outside the conservation area. 

The negative impact on the environment of new multi-use bike trails has already been clearly 
identified.  In the 2012 East Don Trail Feasibility Study Report Summary by the City of Toronto 
and the Toronto and Region Conversation Authority (TRCA), it identifies on page 1 the 
“protection of the natural environment as a potential challenge related to constructing a new 
multi-use trail in the East Don Corridor”.  Also, on the City of Toronto’s website, in the online 
document on the East Don Trail Project entitled “Alternative Trail Alignments Introduction and 
Overview”, it notes on page 4 that for Area 1 in the East Don that the proposed new multi-use 
trails would have a potential impact on the natural and physical environment.  Specifically, 
there be a “high amount of vegetation removed, majority native common species, some 
invasive species [and] impact to wetland and aquatic habitat.” 

These are clearly unacceptable impacts, given that the proposed development is a multi-use 
bike trail that does not need to be located in this area; in fact, it is completely inappropriate to 
even contemplate unnecessary development in a conservation area. 

On the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority website it states that “the Conservation 
Authorities were created in 1946 by an Act of the Ontario legislature and are mandated to 
ensure the conservation, restoration and responsible management of Ontario's water, land and 
natural habitats through programs that balance human, environmental and economic needs”.  
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The proposed development of multi-use bike trails does not represent a balanced approach as 
it places human recreational interests that can be satisfied in other ways above basic 
environmental needs, and this is contrary to the above-noted legislated mandate. 

We understand that an environmental assessment is the next step in the process.  We propose 
that the project be modified to abandon planning for any new multi-use trails in the 
conservation area and that those funds be used to repair the damage already done to the 
conservation area and surrounding environment.  The focus needs to shift to protection of this 
natural environment and the building of multi-use bike trails only outside the conservation area 
and adjacent environs. 

The document entitled “Existing Conditions” notes that the Don River watershed has already 
suffered changes from its original existence as a natural system, with stream erosion and loss of 
wildlife habitat.  Yet there is still enough of a natural system to support deer and fox and it is 
imperative that this be protected and kept wild for them, and not damaged further.   

The same document notes that the area is home to at least one species at risk: the Eastern 
meadowlark.  It is also home to locally important wetlands and to environmentally significant 
areas.  Future generations will look back to the decisions made today as to whether we 
preserve and enhance and cherish this natural habitat or destroy it for yet another multi-use 
trail that could be located elsewhere. 

A conservation area suffers irreparable damage when even parts of it are turned into a multi-
use bicycle path – it is impossible for the wild animals to traverse such paths and they are 
forced to one side or the other, and will not be able to access the river at the points where the 
human multi-use bicycle paths are built.   

The Charles Sauriol Conservation area and surrounding East Don corridor is a fragile eco-system 
that needs to be protected and restored – not developed and further damaged.  Preserving the 
natural habitat for this wildlife needs to be given priority over our human desire for multi-use 
trails for multi-use bikes and recreation, especially when there are many other areas within the 
City that can be used.  This conservation area is precious; it is a natural preserve for wildlife and 
wetlands that Charles Sauriol so wisely struggled to preserve for future generations and we 
must take care of it – it is our duty to protect and preserve it.  Anything else would be a travesty 
and an embarrassment to the city. 
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It is rare for a major western city, such as Toronto, to have a natural enclave like the Charles 
Sauriol Conservation Area and East Don corridor.   If the City of Toronto wishes to further 
enhance its reputation as a world-class city that is eco-friendly and environmentally conscious, 
then it should seek to preserve and protect its remaining wildlife first and foremost.  In the 
words of Mahatma Gandhi, “The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by 
the way its animals are treated.”    

For the above reasons, we would urge the City of Toronto and the Toronto and Region 
Conservation Authority to not to proceed with the proposed East Don Trail Project and, instead, 
consider building multi-use bike trails in alternative areas of the City which would have less 
impact on the environment. 

Clearly, a conservation area is not a park and not appropriate for multi-use bike paths –this 
turns the otherwise environmentally friendly bicycle into an unwitting enemy of the 
environment. 

And where it is appropriate for new multi-use bicycle paths outside the conservation area, they 
must be separated from the pedestrian walkway, hopefully with a different path, as in the 
Beaches; etiquette rules are not enough to protect pedestrians.  A combined 
bicycyle/pedestrian path as proposed is not safe for pedestrians. 

We note that we live in the City of Toronto and have recently purchased a home into which we 
will be moving located in Victoria Village near the conservation area because of our love of the 
natural environment. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 
 

 
 
Current address: 

 
 

 
Future address (effective Dec. 16, 2013) 

 
 



East Don Trail Environmental Assessment  APPENDIX A – Public Consultation 

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority   

 

Public Event #3 – June 24, 2014 (Phase 3) 
Public Notice(s), Agenda, Workbook, Panels, Presentation, Summary Report, Feedback and 
Correspondence 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The City of Toronto and Toronto and Region Conservation (TRCA) are 
hosting the last of three public meetings for the East Don Trail Study. 
Join us for a public event to learn more, speak with the project team, 
and provide your feedback on the design concepts for what the preferred 
trail alignment might look like. An overview of the design concepts will 
be presented at 6:30 p.m.  

 Date: Tuesday, June 24, 2014
 Time: Open House 5:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
  Presentation 6:30 p.m.
 Location: Victoria Park Hub
  1527 Victoria Park Ave.  
  (just north of Eglinton Avenue East)
Background
The City of Toronto and TRCA are  
studying options for a multi-use  
trail system within the East Don  
Corridor. The proposed trail  
would provide a key connection  
in the multi-use trail network,  
joining the existing East Don Trail  
(East of Wynford Heights  
Crescent), Gatineau Corridor Trail  
(at approximately Bermondsey  
Road), and the Don Trail System. 

The Process 
The East Don Trail study is being  
carried out in accordance with the  
requirements of a Schedule ‘C’  
project under the Municipal Class  
Environmental Assessment Act  
and will provide opportunities for  
public input at key stages.

We would like to hear from you
The first two meetings were held in 2013 to receive feedback on the 
project objectives, discuss the key issues and opportunities, and assist 
in the selection of the preferred trail alignment. We are now asking 
for you to be part of the conversation to select the best design for the 
preferred trail alignment. 

To ensure comments are incorporated into the planning and design 
of this project, please provide them by July 11, 2014. To receive project 
updates by Email, sign up at: toronto.ca/eastdontrail. 

For more information, please contact:
Maogosha Pyjor
Senior Public Consultation Coordinator
City of Toronto 
Metro Hall, 19th Fl.
55 John St.
Tel: 416-338-2850
Fax: 416-392-2974
TTY: 416-338-0889
E-mail: eastdontrail@toronto.ca
Visit: toronto.ca/eastdontrail      Issue Date: June 12, 2014
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East Don Trail Environmental Assessment
Notice Public Event #3 
Invitation for Public Comment and Input

Information will be collected in accordance with the Municipal Freedom 
of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. With the exception of 
personal information, all comments will become part of the public record. 

The City of Toronto holds public consultations as one way to engage 
 residents in the life of their city. Toronto thrives on your great ideas  and 
actions. We invite you to get involved.



                                                  Notice of Public Event 
 

East Don Trail 

Notice of Public Event #3 

The City of Toronto and Toronto and Region Conservation (TRCA) are hosting the last of three public 
meetings for the East Don Trail Study. Join us for a public event to learn more, and provide your 
feedback on the design concepts for what the preferred trail alignment might look like. An overview of 
the design concepts will be presented at 6:30 p.m. 
 

Date:    Tuesday, June 24, 2014 
Open House:   5:30 p.m. – 8:30 p.m. 
Presentations:  6:30 p.m. 
Place:    The Victoria Park Hub, 1537 Victoria Park Avenue  
    (North of Eglinton) 

 
This venue is wheelchair accessible.   
Please contact to arrange for additional  
accommodations. 

 
Background 
The City of Toronto and TRCA are studying options for a 
multi-use trail system within the East Don Corridor. The 
proposed trail would provide a key connection in the multi-
use trail network, joining the existing East Don Trail (East 
of Wynford Heights Crescent), Gatineau Corridor Trail (at 
approximately Bermondsey Rd), and the Don Trail System. 
 

The Process 
The East Don Trail study is being carried out in 
accordance with the requirements of a Schedule ‘C’ project 
under the Municipal Class Environmental Assessment Act 
and provides opportunities for public input at key stages. 

 

We would like to hear from you 
The first two meetings were held in 2013 to: 
receive feedback on the project objectives, discuss the key issues and opportunities; and assist in the 
selection of the preferred trail alignment. We are now asking for you to be part of the conversation to 
select the best design concept for the preferred trail alignment.  
 
To ensure comments are incorporated into the planning and design of this project, please 
provide them by July 11, 2014. 



Project team on site for undertaking field work in 
2013 

 

Get Updates by 
Email - Sign up at: 

toronto.ca/eastdontrail 
 

 
 

East Don Trail Project Update – May 2014 

What we heard at the second public event… 

The project team met with members of the public in September of 2013 to discuss the proposed trail 
alignments for the study area.  From the feedback received by the project team, two general 
contributions were communicated:  

1. General agreement with the evaluation criteria and the evaluation of the proposed trail 
alignments presented. 

2. Although the majority of people who provided feedback felt there were no trail alignments 
missing, some people felt there was a need to look at additional trail alignments in Areas 1 and 
2 of the study area.  

 
To address these comments the project team developed additional trail alignments and evaluated 
them with the help of the Technical Advisory Committee, Community Liaison Committee, and key 
stakeholders. A preferred trail alignment was then chosen. 
 
Design concepts for the preferred trail alignment are now underway and will be presented at the next 
public event. 
To see the additional trail alignments visit: http://www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 

 

Field Work Update 

Fieldwork began in the study area in March of 2013. 
The project team was planning to have all work 
completed this spring, however with a long snowy 
winter survey crews had some difficulty getting out 
the site every day. Topography surveys and the tree 
inventory will be completed this spring, and 
geotechnical surveys this winter.  
 
If you are out in the study area and see orange paint 
markings on the ground and trees, and wooden 
and/or metal stakes in the ground, these are 
evidence of our team at work and will stay in place 
until the design work for the project has been 
completed. 
 

For more information, contact: 

Maogosha Pyjor 

Public Consultation Coordinator, City of Toronto  
Metro Hall, 19th Floor, 55 John Street  
Toronto, ON M5V 3C6 
Tel: 416-338-2850 
Fax: 416-392-2974 
TTY: 416-338-0889 
E-mail: eastdontrail@toronto.ca 
 

www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail

http://www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail


EAST DON TRAIL PROJECT

Welcome to Public Event #3
Tuesday June 24, 2014

Purpose
This evening we will present and seek your feedback on
the design concepts for what the preferred trail alignment 
might look like.
Format 
• View open house panels throughout the evening
• Attend an overview presentation about the design 

concepts: 6:30 pm
• Ask for clarification during the question period 

Feedback….
• Speak directly with City and TRCA staff
• A station has been set-up to gather your feedback 

and assist with filling in the workbooks provided 
when you arrive

• Take a comment card and write down your questions 
to be read out loud by staff 

• Fill in a questionnaire 

EAST DON TRAIL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

If you would like more time you can send in your comments by 
July 11, 2014 using one of the following options:

Mail to:
Maogosha Pyjor
Public Consultation Unit
City of Toronto
Metro Hall, 19th Floor, 55 John St.
Toronto, ON M5V 3C6

Tel: 416-338-2850
TTY: 416-397-0831
Fax: 416-392-2974
Email: eastdontrail@toronto.ca

www.toronto.ca/eastdontrailOpen house materials are available on the project web page:



EAST DON TRAIL PROJECT 

Historical Context  
Over the past 100 years, the Don River and its tributaries have slowly 
changed from a series of relatively healthy watercourses running through 
natural lands into an almost completely urbanized river system.  

The Development of the East Don Valley  

In 1940, a century and a half after European settlement began 
in the Lower Don, less than 15 percent of the watershed was 
urbanized. Most of its land was rural or agricultural, and the 
study area was home to cottages, industry, sugar bushes, and 
orchards.  
 
By the 1950’s, economic forces and plans for the DVP began 
to shift industry off of the East Don River.  
 
The completion of the DVP in the mid-1960’s encouraged the 
suburbanization of the East Don Valley through to the 1990’s.  

The East Don Valley Today  
 
At present the Don Watershed is 80 percent urbanized and 
home to more than 1.2 million residents. About 16 percent of 
its land remains dedicated to natural heritage, including 
forests, meadows, and wetlands.  
 
Since 1989, much of the East Don Valley, including the study 
area,  has been protected within the Charles Sauriol 
Conservation Reserve, and remains undeveloped parkland.  
 

The East Don Trail study area in 1941  

The East Don Trail study area in 2011 

Approximate former location of 
the Taylor Brothers’ paper mill.  

Approximate former location of 
Charles Sauriol’s cottage.  

Approximate former 
location of an orchard.  

Approximate former location of 
the MacLean family’s sugar bush.   



EAST DON TRAIL PROJECT 

The East Don Trail is the largest and most complex multi-use trail 
project in the Bikeway Trails Implementation Plan and is identified as a 
short-term priority. 
 
In May 2012, a feasibility study was completed to assess the potential 
for a trail system through the East Don Corridor.  The study 
determined that a trail was possible and identified potential technical 
challenges.  In order to determine the best trail route, further 
investigations and environmental studies were recommended. 
 
The next step in realizing the completion of the East Don Trail will 
involve a comprehensive planning and design process facilitated 
through an Environmental Assessment.  

BACKGROUND
The East Don Trail Project 



EAST DON TRAIL PROJECT

STUDY AREA

Potential Trail 
Connection Point



EAST DON TRAIL PROJECT 

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
Process and Timeline 

The East Don Trail study is being planned under  Schedule  C of the Municipal Class 
Environmental Assessment, which includes the five (5) phases presented below: 
 

PHASE 4 
Environmental Study Report 

PHASE 5 
Implementation 
*Pending EA approval 

PHASE 1 
Identification of 
Opportunity or Problem 

• Identified the problem/opportunity and developed statement 
• Defined project objectives 
• Prepared a detailed inventory of existing conditions  within the 

study area 

PHASE 2 
Alternative Solutions 

• Identified and evaluated all reasonable alternative solutions 
Step 1 – Alternatives To 
• Identified and evaluated Alternatives To approaching the 

problem/opportunity 
• Selected a preferred approach based on results of 

evaluation 
Step 2 – Alternative Trail Alignments 
• Identified and evaluated Alternative Trail Alignments 
• Selected a Preferred Trail Alignment based on results of 

evaluation 

PHASE 3 
Alternative Design Concepts 
for the Preferred Solution 

• Identified Alternative Design Concepts 
• Evaluated Alternative Design Concepts 
• Select a Preferred Design Concept 

• Complete Environmental Study Report 
• File Environmental Study Report with Ministry of the 

Environment for 30 day public review 

• Complete contract drawings and tender documents 
• Proceed to construction 
• Monitor construction for adherence to environmental 

provisions and commitments 

PIC #1 PIC #3 PIC #2 

CLC #6 

We are here now 

CLC #1, 2 CLC #3, 4, 5 

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5 

October 2012 – 
June 2013 

June 2013 – 
March 2014 

March – 
September 2014 

September – 
December 2014 

EA Phase 
2015 to 
2016 

Public Consultation 
Public Review of 
Environmental 
Study Report 
(ESR) in late 

2014 
CLC #7 

We are here now 



EAST DON TRAIL PROJECT 

EAST DON TRAIL   

Trail Objectives 

Problem/Opportunity statement:   
 

A significant gap in the multi-use trail network exists within the East Don Corridor between 
the existing East Don Trail (East of Wynford Heights Crescent), Gatineau Corridor Trail (at 
approximately Bermondsey Rd), and the Don Trail System. The East Don Trail will fill this 
existing gap in the trail network thus creating a continuous connected trail network. 

• To provide a safe way for a broad spectrum of users to access the valley 
system 

• To provide safe off road options (where possible) for cycling and recreational 
use 

• To investigate options to accommodate emergency response, City and utility 
maintenance vehicles/activities 

Public  
Safety 

• To assist in the management of informal trails by providing a single focused 
multi-use trail within the East Don Corridor 

• To be respectful of the natural environment through the alignment, design, 
and construction of the trail by aiming to avoid, prevent, or minimize 
negative impacts 

• To increase access for a range of users to discover and appreciate natural 
areas within the City 

Natural 
Environment 

• To function as a safe travel route to everyday places and amenities Transportation 

• To coordinate with other planning initiatives in the area allowing for future 
integration of the multi-use trail. (e.g. Eglinton Cross-town LRT) 

Supports  
Other  

Initiatives 

The Problem/Opportunity Statement and Project Objectives were revised following public review and feedback during 
Public Event #1 and Community Liaison Committee Meeting #1. 

• To provide a key connection route linking local and inter-regional trail 
systems 

Connections 

• To create trail and outdoor recreational opportunities for a variety of users 
• To provide trail and outdoor recreational opportunities for neighboring 

communities 
Recreation 

 



EAST DON TRAIL PROJECT 

Summary of Feedback from Public Event #2 
PUBLIC CONSULTATION 

Below is a brief overview of the feedback received from the second public event which 
was held on September 12, 2013: 
 
• Overwhelming agreement with the evaluation criteria being used to assess the 

alternative trail alignments for the East Don Trail Study. Comments on criteria included 
more consideration to the social benefits of the golf course.  
 

• Majority of respondents agreed with the evaluation as presented for each of the 
alternative trail alignments, and felt there were no alignment options missing  
 

• Concerns were raised about:  
• Impacts on the natural environment 
• A multi-use trail in the Anewen Park to replace informal trails 
• Potential impacts to the golf course operations 

Based on public and 
landowner feedback the 
project team looked further 
into three (3) additional 
alignments: 
 

• west side of the river and 
rail line in the north section-  
Forest Trail C 

• shared use between the 
golf course and trail users 
in the middle section - 
Corridor Trail 

• east side of the rail line in 
the middle section - 
Hillside Trail 

 
Map shows all trail 
alignments evaluated during 
Phase 2 highlighting the 3 
additional alignments 

Hillside Trail 

Corridor Trail 

Forest Trail C 

Rail Line Crossing 

River Crossing 

Alternative Trail 
Alignments Evaluated 

Forest Trail C 

Corridor Trail 
Hillside Trail 

Map Legend  

N 



EAST DON TRAIL PROJECT 

Preferred Alternative Trail Alignment  
ALTERNATIVE TRAIL ALIGNMENT 

Map shows  all trail alignments evaluated during Phase 2 
and the preferred alignment moved forward to Phase 3 

Rail Line Crossing 

River Crossing 

Preferred Alignment 

Alignments Evaluated 

Map Legend  

N 



EAST DON TRAIL PROJECT

DESIGN CONCEPTS
Introduction and Overview

How Design Concepts were Developed: 

Step 1:  
Establish 
Segments

The preferred Trail 
Alignment was 
divided into 
segments. 

Step 2: 
Informal Trails 

Existing informal 
trails guided the 
placement of the 
trail options. 

Step 3:  
Surveys 

Detailed topography 
and tree surveys 
were completed.

Step 4:               
Design Concepts

A range of Design 
Concepts were created 
considering constraints 
and guiding principles. 

Preferred Segments:
The following portions of the trail will be deferred to the detailed 
design stage:
• Access routes
• Areas limited by constraints
• Areas leading up to crossings “Transition Areas” (transitions to the 

crossings are dependent on the preferred design concept chosen)
• Watercourse crossings* (all bridges will have to meet minimum 

requirements) 
*unless impacts placement of trail or tunnel crossing



EAST DON TRAIL PROJECT 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

Based on these constraints the following Guiding Principles were 
considered: 

1. Accessibility requirements 
2. Grades less than 5% 
3. User needs  
4. Trail outside of the 2 year flood line 
5. Minimized impact to the physical and natural environment 
6. Needs of maintenance vehicles 

3 main technical constraints in the Study Area: 

Flooding 

Trees 

Topography 

Highland Creek Trail  

Highland Creek Trail  Existing East Don Trail 

East Don Corridor 

East Don Corridor Summerlea Park, near Humber River 



EAST DON TRAIL PROJECT 

DESIGN CONCEPTS 
Evaluation Criteria 

Themes Criteria and Description Trail  
Segments 

Crossing 
Segments 

Functional 
Value 

Trail Topography 
• Ability to maintain minimally steep inclines for 

accessibility (5% or less) 
 

Natural and 
Physical 
Environment 
 

Trees 
• Value of trees removed and high preservation 

trees impacted  
Wetlands 
• Impact on wetlands 

Social and 
Cultural 
Environment 
 

User Safety 
• User exposure to potentially hazardous 

situations, such as: sharp turns, watercourses, 
and rail lines 

Aesthetics and User Experience 
• Ability to provide access to a variety of scenic 

natural views and landmarks without impacting 
the natural setting 

Cultural Heritage 
• Potential impact to cultural heritage resources 

Cost 
 

Capital Costs 
• Cost to construct, considering: existing 

conditions, materials, and design requirements, 
etc. 

Operation and Maintenance Costs 
• Cost to operate and maintain, considering: 

length, crossing type, flooding susceptibility, and 
need for erosion control works, etc. 

Technical  
 

Ease of Implementation 
• Potential difficulties, such as:  approvals required, 

stakeholder acceptance, and impact to existing 
services (e.g., rail lines) 

Flood Susceptibility 
• Potential for flooding 
Erosion Susceptibility 
• Potential risk from channel erosion 
Railway Safety 
• Risk associated with interaction between trail 

users and rail line (based on landowner input) 

The table below indicates the themes and criteria used to evaluate the 
trail segments and the crossing segments.  



EAST DON TRAIL PROJECT

OVERVIEW

Legend

G

H
I
J

K
L

A B

C

E

D

F

Key Map showing Alternative Design Concepts and 
preferred segments limited by constraints (as shown 
in example pictures)

Existing Maintenance  Access Route

Bank Erosion

Existing Maintenance  
Access Route

Very Steep Grades

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Preferred Segment

Proposed Bridge 

Railway

Rail Line ROW

Transition Area

Proposed Underpass

Proposed Tunnel



EAST DON TRAIL PROJECT 

B – Forested area along Option 1 
and Option 2 

A – View of East Don River 
through the trees 

DESIGN CONCEPTS 

Trail Segment A Trail Segment B 

KEY MAP 

Trail Surface  

Option 1 
• Relatively flat ground (less than 5% grades)  
• Higher capital and operating/maintenance cost 
• Higher erosion risk 
Option 2 
• Some steep grades (5 to 9%) 
• Greater user safety concerns 
• Greater variety of views and landscapes 
• Lower capital and operating/maintenance cost 
• Lower erosion risk 

Option 2 Scored Higher than Option 1 

Option 1 
• Impact to wetland drainage 
• Lower capital and 

operating/maintenance cost 
• Low erosion risk 
Option 2 
• No impact to wetland drainage 
• Greater variety of views and 

landscapes 
• Higher capital and 

operating/maintenance cost 
• Higher erosion risk 

Option 1 Scored Higher than 
Option 2 

14 m 

14 m 

B 

A 

N 

40 m 

40 m 

0 m 

0 m 

160 m 

160 m 

14 m 

14 m 

KEY MAP 

Legend 
          Option 1 
          Option 2 
          Preferred Segment 
          Proposed Bridge                        
          Railway 
          Rail Line ROW 
          Transition Area 
          Proposed Underpass 
          Proposed Tunnel 

Underpass 
3.0m 

Rail Line Existing Grade 
40 m 

40 m 
Existing Grade 

Rail Line 

0 m 340 m 

0 m 340 m 

Underpass 
3.0m 

B – South end of Option 2  Example of railway underpass 



EAST DON TRAIL PROJECT 

DESIGN CONCEPTS 

Trail Segment C  Trail Segment D 

D – Meadow along Option 1 

C – Topography at the 
potential tunnel crossing 
location  

D – View north of Eglinton 

KEY MAP 

Option 1 
• Closer to wetland 
• Greater variety of view and landscapes 
• Higher capital and operating/maintenance cost 
Option 2 
• Further from wetland 
• Lower capital and operating/maintenance cost 

Option 2 Scored Higher than Option 1 

Rail 
Line 

60 m 

60 m 

340 m 

340 m 0 m 

0 m 

14 m 

14 m OPTION 1 

OPTION 2 

Legend 
          Option 1 
          Option 2 
          Preferred Segment 
          Proposed Bridge                        
          Railway 
          Rail Line ROW 
          Transition Area 
          Proposed Underpass 
          Proposed Tunnel 

B #2 – Insert Photo Text 

C 

D 

N 

Option 1 
• Steeper grades throughout (5 to 9%)  
• Greater impact on trees 
• Lower operating/maintenance cost 
Option 2 
• Fewer steep grades (5 to 9%) 
• Less impact on trees 
• Greater variety of views and landscapes 
• Higher operating/maintenance cost 

Option 2 Scored Higher than Option 1 

40 m 

40 m 

Rail Line 
Tunnel 3.0 m 

220 m 

220 m 0 m 

0 m 

OPTION 1 

OPTION 2 

14 m 

14 m Rail Line 
Tunnel 3.0 m 
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DESIGN CONCEPTS 

Trail Segment E Trail Segment F 

KEY MAP 

Rail 
Line 

Eglinton 
Underpass 

Existing Grade 

Rail 
Line 

7.4m 

0 m 0 m 240 m 240 m 

Option 1 
• Level crossing with signals 
• Railway safety concerns associated with level crossing 
• Lower capital and operating/maintenance cost 
• Not preferred by utility owner 
Option 2 
• Bridge crossing with one ramp  
• Steep grades on both sides of crossing  
• Greater impact on trees 
• Fewer railway safety concerns  
• Impact to natural environment setting 
• Significantly higher capital and operating/maintenance 

cost 
 
*Note: level crossing to undergo safety assessment and all 
rail crossings subject to approval by Metrolinx 

Option 1 Scored Higher than Option 2 

Option 1 
• Boardwalk over wetland 
• Many grade changes some with steep grades (5 to 

10%) 
• Least impact on trees 
• Greater variety of landscapes 
• Highest capital and operating/maintenance cost 
Option 2 
• Trail through forest  
• Relatively flat ground  
• Greatest impact on trees 
• Lowest capital and operating/maintenance cost 
Option 3 
• Trail along edge of forest and boardwalk over wetland  
• Some steep grades  
• Greater variety of landscapes 

Option 2 Scored Higher than Options 1 and 3 

F – Existing informal trail along a 
forested slope 

F – View of low-lying wet area 
south of Eglinton 

E – Topography at the potential rail line crossing 
location 

38 m 38 m OPTION 1 OPTION 2 

0 m 

0 m 

0 m 

520 m 

520 m 

520 m 

Elevated Board 
Walk On Piles 

Eglinton 
Underpass 

Eglinton 
Underpass 

Eglinton 
Underpass 

20 m 

Existing Grade 

Existing Grade 
Boardwalk 

Proposed Culvert 

OPTION 1 

OPTION 2 

OPTION 3 12 m 

12 m 

14 m 

Legend 
          Option 1 
          Option 2 
          Option 3 
          Preferred Segment 
          Proposed Bridge                        
          Railway 
          Rail Line ROW 
          Transition Area 
          Proposed Underpass 
          Proposed Tunnel 
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EAST DON TRAIL PROJECT 

H - Existing maintenance 
level crossing  

An example of a level crossing with controls  

DESIGN CONCEPTS 

Trail Segment G 

KEY MAP 

Option 1 Scored Higher than Option 2 

Trail Segment H 

Option 1 
• Relatively flat ground  
• Lower capital cost 
• Slightly higher erosion risk 
• Easier to implement 
Option 2 
• Relatively flat with some  grade changes (less than 5%) 
• More difficult to implement 
• Higher capital cost  

Proposed Culvert 

Proposed Culvert 

Existing Grade 

520 m 0 m 

24 m 

22 m 

0 m 520 m 

Option 1 
• Level crossing with signals 
• Fewer trail user safety concerns  
• Greatest railway safety concerns 
• Lowest capital and operating/maintenance cost 
• Not preferred by utility owner 
Option 2 
• Bridge crossing with two ramps  
• Steep grades on both sides of crossing  
• More trail user safety concerns 
• Impact to natural environment setting 
• Highest capital and operating/maintenance cost 
Option 3 
• Bridge crossing with one ramp and one switch 

back 
• Steep grades on both sides of crossing 
• Highest impact on trees 
• Impact to natural environment setting 
• High capital and operating/maintenance cost 
*Note: level crossing to undergo safety assessment and all rail crossings 
subject to approval by Metrolinx.  Gatineau crossing location also subject 
to approval by landowner (Hydro One) 

Option 1 Scored Higher than  
Options 2 and 3 

I 

N G 

H 

Legend 
          Option 1 
          Option 2 
          Option 3 
          Preferred Segment 
          Proposed Bridge                        
          Railway 
          Rail Line ROW 
          Transition Area 
          Proposed Underpass 
          Proposed Tunnel 

G – Flat land between rail line 
and forested area 

OPTION 1 

OPTION 2 

OPTION 3 

12 m 

0 m 

0 m 

0 m 

12 m 

12 m 

Existing Grade 

Rail line 

Railway Crossing 
Arms 

Proposed Ramp  

160 m 

160 m 

160 m 

Rail 
line 

7.4 m 

Rail 
line 

7.4 m 

Existing Grade 



EAST DON TRAIL PROJECT 

I – Option 2 location  

DESIGN CONCEPTS 

Trail Segment I  

KEY MAP 

Option 1 
• Slightly lower impact on trees 
• Higher user safety concerns 
• Higher operating/maintenance cost 
• More likely to flood 
Option 2 
• Slightly higher impact on trees 
• Fewer user safety concerns 
• Lower operating/maintenance cost 
 

Option 1 Scored Higher than Options 2 and 3 Option 2 Scored Higher than Options 1 

Trail Segment J  
J – Existing informal trail J – Flat forested area 

J – View of East Don River 

J 

I 
N 

0 m 

0 m 

320 m 

320 m 

12 m 

12 m 

OPTION 2 

OPTION 1 

Option 1 
• Steep grades (5%) 
• More user friendly  
• Lowest capital cost 
• Low operating/maintenance cost 
• Easiest to implement 
Option 2 
• Steep grades (5%) 
• Highest users safety concerns 
• Highest capital and operating/maintenance cost 
• May not be accepted by landowners 
Option 3 
• Steepest grades (10%)  
• Lowest impact on trees 
• Low operating/maintenance cost 
• May not meet review agency requirements 

Legend 
          Option 1 
          Option 2 
          Option 3 
          Preferred Segment 
          Proposed Bridge                        
          Railway 
          Rail Line ROW 
          Transition Area 
          Proposed Underpass 
          Proposed Tunnel 

0 m 

0 m 

Existing Grade 

Existing Grade 

Existing Grade 

45 m 

240 m 0 m 

18 m 

18 m 

18 m 

240 m 

240 m 

OPTION 2 

OPTION 3 

OPTION 1 

45 m 

45 m 



EAST DON TRAIL PROJECT 

Bridge-tunnel combination along the 
existing East Don Trail  

K – Potential tunnel location 

DESIGN CONCEPTS 

Trail Segment K  Trail Segment L 

KEY MAP 

Option 1 
• Consistent grades 
• Less likely to flood 
• Fewer user safety concerns 
• Slightly higher capital cost 
• Lower operations/maintenance cost 
Option 2 
• One steep short transition   
• More likely to flood 
• High user safety concerns 
• Slightly lower capital cost 
• Higher operations/maintenance cost 
• Higher erosion risk  
*Note: all rail crossings subject to approval by Metrolinx.   
. 

Option 1 
• Relatively flat ground 
• Lower impact on trees 
• Higher operating/maintenance cost 
• More likely to flood 
• Higher erosion risk 
Option 2 
• Relatively flat ground  
• Higher impact on trees 
• Lower operating/maintenance cost 
• Lower erosion risk 

Option 1 Scored Higher than Option 2 Option 2 Scored Higher than Option 1 

0 m 

Rail Line 

OPTION 2 24 m 

160 m 

40 m 

10 % Slope 

3.0m 

Existing Grade 

Don River 

60 m 

Don River 

Don River 

480 m 

480 m 

0 m 

18 m 

20 m 

0 m 

60 m 

Legend 
          Option 1 
          Option 2 
          Preferred Segment 
          Proposed Bridge                        
          Railway 
          Rail Line ROW 
          Transition Area 
          Proposed Underpass 
          Proposed Tunnel 

K 

L 

N 

Rail Line 

OPTION 1 

0 m 

24 m 

160 m 

45 m 
3.0m 

Existing Grade 

Don River 

OPTION 1 

OPTION 2 

L – Existing informal trail along the 
river bank   

L – Erosion along east river bank 
south of railway bridge 



EAST DON TRAIL PROJECT

OUTCOME
Summary Map
Map shows the outcome of the Design Concepts evaluation
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EAST DON TRAIL PROJECT

OUTCOME

Preliminary Preferred 
Trail



EAST DON TRAIL PROJECT 

OUTCOME 
General Impacts & Mitigation Measures 

• Design and construct trail while ensuring minimal 
vegetation removal, grading and  filling 

• Compliance with the Migratory Birds Convention Act by 
surveying areas for breeding birds prior to vegetation 
clearing and ensure vegetation will not be cleared 
between May 1 and July 31 

• Restore disturbed areas using only native species 

Wildlife 
Habitat 

• Limit the number of large native trees removed 

• All tree removals subject to the Ravine and Natural 
Feature Protection by-law 

• Follow City of Toronto Tree Protection Policy for 
construction near trees  

Trees 

• Implement appropriate Erosion and Sediment Control 
program 

• Comply with applicable fish timing windows for 
necessary in-water work 

Aquatic Habitat 
and Fish 

• Design trail to have minimal steep inclines and sharp 
turns, and to minimize interaction with railway traffic 

• Meet accessibility criteria where physical constraints 
allow 

Safety and 
Accessibility 



EAST DON TRAIL PROJECT 

NEXT STEPS 

Thank you for your time 

Summer 2014 
• Review public input on the recommended Design 

Concept 
• Prepare Consultation Report for the third public event 
• Select a Preferred  Design Concept 
Fall 2014 
• Present to public through the project webpage and an e-

update. To sign-up for e-updates visit 
www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 

Winter 2014/2015 
• File Environmental Study Report with Ministry of 

Environment for 30 day public review. 
 

Please leave your completed questionnaires at the door 
on the way out OR, if you would like more time to write 
your comments, please send them no later than               
Friday July 11, 2014 to: 

Maogosha Pyjor 
Public Consultation Unit 

City of Toronto 
Metro Hall, 19th Floor, 55 John St. 

Toronto, ON M5V 3C6 
 

Tel: 416-338-2850  
TTY: 416-397-0831 
Fax: 416-392-2974 

Email: eastdontrail@toronto.ca 

http://www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail
mailto:eastdontrail@toronto.ca


EAST DON TRAIL 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Public Meeting #3/3
June 24, 2014
5:30 to 8:30 pm
Victoria Park Hub



Questions and Answers

East Don Trail Environment Assessment

We want to hear from 
you…

• Write down your questions
• One question per sheet 
• Please print clearly 

Following the presentation, staff 
will provide answers to as many 
on-topic questions as possible.



Existing East 
Don Trail

Gatineau 
Corridor Trail

Don Trail 
Systems

Project Purpose
Project Update 

Facilities separated from the roadway, 
which support a number of non-
motorized uses such as walking, 
running, cycling, inline skating, 
wheelchair users, and dog walking, 
amongst others. 

The proposed East Don Trail will be an 
asphalt surface at 3.5 to 4 meters wide

Multi-use Trails 

Gap in multi-use 
trail network

Problem/Opportunity



Existing East 
Don Trail

Gatineau 
Corridor Trail

Don Trail 
Systems

Alternative Trail Alignments

Problem/Opportunity

Area 1

Area 2

Area 3

Alternative Trail Alignments

Project Update 

Solutions



East Don Trail Environment Assessment

• Alignments were evaluated and 
presented at Public Meeting #2
o Majority of respondents agreed 

with the evaluation as presented

• 3 revised Alignments  were 
developed based on public and 
landowner input: 
o Forest Trail C – Area 1
o Hillside Trail – Area 2
o Corridor Trail – Area 2

Corridor Trail

Hillside Trail

Area 1

Area 2

Area 3

Forest Trail C

Alternative Trail Alignments
Project Update 



Preferred Alignment:
• Area 1: Forest Trail A

Area 1

Area 2

Area 3

Forest Trail A

Hillside Trail

Access Route B

Input was received from the Technical 
Advisory Committee and Community 
Liaison Committee to select a preferred 
alignment

Preferred Alternative Trail Alignments
Project Update 

• Area 3: Access Route B

• Area 2: Hillside
– River Walk B ranked the highest 

however as the land is not currently 
available moving forward with second 
highest ranking Hillside 



Preferred Alternative Trail 
Alignment being moved forward 
to next project phase Design 
Concepts 

Preferred Alternative Trail Alignments
Project Update 



East Don Trail Environment Assessment

Technical Constraints: Topography, Flooding and Trees 

FloodingTopography Trees

Guiding Principles : 
• Accessibility requirements
• Grades less than 5%
• User needs 
• Trail outside of the 2 year floodline
• Minimize impacts to the physical and natural environment
• Needs of maintenance vehicles

Constraints and Guiding Principles
Design Concepts



Design Concepts
Development 
How Design Concepts were Developed: 
1. The preferred Alignment was divided into segments 
2. Existing informal trails guided the placement of the concepts  
3. Detailed topography and tree surveys 
4. A range of viable Design Concepts were created and evaluated

1:Segments 2:Existing Informal     
Trails

3:Surveys 4:Design 
Concepts



Alternative Design Concepts
Design Concepts

Preliminary preferred 
Design Concept route 
“Outcome” based on 

evaluation as presented 
on the panels

Alternative Design 
Concepts

Preliminary Preferred 
Design Concepts

Evaluation



Example Outcome
Design Concepts

The following slides will 
walk through of a few 
examples of design 
concept outcomes.  
Examples selected 

represent some of the 
different  situation within 

the corridor.  



Example Outcome
Design Concepts

N

Location of 
rail line 

crossing 
north of 

Eglinton Ave

Tunnel location – west & east of rail line

Meadow area with trees towards rail line and river



Example Outcome
Design Concepts



Example Outcomes
Design Concepts

Low-lying wet area along forest

N

Low-lying wet 
area at base of 
slope, south of 
Eglinton

Existing 
informal trail 

along a 
forested slope



Example Outcome
Design Concepts



Example Outcome
Design Concepts

Existing maintenance level 
crossing 

An example of a level crossing 
with controls 

*Note: level crossing to undergo safety 
assessment and all rail crossings 
subject to approval by Metrolinx.  

Gatineau crossing location also subject 
to approval by Hydro One

N

Steep forest area east of 
rail line

Flat area just south of existing 
maintenance crossing

Example trail with ramp and bridge

Example switchback 



Example Outcome
Design Concepts



Example Outcome
Design Concepts

N

Low west bank 
and erosion along 
east river bank

Existing 
informal 

trail along 
the river 

bank  

Potential bridge location & example bridge on the Don



Design 
Concept 
Options

Black lines = 
preferred 
segments

Map – “Birds eye view”

Profiles – “On the ground view”

Trail location

Existing 
Ground

How to read the panels – Maps and Profiles
Design Concepts



How to read the panels - Evaluation
Design Concepts

Option 1
• Steeper grades throughout (5 to 9%) 
• Lower operating/maintenance cost
Option 2
• Fewer steep grades (5 to 9%)
• Greater variety of views and landscapes
• Higher operating/maintenance cost

Option 2 Scored Higher than Option 1

Maps and profiles 
by segment above 
evaluation 

Evaluation focuses 
on differences 

between the options

Preliminary preferred design 
concept indicated at bottom 

in colour of option



East Don Trail Environment Assessment

Next Steps
East Don Trail Environmental Assessment

• Review public input on the recommended Design 
Concept

• Fill out a questionnaire today or mail one in by July 
11, 2014

• Prepare Consultation Report for the third public 
event

• Select a Preferred  Design Concept
• File Environmental Study Report with Ministry of 

Environment for 30 day public review
• Detailed design and implementation*
*pending approval of the Environmental  Assessment



East Don Trail Environment Assessment

Feedback and Input
East Don Trail Environmental Assessment

We’d like your input at this key stage of the EA 
process!
• Do you agree with the evaluation of the design 

concepts as presented on the panels?
• Do you agree with the overall preliminary 

preferred design concept? 

As we move into detailed design, what do you value the most:  
Protection of natural environment, user experience & aesthetics, 
cost, or maintenance requirements?

Please fill out a questionnaire



Questions? 

East Don Trail Environment Assessment

We want to hear from 
you…

• Write down your questions
• One question per sheet 
• Please print clearly 

Following the presentation, staff 
will provide answers to as many 
on-topic questions as possible.



EAST DON TRAIL PROJECT 

Trail Specifications 
The East Don Trail will be designed as a multi-use trail to support a 
number of users including (but not limited to): walkers, runners, cyclists, 
in-line skaters, people with baby strollers, and dog walkers.  Accessibility 
for wheel chair users will be investigated as part of the design process.  
 

EAST DON TRAIL 

Detailed specifications will be developed as part of the Environmental 
Assessment process. 
 

• a trail width of approximately 3.5 to 4 meters to allow bi-
directional trail use.  Width  

• a centre line to separate directional paths  and arrow markings 
to remind all users to travel on the right. Markings 

• where possible maintain flat grades. Design trail slope as 
required for drainage and to accommodate topography.  Where 
possible slope grades will be kept below 5%. 

Grade 

• City of Toronto standard trail surface for multi-use trails is 
asphalt as the hard surface supports a variety of trail users and 
abilities.  In addition asphalt does not erode and has low 
maintenance costs. 

Surface 

• adequate signage will be incorporated including: regulatory, 
warning and informational. Signs will be placed in clearly visible 
locations. 

Signage and 
Wayfinding 

General trail specifications that will be investigated and considered as 
part of the planning and design process will include: 



EAST DON TRAIL PROJECT 

Trail Etiquette 

All multi-use pathway users have a 

responsibility to be considerate and respectful 

of all park/trail users. 

  

The following tips are provided to help ensure 

that all pathway users have an enjoyable and 

safe experience: 

 

EAST DON TRAIL 

Cyclists rollerbladers, and similar faster-moving persons 

must yield to pedestrians. 

Faster trail users should pass on the left and keep to the right 

when on the trail. 

Only pass when it is safe to do so and the trail is wide 

enough. 

When riding a bike, let people know you are approaching by 

ringing your bell or giving a friendly greeting. 

Dogs should be kept on a leash in parks, except in 

designated off-leash areas. 

To protect the pathways and parks, stay on the trail and don’t 

litter. 

According to the Parks By-law, trail users including cyclists 

and rollerbladers and skateboarders should not exceed the 

speed of 20km/h when traveling in a park. 

If the pathway is busy with pedestrians, consider walking 

instead of cycling, rollerblading or skateboarding 



EAST DON TRAIL PROJECT 

Natural Environment Trail Strategy 
In June of 2013, the City of Toronto 
completed the Natural Environment 
Trail Strategy that identifies the 
opportunities, constraints, planning 
policies and management strategies 
required to ensure the protection of the 
City of Toronto's natural areas while 
offering safe and enjoyable 
recreational opportunities for all natural 
environment/dirt trail users. This 
Strategy is meant to help guide and 
inform future trail planning initiatives 
that will assist in the protection of the 
City of Toronto's natural areas.  

There has been considerable public interest around the natural 
surface trails that exist within the Local and Regional Study 
Areas, and how they will be affected by the East Don Trail 
Environmental Assessment (Class EA).  
 
The scope of the East Don Class EA is limited to a multi-use paved 
trail. Therefore, natural surface (dirt) trails in the area will not be 
considered as part of the EA process.  
 
The Study Area for the East Don Trail Project is located within one of 
the priority management areas identified in the City of Toronto's 
Natural Environment Trail Strategy.  The priority management areas 
will be the focus of trail planning in Toronto in the short term of the 
estimated ten year process outlined in the Strategy. 

To view a copy of the Natural Environment Trail Strategy, please visit 
the City of Toronto’s website: www.toronto.ca/parks/engagement/trails/ 

http://www.toronto.ca/parks/engagement/trails/


East Don Trail – Comment Sheet  

    Third Public Meeting   -   Tuesday, June 24, 2014 

The purpose of this comment sheet is to provide you with an opportunity to participate in the current 
phase of the East Don Trail Class EA study by reviewing and providing input on the design concepts for 
the preferred trail alignment.  

Please submit your comment form at the registration table or send in your 
comments by July 11, 2014 using one of the following options: 
 
Postal:    East Don Trail 
               Public Consultation Unit  
               55 John Street, Metro Hall, 19th Floor 
               City of Toronto 
               Toronto, ON M5V 3C6 

 
Contact: 
 
    TTY: 
    Fax: 

 
416-338-2850  
eastdontrail@toronto.ca 
416-338-0889 
416-392-2974 

               (Postage paid envelopes available at the registration table) 
 

The display materials will be posted online at: 

www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 
Optional – Your Contact Details 

Name: ____________________________________________________________________________ 

Organization: _______________________________________________________________________ 

Phone: ____________________________________________________________________________ 

Email: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Address:____________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Information will be collected in accordance with the Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act.  With the exception of 

personal information, comments will become part of the public record.  Personal information such as your name, e-mail and address are not 
included in the public record.  If you have any questions about this collection, please contact Senior Public Consultation Coordinator 

Maogosha Pyjor at 416-338-2850 

Optional – Your Contact Details 

1. From the list below, indicate why you would use the East Don Trail: 

Be close to nature    Wildlife/bird viewing 

Exercise     Commute (for example: to work, school, run errands) 

Experience solitude/relax   Socialize with friends/family 

Dog walking 

Other: 

Study Questions  



2. This question item is designed to gather information about your primary concerns so that we can 
consider them when planning and designing the trail. Please rank the considerations in the tables 
below from 1 to 4 in order of their importance to you, using each ranking only once.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Overall Considerations 
Ranking in order of 

importance  
(1 is most important, 4 is least 

important) 

Protection of natural environment  

User experience and aesthetics  

Cost  

Maintenance requirements  

Natural Environment Considerations  
Ranking in order of 

importance  
(1 is most important, 4 is least 

important) 

Trail disturbs existing native trees   

Trail disturbs existing wetlands   

Trail disturbs existing meadows   

Trail disturbs habitat edge   

User Experience and Aesthetics Considerations  
Ranking in order of 

importance  
(1 is most important, 4 is least 

important) 

Trail runs through different landscapes (e.g. forest, 
meadow, etc.) 

 

Trail is less steep (i.e. more accessible)  

Trail provides access to river or look out points  

Trail provides a natural environment experience   



A map of the Study Area is available on the last page of this comment sheet. Use this information 
to assist with answering the questions below. 

3. Do you agree with the recommended design concept as presented? 
Yes  
No 
 

Please provide an explanation: 

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 
4. Do you have any other questions or comments related to the East Don Trail Environmental 

Assessment process?  

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Thank you for taking the time to fill in this comment sheet!  

  



Please use the map provided to assist with your answers or mark any additional information you would  
 
Recommended Design Concept for the Trail Route: 
 

 

Recommended 
Design Concept  

Alternative Design 
Concepts 



East Don Trail Environmental Assessment 
Public Consultation Report 
Public Event #3 - June 24, 2014 
 
Prepared by Toronto and Region Conservation Authority 
In cooperation with Public Consultation Unit, City of Toronto 
August 29, 2014 

1 Introduction 
On June 24, 2014 the City of Toronto (the City) and Toronto and Region Conservation 
Authority (TRCA) hosted the Final Public Event (Event #3) for the East Don Trail 
Environmental Assessment to gather feedback on the design concepts for what the preferred 
trail alignment might look like. Residents and interested individuals were invited to view 
display panels and talk with members of the Project Team. A presentation provided an 
overview of design concepts evaluated which was followed by a Question and Answer 
session. Participants were also encouraged to fill out comment forms. Overall, the event was 
well attended (71 participants signed in). 
 
Prior to the event, the display panels were made available on the project web page: 
www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 

2 Communications Received 
Feedback and communications related to the public event were collected and documented for 
this summary report prior to and during the two (2) week comment period following the event 
(ending on July 11, 2014). The summary below includes information received from the 
following sources:  

• Conversation topics between City, TRCA and consultant staff, and Open House 
participants 

• Question and answer session 
• Comment forms received 
• Email and phone correspondence 

All submissions have been acknowledged and documented.  
All communications received from the public during the EA process are made part of the 
public record and shared with the project team on an ongoing basis. 
  



3 Key Comments and Ideas Expressed 
Below is a summary of comments received by stakeholders through the various 
communications listed above, have been amalgamated, summarized, and organized by topic. 

Overall 
The majority of public responses received agreed with the design concept recommended for 
the East Don Trail alignment. There was also some opposition and concern regarding 
potential impacts on the natural environment. The information below is a summary of the 
feedback received and is presented by theme. 

Design Concepts for the Preferred Trail Alignment 
Majority of responses were in agreement with the design concept moving forward into the 
next design phase of the East Don Trail Study. Comments received pertained to: 

• Safety associated with locating the trail near rail lines  
• Support for least number of rail and water crossings required  
• Some requests for use of golf course lands for trail to reduce impact on surrounding 

natural environment 
• Concern regarding placement of trail in flood prone areas 

How you would use the East Don Trail 
Top reasons people would use the East Don Trail (based on number of responses received, 1 
= most) 

1. To be close to nature and to exercise 
2. Experience solitude/relax and wildlife/bird viewing 
3. Socialize with friends/family 
4. Commute 
5. Dog walking and other 

Most important things to consider during planning and design of East Don Trail 
Overall Considerations 

• Most important: Protection of Natural Environment and User Experience and 
Aesthetics 

• Least important: Cost and Maintenance Requirements 

Natural Environment Considerations 
• Most important: Disturbance to Existing wetlands followed by Existing Native Trees 
• Moderately important: Disturbance to existing meadows and habitat edge 

User Experience and Aesthetic Considerations 
• Most important: Provide a natural environment experience 
• Moderately important: Opportunity for trail to run through different landscapes and 

provide access to river or lookout points 



• Steepness of trail was of least importance to the half of the respondents. However it 
was also of most importance to a large number of respondents, resulting a split 
response 

Other Comments 
Accessibility 

• Importance of accessibility for all users  

Community & Recreation 
• Trail perceived as a recreational asset to the community 

Environmental Impacts/Aesthetics 
• Concern about impacts to local deer population 
• Concern about scale of project within the ravine system 
• Support for using Flemingdon Golf Course lands for the trail to protect the natural 

environment 

Flemingdon Golf Course 
• Support for minimizing impact on golf course operations 
• Support for using golf course for trail – current use not a natural use within the ravine 

system 

Public Consultation 
• Support for public consultation process undertaken 
• Desire to implement trail as quickly as possible 

Safety 
• Concerns associated with proximity of trail to rail line 
• Concerns with existing encampments within the valley lands 

Trail Design 
• Consider sight lines at rail and river crossings 
• Aesthetics of infrastructure should be considered (e.g. design of bridges) 

User Experience 
• Provide two trails that run parallel to separate users 
• Concern about impact on existing mountain bike trails 

  



Other (Out of Scope) 
• Request for repairs and improvements to existing trails 
• Concern regarding steepness of existing access at Wynford Community  
• Support for community connections to trail (e.g., Anewen, Flemingdon, Victoria Park, 

and Wynford) 
• Support for providing connections to adjacent residential streets 

4 Going Forward – How Key Comments will be addressed 
This list above provides a summary of what was heard during the public event and in 
comment sheets submitted during the comment period. These key comments will be 
addressed through a variety of means including: Frequently Asked Questions that will be 
posted on the project website, project updates, and ongoing correspondence with City and 
TRCA staff.  
 
To stay informed about the East Don Trail Project, please visit the project website at: 
www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 

5 Questions and Answers 
Maogosha Pyjor, Senior Public Consultation Coordinator with the City of Toronto welcomed 
everyone to the event and explained that there would be a presentation to provide an 
overview of design concepts evaluated for the East Don Trail.  
A Question and Answer session followed the presentation during which the public had an 
opportunity to ask questions and provide feedback about the information presented. In 
addition, questions cards were distributed to attendees to write down any questions they 
wanted addressed during this session. The project team grouped questions by topic and 
responded to questions from each of the topics.  The project team included staff from the City 
of Toronto, the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA), and the technical 
consulting team (Aquafor Beech Ltd.).  
Three (3) City of Toronto councillors (and/or representatives) attended the open house 
including Councillor John Parker, Councillor Janet Davies, and Councillor Denzil Minnan-
Wong. Councillor Mary Fragadakis sent her regrets but met with the project team prior to the 
event. 
 
Maogosha Pyjor added that there were comment sheets available for attendees to share 
their input. These forms could be submitted at the registration table after the event, or sent to 
the address provided by July 11, 2014. 
 
  

http://www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail


Questions and Answers: 
The following is a summary of the key questions and answers received after the presentation. 
 
Q: If level crossings were chosen for crossing the rail lines, would trains have to whistle? 
A: The project team needs to look at the by-law. If there is a by-law in effect, there will be no 
whistling. The level crossing would be fully signaled, which might also avoid the need for 
whistling to ensure user awareness of oncoming trains.  
 
Q: How will people from the Wynford Concorde community access the trail? Right now there 
are accessibility issues due to steep grades.  
A: The scope of the East Don Trail EA focuses on the main spine trail (from the existing East 
Don Trail to the Lower Don Trail making a connection to the Gatineau Corridor Trail); the 
design and implementation of community access points are out of scope.  However in the 
final report, Environmental Study Report, the study will make recommendations for future 
potential community access points.  In terms of accessibility, the design of the East Don Trail 
will aim to keep grades below 5% where possible.   
 
Q: Will there be a connection to the Gatineau Trail?  
A: Yes, there will be a connection to the Gatineau Trail, creating this connection is one of the 
main goals of the project as is stated in our project opportunity/problem statement.  Based on 
existing conditions the EA process identified the Hydro One access route as a connection 
east to Bermondsey Rd. Other potential connections will be reviewed in the detailed design 
stage. 
 
Q: The proposed trail deviates from the existing East Don Trail, does it not? 
A: The proposed East Don Trail will connect to the existing East Don Trail. This is not 
indicated on the map shown on the slide, but a connection will be made through the 
implementation of this proposed trail.  
 
Q: In the south end of the study area is it possible for the proposed trail to cross the river to 
access the Charles Sauriol memorial stone, and to restructure the parking lot to be a trail 
also? 
A: The preferred bridge placement was discussed in the last Phase of the project, Phase 2.  It 
is located just east of that area over Taylor Massey Creek, in an area already disturbed where 
a temporary culvert crossing was located.  This access is the most ideal access for Toronto 
Water maintenance activities and is in an area already disturbed.  However, we can look at 
other options for honouring Charles Sauriol. It might be possible to move the memorial or to 
offer interpretive signage at the south end of the trail; these options will be discussed at a 
later stage.  



 
Q: Presently, there is a parking lot at the Lawrence Avenue access point, but there is no 
parking on Wynford Drive. How will the City provide enough parking for all users? 
A: The project team will look at where there are opportunities for parking and access to the 
trail during the following design phase of this study.  
 
Q: How will this trail prevent alternative trails? Other cases seem to suggest that informal 
trails still get used even when a formal one is constructed.  
A: The continued use of informal trails does happen. However, providing infrastructure in the 
form of formal trails remains a good method to manage informal ones. The City tries to direct 
formal trails away from sensitive areas, but has also identified parts of the study area to 
manage these informal trails.  
 
Comment: In my opinion, there has been more and more invasion of the natural area over 
recent years, and this trail project would turn the East Don Valley corridor into a sidewalk. I 
believe there is evidence that multi-use trails are not effective and that people cannot relax 
due to conflicts between different types of users. Taylor Creek Park has a roadway of a trail 
but people continue to use the informal ones for this reason.  
 
Q: When will the trail be completed? 
A: Construction of the trail could begin as early as mid to late 2015. Before construction can 
happen, the Environmental Study Report (ESR) will be filed with the Ministry of Environment 
and Climate Change and there will be 30 days for public and agency review. If there are no 
concerns that have not been adequately addressed (Part II Order), the City can proceed to 
implementation. .  
 
Q: Will existing informal trails be affected? 
A: We are aware of the many informal trails in the valley – parts of the study area of this EA 
have been identified as priority areas for management of these informal trails (outside of this 
process).  Management of informal trails can include rerouting or closing of these dirt trails. 
 
Comment: I would like to note that the Charles Sauriol memorial could easily be moved so 
that it is along the proposed trail. 
 
Q: What is the cost of this project?  
A: The cost of the trail will be approximately $17 million. Yes, it will be quite expensive to 
build, however it will fill a significant gap in the trail network that will connect downtown 
Toronto to the Rouge Valley to the east. It will be a valuable asset for the community and City.  
 



Comment: The cost for the trail is minimal compared to the legacy it will leave for the 
community. 
A: We agree. 
 
Q: From a preliminary engineering point of view, what is the chance that the trail will be wiped 
out by floods? 
A: The technical consultant, Aquafor Beech Ltd., did a complete hydrogeological assessment 
as part of the environmental assessment process. Flooding was also looked at during both 
the placement and the evaluation of the trail segments. Generally, we have been able to keep 
the trail out of the 2 or 5 year flood lines.  Flood lines are estimates of how high and wide a 
flood will reach in the valley lands for a typical 2 or 5 year flood.   
 
Comment: Staying out of the 2 year flood line is not adequate. 
Response: We agree – where possible we are trying to keep it out of the 5 year flood line.  
 
Q: Trails are already flooding and there are many strategies trying to prevent that. How are all 
the various projects across the Don Watershed going to be integrated? Is everyone talking 
and working together? 
A: The study is focusing on mitigating flooding and erosion issues before they happen for the 
East Don Trail EA project.  The project team is also aware of the surrounding projects and is 
in contact with representatives for the projects; this is often accomplished through Technical 
Advisory Committee meetings, in which TRCA and City staff are part of, including Toronto 
Water. 
 
Q: Will there be switchbacks to enable access from Wynford Drive? 
A: We are not looking at designing and implementing community access points as part of this 
process. Our scope is to address the main gap in the trail network, which only includes the 
spine trail. We can only make recommendations about other details.  
 
Q: Will the trail be maintained for year-round use? 
A: Presently, there is no winter maintenance planned on this trail.  
 
Q: Why are the aesthetic criteria weighted as heavily as the technical criteria? 
A: When we evaluated the design concepts, we used many criteria. Some of them were 
technical – for example, cost, grades – and some of them were social – for example, user 
experience, aesthetics. We weighted both types of criteria evenly.  We are asking members of 
the public to let us know what they value most (regarding the types of criteria) by filling the 
comment sheets that were provided.  This will assist the project team in determining the most 
appropriate design concepts where the evaluation results are close. 



Q: If you put this trail in place, it will be a commuter route. It looks like the trail is going to be a 
single paved path all the way down. Can there be two separate trails instead? One could be 
for commuters and one for recreational use.  
A: We are proposing a trail that will be 3.5 metres wide, two-directional, multi-use which 
meets accessibility standards. We will not use multiple trails in an effort to minimize this 
project’s impact on the environment.  
 
Q: How will deer populations be affected? 
A: The natural environment is being considered as part of this project. Deer are generalists 
which means they can acclimatize to different environments. In the Humber there are deer 
everywhere despite formal trails. What you may see is a change in when the deer use the 
area, for example the deer may change to a more nocturnal cycle, in response to human 
activity. We don’t expect negative impacts to deer populations as a result of this trail, but the 
times you see the deer may change.  
 



Question Options Public Response

Be close to nature 21

Exercise 21

Experience solitude/relax 12

Dog Walking 2

Wildlife/bird viewing 12

Commute 5

Socialize with friends/family 7

Other 4

Explanation for Other: Alternative to cycling on roads when I go to/come from cycling to Port Credit for lunch.

Explanation for Other: I won't use it at all. I use the golf course. 

Explanation for Other: Work - stewardship access.

Explanation for Other: With increase of families or single living in condominium/apartments, there is urgent need to compensate 

for lack of a backyard.

Explanation for Other: Value added to properties and neighbourhoods.

Question Options Public Response

Yes 18

No 7

Neither 5

Public Comment/Response Impact 

Planning to keep grades under 10% and under 5% where poss ble is good for all trail users. Minimizing the 

number of river crossings/bridges is a good choice. Preserving the golf course is a good choice. The choice to 

avoid switchback bridges over the rail line is a good choice both for cost restraint and mechanical limits for 

cyclists using those bridges with wide or long b kes (tr ke tandem, tag along). Keeping trail users above the 

flood level is good. So far I don't see any planning for toilets at strategic intervals. Where the trail crosses rail 

at grade, please avoid tight gates. Railway guard arms that ride out of the way are perfectly understandable. 

Noted by project team. Trail amenities and railway crossings design will be determined during trail detailed 

design. 

Would a lower maintenance trail be better? Such as a dirt trail? Questions/comments about trail surface and other design elements were addressed in project FAQs, 

available on project website.

I would rather stay away from the railway as much as possible. Lower maintenance would be better. Higher 

cost at the beginning for a more functional trail is not an issue from my point of view. 

Noted by project team.

Should minimize the number of river crossings and rail crossings and use existing trails to take advantage of 

landscape along golf course. 

Noted by project team.

F is crossing wetlands or forests and we'll lose a lot of trees. Going through the golf course would be better. Noted by project team.  

As the impact on the natural environment was a major concern expressed by the public and Segment F 

travels through a variety of habitats that are considered high quality for the East Don corridor, an additional 

in-depth review of stakeholder and public input and the overall impact on the natural environmental was 

undertaken for this segment following the public meeting. 

Study Question: From the list below, indicate why you would use the East Don Trail.

Study Question: Do you agree with the recommended design concept as presented?



Public Comment/Response Impact 

I l ke to commute to work (from DVP-Lawrence to downtown core) and really like to see a trail available ASAP 

before I get hit by a motorized vehicle. If unfortunately it is available really late, I may request it to be 

wheelchair accessible (joking). Looks like a lot of work went into it...Hopefully something will come out. At 

worst, I'll settle for a dirt path or make DVP access ble by runners (probably safer than Don Mills). 

Noted by project team.

Do not agree with multi-use. Please invest in proper cycle trails for getting around the city and let trails be 

footpaths for the most part. I believe that select areas can be offered for access bility needs. The project is out 

of scale with the area of the ravine. If this was High Park, great, go with it. But it is not! 

Noted by project team.

Need access from Anewen Greenbelt to Charles Sauriol. Please provide as we must now drive down. Creation of local community access points, while outside of this EA scope, was recommended as a future 

work in the project Environmental Study Report. 

I have looked at all the panels and I agree with all the preferred options. I also have no problem with any of 

the options. They are all acceptable to me. It would be preferable that access for the disabled is optimized. 

Noted by project team.

Minimize impact on golf course. I like a trail that runs east of the tracks. Finally a more integrated path 

network. Allow bikes to move off road and away from cars. I can now cycle directly to the city center. 

Noted by project team.

I live on  and the forest trail in section B allows access to the trail system on the east side of the Don 

River. I hope that this design concept path is seen through to completion!

Noted by project team.

I attended the meeting last Sept and provided feedback.  The design concepts has taken everyone's feedback 

into account plus is a very well thought out plan, and I think it looks great.

Noted by project team.

The recommended alternatives are indeed best with the exception of Segment F just south of Eglinton 

Avenue.  For Segment F more weight should be given to protecting the forest with its large trees and avoiding 

fragmenting it.  Option 3 is preferable. 

In Segments E and I there are rail crossings where the preferred option 1 is a level crossing with signals.  

Such level crossings are operating sufficiently safely in many other places. For example, the bike lane on 

Bayview Extension connects to the Lower Don Trail by a level crossing over the same rail line.  On the much 

busier lakeshore railway with fast VIA trains and half-hourly GO trains, there are several level crossings in 

Scarborough and Mississauga, including one at Rouge Hill that is a multi-use trail connecting to the Waterfront 

Trail.  The railway is allowing that one even though one can get across the tracks using the underpass in 

Rouge Hill station. The cost and inconvenience of bridges over the railway on the East Don Trail are not 

justified.

As the impact on the natural environment was a major concern expressed by the public and Segment F 

travels through a variety of habitats that are considered high quality for the East Don corridor, an additional 

in-depth review of stakeholder and public input and the overall impact on the natural environmental was 

undertaken for this segment following the public meeting.  Option 3 was selected as the preferred option 

for this segment. 

Study Question: Do you agree with the recommended design concept as presented?



Public Comment/Response Impact 

The stretch of trail between Eglinton Av and the Hydro ROW east of the R/R tracks is too sensitive for a trail of 

this scale.  The EA must show an option to build the trail through the Golf Course, or it can't be considered 

later without doing another EA, at great expense.  If going through the Golf Course cannot be considered at 

this stage, build the north and south sections of the trail first leaving the middle section until the Golf Couse 

question is resolved.  If access for Toronto Water to service pipes is a major goal of this project, than building 

a trail east of the R/R tracks south of Eglinton will not serve the purpose, since the pipes run under the Golf 

Course.  Aesthetics/user experience should not be a factor in design of this trail.  There are major technical 

and ownership challenges into the proposed route, so aesthetics only complicates the decision and should be 

dropped as a criteria for design, so that more important issues can inform decisions. 

Noted by project team. No impact. 

The purpose of the EA is to create a specific connection and the project is carried out based on existing 

conditions, including present property constraints. Should a significant modification to the project or change 

in the project environmental setting occur after the filing of the ESR, it will be reviewed at that time and an 

addendum will be issued in accordance with the procedures outlined in the Municipal Class Environmental 

Assessment document. 

Investigating City and utility maintenance vehicles/activities access provision was identified as one of the 

objectives of the study rather than the main goal - this was communicated during Phase 1 public meetings 

(Public Event 1 and CLC meetings) and in applicable consultation materials. 

No change to Phase 3 evaluation criteria. Aesthetics is one of 11 Phase 3 evaluation criteria. The project 

team felt that other factors such as technical challenges are well represented and the aesthetics criterion 

should be included, as the importance of aesthetics in trail design is well recognized. 

I support no action, and to divert - the $17 million to a program to combat invasive species in the Don valley. 

Roads, rail lines, dogs, cyclists, construction and human activity of all sorts have reduced, polluted, eroded 

and degraded the few natural areas we still retain. The proposed trail improvements and extensions only 

compound the problem.

When the ravines are made a perfect environment for human recreation, access, and transport there will be 

nothing left of nature. The irony is tragic.

Noted by project team.

I believe the plan is well thought and it connects well with the Thompson Park and the Don River Park with 

tunnels and bridges.

Noted by project team.

While I am a little disappointed the river run portion has been abandoned I understand the practical realities 

that made obtaining the golf course a difficult option. Keep up the good work.

Noted by project team.

Makes reasonable choices to satisfy requirements. Noted by project team.

Public Comment/Response Impact 

No - just thanks! Noted by project team.

No, the team has done excellent work. Noted by project team.

Just do it ASAP (please). Noted by project team.

Will they plant more native flowers? Need more colour throughout the foliage. P.S. Reminds me (the trail) 

actually the first time I was there near Dundas and Cosburn areas of Rouge Valley, lots of potential. People 

need to know more about the trails - lived here all my life and it took a friend to show me that it actually 

existed. A very peaceful place within the city that has become very congested and unrestful. Are there lights 

around and safety precautions?

Questions, comments and concerns about restoration (including planting), users safety as well as trail 

amenities were addressed in project FAQs, available on project website. While relevant information will 

also be included in the project Environmental Study Report, the details (e.g., sample plant inventory for 

restoration work) will be determined during trail detailed design.

I'm glad that trail rules will be posted. Collisions between cyclists and pedestrians are a concern. Noted by project team.

I understand the reason for the paved path, however I still shudder at the thought of paving parts of the forest 

floor. The "East Don Trail" "Trail Etiquette" is great. Please post it on the trails. Thank you for your helpful 

presentations and representatives. 

Noted by project team.

Should be accessible from Victoria Village and Eglinton. Let's get this done! Really looking forward to it! If a 

level train crossing, will the train be required to blow its whistle? If yes, build bridge(s)!!

Noted by project team. Creation of local community access points, while outside of this EA scope, was 

recommended as a future work in the project Environmental Study Report. Should the proposed at grade 

crossings receive approval, Metrolinx/GO and City of Toronto will confirm the whistle policy at that time 

(l kely during trail detailed design). 

Study Question: Do you have any other questions or comments related to the East Don Trail Environmental Assessment process?

Study Question: Do you agree with the recommended design concept as presented?



Public Comment/Response Impact 

At the present time the trees are not being maintained (look at trail on creek). Are there plans to maintain the 

trees in the future?

Current tree maintenance is outside of this EA scope. An Operations and Maintenance Plan will be 

developed as part of the detailed design stage that will address maintained requirements along the 

proposed East Don Trail.

Please provide suitable areas for garbage that prevents animals from getting into it. This is important for me 

because it would help to reduce the environmental impact. 

Noted by project team. Questions, comments and concerns about trail amenities were addressed in project 

FAQs, available on project website. While relevant information will also be included in the project 

Environmental Study Report, the details (e.g., amenities type and location) will be determined in trail 

detailed design. 

Where tunnels are recommended to pass under the railway, is there a design requirement to protect sightlines 

between the tunnel and the trail so that cyclists entering or exiting the tunnel will be able to see oncoming trail 

users? For example, a singular bad design is the culvert tunnel along the Lower Don Trail where the trail 

approaches the tunnel at blind right angles to the tunnel (and the south approach is a fast downhill blind 

approach). As part of the design process include consideration to tie the new trail with adjacent residential 

streets - including access bility requirements for wheelchairs and children cyclists?

Noted by project team. Questions, comments and concerns about trail access, access bility and safety 

were addressed in project FAQs, available on project website. Relevant information will also be provided in 

the Environmental Study Report (ESR). In the project FAQs,it was clarified that the trail will be accessible 

from the existing East Don Trail, Lower Don Trail, Taylor Creek Trail, West Don Trail and Bermondsey 

Road. The potential to implement additional access points as part of the trail implementation will be 

considered during trail detailed design. General description of tunnels design, including dimensions and 

sightline considerations, will be included in the ESR. 

The railway arm crossings seem like a great danger, particularly to children/teens. I hope that a safer 

alternative can be implemented. 

Noted by project team. Feedback will be considered during trail detailed design. 

Connection among trails will help to encourage people to use more b kes for their commute. We have trails all 

over the city, but the problem is that they are not connected. So it is almost imposs ble to use them for 

commuting from one side of the city to the other. 

Noted by project team.

I would prefer narrow trail in sensitive area. Noted by project team. Feedback will be considered during trail detailed design. 

Trail proposed accesses should be presented in next coming meetings. In the project FAQs, available on project website, it was clarified that the trail will be access ble from the 

existing East Don Trail, Lower Don Trail, Taylor Creek Trail, West Don Trail and Bermondsey Road. The 

potential to implement additional access points as part of the trail implementation will be considered during 

trail detailed design. 

I am looking forward to using the trail when it is built will be a HUGE asset to all the communities living around 

the Don River from Lawrence Ave south.  Thank you very much!!!

Noted by project team.

There needs to be a qualified inspector on site during construction at all time to ensure that construction crews 

do not damage protected trees or other vegetation, and prevent unauthorized site disturbance by construction 

staff. 

Noted by project team. Feedback will be considered during the development of Tree Protection, Removal 

and Restoration Plans (to be approved by TRCA and City of Toronto Urban Forestry), which are be part of 

trail detailed design. 

Study Question: Do you have any other questions or comments related to the East Don Trail Environmental Assessment process?



Public Comment/Response Impact 

It’s a challenge to make a multi-use trail really access ble to wheelchair users.  Just east of the Port Union 

tunnel on the Waterfront Trail there is a quite gentle slope.  While walking there recently I met a person in a 

wheelchair who was being helped by a companion pushing, and they were having some difficulty even on that 

slope.  Here it should be poss ble to make the trail north from the Forks of the Don through Segment K most 

access ble, with perhaps a viewpoint at the north end of Segment K as a destination for users who might find 

the next segments to the north too demanding.   On the other hand, cyclists want a trail that can be rode on 

continuously, without being called on to dismount and walk, over narrow bridges, up and down steep hills, or 

across roads or driveways.  The bridges, grades, and crossings on the planned trail should be designed with 

this in mind, to have a trail that is good for cyclists and is also safe for other users. The valley should be a 

largely natural area with recreational uses.  Encampments where people live are not a suitable use because 

they produce much litter and may be threatening to some.  These people should be housed elsewhere.  In the 

longer term, the Flemingdon Park golf course may become public land.  Then the much preferable River Wa k 

could be implemented.  Meanwhile, the trail might first be built with north and south sections and a gap in the 

middle.  The north section would include Segments A and B and could then go east where existing informal 

trails are, up a tributary ravine into Wigmore Park and come out on Elvaston Drive.  From there, users would 

get around the gap by going on Elvaston Drive, Sloane Avenue and Bermondsey Road to south of the transfer 

station and then going down the Gatineau connection.  The south section would begin with Segment I and 

continue through Segment M and the existing water access road to the forks of the Don. We should affirm that 

the natural environment, its plants and animals, has worth in its own right, and does not have value only for 

people’s use or enjoyment.  Nevertheless, a city is a place for people, and its resources should enrich the lives 

of its people.  

Questions/comments about trail design, etiquette, safety, accessibility and implementation timeline were 

addressed in the project FAQs, made available on project website. Construction phasing approach will be 

described in the Environmental Study Report. Creation of local community connections, though out of 

scope of this EA, will be included in the Environmental Study Report as a recommendation for future work. 

Homelessness services are outside of this EA scope. The appropriate City of Toronto department has 

been notified and will continue to be engaged as the project moves forward. 

Toronto’s ravine valleys are a precious resource that should be managed for the benefit of both the 

environment and people.  One question is whether having so much of the valleys devoted to golf courses, 

which are unnatural environments used essentially by the relatively wealthy, is good stewardship of this 

resource.  The interruptions in the trail systems through the ravines are largely due to golf courses.  Here, 

though, a significant interruption in the Don trail system is being removed in a way that makes a good 

compromise between many conflicting interests.

Noted by project team.

As soon as possible would be nice! Noted by project team.

Thank you to all who have contributed to this program, all done in good faith. But it should never have been 

embarked upon. Sometimes doing nothing is the least bad option.

Noted by project team.

Study Question: Do you have any other questions or comments related to the East Don Trail Environmental Assessment process?



Public Comment/Response Impact 

How will your design prevent alternate trails being created or continued to be used? Taylor Creek has a multi-

purpose trail but most users, dog walkers, and dirt b kers are not using it. 

No impact, as management of informal trails is outside of the scope of this EA. As stated in project 

objectives, the proposed trail is intended to assist in the management of informal trails by providing a single 

focused multi-use trail within the East Don Corridor. 

The Gatineau Trail was mentioned in the early part of the presentation but there seems to be no provision to 

connect it to the East Don Trail. 

The following explanation is to be included in the project Environmental Study Report: The Gatineau 

connection to Bermondsey Road was intended to make a connection with the future planned Gatineau 

Corridor Trail extension. Due to uncertainties associated with the location of the planned Gatineau Corridor 

Trail in the west (a planning process outside of the scope of this EA), the connection of the proposed East 

Don Trail to the Gatineau Corridor Trail may not be made at this particular Area 2 location. The connection 

to Bermondsey Road in the east-west direction will still be made. 

CN Rail is a big corporation. Best thing avoid grade crossings. Reduces accidents which cause railway delays 

and cost money to railways in delays. Reduces grade crossing maintenance and cost. Happy railway makes a 

good friend in construction. 

Noted by project team.

Will at grade railway crossings result in trains having to whistle at each crossing as a warning? Background: 

historically GO train whistle blowing has disgruntled the residential communities when several years ago they 

were routinely warning before approaching the three river crossings.

Noted by project team. Should the proposed at grade crossings receive approval, Metrolinx/GO and City of 

Toronto will confirm the whistle policy at that time (during trail detailed design). 

Leave the space for the beasts! Noted by project team.

Section D, Option 2 - please leave the one grazing meadow alone for the deer. Thanks.

Noted by project team. Feedback used to re-examine and confirm alternative trail alignments evaluation 

results. Option 2 was selected as the preferred option for Segment D.

Deer - leave the one grazing meadow off the alignment. 

Noted by project team. Feedback used to re-examine and confirm alternative trail alignments evaluation 

results. Option 2 was selected as the preferred option for Segment D.

What considerations have been put into the preferred routes to allow for safe, easy pedestrian access to those 

from Flemingdon Park?

Creation of local community access points, while outside of this EA scope, was recommended as a future 

work in the project Environmental Study Report. 

We want direct access to Charles Sauriol from the Anewen Greenbelt. We need this desperately to get down 

into the valley. 

Creation of local community access points, while outside of this EA scope, was recommended as a future 

work in the project Environmental Study Report. 

Potential bridges will be able to be biked over? Ie. Ramps not stairs. Informal trails will be preserved where 

desired path is to be rerouted?

Concerns/questions regarding access bility and informal trails management were addressed in project 

FAQs, available on project website. 

Good work! The team has done an excellent job and I agree with the preferred options, but the other options 

are okay too. 
Noted by project team.

Comment Cards Received at Public Meeting # 3 from Public 





































































































































































IIIIIITOIIONIO East Don Trail — Comment Sheet

Third Public Meeting - Tuesday, June 24, 2014

The purpose of this comment sheet Is to provide you with an opportunity to participate in the current
phase of the East Don Trail Class EA study by reviewing and providing input on The design concepts for
the preferred trail alignment.

Please submit your comment form at the registration table or send in your
comments by July11, 2014 using one of the following options:

Postal: East Don Trail Contact: 416-338-2850
Public Consultation Unit eastdontrail@toronto.ca
55 John Street, Metro Hall, 19”’ Floor flY: 416-338-0689
City of Toronto Fax: 416-392-2974
Toronto, ON M5V 3C6
(Postage paid envelopes available at the registration table)

The display materials will be posted online at:

www.toronto.caleastdontrail.

Optional — Your Contact Details

Name:

_________

Organization:

_________

Phone:

Email:

Address:

lnfounaUbn will be collected in accordance with the Municipal Freedom of Inform at/on and Protection of Privacy Ad. With the exception of
personal information, comments will become pan of the public record. FWsonal ,nbnnahon such as your name, s-mall and address arc not

included in the public record. if you have any questions about this collection, please contact Senior Public Gonsultalion Coordinator
Maogosha Pyjor 31416-338-2850

Study Questions

1, From the list below, indicate why you would use the East Don Trail:

close to nature WildlifeThird viewing

‘xercise U Commute (for example: to work, school, run errands)

‘Experience solaude/relax U Socialize with friends/family

o Dog walking

Other: WcCr
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‘A map of the Study Area is available an the last page of this comment sheet Use this information
tQ assist with answering the questions below.

3. Do you agree with the recommended design concept as presented?
DYes

Please provide an explanation:
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4. Do you have any other questions or comments related to the East Don Trail Environmental
Assessment process?
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Thank you for taking the time to fill in this comment sheet!
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2. This question item is designed to gather information about your primary concerns so that we can
consider them when planning and designing the trail. Please rank the consideratons in the tables
below from ito 4 in order of their importance to you, using each ranking only once.

r

Ranking in order of
importanceOverall Considerations

(1 is most important 4 is least
important)

Protection of natural environment I
User experienceand aesthetics q

ICost
. t

f Maintenance requirements 2.

Ranking in order of
.

. importanceNatural Environment Considerations
(1 is most important, 4 is least

important)
__________

Trail disturbs existing native trees
. /

Trail disturbs existing wetlands -z
Trail disturbs existing meadows 4/

Trail disturbs habitat edge 3

Ranking in order of
• importanceUser Experience and Aesthetics Considerations

(1 is most important, 4 is least
important)

Trail runs through different landscapes (e.g. forest, /Zmeadow, etc.)

[ ‘N /
Trail is less steep (i.e. more accessible) ‘N7< AJJY
Trail provides access to river or look out points J ,,/‘ N..\

. 1•Trail provides a natural environment experience

Ed Ud6 .90 r;0 10 trL



OiI1 TORONTO East Don Trail — Comment Sheet

Third Public Meeting - Tuesday, June 24, 2014

The purpose of this comment sheet is to provide you with an opportunity to participate in the current

phase of the East Don Trail Class EA study by reviewing and providing input on the design concepts for

the preferred trail alignment.

Please submit your comment form at the registration table or send in your
comments by July 11, 2014 using one of the following options:

Postal: East Don Trail Contact: 416-338-2850
Public Consultation Unit eastdontrail@toronto.ca
55 John Street, Metro Hall, 19111 Floor TTY: 416-338-0889
City of Toronto Fax: 416-392-2974
Toronto, ON M5V 3C6
(Postage paid envelopes available at the registration table)

The display materials will be posted online at:

www.toronto.caleastdontrai I

Optional — Your Contact Details

Name:

Organization:

______________

Phone:

___________________

Email:

Address:

_____ _____ ______

In formation will be collected in accordance with the Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. With the exception of

personal information, comments will become part of the public record. Personal information such as your name, e-mail and address are not

included in the public record. If you have any questions about this collection, please contact Senior Public Consultation Coordinator

Maogosha Pyjor at 416-338-2650

Study Questions

1. From the list below, indicate why you would use the East Don Trail:

S”Be close to nature PWildlife/bird viewing

G’Exercise D Commute (for example: to work, school, run errands)

Z”Experience solitude/relax E”Socialize with friends/family

U Dog walking

Other’ /j&’;á
/

,‘

c 7c c.ttSt.i3
4s ec -

/ ,‘.c
asc(Lcc L



2. This question item is designed to gather information about your primary concerns so that we can
consider them when planning and designing the trail. Please rank the considerations in the tables
below from 1 to 4 in order of their importance to you, using each ranking only once.

Ranking in order of
importanceOverall Considerations

(1 is most important, 4 is least
important)

Protection of natural environment

User experience and aesthetics /

Cost 3

Maintenance requirements 7

Ranking in order of
importanceNatural Environment Considerations

(1 is most important, 4 is least
important)

Trail disturbs existing native trees 2 2•.

Trail disturbs existing wetlands y

Trail disturbs existing meadows 3

Trail disturbs habitat edge /

Ranking in order of
importanceUser Experience and Aesthetics Considerations

(1 is most important, 4 is least
important)

Trail runs through different landscapes (e.g. forest,
meadow, etc.) 7
Trail is less steep (i.e. more accessible) 5

Trail provides access to river or look out points

Trail provides a natural environment experience /



A map of the Study Area is available on the last page ot this comment sheet. Use this information
to assist with answering the questions below.

3. Do you agree with the recommended design concept as presented?
Yes
D No

Please provide an explanation:

4. Do you have any other questions or comments related to the East Don Trail Environmental
Assessment process?

(<‘ Scn. as ysa:t{ jrc.tL s-e ce .-nctQ

Thank you for taking the time to fill in this comment sheet!



Please use the map provided to assist with your answers or mark any additional information you would

Recommended

Design Concept

_____

Alternative Design

Concepts

c± Proposed Bridge

Railway

Recommended Design Concept for the Trail Route

‘-

• ‘a,

Legend

Rail Line ROW



DIIflOHIINTU East Don Trail — Comment Sheet

Third Public Meeting - Tuesday, June 24, 2014

The purpose of this comment sheet is to provide you with an opportunity to participate in the current

phase of the East Don Trail Class EA study by reviewing and providing input on the design concepts for

the preferred trail alignment.

Please submit your comment form at the registration table or send in your
comments by July 11,2014 using one of the following options:

Postal: East Don Trail
Public Consultation Unit
55 John Street, Metro Hall, 19b Floor
City of Toronto
Toronto, ON MSV 3C6

Contact: 416-338-2850
eastdontrail@toronto.ca

TTY: 416-338-0889
Fax: 416-392-2974

(Postage paid envelopes available at the registration table)

The display materials will be posted online at:

www.toronto.ca/eastdontrai I

Optional — Your Contact Details

Name:

e 0
Organization: I U s 0

Phone:

Email

Address:

Information will be collected in accordance with the Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. With the exception of

persona’ infcrm,tinn, nQ9nc will hPrnme psd of th public record. Personal information such as your name. e-mail and address are not

included in the public record. If you have any questions aboul this colteut,on, please contact Senior Public Consultation Coordinator

Maogosha Pyjor at 416-338-2850

Study Questions

1. From the list below, indicate why you would use the East Don Trail:

W’e close to nature

o Exercise

o Experience solitude/relax

o Dog walking

LWildlife/bird viewing

o Commute (for example: to work, school, run errands)

0 Socialize with friends/family

FIGLD 1.JATUI?eL-IcTc

Other:



.4

2. This question item is designed to gather information about your primary concerns so that we can
consider them when planning and designing the trail. Please rank the considerations in the tables
below from 1 to 4 in order of their importance to you, using each ranking only once.

Ranking in order of
. importanceOverall Considerations

I (1 is most important, 4 is least
!

important)

Protection of natural environment I

User experience and aesthetics .

Cost 2
Maintenance requirements

-___________

Ranking in order of
importanceNatural Environment Considerations

(1 is most important, 4 is least
. important)

Trail disturbs existing native trees

Trail disturbs exisiing wetlands

Trail disturbs existing meadows

Trail disturbs habitat edge

Ranking in order of
. . . importanceUser Experience and Aesthetics Considerations

(1 is most important, 4 is least
important)

Trail runs throuçh different landscapes (e.g. forest,
meadow. etc.)

Trail is less steep (i.e. more accessible)

Trail provides access to river or look out points

Trail provides a naturalenvironment experience

2$‘4
1’
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Recommended Design Concept for the Trail Route:

Please use the map provided to assist with your answers or mark any additional information you would
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AiTOKONTO East Don Trail — Comment Sheet

Third Public Meeting - Tuesday, June 24, 2014

The purpose of this comment sheet is to provide you with an opportunity to participate in the current
phase of the East Don Trail Class EA study by reviewing and providing input on the design concepts for
the preferred trail alignment.

Please submit your comment form at the registration table or send in your
comments by July 11, 2014 using one of the following options:

Postal: East Don Trail Contact: 416-338-2850
Public Consultation Unit eastdontrail@toronto.ca
55 John Street, Metro Hall, 191h Floor TTY: 416-338-0889
City of Toronto Fax: 416-392-2974
Toronto, ON M5V 3C6
(Postage paid envelopes available at the registration table)

The display materials will be posted online at:

www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail

Optional — Your Contact Details

Name:

________

Organization:

_______

Phone:

Email:

Address:

Information will be collected in accordance with The Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. WIth (he exception of
personal information, comments will become part of the public record. Personal information such as your name, e-mail and address are not

includeo in the public recont If you have any questions about this collection, please contact Senior Public Consultation Coordinator
Maogosha Pyjor at 416-338-2650

Study Questions

1. From the list below, indicate why you would use the East Don Trail:

Be close to nature D Wildlife/bird viewing

C Exercise C Commute (for example: to work, school, run errands)

C Experience solitude/relax C Socialize with friends/family

C Dog walking

Other:



2. This question item is designed to gather information about your primary concerns so that we can

consider them when planning and designing the trail. Please rank the considerations in the tables

below from 1 to 4 in order of their importance to you, using each ranking only once.

Protection of natural environment

User experience and aesthetics

Cost

A
1
i:

5

Ranking in order of
importance

Overall Considerations (1 is most important, 4 is least
important)

Maintenance requirements

Natural Environment Considerations

Trail disturbs existing native trees

Trail disturbs

Trail disturbs

Trail disturbs

existing wetlands

existing meadows

habitat edge

Ranking in order of
importance

(1 is most important, 4 is least
important)

c1

•2

k.
I

Ranking in order of
. . . . importance

User Exarience and Aesthet!cs tons,deratpons
(1 is most important, 4 is least

important)

Trail runs through different landscapes (e.g. forest, C)2

meadow, etc.) -

Trail is less steep (i.e. more accessible) 1_j

Trail provides access to river or look out points

Trail provides a natural environment experience



A map of the Study Area is available on the last page of this comment sheet. Use this information
to assist with answering the questions below.

3. Do you agree with the recommended design concept as presented?
t’Yes
CNo

Please provide an explanation:

4. Do you have any other questions or comments related to the East Don Trail Environmental
Assessment process?

Thank you for taking the time to fill in this comment sheet!



Please use the map provided to assist with your answers or mark any additional information you would

Recommended

Design Concept

_____

Alternative Design

Concepts

cz Proposed Bridge

Railway

Recommended Design Concept for the Trail Route:

Legend

Rail Line ROW



4,’.

flhiATonoNlo East Don Trail — Comment Sheet

Third Public Meeting Tuesday, June 24, 2014

The purpose of this comment sheet is to provide you with an opportunity to participate in the current
phase of the East Don Trail Class EA study by reviewing and providing input on the design concepts for
the preferred trail alignment.

Please submit your comment form at the registration table or send in your
comments by July 11,2014 using one of the following options:

Postal: East Don Trail
Public Consultation Unit
55 John Street, Metro Hall, 191h Floor
City of Toronto
Toronto, ON M5V 3C6

Contact: 416-338-2850
eastdontrail@toronto.ca

TTY: 416-338-0889
Fax: 416-392-2974

(Postage paid envelopes available at the registration table)

The display materials will be posted online at:

www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail

flp&nab-g%ntact Details

Name:

Organization:

___________________________________

Phone:

Email:_

Address:

Information will be collected in accordance with the Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. With the exception of
personal information, comments will become pad of the public record. Personal intormation such as your name, e-mail and address are not

included In the public record. If you have any questions about this collection, please contact Senior Public Consultabon Coordinator
Maogosha Pyjor at 416-338-2850

1. From the list below, indicate why you would use the East Don Trail

D”Be close to nature U Wildlife/bird viewing

C Exercise C Commute (for example: to work, school, run errands)

U Experience solitude/relax C Socialize with friends/family

C Dog walking

Other:



2. This question item is designed to gather information about your primary concerns so that we can

consider them when planning and designing the trail. Please rank the considerations in the tables

below from 1 to 4 in order of their importance to you, using each ranking only once.

Ranking in order of
importance

Overall Considerations (1 is most important, 4 is least
m porta n t)

Ranking in order of
importance

(1 is most important, 4 is least
important)

Protection of natural environment

User experience and aesthetics

Cost

Maintenance requirements

Natural Environment Considerations

Trail disturbs exising native trees

Trail disturbs existing wetlands

Trail disturbs existing meadows

Trail disturbs habitat edge

H
j

3
-1

a-
L

Ranking in order of

User Experience and Aesthetics Considerations
. importance

(1 is most important, 4 is least
important)

Trail runs through different landscapes (e.g. foest,
meadow, etc.)

LITrail is less steep (i.e. more accessible)

Trail provides access to river or look out points 3

Trail provides a natural environment experience



.C A map of the Study Area is available on the last

to assist with answering the questions below.
page of this comment sheet. Use this information

3. Do you agree with the recommended design concept as presented?

EYYes
D No

Please provide an explanation:

k

4. Do you have any other quesLiori.s or comments re!ated to the East Don Trail Environmental

Assessment process?

Thank you for taking the time to fill in this comment sheet!
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DIIII TORONTO East Don Trail — Comment Sheet

Third Public Meeting - Tuesday, June 24, 2014

The purpose of this comment sheet is to provide you with an opportunity to participate in the current

phase of the East Don Trail Class EA study by reviewing and providing input on the design concepts for

the preferred trail alignment.

Please submit your comment form at the registration table or send in your

comments by July 11,2014 using one of the following options:

Postal: East Don Trail Contact: 416-338-2850

Public Consultation Unit eastdontrail@toronto.ca
55 John Street, Metro Hall, 191h Floor TTY: 416-338-0889

City of Toronto Fax 416-392-2974

Toronto, ON M5V 3C6
(Postage paid envelopes available at the registration table)

The display materials will be posted online at:

www.toronto.caleastdontrai I

Optional Your Contact Details

Name:

___________________-

Organization:

__________________________________________________

Phone:

Email:

Address:

Information will be collected in accordance with the Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. With the exception of

personal information, comments will become part of the public record. Personal information such as your name, e-mail and addiess are not

included in the public record. If you have any questions about this collection, please conlact Senior Public Consultation Coordinator

Maogosha Pyjor at 4 16-338-2851J

Study Questions

1. From the list below, indicate why you would use the East Don Trail:

C Be close to nature C Wildlife/bird viewing

/
Exercise C Commute (for example: to work, school, run errands)

z
El Experience solitude/relax C Socialize with friends/family

C Dog walking

Other:



2. This question item is designed to gather information about your primary concerns so that we can
consider them when planning and designing the trail. Please rank the considerations in the tables
below from ito 4 in order of their importance to you, using each ranking only once.

N

Ranking in order of
importanceOverall Considerations

(1 is most important, 4 is least
important)

Protection of natural environment (‘3
User experience and aesthetics

Cost

Maintenance requirements
/- —

I Ranking in order of .‘;N- I

importanceNatural Environment considerations -
— (1 is most important, 4 isL;V-a-\ C \t t t%. %i)

0 important)tt c%

Trail disturbs existing native trees C

Trail disturbs existing wetlands
II

Trail disturbs existing meadows

Trail disturbs habitat edge

Ranking in order of
importanceUser Experience and Aesthetics Considerations

(1 is most important, 4 is least
important)

Trail runs through different landscapes (e.g. forest, 4.meadow, etc.)

.1)Trail is less steep (i.e. more accessible)

Trail provides access to river or look out points

Trail provides a natural environment experience I



A map of the Study Area is available on the last page of this comment sheet. Use this information

to assist with answering the questions below.

3. ,po you agree with the recommended design concept as presented?

hyes
DNo

Please provide an explanation:

tv -

<ç’ C
Afi -

4. Do you have any other questions or comments related to the East Don Trail Environmental

Assessment process?

Thank you for taking the time to fill in this comment sheet!



Please use the map provided to assist with your answers or mark any additional information you would

Recommended

Design Concept

_____

Alternative Design
Concepts

c Proposed Bridge

Railway

Recommended Design Concept for the Trail Route:

Legend

Rail Line ROW



it,

11!!1 [OBONTO East Don Trail — Comment Sheet

Third Public Meeting - Tuesday, June 24, 2014

The purpose of this comment sheet is to provide you with an opportunity to participate in the current

phase of the East Don Trail Class EA study by reviewing and providing input on the design concepts for

the preferred trail alignment.

Please submit your comment form at the registration table or send in your

comments by July 11, 2014 using one of the following options:

Postal: East Don Trail Contact: 416-338-2850
Public Consultation Unit eastdontrail@toronto.ca
55 John Street, Metro Hall, l9 Floor TTY: 416-338-0889

City of Toronto Fax: 416-392-2974
Toronto, ON M5V 3C6
(Postage paid envelopes available at the registration table)

The display materials will be posted online at:

www.toronto.caleastdontrail

Optional — Your Contact Details

Name:

Organization:

______________________

Phone:

__________________________

Email:________________________

Address:

Information will be c in h the exception of

personal information, comments will become pad of the public record. Personal information such as your name, e-mail and address are not

included in the public record. If you have any questions about this collection, please contact Senior Public consultation coordinator

Maogosha Pyjor at 416-338-2850

Study Questions

1. From the list below, indicate why you would use the East Don Trail:

close to nature C Wildlife/bird viewing

gExercise C Commute (for example: to work, school, run errands)

C Experience solitude/relax C Socialize with friends/family

C Dog walking

Other:



1.

2. This question item is designed to gather information about your primary concerns so that we can
consider them when planning and designing the trail. Please rank the considerations in the tables
below from 1 to 4 in order of their importance to you, using each ranking only once.

Ranking in order of
importanceOverall Considerations

(1 is most important, 4 is least
. important)

Protection of natural environment
-—

User experience and aesthetics 2-
Cost /
Maintenance requirements

Ranking in order of
importanceNatural Environment Considerations

(1 is most important, 4 is least
important)

Trail disturbs existing native trees
- /

Trail disturbs existing wetlands /
Trail disturbs existing meadows /
Trail disturbs habitat edge /

Ranking in order of
importanceUser Experience and Aesthetics Considerations

(1 is most important, 4 is least
important)

Trail runs through different landscapes (e.g. forest,
meadow, etc.)

Trail is less steep (i.e. more accessible) 3
Trail provides access to river or look out points

-

il provides a natural environment experience /



A map of the Study Area is available on the last page of this comment sheet. Use this information
to assist with answering the questions below.

3. Do you agree with the recommended design concept as presented?
F’Yes
CNo

Please provide an explanation:

4. Do you have any other questions or comments related to the East Don Trail Environmental
Assessment process?

4 Scn s ,-e cc

Thank you for taking the time to fill in this comment sheet!



Please use the map provided to assist with your answers or mark any additional information you would

Recommended

Design Concept

_____

Alternative Design

Concepts

Proposed Bridge

Railway

Recommended Design Concept for the Trail Route:

Legend

Rail Line ROW



East Don Trail Environmental Assessment  APPENDIX A – Public Consultation 

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority   

 

E-UPDATES 

E-Update #1 – September 25, 2013 (Phase 1) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



From: East Don Trail
Sent By: East Don Trail
Reply To: EAST-DON-TRAIL@LISTS.TORONTO.CA
To: EAST-DON-TRAIL@LISTS.TORONTO.CA
Subject: East Don Trail - September Update
Date: 09/25/2013 12:50 PM

Update – September 2013

REMINDER Feedback for Public Event #2 due by Friday September 27

Thank you to everyone who was able to attend the second public event for the East

Don Trail Study on September 12, 2013. The two week review and comment period

following this event is coming to a close.  The project team wants to hear from you

about the proposed trail routes that were presented. If you haven't already submitted a

comment form, please take some time to provide your feedback by this Friday,

September 27, 2013.

All materials presented at the public event are posted on the project website, including

a comment form that can be downloaded and mailed or emailed back to the project

team: www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail

Field Work within the Study Area

Field work is currently taking place throughout the East Don corridor located within the

Regional Study Area and will continue until the fall of 2014 (click on this map link –

http://www.toronto.ca/involved/projects/eastdontrail/index.htm#a02). The field work will

inform detailed studies and help the project team with assessing the impacts of the

proposed trails. Fieldwork includes:

1. Tree inventory

· Assessment, identification and inventory of trees in the area.

· All trees that are inventoried will be tagged by our arborist with a number

that is linked to a large amount of information including tree type, size and

health.

2. Topographic Study

· In the coming weeks, assessment of the locations for each trail route option

will take place. This study will assist in determining the grades (steepness)

of the different areas within the corridor.

· Orange stakes (wood and/or metal) and flags in the ground at key survey

points.

3. East Don River Study

· Investigation of river processes and the shape, size, and movement of the

East Don River system. This information will be used to determine the rate

and impact of erosion, and natural and human influences on the river

channel.

· Orange paint markings on the ground and trees, and wooden and/or metal

stakes in the ground.

4. Geotechnical survey

mailto:eastdontrail@TORONTO.CA
mailto:EAST-DON-TRAIL@LISTS.TORONTO.CA
mailto:EAST-DON-TRAIL@LISTS.TORONTO.CA
mailto:EAST-DON-TRAIL@LISTS.TORONTO.CA
http://www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail


· Starting this winter to obtain information on the physical properties of the

soil (both on and below the surface) and rocks in the area.

· Orange paint markings on the ground, wooden stakes and tubes in the

ground (used to measure groundwater levels).

If you have any specific questions or concerns during this field work, please contact

the project team at:

Tel: 416-338-2850

TTY: 416-397-0831

Fax: 416-392-2974

Email: eastdontrail@toronto.ca

=============== You are receiving this e-mail announcement because you have subscribed to
East Don Trail e-mail updates. Do not reply to this e-mail. If you believe that you have received this
announcement in error, visit toronto.ca/e-updates to be removed from the subscription list.

mailto:eastdontrail@toronto.ca


East Don Trail Environmental Assessment  APPENDIX A – Public Consultation 

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority   

 

E-Update #2 – May 21, 2014 (Phase 2) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



East Don Trail Study
Project Update – May 2014

www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail

Highlights of Work Completed 

Since March 2013, fieldwork has been taking place in the study area. The project team was 
planning to have all work completed this spring, however with a long and snowy winter survey 
crews experienced some difficulty getting to the site. The goal now is to complete field work:

topographical surveys and tree inventory in June; and 
geotechnical surveys later this year.

Within the study area you may continue to see temporary orange painted markings and/or 
stakes in the ground. These markings will remain in place until the design work for the study 
has been completed.

Before selecting a preferred trail alignment for the next round of public consultation, the 
project team addressed requests from different stakeholders for a review of additional trail 
alignments in:

Area 1 (north end of the study area near Charles Sauriol Conservation Area); 
Area 2 (middle of study near the Gatineau Hydro Corridor and Flemingdon Park Golf 
Club). 

The requests were variations of trail alignments presented at the second public meeting last 
September. Given some of the concerns about impacts to either private property or the 
natural environment, the project team evaluated these additional trail alignments. The 
evaluation involved consultation with the Technical Advisory Committee, Community Liaison 
Committee, and key stakeholders. A preferred trail alignment has been chosen to move 
forward to the next study phase and public consultation. Visit the East Don Trail Community 
Liaison Committee webpage under Meeting #5 for a complete list of trail alignments 
considered. 

Next Opportunity for Public Input June 24
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Design concepts for the preferred trail alignment will be presented at the next public event on 
June 24, 2013. Design concepts will show the physical features (e.g. slope) and potential 
impacts (e.g. trees) of the trail. Join us to learn more, speak with members of the project 
team, and be part of the conversation to select the best options for the preferred trail 
alignment.

Date: Tuesday, June 24, 2014
Drop-in: 5:30 PM – 8:30 PM
Presentation: 6:30 PM
Location: Victoria Park Hub, 1527 Victoria Park Avenue (Victoria Park Ave. and Eglinton Ave. 

East)

Thank you again for your interest in the East Don Trail Study.

Visit the project web page for more information: toronto.ca/eastdontrail

If you have any questions about the project, please feel free to contact:

Maogosha Pyjor
Senior Public Consultation Coordinator
Tel: 416-338-2850
eastdontrail@toronto.ca
=============== You are receiving this e-mail announcement because you have subscribed to East Don 
Trail e-mail updates. Do not reply to this e-mail. If you believe that you have received this announcement in 
error, visit toronto.ca/e-updates to be removed from the subscription list. 

5/21/2014
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East Don Trail Study
Project Update – October 2014

www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail

Highlights of Work Completed 

On June 24, 2014 the project team held the third (and final) public event for the East Don 
Trail EA Study to present the alternative design concepts for the preferred trail route. The 
event was well attended and a lot of valuable feedback was received from members of the 
public during the comment period. Input from the public, Community Liaison Committee, and 
various review bodies was used to inform the selection of a preferred design concept for the 
trail. In order to move forward with this concept, approval from utility and land owners in the 
study area will be required, and is underway. The project team would like to thank 
everyone for their participation.

The preferred design concept and all materials presented at the public event are posted on 
the project website.  

Next Steps

Design

The project team is now refining the preferred design concept. This work involves developing 
preliminary detailed design components that will guide the next phase of the project. The 
components being outlined will include: trail design guidelines, watercourse crossings, rail line 
crossings, drainage and stormwater management, utilities, easement requirements, 
construction staging, monitoring and maintenance considerations, preliminary cost estimates 
and required permits and approvals. This information, plus potential environmental effects 
and proposed mitigation measures will be made available to the public in an 
Environmental Study Report (ESR), which will be filed with the Ministry of Environment 
for a 30 day public review.

Field Work
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As part of the information gathering for the Environmental Assessment field work has been 
taking place in the study area since early 2013 and will continue into 2015.

Before the end of the 2014, an engineering firm will be on site to gather information about 
subsurface soil and groundwater conditions. This investigation will include a number of 
boreholes and soil samples at various locations along the preferred trail route. A notice of 
field work will be issued prior to commencing work.

As part of the field work being undertaken, you may continue to see temporary orange 
painted markings and/or stakes in the ground. These markings will remain in place until the 
design work for the study has been completed.

Archaeological Assessment

From late October to December of this year, an archaeological assessment will be completed 
to assist in determining if artifacts or archaeological sites are located along the preferred trail 
route, and to make recommendations about whether or not further assessment of the project 
area is required. 

The investigation will include shovel testing that involves the hand excavation of 30cm by 
30cm test pits down to approximately 30cm, with test pits located on a 5 metre grid along the 
preferred trail route. All soil from each test pit is screened through 6 millimetre mesh, during 
which archaeologists inspect the soil for artifacts. All test pits will be back-filled to the surface 
level. Test pits will be performed on property owned by the City of Toronto or TRCA at this 
time.

In order to complete this work, archaeologists will be present within the East Don valley 
lands. They will be carrying equipment (screens and shovels) that will be used for excavating 
the test pits. No trails will be closed as a result of this assessment.

For all public information materials for this project visit: www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail

Sincerely,

Maogosha Pyjor
Senior Public Consultation Coordinator
Tel: 416-338-2850
TTY: 416-338-0889
Fax: 416-392-2974
Email: eastdontrail@toronto.ca

=============== You are receiving this e-mail announcement because you have subscribed to East Don 
Trail e-mail updates. Do not reply to this e-mail. If you believe that you have received this announcement in 
error, visit toronto.ca/e-updates to be removed from the subscription list. 

10/30/2014
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East Don Trail Study  - Spring Update
East Don Trail  to: EAST-DON-TRAIL 05/12/2015 03:03 PM
Cc: "Jennifer Hyland", "Wendy Strickland", "Violetta Tkaczuk"

East Don Trail Environmental Assessment 
Spring 2015 Update
www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 
 
Highlights of Work Completed 
A preferred East Don Trail route has been selected following refinement of the 
preferred design concept (as presented at the third public event).  In consultation with 
the Community Liaison Committee (CLC) and various review bodies, additional details 
on the design, construction and mitigation measures for the preferred trail route were 
developed. 
The preferred East Don Trail route will be approximately 4.8 kilometers long, 3.6 to 4 
meters wide, and include 12 watercourse crossings, five rail line crossings and two 
road underpasses. The majority of the trail surface will be asphalt while bridges will 
likely be comprised of non-slip steel. 
Detailed design and construction of the trail is proposed to occur over three phases, 
with Phase 1 starting in the south end from the Lower Don Trail to Bermondsey Road.  
Construction has not been scheduled yet and will not occur until the Environmental 
Assessment (EA) is approved and the project team completes detailed design. 
For further information on the preferred route recommended as part of the East Don 
Trail EA please refer to the Meeting #7 presentation on the Committee Liaison 
Committee (CLC) webpage.
 
Next Steps
The project team is now preparing the Environmental Study Report (ESR), which 
documents the East Don Trail EA project activities, consultation, and decision-making 
process.  Once complete, the ESR will be made available for 30 calendar days so the 
public, review agencies, Ministry of Environment and Climate Change, and other 
project stakeholders have an opportunity to review the report.  A link to the study will be 
made available on the project website at a later date. 
For further information on the ESR process please see Frequently Asked Questions. 
Following review and approval of the ESR the project team will move into the detailed 
design stage and obtain all necessary permits and approvals. The trail detailed design 
(where feasible) will follow the Toronto Multi-Use Path Design Guidelines (December 
2014), and the Accessibility Standards for the Design of Public Spaces (from the 
Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act).
  
Archaeological Assessment
An archaeological assessment (Stage 2) for Phase 1 of the preferred East Don Trail 
route has been completed.  No cultural material was found during these assessments 
and consequently the project team does not have any further archaeological concerns 
for Phase 1. If for any reason the final East Don Trail deviates from the preferred route 



than additional archaeological assessments may be necessary.  Furthermore if any 
deeply buried deposits or human remains are encountered during construction, all 
activates will cease and the TRCA Archeology Resource Management Services as well 
as the proper authorities will be contacted immediately.  
 
Sincerely,
 
Maogosha Pyjor
Senior Public Consultation Coordinator
Tel: 416-338-2850
TTY: 416-338-0889
Fax: 416-392-2974
Email: eastdontrail@toronto.ca
 
(Do not reply to this message).
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FW: East Don Trail Study Update
East Don Trail  to: 'Violetta Savage' 09/30/2016 09:44 AM

Violetta, I may have not included the right version of update but it did go 
out to listserv in July. Here you go.

-----Original Message-----
From: East Don Trail [mailto:EAST-DON-TRAIL@LISTS.TORONTO.CA] On Behalf Of 
Maogosha Pyjor
Sent: July-18-16 11:36 AM
To: EAST-DON-TRAIL@LISTS.TORONTO.CA
Subject: East Don Trail Study Update

EAST DON TRAIL Enviornmental Assesssment
UPDATE: Summer 2016

BACKGROUND

As you know, the City of Toronto and TRCA are conducting a Schedule C 
Municipal Class Environmental Assessment (EA) to study options for a multi-use 
trail system within the East Don Corridor. The proposed trail would provide a 
key connection in the multi-use trail network joining the existing East Don 
Trail (East of Wynford Heights Crescent), Gatineau Corridor Trail (at 
approximately Bermondsey Road), and the Lower Don Trail System.  

STATUS

In our last update (May 2015) we confirmed the preferred trail route with 
phasing for detailed design and construction. We also stated that we were 
preparing the final report for the study which is called an Environmental 
Study Report (ESR). Finalizing the ESR for public review is taking longer than 
anticipated. The potential environmental effects of the designs for the 
preferred trail route are being assessed and any required mitigation measures 
are being proposed. A few segments of the trail still require utility 
landowner approval and the project team is currently in discussions with these 
groups to ensure the preferred alternative is carried forward and that any 
impacts are mitigated. This information will be available in the ESR.   

In the meantime, additional studies have been completed for the EA and include 
an Electromagnetic Field Study and a Heritage Assessment.   

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD STUDY

An Electromagnetic Field (EMF) Study was undertaken to determine the 
relationship of EMFs in the Hydro Corridor and the proposed East Don Trail.  A 
section of the proposed East Don Trail runs through a Hydro Corridor which 
contains transmission towers and lines that can emit electric and magnetic 
fields.  The Study examined the location of the proposed trail to EMF levels 
and concluded the exposure to EMF would be small and well below the limits set 
by the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation. The City of 
Toronto's Public Health reviewed the study and concluded that the proposed 
trail appears appropriate for the location and situation, and will likely 
minimize EMF exposure where possible. 

HERITAGE ASSESSMENT

A Heritage Assessment was undertaken to ensure the proposed trail would not 
impact cultural heritage, specifically built heritage resources, in the East 



Don Trail Study Area.  Built heritage resources are defined as significant
buildings, structures, or remains associated with architectural, cultural, 
social, political, economic or military history and identified as being 
important to a community. These resources are identified through designations 
or listed by municipal, provincial or federal governments.  The Assessment 
concluded that the Study Area does not contain any designated or listed built 
heritage features.  

One interesting built feature investigated as part of this assessment was the 
Metrolinx rail line.  The Metrolinx rail line construction dates back to over 
100 years ago and has been well documented in the writings of Charles Sauriol, 
a local conservationist and historian.  Though the rail line is not designated 
as cultural heritage resource, the Assessment provided recommendations and 
potential design opportunities on how to compliment the design of the proposed 
East Don Trail with the historic rail line, these will be considered during 
the detailed design phase. 

NEXT STEPS

The project team will continue discussions with utility landowners to ensure 
all their concerns are addressed. The finalized ESR will document the project 
activities, correspondence and decision-making process.  This report will be 
filed with the Ministry of Environmental and Climate Change for a 30 day 
public review. 

For more information on the East Don Trail EA, please visit: 
www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail  

Or Contact:
Violetta Savage, Project Manager, TRCA
vsavage@trca.on.ca

Maogosha Pyjor, Public Consultation Coordinator, City of Toronto
Tel: 416-338-2850, E-mail: mpyjor@toronto.ca

===============
You are receiving this e-mail announcement because you have subscribed to East 
Don Trail e-mail updates. Do not reply to this e-mail. If you believe that you 
have received this announcement in error, visit toronto.ca/e-updates to be 
removed from the subscription list.

-- 
BEGIN-ANTISPAM-VOTING-LINKS
------------------------------------------------------

Teach CanIt if this mail (ID 0aRNNIAso) is spam:
Spam:        
https://antispam.roaringpenguin.com/canit/b.php?i=0aRNNIAso&m=46c39767688e&t=2
0160930&c=s
Fraud/Phish: 
https://antispam.roaringpenguin.com/canit/b.php?i=0aRNNIAso&m=46c39767688e&t=2
0160930&c=p
Not spam:    
https://antispam.roaringpenguin.com/canit/b.php?i=0aRNNIAso&m=46c39767688e&t=2
0160930&c=n
Forget vote: 
https://antispam.roaringpenguin.com/canit/b.php?i=0aRNNIAso&m=46c39767688e&t=2
0160930&c=f
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FW: East Don Trail Study Update
Maogosha Pyjor  to: 'Violetta Savage' 09/09/2016 12:19 PM

Done.

Have a good weekend. 

Mao

-----Original Message-----
From: East Don Trail [mailto:EAST-DON-TRAIL@LISTS.TORONTO.CA] On Behalf Of 
Maogosha Pyjor
Sent: September-09-16 12:12 PM
To: EAST-DON-TRAIL@LISTS.TORONTO.CA
Subject: East Don Trail Study Update

East Don Trail Environemental Assessment Project Update: Preferred Design 
Concept

www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 

BACKGROUND

As you know, the City of Toronto and TRCA are conducting a Schedule C 
Municipal Class Environmental Assessment (EA) to study options for a multi-use 
trail system within the East Don Corridor. The proposed trail would provide a 
key connection in the multi-use trail network joining the existing East Don 
Trail (East of Wynford Heights Crescent), Gatineau Corridor Trail (at 
approximately Bermondsey Road), and the Lower Don Trail System.  

STATUS

In our last update (August 2016) we indicated that a few segments of the trail 
still required utility landowner approval these included two crossings of the 
Metrolinx rail line, one within the Hydro Corridor and one north of Eglinton 
Avenue.  At these two crossing locations the rail line is not high enough to 
provide sufficient space to construct a tunnel under the rail line. During the 
Environmental Assessment (EA) process options explored to cross the rail line 
in these locations included at-grade and bridge crossings. The preliminary 
preferred method of crossing was evaluated to be at-grade crossings, however 
following discussions with Metrolinx these cannot be selected as the final 
preferred. Metrolinx/GO's policy direction is to not permit any new at-grade 
crossings of active rail corridors.  Therefore the second highest evaluated 
crossings, bridges, have been selected as the final preferred crossing for 
these two rail line crossing locations. 

EAST DON TRAIL PREFERRED DESIGN CONCEPT

The previously presented preferred trail design concept for the East Don Trail 
remains the same, except for the amendment of the two at-grade crossings to 
two rail line bridge crossings.  The preferred option of crossing the 
Metrolinx rail line at three additional locations also remain unchanged and 
include two tunnel crossings and one underpass. The final preferred trail 
design concept map, including the two rail line bridges can be referenced on 
the project webpage under the Fall Project Update.

RAIL LINE BRIDGES 



Both bridges will be designed and built to span the Metrolinx right-of-way,
ranging from 45 to 60m long, the specific sizing of these crossings will be 
completed in the detailed design project phase. Both bridges will aim to meet 
a minimum of 7.4 m vertical clearance, the distance from the rail line to the 
bottom of the bridge structure. Bridge width will be determined with the 
function of a multi-use trail in mind, aiming for a width of at least 3.5 m. 

Further design and implementation considerations may include: bridge surface 
material type to consider an anti-slip surface, railing height and design to 
consider safety of trail users and rail line operations, bridge abutments and 
load requirements.

To transition trail users from the trail at ground level to the bridges over 
the rail line three design approaches will be explored: multi-use trail 
switchbacks, sloped walkways, and raised ramp structures. The specific 
dimensions for each of these will be determined during the detailed design 
project phase, and will consider: grades, number and location of 
landings/resting areas, handrails, guards, length, width, and turn radius. 

The design of the bridges and transition areas will be done in consultation 
with Metrolinx and will work to meet the Ontario Accessibility Standards for 
the Design of Public Spaces Guidelines (2013), the Toronto Multi-Use Trail 
Design Guidelines (2014), City of Toronto Accessibility Design Guidelines 
(2004), and all applicable Transport Canada and Metrolinx standards. 

NEXT STEPS

The public and project stakeholders are being asked to review and provide 
comments on the recent changes to the East Don Trail preferred trail design 
concept which includes the two rail line bridges. Any comments are requested 
by Wednesday, September 21, 2016.  Following this two week review period, any 
necessary changes or additions will be made to the proposed rail line bridge 
crossings and the Environmental Study Report (ESR) will be updated.  The ESR 
will be filed with the Ministry of Environment and Climate Change for a 30 day 
public review period. For further information on the ESR process please see 
Frequently Asked Questions which is posted on the project webpage.

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact the project team at:

Tel: 416-338-2850
TTY: 416-397-0831
Fax: 416-392-2974
Email: eastdontrail@toronto.ca

===============
You are receiving this e-mail announcement because you have subscribed to East 
Don Trail e-mail updates. Do not reply to this e-mail. If you believe that you 
have received this announcement in error, visit toronto.ca/e-updates to be 
removed from the subscription list.

-- 
BEGIN-ANTISPAM-VOTING-LINKS
------------------------------------------------------

Teach CanIt if this mail (ID 0aRFsjwCD) is spam:
Spam:        
https://antispam.roaringpenguin.com/canit/b.php?i=0aRFsjwCD&m=31d01ae0603e&t=2
0160909&c=s
Fraud/Phish: 



https://antispam.roaringpenguin.com/canit/b.php?i=0aRFsjwCD&m=31d01ae0603e&t=2
0160909&c=p
Not spam:    
https://antispam.roaringpenguin.com/canit/b.php?i=0aRFsjwCD&m=31d01ae0603e&t=2
0160909&c=n
Forget vote: 
https://antispam.roaringpenguin.com/canit/b.php?i=0aRFsjwCD&m=31d01ae0603e&t=2
0160909&c=f
------------------------------------------------------
END-ANTISPAM-VOTING-LINKS
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East Don Trail Environmental Assessment 
Frequently Asked Questions 
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East Don Trail Study 

Q1. What is an Environmental Assessment study? 

A1. An environmental assessment (commonly known as an EA) is a study required by the 

Ontario Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change (MOECC) to assess the potential 

positive or negative effects of an individual project on the environment. Social, cultural and 

economic aspects are also considered. Key components of an environmental assessment 

include: 

 consultation with government agencies and the public 

 consideration and evaluation of alternatives  

 management of potential environmental effects  

For more information on Government of Ontario Environmental Assessments visit: 

www.ene.gov.on.ca/environment/en/industry/assessment_and_approvals/environmental_a

ssessments/index.htm 

Q2. What type of Environmental Assessment is this study? 

A2. The study is being planned in accordance with the guidelines set out in the provincially 

approved document titled “Municipal Class Environmental Assessment” (Municipal 

Engineers’ Association, October 2000 as amended in 2007 and 2011) and falls within the 

category of a Schedule ‘C’ Class Environmental Assessment. 

For more information on the Municipal Class EA process please visit: 

www.municipalclassea.ca  

Q3. What is the purpose of the East Don Trail study? 

A3. This study will determine a preferred trail route within the East Don valley lands. This 

proposed trail will: 

 Create a key connection route linking major trail systems; 

 Provide a safe way for people to access the valley system;  

 Provide a viable transportation route for cyclists; and  

 Create outdoor recreational opportunities for a variety of users.  

Q4. Why is this project being done now? 

A4. The East Don Trail is the largest and most complex multi-use trail project identified as a 

short-term priority in the Bikeway Trails Implementation Plan. A feasibility study was 

completed in May 2012 as the first step to assess the potential for a trail in the East Don 

valley lands. The study determined that a trail was possible and identified potential 

technical challenges. It also recommended that further investigations and environmental 

studies be undertaken to determine the best trail route. To view the Bikeway Trails 

Implementation Plan and the Feasibility Study visit: www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 

The study currently underway is the next step in realizing the completion of a possible trail 

which involves a comprehensive planning and design process.  

http://www.ene.gov.on.ca/environment/en/industry/assessment_and_approvals/environmental_assessments/index.htm
http://www.ene.gov.on.ca/environment/en/industry/assessment_and_approvals/environmental_assessments/index.htm
http://www.municipalclassea.ca/
http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnextoid=3a178dd3f2ce1410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCRD
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Q5. Where is the study area located? 

A5. The regional study area  is located within the East Don valley lands, which are located in 

the City of Toronto, and is bounded by Lawrence Avenue to the north, O’Connor Drive to 

the south, Victoria Park Avenue to the east, and Don Mills Road, Overlea Boulevard and 

Donlands Avenue to the west. 

Q6. How long will the Study take to complete? 

A6. Initiated in February of 2012, the Study will likely take two years to complete. With an 

anticipated Minister of Environment decision in early 2015   trail construction could begin as 

early as the summer of 2015.  

Q7. Where is the funding for the trail coming from? 

A7. Funding will come from Transportation Services, and Parks, Forestry & Recreation capital 

budgets. Capital budgets are part of a multi-year funding program which is adopted by City 

Council. The multi-year plan covers longer term and one-time expenditures for fixed assets. 

Some funding for the trail may also be sought through other internal funding mechanisms 

(e.g. Section 37 funds) and external grant/stimulus program opportunities. 

Note: Section 37 refers to the Planning Act which permits the City to authorize increases in 

permitted height and/or density of new developments through the zoning bylaw in return for 

community benefits. 

Q8. How does the proposed multi-use trail connect with the Pan Am path project? 

A8. A portion of the East Don Trail study area forms part of the 'Pan Am Path" – this includes 

the southern section of the East Don Corridor as well as the connection to the Gatineau 

Corridor Trail. The Pan Am Path is a multi-use path that will connect over 80 kilometres of 

Toronto's trails, adjoining neighbourhoods and Pan Am competition sites from north west 

Etobicoke to south east Scarborough. It is supported by City Council as a Pan Am 

showcase project. For more information see: 

app.toronto.ca/tmmis/viewAgendaItemHistory.do?item=2013.EX33.13 

www.panampath.org  

Q9. What are the expected benefits of an East Don Trail? 

A9. Multi-use trails are actively enjoyed by a wide range of users and are generally considered 

an attractive neighbourhood amenity. Trails provide a space for interaction with neighbours 

and increase access for people to discover natural, cultural and heritage places in the City.  

Public places that are actively used by residents are generally regarded as safer and more 

comfortable for all ages – the most effective crime prevention approach is to encourage a 

high level of activity along the trail system.  

http://app.toronto.ca/tmmis/viewAgendaItemHistory.do?item=2013.EX33.13
http://www.panampath.org/
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Trails support the opportunity for physical activity through hiking, walking, running, 

rollerblading and cycling which is in tune with the City's public health objective to encourage 

physical activity to improve the health of Torontonians.  

Building trails that are high-quality and accessible infrastructure also promotes social 

equality. 

Environmental Study Report 

Q10. What is the status of the East Don Trail study?  

A10. Phases 1 to 3 of the Environmental Assessment process have been completed for the East 

Don Trail Study.  Phase 1 identified the purpose of the study (the problem or opportunity 

within the Study Area) and set project objectives.  Phase 2 identified and evaluated 

alternative solutions, or alternative trail alignment options.  Phase 3 identified and 

evaluated alternative design concepts for the preferred solution and selected a preferred 

design concept (preferred trail route). To view the preferred trail design concept on the 

project website, see the design concept tab to view presentation materials from public 

event #3.,  

Q11. What happens now that a preferred trail route has been selected?  

A11. An Environmental Study Report (ESR) is prepared to document the East Don Trail 

Schedule C Municipal Class EA project activities, correspondence and decision-making 

process up to and including Phase 4 of the EA process.  The ESR is prepared for public 

record and provides an opportunity for the public, review agencies, Ministry of Environment 

and Climate Change (MOECC), and other project stakeholders to review the process.   

Q12. Will the public have an opportunity to review the Environmental Study Report (ESR)? 

A12. Yes. The public and review agencies will be able to review the ESR during a 30 calendar 

day review period.  A public notice, termed the Notice of Completion, will be published to 

announce this review period. The ESR will be made available on the project website and at 

the following libraries: Thorncliffe, Flemindgon Park and Victoria Village. 

Q13. Who do I contact if I have comments or concerns regarding the EA during the public 

review process? 

A13. Interested persons may provide written comments to City staff within the 30 calendar day 

period.  Comments should be directed to: 

Maogosha Pyjor 

Public Consultation Unit, City of 

Toronto 

Metro Hall, 19th Floor, 55 John St 

Toronto, ON M5V 3C6 

Tel: 416-338-2850 

Fax: 416-392-2974 

TTY: 416-338-0889 

E-mail: mpyjor@toronto.ca 
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Subject to comments received as a result of this Study and the receipt of necessary 

approval and funding, the City intends to proceed with the implementation of the East Don 

Trail. 

If concerns regarding this project cannot be resolved after consulting with the City staff, a 

person or party can request the project be subject to a Part II Order by the MOECC.  A Part 

II Order is an appeal provision for elevating the status of the project to an Individual EA 

process.  Part II Order requests must be written and received by the Minister, with a copy to 

the City, within the 30 calendar day review period.  

Q14. Once the project is approved by MOECC, what are the next steps?  

A14. Once the approval is granted, the project will move into the implementation phase. The 

implementation phase, or Phase 5, includes completion of trail detailed design, contract 

drawings and documents, followed by trail construction and operation with appropriate 

monitoring, as detailed in the Environmental Study Report.  

Detailed Design  

Q15. What happens during the trail detailed design? 

A15. The trail detailed design will refine and finalize the preferred trail design concept selected in 

Phase 3 of the EA and described in the Study ESR. This phase will produce detailed 

design drawings including construction standards and specifications, Construction 

Management Plan, Environmental Monitoring Plan and trail Operations and Maintenance 

Plan.  

Q16. Does the project have to go through any reviews or permits beyond the EA? 

A16. Yes. A number of permits and approvals will need to be secured prior to trail construction. 

Acts, regulations and City by-laws that may need to be adhered to include, but are not 

limited to the Migratory Birds Convention Act, Ontario Heritage Act, Conservation 

Authorities Act , Ravine and Natural Feature Protection By-law and Noise Control By-law. 

In addition, where the proposed trail route intercepts public utilities, review and approvals 

will be required from those utility companies, including: GO/Metrolinx, Hydro One, and 

Enbridge Gas 

General Design Parameters   

Q17. What is the general design for the trail?  

A17. The trail will be designed as a multi-use trail. Toronto has hundreds of kilometres of multi-

use trails in parks, hydro and rail corridors, boulevards and natural areas across the city. 

Multi-use trails are typically 3.5 metres wide; generally paved; and, are shared by people 

walking, in wheelchairs, pushing strollers, running, in-line skating and cycling.  
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Q18. Where will the proposed trail be located? 

A18. A number of factors were assessed to determine the most suitable trail location, including 

physical, natural, social-economic, and cultural environments. The preferred trail route 

meets the study objectives for providing safe access to the valley lands, a safe off-road 

option for cyclists and other users, as well as providing a simple focused route while 

avoiding or minimizing environmental impacts.  

To view the preferred design concept and review more information, see the panels from 

public event #3. 

Q19. Where will the access points to the trail be located?  

A19. The trail will be accessible from the existing East Don Trail, Lower Don Trail, Taylor Creek 

Trail, West Don Trail and Bermondsey Road.  The potential for access to communities and 

other public infrastructure was considered in the development and evaluation of the trail 

alignments and will be further explored in the trail detailed design. .     

Q20. What type of material will be used for the trail surface? 

A20. The trail surface will be asphalt. Asphalt was chosen because it is a firm and stable 

surface, does not erode, and has lower maintenance costs than other materials (e.g., 

natural surface, limestone screenings, and woodchips). Asphalt is also able to support a 

variety of users and abilities (i.e., children, users with mobility issues, and elderly users) 

and is considered a standard trail surface for multi-use trails by the City of Toronto.  

Q21. Will trail amenities be provided (e.g., signage, lighting, etc.)? 

A21. Yes. Some trail amenities will be located at nodal points (where the trail meets the road, 

other trails or parkland), and may include garbage receptacles, signage and bicycle 

parking. Lighting will be explored at areas where the trail meets the street (access points). 

These types of amenities including, specific locations, type and details will be determined in 

the detailed design phase of the study.  

Q22. Will the existing gravel access route along the East Don River which is used by 

Toronto Water remain as it is? 

A22. Toronto Water uses the existing route in the southern portion of the study area for periodic 

monitoring of the East Don Trunk Sewer. The preferred trail alignment also utilizes this 

route. Shared use of the trail with Toronto Water will have a smaller footprint of impact to 

the local area. 
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Construction 

Q23. When will construction of the trail start? 

A23. The trail will be constructed in three (3) phases as follows: 

1) The section of trail to be constructed in Phase 1 extends from the Lower Don Trail, 

over Taylor Massey Creek, along the Toronto Water access route, through the lower 

section of the ravine towards Flemingdon Park Golf Club and east through the 

Gatineau Hydro Corridor, terminating at Bermondsey Road. Phase 1 would be 

initiated in early 2016.   

2) Phase 2 is planned to extend from the existing East Don Trail south to Eglinton 

Avenue East, with construction potentially commencing in early 2018.  

3) Phase 3 will connect Phase 1 and Phase 2, from Eglinton Avenue East south to the 

Gatineau Hydro Corridor. Phase 3 construction is estimated to commence in 2019+. 

Construction for each phase will be subject to approvals and budget availability.  

Q24. How long will it take to construct the trail? 

A24. Currently, there is no definite time line for the length of construction. Construction of the 

trail will be done in three (3) phases as outlined in Question 21, with the construction of the 

complete trail taking approximately 5 or more years, subject to approvals and budget 

availability.  

Q25. How will trail construction impact the surrounding environment and what will do you 

do to ensure it’s protected? 

A25. The trail construction may impact the surrounding environment in a number of ways. 

Construction activities may affect local vegetation (tree removal), aquatic environment 

(sediment run-off), wildlife (displacement as a result of construction-related disturbance), 

existing natural area uses (adjacent trail closures and intermittent increases in noise and 

vibration levels) and several other environment components.  

To minimize the impacts, various mitigation measures have been proposed. These include 

sediment and erosion control measures, post-construction site restoration and tree 

planting, conformance to migratory and breeding bird timing windows, minimizing the size 

of staging areas, and issuing timely construction notices to local residents and park users.  

The project Environmental Study Report will contain a detailed description of construction-

related environmental impacts and mitigation measures. As per the requirements of the 

MCEA, these provisions are to be adhered to during trail implementation.  
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Consultation 

Q26. What will be the format for future public meetings? 

A26. The format of each public meeting (e.g. open house, presentation, question period, 

breakout groups) will depend on the role of the public and the level of participation needed 

to inform the project team. For example, the first public event for this study was an open 

house. Open houses are typically a convenient and informative way to introduce a new 

project, allow people to drop in and include an interactive component.  

 

Q27. How will the public be updated about the study? 

A27. The public can keep informed in a number of ways:  

 Three (3) Public Information Centres will be held. Notices for these public events will 

be advertised in the East York Mirror and North York Mirror at least two (2) weeks 

prior to the events. 

 A project website has been created. All materials presented at public events, 

background documents, and other updates will be posted to this website: 

www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 

 Members of the public who wish to receive updates by mail can contact Maogosha 

Pyjor, Senior Public Consultation Coordinator, by phone: 416-338-2850 or email: 

eastdontrail@toronto.ca 

 People can subscribe to the Study E-Mail list to receive updates. Visit the project 

website and click on the Toronto E-updates link.  

Q28. How will the public be updated about the trail detailed design and construction? 

A28. The public can keep informed in a number of ways:  

 A public Event will be held during the detailed design phase.  

 The project website for the EA will be maintained for the detailed design and 

construction phases: www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 

 Members of the public who wish to receive updates by mail can contact Maogosha 

Pyjor, Senior Public Consultation Coordinator, by phone: 416-338-2850 or email: 

eastdontrail@toronto.ca 

 People can subscribe to the Study E-Mail list to receive updates. To receive updates 

by email, subscribe to the mailing list under the Contact Us section of the project 

website.   

 

 

http://www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail
mailto:eastdontrail@toronto.ca
http://www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail
mailto:eastdontrail@toronto.ca
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Accessibility 

Q29. Some areas in the valley are very steep. If a trail is built there it may be inaccessible 

for people with mobility issues and elderly users. How will this be addressed? 

A29. The East Don valley lands provide an interesting and varied trail experience, but do present 

challenges for making the trail easily accessible to people with mobility limitations, such as 

those with a disability, the elderly and people with strollers. Wherever possible, the trail will 

be designed and built to comply with the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act 

(AODA).  

Throughout the process of selecting the design concept, all efforts were made to route the 

trail in areas of minimal grade changes.  In cases where the trail locations, and 

consequently the design, are restricted, less steep alternatives were explored.  Trail 

detailed design will incorporate signage informing users of trail segments with potential 

access challenges. 

Q30. What is the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA)? 

A30. The Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA) was enacted by the provincial 

government in 2005 to help make Ontario accessible to people with disabilities. This act 

lays the framework for the development of province-wide mandatory standards on 

accessibility in all areas of daily life. For more information on the AODA visit: 

www.mcss.gov.on.ca/en/mcss/programs/accessibility/understanding_accessibility/aoda.asp

x  

Q31. Will Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act apply to the East Don Trail 

Project? 

A31. The East Don Trail will comply with the requirements set out by the Accessibility for 

Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA). However, AODA allows for exceptions to be made 

where meeting requirements is not possible due to:  

 existing site constraints (for example, existing hydro, rail and gas infrastructure); and    

 negative effects on water, fish, wildlife, plants, invertebrates, species at risk, 

ecological integrity, or natural/cultural heritage values  

The City of Toronto's Parks Forestry & Recreation Advocate for People with Disabilities is 

involved with the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) for the East Don Trail Study.  In 

addition the City’s Parks Forestry & Recreation Community Disability Steering Committee 

has been engaged during the EA process, and will continue to be engaged as part of the 

detailed design. These individual will provide input into the design process to ensure that 

accessibility standards are met wherever possible.  

For more information on making trails more accessible visit: 

www.mcss.gov.on.ca/en/mcss/programs/accessibility/info_sheets/public_spaces/trails_bea

ch.aspx 

http://www.mcss.gov.on.ca/en/mcss/programs/accessibility/understanding_accessibility/aoda.aspx
http://www.mcss.gov.on.ca/en/mcss/programs/accessibility/understanding_accessibility/aoda.aspx
http://www.mcss.gov.on.ca/en/mcss/programs/accessibility/info_sheets/public_spaces/trails_beach.aspx
http://www.mcss.gov.on.ca/en/mcss/programs/accessibility/info_sheets/public_spaces/trails_beach.aspx
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Natural Environment 

Q32. How will you ensure that the trail will not look “over developed”? I like the natural 

feel of the Don Valley lands. 

A32. One of the defining features of the current study area is the feeling of escaping into nature 

while still being in the city. During the evaluation and selection process of the preferred 

route opportunities to avoid, or mitigate effects on the natural environment were addressed, 

and included a trail aesthetics component.  Based on this component, crossing structures 

and segments most consistent with the natural environment experience were selected to 

form the preferred route, where possible.   

Q33. Will an increase in traffic in the area harm existing plants and wildlife? 

A33. Currently, the East Don valley lands have an extensive network of informal trails (dirt trails 

that develop over time from repeated use). Throughout the study area, these informal trails 

have an impact on the natural environment, including: 

 habitat fragmentation – this is the breaking up one patch of habitat into a number of 

smaller patches  

 Increased opportunities for interaction –between people and local wildlife and/or, 

their pets and wildlife. 

By developing a single multi-use trail, users will be encouraged to stay on a single route. In 

addition, the trail will allow access to the valley for future restoration and maintenance of 

areas that are currently in a deteriorated state.  

Q34. Will there be any restoration work or improvements to the natural environment in the 

area associated with the trail?  

A34. The trail design and location will respect the natural environment and minimize negative 

environmental impacts. However, it is recognized that some damage may occur.  

A Monitoring Plan will be developed in the detailed design project phase that will outline the 

procedures to monitor the potential environmental impacts of trail construction as well as 

assess the effectiveness of impact mitigation measures. Also to be developed during 

detailed design, the Restoration Plan will address compensation for necessary vegetation 

removal required to construct the trail. The plan will specify compensation for the removed 

and/or injured trees, at a greater amount than removed.  

Finally, the City of Toronto will adhere to any conditions, such as tree and shrub planting, of 

permits issued under applicable regulations, such as Toronto's Ravine and Natural Feature 

Protection By-law (www.toronto.ca/legdocs/municode/1184_658.pdf). 

Q35. Will the development of the trail increase the spread of invasive species? 

A35. Invasive species are plants, animals, aquatic life and micro-organisms that out compete 

native species when introduced outside of their natural environment and threaten the local 

ecosystem. Invasive species are already present throughout much of the study area. 

http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/municode/1184_658.pdf
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Informal trails which people use through both infested areas and pristine areas are one way 

invasive species are spread.  

Part of the study looked at minimizing negative environmental effects by concentrating use 

on a single trail, away from areas with higher ecological value where possible. A formal trail 

that allows for better access to the valley will also make it easier for the City to monitor and 

address the spread of invasive species.  

To reduce the potential of trail construction contributing to invasive species spread, the 

following measures will be implemented during construction: 

 Minimize importing and/or moving fill/soil, where possible 

 Retain as much existing vegetation as possible during site preparation and 

construction 

 Avoid transplanting vegetation to minimize spread of invasive species from infested 

to non-infested areas 

 Employ restoration practices that contribute to prevention of invasive species spread 

(e.g., use site-appropriate native plants and invasive-free materials for post-

construction restoration) 

Q36. How will the development of the trail impact local wildlife? 

A36. Impacts on wildlife associated with trail development vary depending on the species of 

animal. The majority of wildlife in the study area are species that have successfully adapted 

and are commonly found in urban settings (e.g., grey squirrel). The potential negative 

effects on wildlife of developing a single multi-use trail are expected to be minor overall.  

To minimize the impact of trail construction to wildlife, the following measures are 

proposed:  

 Design the trail and configure construction access and staging areas minimize 

vegetation removal, grading and filling, where possible 

 Restrict site preparation, such as tree removal, during the time of year when 

migratory and other birds are breeding: vegetation will not be cleared between May 

1 and July 31 

 Restore areas around the trail after construction using appropriate native tree and 

shrub species and consider other habitat enhancements where appropriate.  

 If necessary, further measures to minimize potential impacts will be developed in 

consultation with the City of Toronto Tree Protection and Plan Review section, 

TRCA biologists, and the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry.   

 

Q37. How will the trail impact the deer herds that currently use the area? 

A37. Impacts on white-tailed deer in the study area are expected to be minor. Efforts will be 

made to minimize removal of trees and shrubs that provide cover for deer. In addition, 
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providing a single trail can lower disturbance to deer1 by concentrating human use n to a 

smaller area which deer can avoid. Deer are highly adaptable and able to use a variety of 

landscapes, except open areas where they cannot take cover2. In urban areas, white-tailed 

deer become more active at night and use areas with more cover during the day3. 

Land Ownership 

Q38. Are the private landowners in the local study area being consulted? 

A38. Yes. The private landowners and key stakeholders that will be directly impacted by the 

design and construction of the proposed trail are being consulted regularly throughout the 

Class EA process, and their feedback and concerns are being documented by the project 

team. They include Hydro One, Enbridge, Flemingdon Park Golf Club, and GO/Metrolinx. 

Q39. What will happen to the Flemingdon Park Golf Club? 

A39. In the evaluation of trail alignments, the alignment which went through the Flemingdon Park 

Golf Club (River Walk B) scored the highest in terms of functional value, less impact on 

natural and physical environment, and user experience.  However, the preferred alignment 

that has been selected is the second highest scoring alignment (Hillside Trail) with a portion 

of the trail which runs adjacent to the Golf Course.  Hillside Trail was chosen because it 

does not affect the current operations of the golf club or require private property acquisition.  

The East Don Trail Project team will continue to consult with Flemingdon Park Golf Club 

throughout the process.  

Safety 

Q40. How will the new multi-use trail provide safe access to the valley lands? 

A40. A number of design criteria will be looked at during the detailed design stage of the study to 

help ensure safety of trail users including: 

 Providing safer routes and  access points to the valley lands that cross the river and 

rail line in a safe manner; address erosion issues; and, avoid flood prone or steep 

areas, where possible. 

 Designing the trail to accommodate Emergency Medical Services vehicles, i.e. 

ambulances. 

                                                           
1
 Taylor, A.R. and R.L. Knight. (2003). Wildlife reponses to recreation and associated visitor perceptions. Ecological 

Applications 13(4): 951-963. in Snetsinger, S.D. and K. White. (2009). Recreation and trail impacts on wildlife species of 
interest in Mount Spokane State Park. Pacific Biodiversity Institute, Winthorp, Washington. 
2
 University of Michigan. (2013). Deer conflicts: Urban/suburban deer management. Deer.fw.msu.edu.  Retrieved from 

deer.fw.msu.edu/conflicts/urban.php 
3
 Canfield, J.E., L.J. Lyon, J.M. Hillis, and M.J. Thompson. (1999). Ungulates. in G. Joslin and H. Youmans, coordinators. 

Effects of recreation on Rocky Mountain wildlife: A Review for Montana. Committee on Effects of Recreation on Wildlife, 
Montana Chapter of The Wildlife Society. in Snetsinger, S.D. and K. White. (2009). Recreation and trail impacts on wildlife 
species of interest in Mount Spokane State Park. Pacific Biodiversity Institute, Winthorp, Washington. 
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 Ensuring unobstructed sight lines for trail users.  

 Providing some patrol coverage (generally officers on bicycles) by Toronto Police 

Service. This is currently provided on many of the City's major trails.  

 Compliance with the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA) – see 

Accessibility questions for more information 

 Providing signs that outline existing Parks, Forestry & Recreation bylaws 

(www.toronto.ca/trees/ravines.htm) such as those that restrict the use of motorized 

bicycles on trails, maximum cyclists speeds of 20 km/hr, and dogs on-leash 

regulation. For more information on bylaws for parks, visit 

www.toronto.ca/legdocs/municode/1184_608.pdf  

Q41. Will a new multi-use trail be able to accommodate different users safely? 

A41. Multi-use trails can work. Sharing trails helps to build a trail community in which users 

cooperate to preserve and protect a common resource. When all trail users observe basic 

trail etiquette, their encounters with other users will be amicable, and most people will have 

a satisfying experience on the trail. Trail head signs will help to promote trail etiquette so 

that all users are aware of how to use the trail appropriately.  Residents are encouraged to 

call 311 for anything of concern.  

A number of factors will be considered during detailed design to address user safety 

including:  

 Width requirements for safe multi-use (3.5 to 4.0 metres) 

 Clear sight lines 

 Pavement markings to direct users.   

Resting and passing areas 

Regulatory, informational and warning signage 

Where the trail intersects with access points a number of measures will be considered to 

increase safety for users including:  

 Impressed pavement treatments 

 Cautionary wording in the trail pavement to help to slow faster users and provide 

awareness for all users of a trail crossing 

Trail and Users 

Q42. Will the new plan include winter maintenance of the Trail?  

A42. No. Parks, Forestry and Recreation does not maintain multi-use trails in winter and the 

study does not recommend winter maintenance of this trail. Winter maintenance is not 

being considered for a variety of reasons including cost, topography of the trail, and 

potential impacts on the adjacent natural area.  

http://www.toronto.ca/trees/ravines.htm
file:///C:/Documents%20and%20Settings/TRCA/Local%20Settings/Temp/notes627487/www.toronto.ca/legdocs/municode/1184_608
http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/municode/1184_608.pdf
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Q43. Will you be doing anything to address the increase in garbage that will come with an 

increase in users? 

A43.  The City will provide trash bins at trail access points.  In addition a formalized trail will help 

concentrate the majority of users into a single area and thereby reduce amount of litter in 

more sensitive areas of the valley lands.  

Q44. Will off-leash dogs still be allowed in the area once the trail is constructed? 

A44. Off-leash dog parks are not part of the scope of this study. Under the Parks Bylaw (Toronto 

Municipal Code Chapter 608-34) and the Animals Bylaw (Toronto Municipal Code Chapter 

349-11), dogs are required to be on a leash when not in a designated off-leash area.  

A number of existing off-leash dog parks are located within the City. The closest ones are 

located at the Brickworks (Bayview and Mortimer), Sherwood Park (Mount Pleasant north 

of Eglington) and Sunnybrook Park (south of Sunnybrook hospital, near Bayview and 

Eglinton). For more information, see the complete list of dog parks within the City of 

Toronto.  

Any request for a new off-leash dog area on City parks should follow the normal procedure 

as defined in the "People, Dogs and Parks – Off-Leash Policy" independent of this project. 

For more information, please visit the City of Toronto website. 

Q45. What will happen to the natural surface (dirt) trails in the area?  

A45. The scope of this study is limited to a multi-use paved trail. The natural surface trails will be 

addressed by the City of Toronto's Natural Environment Trail Strategy. The strategy works 

to ensure the protection of the City of Toronto's natural areas while offering safe and 

enjoyable recreational opportunities for all users. The Natural Environment Trail Strategy 

can be found here. 

For more information about trails in Toronto visit: 

www.toronto.ca/parks/trails 

Q46. Will the trail include additional by-law enforcement e.g. to reduce off-leash dogs and 

cyclists riding too fast? 

A46. Trail etiquette has been noted as an important issue. The City will continue to encourage 

safe and appropriate use of the trail through signage. Further efforts, such as public 

education campaigns and increased by-law enforcement, are beyond the scope of project. 

To report bylaw infractions, please contact 311. 

 

 

 

 

http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnextoid=5a81dada600f0410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCRD&vgnextfmt=default%25252F%2521ut%25252Fp%25252Fb1%25252FhZDNjoIwAISfxQcwFEQKxwKiFIFVi0AvBN3yp1BBEPXpVzd73d25TfJNJvkEKkQCbdJbmad9yZv0_O5USQCEs6XryK
http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnextoid=5a81dada600f0410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCRD&vgnextfmt=default%25252F%2521ut%25252Fp%25252Fb1%25252FhZDNjoIwAISfxQcwFEQKxwKiFIFVi0AvBN3yp1BBEPXpVzd73d25TfJNJvkEKkQCbdJbmad9yZv0_O5USQCEs6XryK
http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnextoid=b6c9dada600f0410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCRD
http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnextoid=d0a1dada600f0410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCRD&vgnextchannel=53f9dada600f0410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCRD&vgnextfmt=default
http://www.toronto.ca/parks/trails/index.htm
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Phase 1
Mountain b kes on groomed paths and enjoys wa king through footpaths. It's so important that certain sections remain wild, natural 
and untouched. It's such a pleasure to appreciate the diverse beauty of the valley. Hoping that the trail shown in the notice (High 
Park) doesn't mean groomed areas will impact/change those untouched and un-groomed parts (broader perspective). First photo is 
so much more inviting. Need to balance both approaches. So many people only experience groomed trails and don't know what 
else exists. This area is a great blessing. Sites Rouge Valley as another example re. ensure untouched/unmanaged areas are 
protected.

A response acknowledging importance of getting the balance between groomed trails and natural areas 
right was provided to the individual at the event. Also acknowledged how photos (Renderings, examples) in 
notice can lead people to think the trail may over-run areas but it is important to remember that by 
managing and defining trail use in certain areas it will help to protect other more sensitive areas.  

Comments noted by the project team. Noted response provided to the 
individual. Individual added to the project mailing list. 
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Phase 1
Concerns:
1) Since formalized access at north end of Charles Sauriol, increase area traffic. People are coming up Sulkara through the 
backyards to access street. This never happened before formalized trail. It is a nuisance and questioning providing additional 
access to people. Safety concerns.

 where pathway opens up is a particular concern
2) Wynford Condos are using footpath as access point
3) Since path, illegal fishing of salmon. Called City about this in Oct 2012. This is outrageous.
Perhaps team can look at signage or other relevant options to address these concerns.
This is a concern for residents on Sweeney & Sulkara.

Concerns will be part of public record and shared with project team. 
If not able to attend event, encouraged to review information and follow up if concerns addressed.

Noted response provided to stakeholder. Comments noted by project 
team and will be considered during detailed design phase while 
developing signage opportunities. 

3 5-Feb-2013
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Phase 1
Unfortunately I will not be in town on the 13th to attend the presentation. I have a great interest in this trail. I currently run and b ke 
the newly created section between Lawrence, Concorde Place hill and Moccasin park. What a wonderful addition to the 
neighbourhood. So well constructed. I have also run up the section of the lower Don trail until it ends. Connecting these 2 would 
open up 'the world' to runners and bikers in the Lawrence DVP area.
Please keep us posted of what is transpiring and any roles to be played. More than willing to help out.

Thanks for taking the time to contact us and for your interest in the project. You are in good company as 
there were quite a few runners that came out last night to learn more about the project.
With the exception of the interactive mapping activity at last night's meeting, all other materials are now 
available online at:
http://www.toronto.ca/involved/projects/eastdontrail 
After reviewing the materials, please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. Also please note 
that we are asking people to fill out comment forms before February 28th.
I will ensure that you are added to the mailing list so that you can be kept informed about the project and 
future public meetings.

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.

4 6-Feb-2013
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Phase 1
I received the notice in the mail the other day on the upcoming open house to discuss your plans for the linking of the East Don 
valley lands. 
I am a homeowner in the Parkview Hills area with my backyard encompassing some of the conservation lands incorporated in the 
Charles Sauriol Conservation area. I have lived in the neighborhood for approximately 20 years and have h ked and mountain 
biked the area between Lawrence Ave/Taylor Creek/Pottery Road extensively. 
According to the City of Toronto web site, 
"In May 2012, a feasibility study (to be posted below shortly) was completed to assess the potential for a trail system through the 
East Don Corridor.  The study determined that a trail was possible and identified potential trail alignment options and technical 
challenges.  In order to determine the best trail route, further investigations and environmental studies were recommended."
I would like to be provided with a copy of the feasibility study given the proposed route is very pertinent to the discussion at the 
Open House on Feb 13th. How do I get a copy of this study and participate in the public consultation portion of the EA? 

I just want to start by letting you know that there is currently no proposed route for the East Don Trail.  Prior 
to selecting a proposed route, the City and TRCA are conducting an Environmental Assessment Study.  
Through this process a range of alternative trail routes will be explored and evaluated and, from these 
options a preferred trail route will be selected.  Throughout this process we will be consulting with the public 
to gather concerns and help determine the alternative and preferred trail routes. This first public event is to 
introduce the project to the community and gain feedback about how you are using the area and if you 
have any concerns.  
The feasibility study was conducted to ensure that a trail could be placed in the valley system, as part of 
this they did draft a few  trail routes to determine what the technical challenges would be in the area.  
These trail routes were never finalized nor were they based on environmental studies.  New trail routes will 
be drafted as part of this process and will be based on environmental studies and public feedback.     
I've copied Violetta Tkaczuk from the TRCA so that as soon as we have the feasibility study primer ready 
for posting, either myself or Violetta will send you a pdf copy. Please note that the entire feasibility study is 
too large for posting and therefore a summarized version is being prepared. Our intention is to have the 
feasibility study primer posted prior to the open house.
In the mean time, can I add you to the project mailing list?

The summary of the feasibility study was posted on the project website 
prior to the February 13 Open House.  Following that the entire feasibility 
study was provided online. 
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Phase 1
I am interested in attending the meeting on February 13. However I would like to bicycle to the meeting. Yet when I look at the 
location on Google Maps, there is no bicycle parking on the street outside the building. What are your plans to accommodate 
bicycle riders at your meeting?
Thanks,

Feb 28:
Thanks for the feasibility report. I have read it and have included some comments about it in my attached comments for the EA. I 
look forward to participating in on-going discussions about this project.

Feb 28:
I noticed in the one page Feasibility Report summary that you might make the full report available at local libraries. I know that city 
policy is to use l braries in the local area, say within 5km of the project zone. However since there is a larger constituency involved 
in this project, I would l ke you to include the Toronto Reference Library and North York Centre Library as additional locations for 
copies of the report.

Feb 14 (MP):
Firstly, my apologies for not responding to your email BEFORE the meeting. 
 Secondly, for the next meeting I will ensure that we clearly indicate where people can park their bikes.
 
Again, my apologies.

Feb 28 (MP):
Good point ! Thank you. 

A summary of the feasibility study was posted on the project web page 
prior to the first public event, in addition, the full feas bility study was 
posted to the page following the event. 
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Phase 1
Main concerns are:
How many people will be using this trail?
Bringing more traffic (people from the north and south) into a pristine area (littering, disturbing).
And what about the wildlife?
Will be attending PIC 1 with many of her neighbours.

Reassured  that this is only the beginning of a mandated process where there will be several 
opportunities to share concerns and receive responses. Invited  to introduce herself at the meeting, 
and I will connect her with other staff person to address her questions & concerns.

Mar 26:
Thank you for your email and comments.
As you are aware, the City of Toronto and Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA) recently 
initiated a provincially mandated Environmental Assessment (EA) process to fill the existing gap in the trail 
network between the north end of Charles Sauriol Conservation Area, the Gatineau Trail and the Lower 
Don Trail. A public open house was held in February to introduce the East Don Trail Study and provide an 
opportunity for community members to provide feedback.
We understand your concern about the natural environment and want to assure you that an important part 
of the Environmental Assessment process will be the evaluation of each of the proposed trail alignments 
against a list of criteria, including their impacts on the natural environment. An interesting note about the 
current condition of the East Don Valley corridor is that though there currently is not a formal trail system 
through this area, a number of informal trails have been developed through the valley corridor and are 
having a large impact on the natural environment. The outcome of a successful EA process will allow for 
the provision of one primary multi-use trail. This has many potential benefits to the natural environment 
including, assisting in the management of informal trails by minimizing their development and discouraging 
the use of environmentally sensitive area.
We are always pleased when local residents and stakeholders take interest in the projects proposed within 
their communities, and we encourage you to continue to be involved.  There are a number of ways you can 
do this.  All of the materials presented at the public open house in February, as well as any project updates 
can be found at: www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail. We are also asking interested community members to sign-
up to receive project updates and notifications. You can sign-up for these by contacting:
Maogosha Pyjor
Public Consultation Coordinator
E-mail: mpyjor@toronto.ca. or eastdontrail@toronto.ca 

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.

7 11-Feb-2013
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Phase 1
I am a resident of Victoria Village and frequent user of the Charles Sauriol Conservation Reserve. I am deeply concerned with the 
environmental degradation and increased usage that will result from a paved, multi-use trail through the conservation reserve.  I do 
feel however a paved route is needed, (as I am also a cyclist), depending on the route it takes. I feel very strongly that the route 
should be located on the WEST SIDE on the Don River - East Branch whenever possible.
The route on this map would be acceptable to me: http://www.toronto.ca/cycling/network/eastdontrail.pdf 
I see the northern section is not accurate to what has been built.  My only suggested change to that proposed route would be the 
part between the hydro corridor and Victoria Linkway be located as close to possible to the railway line.  Deer frequent the area and 
we should minimize any potential disturbances for them.

Has the route been finalized, or has another route been proposed?

Cheers,

As you may be aware, the City of Toronto and Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA) recently 
initiated a provincially mandated Environmental Assessment (EA) process to fill the existing gap in the trail 
network between the north end of Charles Sauriol Conservation Area, the Gatineau Trail and the Lower 
Don Trail. A public open house was held last Wednesday, February 13 to introduce the East Don Trail 
Study. 
At this time, the alignment of the trail has not yet been determined. The alignment of the trail will be 
addressed through the Environmental Assessment process, which will provide multiple opportunities for 
community input. Through the EA process, a range of alternatives will be identified and evaluated to 
determine a preferred main trail route. The evaluation process will consider not only terrestrial and aquatic 
impacts, but also technical feas bility, social impacts, cost constructability, operation, and maintenance.
We understand your concern about the natural environment and want to assure you that an important part 
of the Environmental Assessment process will be the evaluation of each of the proposed trail alignments 
against a list of criteria, including their impacts on the natural environment. An interesting note about the 
current condition of the East Don Valley corridor is that though there currently is not a formal trail system 
through this area, the number of informal trails that have been developed through the valley corridor have 
a large impact on the natural environment. The outcome of a successful EA process will be the provision of 
one primary multi-use trail. This has many potential benefits to the natural environment including assisting 
in the management of informal trails by, minimizing their and development, and preventing informal trails 

 from potentially affecting more environmentally sensitive areas. 

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.
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Phase 1
I am sorry I am unable to attend the meeting on Feb. 13th, but I wanted to thank the "Powers-that-Be" for the maintaining of the trail 
which I walk almost every morning, together with a number of persons, many with dogs (most are very careful to pick up and bag).  
I should tell you that my experiences with the trail are so far limited to Wynford Dr. entrance, down the hill, as far as the bridge.
If you are thinking of multi-use trail, would you make well defined lines to designate where bicycles and pedestrians can feel safe?  
There is a hill and, because wheels of any kind are more silent today, it can be a hazard if they come quickly from behind people or 
dogs on a leash.
I think it's a shame more real estate agents seem unaware of this trail, although, even as I say this, I realize it could mean more 
traffic on it.
Stone seating that was installed last year is good and we're grateful, but one set is out in the sun all day and if one is in need of a 
rest (especially in summer)  there are many other places where trees will shelter one from the sun.
Is there an engineer who can figure out how to put in a raised walkway at the river's edge where the railing is--any time there's rain, 
it becomes a muddy mess.
I have expressed to Councillor Parker my appreciation for this trail, and I thank you and your department for maintaining an interest 
in it.

Feb 28th:
Thank you so much for replying.  One gets used to "no reply" when we try to dialogue with the Powers That Be!
I'm sure there is an answer to the dilemma and it's gratifying to know that possible solutions are in the works.
Again, thank you

Feb 12 (MP):
Thank you so much for taking the time to send in your comments. Its so important to hear from people who 
live in the area and enjoy the East Don Valley.
Your comments will be part of the public record for this project and they will also be shared with the project 
team.

Please note that this is only the first public meeting for this project and there will be other opportunities for 
you to be involved. Would you like to be added to the mailing list for this project?

Feb 27 (MP):
My apologies for the delay in responding to your question:
Is there an engineer who can figure out how to put in a raised walkway at the river's edge where the railing 
is--any time there's rain, it becomes a muddy mess"

An engineer has been retained as part of the process and they will complete a flood and erosion risk 
assessment as part of this project. 
Thank you for bringing our attention to this particular area.

Noted response provided to the individual. No impact. Existing trails are 
outside of the scope of this study.   As part of routing and evaluating the 
alternatives for the East Don Trail, a flood and erosion risk assessment 
was completed. 
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Phase 1
You asked for input to inform this study. Topics to discuss include: 
How and where you are utilizing the East Don valley lands 
Key areas of interest in the study area 
Challenges, opportunities and other concerns 
How we can engage the community and provide opportunities for participation 
I cannot attend your meeting this evening so I'd like to provide you with some information on use:
I would like to let you know that I use the existing Gatineau trail along its full length (Victoria Park to Scarborough Golf Club Road 
and Ellesmere) when able to (i.e. when clear of snow and ice). I ride this trail approximately 2-3 times a week. 
Were the trail cleared I'd use it in the winter too. 
Were the trail extended and connected to trails or b ke lanes, I would use the route more often. (Removal of the Pharmacy bike 

 lane reduced the utility of this trail last year.) 

Thank you for taking the time to provide your feedback on topics discussed at the public open house. Your 
comments will be recorded and shared with the project team. I will also add you the project mailing list 
unless you indicate otherwise.
 
Please note that all the materials from the February 13th meeting are available on line at:

 www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 

Noted response provided to the individual. Comments noted by project 
team. 

10 20-Feb-2013
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Phase 1
Any idea when the May 2012, a feasibility study will be on the website?    It would make comments more useful if it were available?

Feb 22:
Thanks, I must say that it is really   VERY brief document but the full study is really far too much to cope with.  It's a pity there is not 
some sort of executive summary document of about 5-10 pages.

Feb 25:
I have skimmed through the very interesting pdf and have no major concerns or comments.  I hope that the City is able to proceed 
in the next few years as this looks like an interesting and very useful link in our trail system.
It is noted that the East Don is covered by the Federal Navigable Waters Protection Act.  This may have been true when the Report 
was written but, if I understand right, the rivers and lakes covered by this Act have been greatly reduced  by the Federal 
Government as part of the 2012 budget and I think the East Don is now not considered ‘navigable” – which, of course, it has not 
been for a century!
Again, thanks for sending me the Report.  If you do not want to post the full version on www you might consider the Executive 
Summary only – it (along with the detailed map at the end) might be enough for most people!

Feb 21 (MP): Phone
Question posed about what level of detail  is looking for. If looking for the entire study, will 
make that happen. In the meantime,   will view the primer once it has been posted and then 
determine if he wants more detail.

Feb 24 (MP): EM
I've attached the report without appendices. I think this should be more manageable. I'll also let the project 
team know about your suggestion for an executive summary.

Noted response provided to the individual. No impact. Project team 
reviewed the suggestion and determined that both the summary and the 
full report will be posted on project website.
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Having lived in Don Mills and backing onto Moccasin trail park for close to 30 years, I have enjoyed many, many days down there 
with family and friends. 
The recent improvements to the east side of the river are nothing less than amazing. We walk, run and cycle on the new paths 
frequently in the summer and spring months. A trip in the fall to see the salmon is incredible. (they are amazing to watch) 
We take guests down when in from out of town and I have used on many occasions, this as a place to shoot family photos. We 
enter from the Lawrence rd. side or right down the Moccasin Trail entrance. I love the paths, the revamping of the wetlands and the 
new and improved bridges. 
No real challenges other than a plan to maybe have crews visit after storms to clear the path from debris (have been down a few 
times after severe storms and the paths can be riddled with mud/sand and grass) and maybe some solar lights or low emission 
lighting for evening walks. The historical plaques are a nice touch as well. 
I would love to partake in a clean up the East Don trail day, have a tree planting experience, maybe allow people to plant in honor 
of a lost one? A trip down the Don on a Kayak? A Craft day for kids? The tunnels are always sketchy – maybe a tunnel Painting 
contest to all the graffiti  to look more l ke art? Police presence on horseback – meet the horses day from a division? 
So many people do not even know it is there. Maybe a sign on Lawrence to make it more inviting? A regular Mail letter like the one 
you sent. 
I love it down there and welcome any further development to improve, lengthen or brighten up our city.

 Thank you for making this part of my neighbourhood, so much more enjoyable. 

Thank you so much for taking the time to share your comments and vision for the area. Your contribution 
below will be shared with the project team and be part of the public record for this project. Are you planning 
to attend the upcoming public meeting on Feb 13th and can I add you to the project mailing list?
Please don't hesitate to contact me with any questions or additional comments you may have.

Comments noted by the project team. Noted response provided to the 
individual.
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Phase 1
April 3 - I was curious when this trail would be completed? I see that an EA is underway, but have no idea how long this whole 
process will take. Any indication of when this trail could actually be finished would be great.

April 15 - Wow, that is a long time. 5+ years is about the same amount of time as the eglinton crosstown schedule. How come it will 
take so long? 
Please add me to the project mailing list.

Pending approval of the Environmental Assessment by the Ministry of the Environment, which is 
anticipated for June 2014, construction could start as early as Fall of 2014.  Construction may be phased 
over 5 years or possibly more. A detailed and phased construction plan will be produced during the final 
stages of the Environmental Assessment process. 
I've copied Natalie Seniuk from the TRCA to ensure you are on the project mailing list.
Apr 26 (MP):
My apologies for the delay in responding to your last message. According to the project manager, Jennifer 
Hyland:
Its really the overall project costs at 17 plus million which affects the time frame. If/when more funding is 
allotted to the Trails budge, it could be built in shorter time frame. The 12 bridges - 2 tunnels are a large 
part of the costly challenges for this trail.

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.

13 18-Apr-2013

C
LC

Would like the City to ensure that the development of new East Don trail will be accompanied by the winter opening of trails to 
benefit residents who may be walkers and other trail users

Parks, Forestry and Recreation does not maintain multi-use trails within City of Toronto ravines during the 
winter months and therefore, the Study will not recommend winter maintenance of the trail. This suggestion 
was discussed and assessed by City staff. However, due to the cost, the potential topography of the trail, 
and potential impacts on the adjacent natural area (e.g., impacts of salts on vegetation and waterways) it 
was determined that it is not feasible to provide winter maintenance at this time. This does not preclude the 
future maintenance of any trails within the City of Toronto as policies are amended.

No impact. Out of scope of this study, information shared with City of 
Toronto staff, and response provided to stakeholder.

14 18-Apr-2013

C
LC

We propose that the City take additional steps to ensure trails in our area are safe for our residents to use. Many residents of the 
Wynford Concorde area and Don Mills generally are seniors with, in some cases, brittle bones. The City appears to rely on a policy 
of promoting etiquette on trails they manage with suggestions about e.g.: travelling on the right and a speed limit for bicycles. Our 
residents need to know that these rules of etiquette are followed now and will be reinforced when the new trail connects our local 
area to the rest of the Don valley trail system and many more users have access to the Wynford Concorde and Milne Hollow area 
of the valley. If our residents do not feel safe on these trails they will not welcome this project now and will plan to abandon them 
and the valley to other users when it is completed.

Regarding trail etiquette, this has been noted as an important issue by the project team. As I am sure you 
are aware, efforts such as public education campaigns and increased by-law enforcement are beyond the 
scope of this project. However, members of the public will be informed that reporting bylaw infractions is 
done by contacting 311, as is standard City process.
We appreciate the enthusiasm and interest that communities and residents groups have in proactively 
participating in the implementation and monitoring of trails. At this time, City of Toronto does not have a 
formal avenue for this to occur for the East Don Trail. We encourage you to keep your residents informed 
of the project, bylaws and etiquette related to ravines and trails by using the resources available through 
the following links:
www.toronto.ca/trees/ravines.htm
www.toronto.ca/parks/engagement/index.htm

N/A. Response provided to stakeholder. This has been noted as an 
important issue by the project team, shared with the City of Toronto, but 

 is out of scope of this study. 

15 18-Apr-2013

C
LC

The tree and plant life and animal habitat in the valley has been depleted over many years, since the railways came in fact, and 
there are invasive plant species that overrun native plants and impoverish the habitat for animals. Implementation of the plan for 
the East Don Trail should include enhancing the natural environment.

The natural environment of the East Don Valley is in a deteriorated state and would benefit from 
restoration. Many of the tree species within the Don Valley are non-native including Manitoba Maples, an 
invasive species to Southern Ontario. Though stewardship and restoration projects fall outside of the 
scope of the Environmental Assessment process, an opportunity to plant native species in the valley lands 
is available as part of a tree replacement program that will be developed through the detailed design and 
permitting process for the East Don Trail Project. The tree replacement program, in accordance with 
requirements of Toronto's Ravine and Natural Feature Protection By-law, will outline the replacement of 
trees as a result of the design and construction of the East Don Trail. 

N/A. Out of scope of this study, and response provided to stakeholder. 
However, All efforts will be made to limit the number of large native trees 
removed to minimize disturbance, and that all removals will be subject to 
approvals under the Ravine and Natural Feature Protection By-law.  In 
instances when tree removal is unavoidable the tree replacement 
program will provide an opportunity to replace these invasive species with 
native tree species when removed.  In addition, enhancement 
opportunities will be further explored during detailed design.

16 22-Apr-2013

C
LC

Existing Conditions
There are some remnant forests in the Regional Study Area, and although the steep areas are dangerous, they are also beautiful. 
These are some things to consider when preserving the natural area.

Noted Noted by project team

17 22-Apr-2013

C
LC

Existing Conditions
Regarding the landfill near the City of Toronto Public Works yard – there was a road that was put in and leachate collection was an 
issue. Will there be potential for disturbance in these areas?

There are several closed landfills in the project regional study area. The City of Toronto does build trails on 
landfills and protecting the integrity of the landfill is addressed during detailed design of those trails. Due to 
other factors considered in the evaluation of alignments for the East Don Trail, the preliminary preferred 
alignment will not contact any of the closed landfills in the study area. 

Noted response was provided to all CLC members through a response 
table and discussions at CLC Meeting #5.

18 22-Apr-2013

C
LC

Phase 1
There should be a history provided of the historical perspective of the area (i.e. when the rail was put in, flood levels, salmon in the 
river). It is an important cultural area. Good resources include Charles Sauriol’s books, and work by Jane Pitfield among others

Noted Archaeological and cultural heritage information area was set up during 
PIC#3 and included artifacts found within the Don Watershed (and other 
areas of Toronto), as well as a panel of information that addressed the 
history of land uses within the Regional Study Area.

19 22-Apr-2013

C
LC

Opportunity Statement
Modify to address some of the naming issues for the trail connection.

Noted The statement was changed to read “between Existing East Don Trail 
(East of Wynford Heights Crescent), Gatineau Trail (at approximately 
Bermondsey Road), and the Don Trail System.

20 22-Apr-2013

C
LC

Project Objectives
The wording around “commuter route” should be reviewed and poss bly be replaced with “multi-use”

The city currently designates all trails as multi-use and there is no designation for commuter or recreational 
routes. For the purpose of this Study there is a need to provide a safe off-road option for people who 
commute and the proposed connection would allow for a safe commute.

Noted response provided to CLC members. The term “commuter route” 
was removed from the Project Objectives and replaced with the following 
statement: "To function as a safe travel route to everyday places and 
amenities."

21 22-Apr-2013

C
LC

Phase 1
Will off-leash dogs be permitted, can they be prevented, and will an off-leash dog area be created?

Creating a dog off-leash area is a separate process and is not covered by this Environmental Assessment 
and it is up to respons ble dog owners to keep their pets on leashes. Off-leash dogs are not currently 
permitted in the area as per the City of Toronto by-laws.

Noted response provided to CLC members. Project FAQs, available on 
project website, were updated to address concerns about the off-leash 
dogs presence on/adjacent to the proposed trail.

22 22-Apr-2013

C
LC

Phase 1
Is there an opportunity to wa k the area for those who are not familiar with it, l ke a field trip?

One would be planned prior to CLC Meeting #2 as was generally the agreed to timing by the CLC. A Site walk was undertaken with the CLC and project team on May 30, 
2013 to visit key (and safely accessible) areas within the Study Area.



23 22-Apr-2013

C
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Opportunity Statement
Concern over the naming of the most northerly connection area, believing this will cause confusion with the existing trail name.

Noted Opportunity statement modified to address some of the naming issues for 
the trail connection. Agreed at the meeting that the statement should be 
changed to read “between Existing East Don Trail (East of Wynford 
Heights Crescent), Gatineau Trail (at approximately Bermondsey Road), 
and the Don Trail System.

24 22-Apr-2013
C

LC
Would like to see the section of the natural trail within the Charles Sauriol Conservation Area preserved as a natural trail. The existing informal trails that exist within this area will be reviewed for management opportunities as part 

of the Natural Environment Trail Strategy program, as Anewen Park is considered a high priority area for 
management.

No impact (out of scope for this study). Noted response provided to CLC 
members. 

25 22-Apr-2013
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Phase 1
Concern about the impact on existing trees adjacent to the proposed trail due to the potential widening and asphalting of existing 
informal trails in Anewen Park.

If removal of any trees as a result of formalizing a trail is required, all efforts will be made to limit the 
number of large, native trees removed and to minimize disturbance to natural areas, particularly those of 
higher quality natural cover. Once the preferred alignment has been selected, an experienced ecological 
field technician will be undertaking a detailed survey of the trees that may be affected to determine the tree 
type, health and age.  The information collected in this detailed survey will assist the project team in 
refining the exact alignment of the trail so that where possible, healthy native trees will be avoided. In 
instances when tree removal is unavoidable, all proposed removals will be reviewed under the Ravine and 
Natural Feature By-law and a tree replacement program will be developed, in accordance with 
requirements under that by-law.  
Many of the tree species within the Don Valley are non-native including Manitoba Maples, an invasive 
species to Southern Ontario.  The tree replacement program will provide an opportunity to replace these 
invasive species with native tree species when removed.

Noted by project team - efforts to minimize this impact already in place 
for the project. Information shared with stakeholder. 

26 22-Apr-2013

C
LC

Project Objectives
Safety of cyclists and other users where trail is required to be elevated.

The safety of all trail users is a key project objective, and the consideration of safety features, such as 
guard rails and grading/slope of the trail, will be assessed in greater detail during the detailed design stage, 
and all efforts will be made to ensure public safety for all trail network users.

Noted by project team and response provided to stakeholder. Safety, 
including grades and slopes, was considered throughout the project and 
through the evaluation of alternatives during Phase 2 and 3. Specific 
features to be reviewed in greater depth during detailed design.

27 22-Apr-2013

C
LC

Project Objectives
The impact to the local wildlife should be considered as the volume of users using the trail will increase. Bringing bicycles to this 
portion of the trail has the potential to impact migration patterns of some of the wildlife within the ravine in Anewen Park.

Noted The potential impacts of various trail alignment alternatives to wildlife and 
wildlife habitat were assessed in Phase 2 of the EA, via the "Potential 
impact to wildlife habitat and connectivity " criterion that was included in 
the Natural and Physical Environment evaluation criteria.

28 22-Apr-2013

C
LC

Phase 1
Locate the proposed trail close to the river while taking into consideration the flooding.

A study of the geomorphic processes of the Lower East Don River is currently being undertaken including 
flooding, erosion impacts, and movement of the riverbed. This study will assist with the locating of the trail, 
and help determine a suitable placement of the trail in relationship to the river channel. Many factors will be 
assessed to determine the most suitable trail location including physical, natural, social-economic, and 
cultural environments. 

Noted by project team and response provided to stakeholder.

29 1-May-2013
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Phase 1 - PART 1 see comment #30 for part 2
Concerned about orange stakes and painting on Cliff in area (bridge 5, Charles Sorourial). Does not want to see a b ke path go 
through this natural area. Suggested signage to help inform local users of study and upcoming public events – Particularly in the 
area of Bridge 5 (existing map at the top of the cliff, opposite tracks would work well).

Indicated that survey/research work is part of the EA study. No trail or construction is happening. Will 
arrange someone from the TRCA to speak specifically to the kind of survey work taking place. In the 
meantime, encouraged to visit website and get on mailing list. Also reassured resident that there is 
extensive public consultation taking place through open houses and CLC.

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.

30 3-May-2013
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Phase 1 - PART 2 see comment #29 for part 1
Thank you Violetta you have accurately descr bed our conversation regarding this assessment . You can definitely share this email 
with any of your colleagues. 

Again I will reiterate that the area of the proposed bridge 5 will vastly impact on the fragile wildlife there, from the Brown Wood 
Toads to the nesting of the Blue Jays on the cliff . The wetland is also an area that should be protected there, and I am sure there 
are many other areas that should be left in its natural state . 

It should be noted that when I get to speak to a walker in the area they are all aghast that a concrete walkway would be proposed , 
they want to keep the area in its natural state. 

Please keep me posted on any news regarding the assessment in the East Don . 

Here are a couple of sites you might be interested in : 
donvalleygirls.wordpress.com/  
www.ene.gov.on.ca › Home › Blo 
http://a binger.me/tag/toronto-don-river-garbage/ 
donvalleygirls@gmail.com is the right contact.

Thank you for taking the time out of your wa k this afternoon to talk to me about your concerns with the 
East Don Trail Environmental Assessment (EA) project. 

Below I've provided a few of the main points from our conversation.  As I mentioned on the phone the 
public consultation undertaken as part of this process will be public record.  Our conversation will be briefly 
summarized as part of this, your name, number and email address will not be utilized.  Please let me know 
if there are any issues with this.  Also can you let me know if I can share this email with Maogosha Pyjor 
(City of Toronto Public Consultation) and Natalie Seniuk (TRCA Public Consultation Coordinator).  
Maogosha and Natalie are the main points of contact for the public consultation as part of this project, and 
I am the Project Manager for the project. 
I gave you a brief overview of the purpose of the EA study, indicating that a trail alignment has not been 
chosen yet, that this process will include environmental studies, social, cultural and technical 
considerations (among others), and will involve additional public consultation (or next public meeting is 
planned for the early fall/late summer).  In additional the EA process will look at the potential to construct a 
trail in this location and will be assessed against the do nothing alternative (which is exactly that, a no 
change option). 
I informed you that the stake you see in the valley (by bridge 5) are part of one of the studies we are 
undertaking to determine the effects a trail would have on the environment.  This one is looking at the 
fluvial geomorphology of the system, basically river erosion rates/impacts, the river process including 
shape, size and movement, assessing how the river will be impacted by the potential trail and how the river 
might impact such a trail.  If you would l ke further information on this study and why we need the stakes 
(called benchmarks) please let me know.
You expressed your concerns which included: 
        -This area is environmentally sensitive and fragile and a trail will for certain impact that, including the 
wildlife use, vegetation, wetlands, and steep/erosion areas 
        -you are worried that there will be an increase in garbage due to increase users 
        -you mentioned EMS access and thought it may not be possible for vehicles to enter here 
I let you know that these are all points we will look at as part of the EA

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.



31 8-May-2013

C
LC

Project Objectives
At CLC Meeting #1 there was some discussion about wa king/cycling in this project. The plan that this comes from is for the 
Bikeway system. It is important in that proposal that there be safe off-road routes for bicycles as transportation. Recreational uses 
are obviously going to take a hold as well, but the idea that cyclist-commuters are the target of the project should not be forgotten. 
We have considerable problems with off-leash dogs and 3-abreast pedestrians that challenge cyclists and we need to consider 
both sides.

Noted Viability of trail as a transportation route was considered during the 
development and evaluation of alternative trail alignments (Phase 2 of 
the EA) as well as design concepts (Phase 3). In Phase 2, trail alignment 
alternatives' functional value as a travel route was assessed as part of 
the evaluation and selection of the preferred trail alignment. In Phase 3, 
consistency of trail topography (frequency of changes in trail grades 
along route and the degree of change in vertical elevation, which is based 
on the distance over which change occurs) was evaluated. 

Concerns with trail etiquette and off-leash dogs were addressed in project 
FAQs, available on the project website. Safe and appropriate use of the 
trail will be encouraged through signage. It was clarified that off-leash dog 
parks are not part of the scope of this study, and links to detailed 
information about off-leash dog parks location and requests were 

 provided. 

32 8-May-2013

C
LC

Phase 1
At the (CLC) meeting there was some discussion about walking/cycling in this project. The plan that this comes from is for the 
Bikeway system. It is important in that proposal that there be safe off-road routes for bicycles as transportation. Recreational uses 
are obviously going to take a hold as well, but the idea that cyclist commuters are the target of the project should not be forgotten. 
We have considerable problems with off-leash dogs and 3-abreast pedestrians that challenge cyclists and we need to consider 
both sides. I have been doing some research on my own at the site. I started from the south end of the trail from Milne Hollow and 
used my gps to guide me on the pathways that go south toward Eglinton. There was one crossing of the rail line required but there 
are excellent sight lines. It led to what I found to be an incredibly beautiful area where there is a sharp bend in the river. I had 
explored that area and the Wigmore Ravine over the years. The area further south goes under the Eglinton Avenue bridge (the site 
of a farm orchard mentioned in Charles Sauriol’s “Remembering the Don”) but it is less attractive. South from Eglinton the valley is 
also not as attractive with considerable intrusions and erosion. I would really like others to see the area that is so nice. It can be 
reached in an interesting way from the parking lot at the base of Moccasin Trail Park or alternatively from the parking lot at Milne 
Hollow. Both can be accessed from nearby TTC stops. My current plans for May 29 and June 4 are open and I would be glad to 
participate. The Sauriol book has lots of information on the history of the area we are dealing with.

Thank you for your insight. Violetta and I are planning on doing a mock walk through tomorrow to
confirm the locations that we will be able to access and see. We will take your input into consideration
when we plan the route.
I will also make a note of your comments and concerns related to cycling, off-leash dogs and
pedestrians. These will go on record as official feedback to the process.
Please watch for an email from me tomorrow regarding the confirmed site walk & meetings dates as
well as locations.

Noted by project team. Response provided to stakeholder. 

Ensuring safe off-road routes for bicycles as transportation was one of 
the central themes of the project, and was included in the project 
objectives. Concerns/comments related to trail etiquette and off-leash 
dogs were addressed in project FAQs, available on project website.

33 9-May-2013

C
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Project Objectives
A point should be added under Transportation for multi-modal transportation, including access to transit (including the planned 
Eglington-Crosstown LRT).

Noted A new project objective, “Supports Other Initiatives”, was added.  The 
following statement was added under this objective: "To coordinate with 
other planning initiatives in the area allowing for future integration of the 
multi-use trail. (e.g. Eglington Cross-town LRT)"

34 9-May-2013

C
LC

Project Objectives 
A point should be added regarding accessibility and accommodating a variety of trail users of different abilities.

Noted Under the “Public Safety” objective, the statement was revised to read: 
“To provide a safe way for a broad spectrum of users to access the valley 
system.”

35 13-May-2013

C
LC

On the issue of dog wa king: while the bylaws state that dogs are not allowed off leash, everyone knows that those laws are not 
enforced and that the odds of a bylaw enforcement officer making it into the Don Valley are next to nil, I suggest that we modify the 
trail design to take this bit of human behaviour into account. In areas where there is sensitive habitat, eg. close to wetlands or 
quality forest, the trail should be lined with post and paddle fencing that is lined with close meshed wire. This will help prevent dogs 
from running off the trail and disturbing the areas that we want to protect. We can also add tunnels underneath the path in these 
fenced areas to allow for animals to traverse the path where it intersects their habitat.

Noted Noted by the project team. No impact at this time - Opportunities to 
identify and protect sensitive areas along the trail will be explored during 
trail detailed design. 

36 14-May-2013

C
LC

Winter opening: Members believe that some trails are currently open such as Wilket Creek and trails in the Duncairn area of Don 
Mills where schoolchildren are regular users; the Bateman Trail is used in all seasons and pressure of traffic ensures that it 
remains access ble; promises were apparently made by parks staff to at least one of our members that the parking area at Milne 
Hollow would be kept open this past winter but they were overruled; the planned East Don Trail adds to large investments in trail 
infrastructure in this area - it is a shame to keep them inaccessible for most of the year; and, as more trails are built under the 
current program, more need will be identified to keep them open year round.
Members feel strongly that access to the new East Don Trail should be open in the winter to benefit residents who may be walkers 
and other trail users.

Noted Winter trail maintenance question addressed in project FAQs made 
available on project website. 
Parks, Forestry and Recreation does not maintain multi-use trails in 
winter at this time and therefore the study will not recommend winter 
maintenance of the trail. City staff have considered this suggestion but 
determined that it is not feasible due to the cost, the topography of the 
trail, and potential impacts on the adjacent natural area.

37 14-May-2013

C
LC

Etiquette: The influx of trail users to our neighbourhood resulting from the new link will call for better compliance with the City's rules 
of etiquette. One member complained of a cyclist passing her as she walked in the valley here with no warning by bell or otherwise 
last summer; she also said that the Group has been promised a handrail on the ramp into the valley at Wynford Heights but nobody 
(including John Parker who attended our meeting) knew when this might be installed.

Noted Trail etiquette was addressed in project FAQs made available on project 
website.

Installing a handrail along Wynford Heights access to the existing East 
Don Trail is out of scope for this study.

38 4-Jun-2013

C
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Phase 1
The proposed trail should be located where the Toronto Water disturbance will already occur within the Study Area.

Sewer infrastructure will be considered as part of the evaluation of the trail alignments. Toronto Water will 
be accessing the area for regular maintenance, and they are involved in this project. Their hope is that the 
trail system will act as a permanent access route to their infrastructure when it requires maintenance.

The preferred alternative for the proposed trail is located along the 
existing Toronto Water access route in Area 3.

39 4-Jun-2013

C
LC

Phase 1
If Toronto Water is going to be using the trail for maintenance, there is a high probability that this will result in damage to the trail 
and it could go without being repaired. Will the design consider the weight of  these vehicles?

This point has been noted, and will be discussed further at the detailed design stage for the project. Trail detailed design will consider the weight of Toronto Water 
maintenance vehicles.



40 4-Jun-2013

C
LC

Phase 1
Is it possible to remove the rail lines from the Study Area and move to areas that are more populated?

The rail lines are considered an essential service and we therefore have no control over their removal.  
Metrolinx/GO is one of the key stakeholder groups for this project and the project team will be meeting with 
them throughout the EA process.

N/A. Out of scope of this study.

41 4-Jun-2013
C

LC
Alternatives To - Functional Value 
Under Impact #3, please add that it improves accessibility to a variety of users.

Accessibility was assessed as part of the Alternatives To under Functional Value, as: "Provides access for 
a variety of users into the East Don corridor". This point was further considered and evaluated in the next 
phase, Alternative Trail Alignments.

N/A. Noted response provided to CLC members.

42 4-Jun-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To 
Please make multi-modal transportation more front and centre as this trail could become part of a multi-modal transportation 
network.

Noted Multimodal transportation coincides with the sub-evaluation criteria 
“Supports Other Initiatives”, was added to address this. The following 
statement was added under this objective: "To coordinate with other 
planning initiatives in the area allowing for future integration of the multi-
use trail. (e.g. Eglington Cross-town LRT)" found under "Supports Other 
Initiatives".  In addition, the preferred impact of "will improve multimodal 
transportation options, with the potential to connect to the Eglinton LRT 
system and TTC surface bus network" was added under the impacts to 
"provides connection with existing and planned adjacent trails and uses" 
for provide a Multi Use Trail Connection.

43 4-Jun-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Economic Value 
Can we capture the increase in value to the area (assessment change)?

Noted The sub criteria "impact on surrounding neighbourhoods and 
communities " (under Social and Cultural Environment) was re-evaluated 
to include the following preferred impact to provide Multi Use Trail 
Connection, "potential to increase adjacent property values by serving as 
neighbourhood amenities as well as a transportation route".  This also 
changed the outcome of the sub evaluation criteria to Multi Use Trail 
Connection being the preferred. 

44 4-Jun-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Natural Environment
Please note that impacts to the natural environment will be minimized.

Noted Alternatives To ability 'to be respectful of the natural environment through 
the alignment, design, and construction of the trail by aiming to avoid, 
prevent, or minimize negative impacts' was considered in evaluating 
Alternatives To ability to meet project objectives.

45 4-Jun-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Impacts
Please add that though in the short-term there will be impacts to the aesthetics, in the long-term there will be trees added and the 
number of native species will be increased.

Noted As evaluating aesthetics can be very subjective, the project team 
focused the evaluation on providing views and vista opportunities, rathing 
than evaluating based on "looks".

46 4-Jun-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Evaluation Criteria 
There are a number of points in common between functional value and social/cultural. There is some overlap and redundancy that 
may cause these areas to be more heavily weighted than they should be.

Noted The project team revisited the functional value and social/cultural criteria, 
and concluded that the criteria were evaluated from different 
perspectives.  One from a functional stand point and the other from an 
impact to community stand point to ensure the trail was evaluated based 
on a multi user perspective.

47 4-Jun-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Evaluation Criteria
Should technical feasibility be part of the evaluation? Shouldn’t the question be how and where the trail can be implemented? To 
say that it the most preferred, just adds a category that builds an argument against the flora/fauna in the area. In theory the trail will 
be technically feasibility because it is just a matter of engineering.

Yes it is true that to implement a trail it is a matter of engineering. The technical criteria look at the 
opportunities to engineer the trail and the places that this could be really difficult. This criteria category was 
used to assess Alternative Trail Alignments where the questions of how and where the trail can be 
implemented are discussed.

N/A. Noted response was provided to all CLC members through a 
response table and discussions at CLC Meeting #5.

48 4-Jun-2013

C
LC

Phase 1
The placement of any new bridge should be designed in such a way that it crosses the river as far away from current cut bank 
areas as possible, thus minimizing the need for any future bank protection measures. 

Noted Noted by project team. Bridge locations are an important consideration in 
this study. Bridges will be placed perpendicular to riffle sections along 
straight and stable sections, where possible, as opposed to on a 
meander (bend) of the river. Bends generally experience higher rates of 
migration and in turn would necessitate longer bridge spans and greater 
long term maintenance. Specific sizing of the crossings will be completed 
in the detailed design project phase. Consideration will also be given to 
the impact of the structure on hydraulic conditions within the channel 
during a range of flow events as well as to sufficient deck height in order 
to prevent blockages caused by debris and ice jams. 

49 4-Jun-2013

C
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Phase 1
The trail should be placed as far away from natural banks as is feasible or at least run closely to sections of the riverbank that have 
already experienced previous protection measures.

Noted Trail route selection has taken into account the current East Don River 
geomorphology, hydraulic parameters, geotechnical conditions and flood 
levels.

50 5-Jun-2013

C
LC

Etiquette - there is a need to help people who use these trails and respect each other when they are there. There are ways to make 
people aware of proper etiquette and could be addressed by the city and community.

Noted Trail etiquette was addressed in project FAQs, made available on project 
website. 

51 5-Jun-2013

C
LC

Rehabilitate the valley  - because the City will be doing so much construction down in the valley, why not rehabilitate the valley. The 
response was that the idea of doing some sort of general rehabilitation of the valley from wall to wall is beyond the City's scope but 
member feels that it should not be beyond the scope.

Noted Exploring and outlining additional restoration opportunities during detailed 
design was added as a recommendation for the future in the 
Environmental Study Report. 

52 13-Jun-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Evaluation Criteria
Regarding the broad evaluation criteria, the ease of communication to potential users about locations of interest could be added.

Noted Communication to users can be accomplished through the use of signage 
that will be further developed in the detailed design phase of the EA. 



53 13-Jun-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Evaluation Criteria
Regarding the broad evaluation criteria, the ease of communication in emergencies within the tract could be added.

Noted No change. Improvement in wayfinding and, subsequently, ease of 
communicating location information, was reflected in the impact 
assessment associated with the  "Multi-Use Trail Connection" Alternative 
To: "Will provide opportunities for emergency vehicle access and use of 
wayfinding points (unique identifiers) to identify locations and assist in 
emergency response".

54 13-Jun-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Evaluation Criteria  
effects of potential future impacts and identification of those impacts (such as increased rail frequencies, double tracking, roads 
and parking). Connections of geography to historical and geological information (Exemplified by the Brick Works and Todmorden 
Mills).

Noted No change to Alternatives To, as impacts listed are site-specific.  In 
addition, these impacts were addressed in Phases 2 and 3 (alternative 
trail alignments and design concepts development and evaluation). 

55 13-Jun-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Evaluation 
The major impacts are noted. However, it lacks specificity in the quest for generality. The major choices within doing something 
need to be considered in terms of the impacts and outcomes. Specification of actual goals are not made clear. The purpose of 
putting in a pathway could be because it is possible to do so, because connections are essential, because the need for access to 
the area is critical. I agree with the conclusions but the “trail” itself is vague and needs focus. The paved multi-use pathway is not 
really a trail. It is a small roadway that needs to be described by a better term to convey what is being proposed. Calgary uses this: 
“The Calgary pathways & bikeways map identifies pathways, bikeways and even trails within Calgary.” By that criterion this is a 
“bikeway” or maybe a “pathway” but not a trail.

Noted Project goals were communicated via project purpose, opportunity 
statement and supporting objectives. 
'Multi-use trail' definition was developed and used during public 
consultation and has been included in the Glossary of Terms of the 
Environmental Study Report.

56 13-Jun-2013

C
LC

Phase 1
For the purposes of a pathway/b keway, proximity to the river is problematic in most areas. I would prefer to minimize exposure to 
bridges and potential flooding by choosing a high route wherever poss ble –we can’t afford to have washouts and detours. The high 
route also gives access to residents in adjoining areas and minimizes the need for long access trails as well as providing broader 
views. Maintenance issues are important.

Noted Proximity to the river, flood levels and trail maintenance implications were 
considered in greater detail in the development and evaluation of 
alternative trail alignments and design concepts (Phase 2 and 3).  
Community access was considered in Phase 2.

57 13-Jun-2013

C
LC

The need for clear signage must be established. The current north end is confusing and the junctions are unmarked. Noted Trail signage will be examined during trail detailed design.

58 13-Jun-2013

C
LC

New pathways should receive specific names with clear signage and address numbering to facilitate emergency access and 
specification of areas in need to repair.

Noted Amenities including specific locations, type and details will be addressed 
in the detailed design phase of the study.

59 14-Jun-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To 
The second alternative is clear enough but the first is perhaps not realistic since managing the valley to repair flood damage, 
provide improved Toronto Water access, attack invasive species and establish other types of trails would likely be pursued in the 
absence of this project. Another plan for management of this part of the valley would l kely be developed in the absence of the plan 
for this proposed trail.
However, funds provided for the proposed trail would likely not be otherwise available for other work in this part of the valley since 
the capital works funding for this project is I gather already assigned. In addition, the proposed trail is part of a broad city strategy to 
make the valleys more accessible for residents that might not be served by other investments in this part of the Don Valley. So we 
must be glad that the project is coming but I think the "do nothing" option presented in the Handout is a bit of a straw man.

Noted.  As part of the EA process the project must explore and evaluate the option of a do nothing 
approach against the alternatives.

Noted by project team. 

60 14-Jun-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Evaluation Criteria
Functional Value - We endorse the functional benefits of the multiuser nature of the trail to provide safe access for a variety of 
users and the City's conclusion that the proposed trail is preferred to the do nothing option under this sub-criterion. A local issue is 
the steep ramp into the valley at Wynford Heights Crescent which does pose a safety and indeed a health risk for some seniors 
and can be dangerous for other users such as cyclists. We think that this issue should be addressed in the design of the proposed 
trail since safe access is flagged as a functional benefit of building the trail.

Noted No impact to project. Scope of this study is limited to the proposed 
connection in the East Don corridor and does not include work on existing 
trails/pathways. 

61 14-Jun-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Evaluation Criteria - Natural and Physical Environment
This evaluation rightly recognizes that people making major changes to a local environment such as this trail project are not 
necessarily fully aware of the impacts of their activities on the ecology of the area. However, as we have noted in a previous 
submission, this area has already been adversely affected by earlier major construction projects on the valley such as the railways 
and the DVP. We believe that the opportunity for remediation in the valley afforded by the proposed trail which is noted in several 
places in this evaluation means that the proposed trail is in our view a clear net benefit to the natural and physical environment of 
the valley. The equivocal conclusion of the evaluation under this sub-category is we believe not appropriate.
We hope that this opportunity to rescue the ecology of the valley will be taken up by the City but we also hope that remediation in 
this part of the Don valley will not lead to what  calls "parkification". To this end we think the plan for this project must 
address in detail the protection of species at risk, the management of the proposed environmentally sensitive area and the type 
and location of remediation, all of which have been identified by the City in the Handout as benefits of building the proposed trail.

Noted Noted by the project team. No impact to Alternatives To.
MNR is being consulted on the potential impacts to species at risk and 
their habitat. Opportunities to conduct remediation/restoration beyond the 
restoration works associated with the trail implementation will be 
examined during trail detailed design. Potential impacts to identified 
environmentally sensitive areas has been addressed over the course of 
development and evaluation of the alternative trail alignments and design 
concepts. 

62 14-Jun-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Evaluation Criteria - Social and Cultural Environment
We endorse and support the City's evaluation of this sub-criterion in favour of the proposed trail over doing nothing, especially as it 
relates to the more senior demographic that is an important element in our local community. We hope that this group, which in 
many cases prefers local rather than city-wide recreation opportunities, can benefit as much as possible from safe access to the 
valley on the proposed trail. Better access for emergency vehicles will be a big benefit to this population. And as we have 
mentioned before, safety on the trail includes all users following rules of etiquette so as to share the trail safely. This becomes a 
more important issue for residents in the Wynford Concorde area, adjacent to a major a access point, who can expect to see an 
influx of non-local residents into their currently isolated local valley trails when this project is completed.

Noted Signage addressing trail etiquette aspects will be examined during 
detailed design.



63 15-Jun-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Evaluation
I disagree with the assessment that Do Nothing, and Multi- Use Trail Connection are rated the same in the Impact at Risk category. 
If there are Eastern Meadowlark nesting in the area, the increase in traffic with a multi-use trail, particularly dogs will negatively 
affect this Species At Risk. Do you have any recent evidence of this bird in the study area?

Noted Noted by project team. MNR is being consulted on the potential impacts 
to Species at Risk (including Eastern Meadowlark) which may be utilizing 
the area. 

64 17-Jun-2013
C

LC
Alternatives To - Evaluation Criteria - Functional Value: 
Consider adding Improves accessibility to the East Don area (partly overlaps with Social & Cultural criterion).

Noted No Impact to alternatives to as "Provides access for a variety of users 
into the East Don corridor" was already used as a sub evaluation criterion.

65 17-Jun-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Evaluation Criteria - Natural and Physical Environment
Consider adding a sub-criteria for "Impact on Regional Environment" and including:
• By providing additional active transportation options and multimodal transportation connections, the trail reduces dependence on 
automobile use
• Positive impacts on air pollution, global warming and hazards to wildlife (automobiles are a leading cause of death for fauna in 
Toronto)

Noted No change to the evaluation criteria. Project team reviewed the feedback 
and determined that the criteria suggested are associated with large-
scale environmental impacts and cannot be applied to the East Don Trail 
EA directly, as the project's focus is a specific geographical area and 
purpose.

However, policies and planning initiatives related to wa king and non-
vehicular transportation will be acknowledged in the project 
Environmental Study Report. 

66 17-Jun-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Evaluation Criteria - Social and Cultural Environment
Consider a sub-criteria for "Impact on Transportation Network" including:
• The trail would fill in a significant gap in the cycling network, connecting the West Don trail system to the Gatineau Hydro Corridor 
and Charles Sauriol Trail
• The trail would also improve multimodal transportation options, connecting to the Eglinton LRT system and TTC surface bus 
network

Noted The preferred impact of "will improve multimodal transportation options, 
with the potential to connect to the Eglinton LRT system and TTC surface 
bus network" was added under the impacts to "provides connection with 
existing and planned adjacent trails and uses" for provide a Multi Use 
Trail Connection. Connections to other trail systems were already 
acknowledged in the evaluation and is a project objective.

67 17-Jun-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Evaluation
consider adding Impact on Public Health
○ The trail provides significant active transportation and recreational opportunities, which improve the overall health levels and 
wel being
of trail users
○ By providing an off-road alternative to cyclists and pedestrians, the trail provides an alternate route with superior air quality and 
sun (UV) exposure

Noted A new sub evaluation criteria was added "impact to public health", impact 
suggested were used as preferred impacts to the Multi Use Trail 
Connection alternative.  

68 17-Jun-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Evaluation
considering adding Impact on Property Values
○ Trails have been shown to increase property values, by serving as important neighbourhood amenities as well as transportation 
routes

Noted The sub criteria "impact on surrounding neighbourhoods and 
communities " (under Social and Cultural Environment) was re-evaluated 
to include the following preferred impact to provide Multi Use Trail 
Connection, "potential to increase adjacent property values by serving as 
neighbourhood amenities as well as a transportation route".  This also 
changed the outcome of the sub evaluation criteria to Multi Use Trail 
Connection being the preferred.

69 17-Jun-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Evaluation
The capital cost evaluation of the “Do Nothing” approach should include some of the items currently assigned to major 
maintenance projects like sewer repairs will likely require capital expenditures (e.g. river modification, bridges, etc.)

Noted No impact to Alternatives To as cost associated with maintenance access 
is captured under the sub criteria "operations and maintenance cost".  
The other costs identified, such as sewer repair, are out of the scope of 
this project and funds would not be related. 

70 17-Jun-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To
Some issues have not been included in the consideration of this EA process, and they significantly impact the usability and 
access bility of the trail:
● Preferred uses - Identify which uses are preferred, permitted, and disallowed
● Winter maintenance, and designing the trail to minimize maintenance requirements
● Lighting - Along the entire trail, or At key points such as underpasses, bridges and access points
● Wayfinding & signage - Directional wayfinding, Route maps, Informational / etiquette signage (e.g. “Keep Right, Pass Left”)
● Flooding impact - By placing the trail at the valley floor, it has the potential of flooding (and public safety risk) during severe 
weather events like storms or rapid snowmelt, Accessibility is compromised,  Alerts/updates on the trail status should be considered
● public communication (e.g. website?) of river flooding levels

Noted * Preferred uses - the trail is being designed a multi-use trail that permits 
non-motorized uses, these uses have been outlined throughout the EA 
process. Parks By-law (Municipal Code, Chapter 608 outlines the 
permitted parks uses)
* Winter maintenance - questions regarding winter maintenance have 
been addressed in project FAQs, available on project website. No winter 
maintenance is planned for the trail. In addition throughout the 
development and evaluation of alternative trail alignments and design 
concepts the concept of minimizing maintenance requirements was 
considered
* Lighting - questions about trail amenities have been addressed in 
project FAQs, available on project website. 
* Wayfinding and signage - will be developed during trail detailed design. 
An overview will be included in the project Environmental Study Report.
* Flooding impact - the study considered flooding impact in Phase 3, 
where East Don River flood level data was used to create and evaluate 
trail design concepts
* Public communication of river flooding levels - no change - beyond the 
scope of this study. 

71 19-Jun-2013

C
LC Alternatives To - Evaluation

 Under the “Technical” Criterion, I would add impacts related to drainage, flooding and erosion.
Noted These impacts are fairly site-specific and were examined in subsequent 

stages of the EA.
72 19-Jun-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Evaluation
Under Natural and Physical Environment is says the trail option is slightly preferred but this is not reflected in the blue boxes.

Noted No impact to Alternatives To as the difference is not significant enough to 
be reflected schematically, and hence was reflected in the written impacts. 



73 26-Jun-2013

C
LC

I want to bring to your attention a new initiative called the Pan Am Path. This proposal would create a new path as a Pan Am 
Games legacy project. The proposed path would run through Toronto and partly follow the existing Lower Don Trail from Lakeshore 
Blvd. East to the forks of the Don. It would then follow an as yet unbuilt trail up through the East Don and connect with the Gatineau 
Hydro Corridor Trail at Eglinton Avenue East and Victoria Park Avenue.
The unbuilt portion largely follows the same route that we are studying as part of the EA. The section from the CN tracks to Victoria 
Park would follow the hydro corridor but is not part of our main study area. This new initiative could be of significant importance to 
our own EA. Firstly, it would provide a valuable connecting linkage to the Don Valley Trail system. Secondly, it could provide us 
with a valuable alternative path routing if negotiations with the Flemingdon Park Golf Course fail to bear fruit.
In my opinion, the scope of the EA should be expanded to include the connection to the Gatineau trail. This would involve further 
study to investigate the feasibility of constructing the trail along the hydro corridor east to Victoria Park Avenue.
Here are some links for further information:
http://torontoist.com/2013/06/the-pan-am-path-proposal-unveiled-for-an-80-kilometre-multi-use-trail/
http://app.toronto.ca/tmmis/viewAgendaItemHistory.do?item=2013.EX33.13

The project team is aware of the initiatives of the Pan Am Path, a few of our team members are also
involved in the Pan Am Path (mainly Garth Armour from Parks, Forestry and Recreation).
A key component for the East Don Trail EA is providing this critical link between the Don Trail system and 
the Gatineau Corridor Trail. The study area for the EA will include a portion of the Gatineau Trail, up to 
Bermondsey Rd. The trail connection from Bermondsey Rd to Victoria Park is being addressed as part of a 
separate process the City is undergoing. However the main common goal from both these initiatives is to 
connect the Don Trail system to the entire Gatineau, providing a connection right to the Rouge!
The East Don Trail connection to Gatineau has been identified as part of the Pan Am Path route, with the 
understanding that it is currently being considered as part of an EA. To my understanding the Pan Am Path 
proposal does not have any specifics related to detailed routing for this area, and that it will still fall under 
this EA.
Unfortunately we will probably not be able to make the Pan Am deadline (i.e. ready for 2015), however we 
are excited about the longer term benefits of this larger connection.
Thank you for sending along the links, and we will ensure that this project is kept in consideration as we 
continue to work on the East Don Trail EA.

Noted by the project team. No impact at this time - stakeholder was 
informed of project team's awareness of the Pan Am Path initiatives and 
the fact that the East Don Trail EA study scope does include linking the 
Don Trail system and the Gatineau Corridor Trail.

74 11-Jul-2013

C
LC

Another member asked about current policing policy for the trails in our part of the Don Valley south of Milne Hollow. I have asked 
for clarification on this from a contact at 33 Division. Can you clarify this for me. 

I did some follow-up to your question regarding policing of trails. I have provided the information I received 
below.
Bylaw Infractions - Reporting  of by-law infractions is done by calling 311. Bylaws are enforced by the City's 
provincial offences offices in Municipal Licensing and Standards. Please see the link to their webpage 
http://www.toronto.ca/licensing/index.htm 
Examples of things that would be enforced by Municipal Licensing and Standards (instead of the police) 
include off-leash dogs, littering, dumping, campfires, etc. and are covered by the Municipal Code 
http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/
Concerns Regarding Public Safety and Crime - Concerns regarding public safety and crime are reporting 
reported through police.  Incident reports can be filed with police through area Division It is best to check 
with the Division to see if there are any random police on bike checks of the trails. It appears that you have 
connected with the appropriate channels regarding public safety and crime.  I hope that the by-law 
infraction information is helpful to you.

N/A. Response provided to stakeholder.

75 15-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignments 
In general, a trail that is located within in the valley will be more likely to be flooded out and more problematic. Is that a 
consideration?

Yes, capital as well as maintenance costs are being considered as part of the evaluation of the Alternative 
Trail Alignments.

For alternatives to flooding was considered in the cost section of the 
evaluation.  In addition flooding was looked at in greater detail during 

 Phase 2 and 3 of the EA.  

76 15-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignments 
Why don’t you go around the west side of the railway in this Area 1?

Topography makes it very challenging to build the trail west of the rail line, as part of the revisions to the 
Alternative Trail Alignments this has been further assessed.

Due to suggestions for additional alternative trail alignments (including 
this one), the project team added an additional step to Phase 2 of the EA 
process, through the development and evaluation of revised alternative 

 trail alignments. 
77 15-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignments
It should be noted that many types of users will be using the trail, and the shortest available route is not always the most desirable 
by these recreational users.

Noted Phase 2 evaluation was modified to include: 
- "User Experience" criterion where the potential of trail alignment 
alternatives to provide enhanced user experience for each user group 
(fitness users, limited mobility, nature enjoyment, transportation) was 
evaluated.

78 15-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignments
The City of Toronto Natural Heritage map (a link was provided to CLC Members after CLC Meeting #3 for their reference), shows a 
series of dots detailing flora and fauna. Will we be able to adjust the trail alignment to protect some of these?

Noted by project team. The preferred alternative will be refined against the existing conditions (including, 
but not limited to, topography, drainage, flora and fauna) to ensure that it is built in a sound manner.

The potential impact of trail on local flora and fauna was considered in 
Phase 2, which included evaluation of potential impact on terrestrial 
vegetation, wildlife habitat and connectivity, and aquatic habitat. 

79 15-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignments Area 2
Regarding Road Link Option C - There is a large swamp within this area. Would a boardwalk or other trail alternative be 
constructed to accommodate this, or will you consider going around it?

If this alternative were chosen, at that time the project team would look at options for addressing this. A 
poss bility would be to construct a switchback trail to avoid the wetland entirely.

No impact, as Road Link alternative trail alignment was not carried 
forward to Phase 3 (design concepts) of the EA. 

80 15-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignments Area 2
Regarding the Road Link alternatives - What type of materials will be used for the trail surface near the hydro access line? Will 
Hydro One be maintaining the surface in this area, or will it be the City’s role to maintain it? We have seen a lot of cracking and 
degradation of other trails from heavy machinery.

The material will be asphalt, as it is for the remainder of the spine trail, however the trail in this area will be 
designed and constructed to withstand traffic from heavy machinery.

N/A. Explanation provided to stakeholder.

81 15-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignment Area 2
Regarding the Road Link alternatives - whichever alternative is chosen, the project team should look at the road link alternative for 
implementation, as it makes sense to provide an additional option. It would provide an alternative for winter and night use. Are you 
considering this as an option?

Not at the moment. Due to budgetary constraints only the preferred alternative trail alignment will be 
implemented as part of this project, in addition the road link can be an expensive undertaking.

No impact due to budgetary restrictions. 
Explanation provided to stakeholder.

82 15-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignment Area 2
Would complete fencing be required for the rail trail alternatives? And for how many metres?

Fencing would be required for the portion of the proposed Rail Trail  alignment where it runs parallel to the 
Flemingdon Park Golf Course. This trail portion is approximately 750 - 850 metres long.

N/A. Noted response was provided to all CLC members through a 
response table and discussions at CLC Meeting #5.

83 15-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignment Area 2
Considering that the Pan Am path will be going up through the Gatineau trail crossing I think that should be heavily weighted. Is 
there additional money for that project?

No, there is no additional funding. Whatever is developed for this project will become the Pan Am path, 
and some funds will be allocated within the City of Toronto's capital budget. The majority of the money 
allotted for the Pan Am path will be used to upgrade existing infrastructure.

N/A. Response provided to stakeholder.

84 15-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignments Area 1 
Rather than building a route along the west side of the river, an alternative might be to connect the northern portion of the trail at 
Eglinton, through Sloan Drive and Wigmore Park (eastern alignment rather than western alignment).

Noted No impact to Study, as one of the objections of the Study is to keep the 
multi-use trail within the valley lands.  The areas identified will be further 
explored as access points in detailed design. 



85 15-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignments Evaluation Criteria
Under Functional Value it was suggested that wording be changed to “potential to provide future opportunities” instead of “eliminate 
future opportunities”.

Noted Change made. 

86 15-Jul-2013
C

LC
Alternative Trail Alignments
It seems that there could be additional benefits to acquiring the golf course as it would assist with stormwater management in the 
Don watershed and should be considered another benefit.

Noted No impact. This is already considered in the Natural and Physical 
Environment evaluation criteria under "Potential to provide additional 
benefits to the natural and physical environment" criterion, which 
examined trail alignments potential to facilitate required erosion control 
works, increase natural cover, protection and/or restoration of valley 
system (beyond scope of the EA).

87 15-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignments Evaluation Criteria
Is there a poss bility for another criterion that has to do with partnering in regards to cost, as there are plenty of opportunities?

A criterion to address potential cost sharing was not included as at this stage of the EA process the 
amount of cost sharing and where it would be applicable is unknown. Cost sharing will be explored in 
certain situations; however this will be worked out at a much later stage in the project. In addition, the EA 
must look at the true construction costs regardless of any cost sharing opportunities.

N/A. Noted response was provided to all CLC members through a 
response table and discussions at CLC Meeting #5.

88 15-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignments Evaluation Criteria
The main issue is evaluating the different Alternative Trail Alignments against the different and sometimes competing needs of 
different trail users. It is not obvious how the evaluation process can handle this.

Noted The study does recognize the fact that different trail user groups have 
different and sometimes competing needs, and attempts to address this 
via several evaluation criteria. Phase 2 evaluation of alternative trail 
alignments included "User Experience" criterion where the potential of 
trail alignment alternatives to provide enhanced user experience for each 
user group (fitness users, limited mobility, nature enjoyment, 
transportation) was evaluated. Phase 2 evaluation also included "Multi-
user Support" criterion, where access bility, access grades and 
topography were examined; and "Functional Value as a Travel Route" 
criterion, where trail length, continuity, disruptions, connections to multi-
modal transportation and frequency of stops were examined. 

89 17-Jul-2013

C
LC

It was stated in the CLC meeting materials that the route will be determined adhering to the SAR Act.  Which critical habitats of 
concern are present within the East Don? And, is there a management plan for Species of Concern in the East Don?

A clarification may be required regarding the statement in the CLC materials that read “The route will be 
determined adhering to the SARA“. The intent of this statement was to communicate that the route will be 
determined adhering to applicable regulations, including the SARA if species receiving protection under 
SARA were present. This statement was not meant to conclude that the SARA applies to the Regional and 
Local Study Areas. To build on this, the only species that is listed under SARA in the Regional and Local 
Study Areas is the Butternut.  Butternut does not receive protection under SARA, but does receive 
protection under ESA as enforced by MNR (see footnote 1).  In addition the recovery strategy for Butternut 
does not define the species critical habitat, due to challenges, but does describe and identify the habitat 
requirements.  As stated above, it is anticipated that the habitat will not be impacted.   As such, SARA 
components and SARA-specific terminology – in this case, critical habitat – do not apply. Instead, TRCA 
habitat classification and relevant ESA components are used to manage impacts to species of 
conservation concern recorded in the project study area.
TRCA manages species of conservation concern on a site-specific basis. A management strategy is 
typically developed during project detailed design stage with the aim of avoiding or minimizing potential 
impacts to a species of concern and/or its habitat (see response to question 4c). 
With respect to the species listed under ESA which have been recorded in the Study Areas (Eastern 
Meadowlark and Butternut), MNR will be consulted during the preferred alignment selection to ensure that 
the impact is avoided or minimized. As Eastern Meadowlark is listed as Threatened, and Butternut as 
Endangered, the provincial government prepared Recovery Strategies for these species (Management 
Plans are prepared for species listed as Special Concern). Links to these Recovery Strategy documents 
were included above (see question 1).

N/A. Explanation provided to stakeholder.

90 17-Jul-2013

C
LC

What other infrastructure, such as washrooms, fitness infrastructure etc. is planned to be included in the trail construction? Some trail amenities will be included in the detailed design and construction of the East Don Trail. These 
amenities will be located at nodal points (where the trail meets the road), and may include garbage 
receptacles, and signage. Lighting will be explored at areas where the trail meets the street (access 
points). These types of amenities (including specific locations, type and details) will be addressed in the 
detailed design phase. Additional amenities are outside of the scope of this Study.

N/A. Explanation provided to stakeholder.

91 17-Jul-2013

C
LC

How much money has been allocated for restoration and maintenance after trail construction? A specific percentage of the project has not been assigned to restoration and improvement efforts. 
However, all efforts will be made to limit negative impacts on the environment. When unavoidable, areas 
for restoration will be recommended. As part of the detailed design and permitting process, a tree 
replacement program will be developed for the East Don Trail Project. The tree replacement program, in 
accordance with requirements of Toronto's Ravine and Natural Feature Protection by-law 
(http://www.toronto.ca/trees/ravines.htm), will outline the replacement of trees as a result of the design and 
construction of the East Don Trail. Please note that all efforts will be made to limit the number of large 
native trees removed to minimize disturbance, and that all removals will be subject to approvals under the 
Ravine and Natural Feature Protection by-law. In instances when tree removal is unavoidable the tree 
replacement program will provide an opportunity to replace the removed species with native tree species.

N/A. Explanation provided to stakeholder.



92 17-Jul-2013

C
LC

During construction how will the footprint of the vehicles and disturbance be kept to a minimum? As part of the EA process the environmental effects, resulting from the interaction of the project on the 
environment, will be identified and considered prior to the construction and operation stages of the project. 
Mitigation measures will then be recommended and implemented in response to the potential 
environmental effects. This information will be included in the ESR document.
As the East Don Trail project has not reached this stage, this work has not been completed. Mitigation 
measures specific to the construction of the East Don Trail will be determined following the selection of the 
preferred route and detailed design. Some activities that might be undertaken as part of the construction to 
limit disturbance are listed below. Please note these are only examples of mitigation measures, which may 
or may not apply to the construction of the East Don Trail. Implementation of sediment and erosion control 
measures (e.g., sediment fencing of watercourse) for the construction phase to prevent entry of sediment 
into the water. Regular inspections and maintenance of all construction equipment to ensure it is in proper 
working order. Proper use of  the equipment and vehicles (i.e., refueling practices and ensuring that spill 
kits are available).
Implementation of a Tree Protection Plan to protect trees during the construction

N/A. Explanation provided to stakeholder.

93 17-Jul-2013

C
LC

With increasing numbers of people expected to visit the East Don when the Multiple Use Trail is added, an increasing  number of 
cyclists will continue to make use of the existing multiple dirt trails.  Who will manage this impact and how will degradation be 
prevented and habitats protected?

As you are aware, the City of Toronto recently completed a Natural Environment Trail Strategy 
(http://www.toronto.ca/parks/engagement/trails/) that identifies the opportunities, constraints, planning 
policies and management strategies required to ensure the protection of the City of Toronto's natural areas 
while offering safe and enjoyable recreational opportunities for all natural environment/dirt trail users. This 
Strategy is meant to help guide and inform future trail planning initiatives that will assist in the protection of 
the City of Toronto's natural areas. The Study Area for the East Don Trail Project is located within a priority 
management area within the South Don Management Zone identified in this Strategy. The priority 
management areas will be the focus of trail planning in Toronto in the short term of the estimated ten year 
process outlined in the Study.
Once again, on behalf of the project team, I would like to thank Todmorden Mills Wildflower Preserve for 
sharing questions and comments for the East Don Trail Environmental Assessment. I hope that we have 
provided you with adequate responses to your questions. If you have any additional comments or 
questions, please do not hesitate to get in touch with me.

The scope of this Study is limited to a multi-use paved trail. Therefore, 
natural surface (dirt) trails in the area will not be considered as part of the 
Environmental Assessment process. 

94 17-Jul-2013

C
LC

The impact of heavier use by greater numbers of people can be managed somewhat by sensitively siting the trail. At all times 
minimizing impact on the Natural Environment should be high in priority.

Noted This point has been noted, and will be discussed further at the detailed 
design stage for the project.

95 17-Jul-2013

C
LC

Improved access can provide opportunities for invasive plants to spread for example, seed dispersion from bike tires and shoes 
into areas not yet impacted by invasive, or with minimal invasive presence.

Noted A question about the impact of the trail on the invasive species spread 
was included in the project FAQ and the following response was provided:
Invasive species are already present throughout much of the study area. 
Informal trails which people use through both infested areas and pristine 
areas are one way invasive species are spread. Part of the study looked 
at minimizing negative environmental effects by concentrating use on a 
single trail, away from areas with higher ecological value where poss ble. 
A formal trail that allows for better access to the valley will also make it 
easier for the City to monitor and address the spread of invasive species. 
To reduce the potential of trail construction contributing to invasive 
species spread, the following measures have been recommended for 
implementation over the course of construction:
• Minimize importing and/or moving fill/soil, where poss ble
• Retain as much existing vegetation as poss ble during site preparation 
and construction
• Avoid transplanting vegetation to minimize spread of invasive species 
from infested to non-infested areas
• Employ restoration practices that contribute to prevention of invasive 
species spread (e.g., use site-appropriate native plants and invasive-free 
materials for post-construction restoration)

96 17-Jul-2013

C
LC

How will dogs be controlled along the new trail?  Dogs can introduce diseases to wildlife through feces and similarly, wildlife can 
introduce diseases to dogs. Dogs off leash can trample vegetation and harass or kill wildlife.

Under the Parks Bylaw (Toronto Municipal Code Chapter 608-34) and the Animals Bylaw (Toronto 
Municipal Code Chapter 349-11), dogs are required to be on a leash when not in a designated off-leash 
area. The City will continue to encourage safe and appropriate use of the trail through signage. Further 
efforts, such as public education campaigns and increased by-law enforcement, are beyond the scope of 
project. To report bylaw infractions, please contact 311.

No impact, as out of scope of this study. Noted response provided to 
stakeholder.

97 17-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Evaluation Criteria
The Terrestrial Natural Heritage System Strategy and the City of Toronto Natural Trail Strategy should be part of the Sub evaluation 
criteria under the Broad Criteria: Supports Planning Initiatives.

Noted "Terrestrial Natural Heritage System Strategy (TNHSS)" was added as a 
new sub evaluation criteria under the broad criteria Supports Planning 
Initiatives.

98 22-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignments Evaluation 
The alignments have various strengths as noted. For the Bikeway objective, shorter routes with minimal diversions are best.

Noted N/A. Noted by project team.



99 22-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignments Evaluation Criteria
A criterion that evaluates the possibility of flooding on the various routes is missing.

Noted Possibility of flooding and its consequences for various trail segments 
were taken into consideration in both Phase 2 ("East Don River 
processes" and  "Operational and Maintenance Cost" criteria) and Phase 
3 ("Flood Susceptibility" and "Operational and maintenance Cost" criteria) 
of the EA. 

100 22-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignments Evaluation Criteria
An indicator that speaks to the ease of cycling, scenic quality (for wa king), hills is needed

Noted Indicators that characterized ease of cycling, scenic quality and 
topography were incorporated into both Phase 2 and Phase 3 evaluation 
criteria. Phase 2 "Functional value as a travel route" criterion considered 
trail alignment alternatives continuity, disruptions, frequency of stops, 
length and connections to multi-modal transportation. "Aesthetics" 
criterion considered landscapes, sight barriers and opportunities for 
views. Variety of views/landscapes and general trail settings (natural vs. 
non-natural) were also considered in Phase 3 under "Aesthetics and 
general user experience" criterion.

101 22-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignments Evaluation 
I prefer that the shortest routes be used, especially in Area 2 where the rail route is most expeditious

Noted Route length was considered in Phase 2 evaluation under "Functional 
value as a travel route" criterion.

102 22-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignments Area 1 
There could be a direct trail from the east side north of the current bridge to Wynford – but the railway would have to be crossed in 
some way. (see map in Appendix A3 for reference)

Noted The project team examined the suggested route, including a site visit, 
however the route was not further explored as it would need to transverse 
large unstable grades and would require an additional crossing of the rail 
line. 

103 27-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Evaluation Criteria 
Not being familiar with the documents listed under “Supports planning initiatives”, it would be helpful if these sub evaluation criteria 
were included in the other broad criteria which they relate to.  The planning initiatives could be rearranged: City of Toronto Official 
Plan and A Healthy Toronto Design Report to “Social and cultural environment”, B keway Trails and City of Toronto Walking 
Strategy to “Functional value”, City of Toronto Parks Plan to “Natural and physical environment”, and Eglinton Crosstown LRT EA 
Study to “Technical”.

Noted Project team examined the suggestion and found that assigning various 
planning initiatives to corresponding criteria based on functionality does 
not result in a more consistent or streamlined evaluation approach, nor 
does it produce an impact on evaluation results. 

104 27-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To- Evaluation Criteria 
Because “Cost” and “Technical” are so interrelated, these broad criteria could be merged.

Noted Project team examined the suggestion to merge cost and technical 
criteria and found that this would not result in a more consistent 
evaluation approach. A greater distinction between the two criteria was 
applied to Phase 2 and 3 evaluation criteria. 

105 27-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Evaluation Criteria 
The living (or biological) environment is quite distinct from the physical (or geographical) environment.  It could be a broad criterion 
in its own right.

Noted Project team examined the suggestion and found that separating physical 
environment criteria from natural environment criteria has no impact on 
the evaluation results. More in depth criteria were created for the Phase 2 
and 3 evaluation. 

106 27-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Evaluation Criteria
The importance of nature and keeping the environment natural is clear from the sub evaluation criteria.  Because off-leash dogs 
have a significant impact on the environment, in “Natural and physical environment” a separate sub criterion “Impact of dogs” would 
be good, to assess the effect of failure to keep dogs leashed, not only to the environment, but also as a hindrance to walkers and 
cyclists.  Signs should firmly proh bit dogs being off leash, rather than just saying “Please have your dog on a leash”.  From the 
opening of this new trail, a culture that it is a place where dogs may be off leash should not be allowed to develop.

Noted Project team examined the possibility to include "impact of dogs" as a 
sub criterion, and determined that it is out of scope for this study as 
concerns with off-leash dogs are a general phenomenon. At the same 
time, concerns with off-leash dogs and trail etiquette were addressed in 
project FAQs, available on project website. It was clarified that off-leash 
dogs are permitted in designated areas, and that establishment of such 
areas is beyond the scope of the project. Links to information on dog off-
leash area locations were provided. 

107 27-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Evaluation Criteria
In “Natural and physical environment” the sub criterion “Impact on identified Species at Risk” overlaps with or repeats what is in the 
sub criteria for terrestrial and aquatic species.  Sustaining all the habitats will be best for the species at risk.

Noted No change, as Species at Risk receive protection based on various 
legislation. 

108 27-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Evaluation 
In “Functional value – Provides trail infrastructure” the trail will not be adequate for cyclists unless you can ride your bicycle along it, 
without being called on to dismount and wa k over bridges or on hills. 

Noted Noted by project team. Trail topography was a key consideration in 
developing and evaluating alternative trail alignments as well as design 
concepts.

109 27-Jul-2013

C
LC

Alternatives To - Evaluation 
In “Social and cultural environment – Impact on public safety”, a proper trail will make women more comfortable going into the 
valley, which now seems only to be frequented by men. Also, the trail will make the valley less attractive to homeless people to 
camp in it, but it could make ravine lots above the valley more accessible to intruders.

Noted The sub criteria "impact on public safety " (under Social and Cultural 
Environment) was reevaluated to include the following preferred impact to 
Multi Use Trail Connection, "a more consistent user ship can help 
enhance security and safety". Following a literature search, project team 
found no evidence of increased crime rates in areas adjacent to ravines 
with multi-use trails.  

110 27-Jul-2013
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Alternatives To - Evaluation 
In “Social and cultural environment – Impact on the overall aesthetics” people may not get much of a scenic view if trees and other 
vegetation are preserved, which they should be.

Noted "Will limit some users from enjoying aesthetic scenic views within the 
valley lands" was added to characterize the potential impact of the "Do 
Nothing" alternative. 

111 27-Jul-2013
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Alternatives To - Evaluation 
In “Technical” all three sub criteria are called “feasible” with no evidence for this.  No design is shown that copes with the 
constraints from the railway and steep banks, or the golf course.  Minimizing the number of crossings of the river will lessen capital 
and maintenance costs, and will reduce impacts to the river and flooding, although it would not be so profitable for the contractors 
building the trail.

Noted Noted by project team. No impact. Feas bility of a multi-use trail 
connection was demonstrated by the East Don Trail Master Plan Update, 
a feasibility study conducted in 2012. East Don Trail Master Plan Update 
listed a number of options facilitating the connection and acknowledged 
constraints presented by existing infrastructure, topography and private 
property. The impact of the number of crossings and other multi-use trail 
features on cost, feas bility etc. was examined in Phase 2 of the EA.



112 27-Jul-2013
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Alternatives To
The “Alternatives to” propose all or nothing.  With all the constraints, less than a full multi-use trail all the way may be more 
feasible.  From the bridge at the south end of the existing East Don Trail east of Wynford Heights Crescent, a path with stairs could 
go to Sulkara Court.  Avoiding the sensitive woods, users could go along Sweeney Drive to Anewen Drive, from where a multi-use 
trail could be built along the existing way into Wigmore Park, coming out on Elvaston Drive.  From there one could go south on 
Sloane Avenue and Bermondsey Road to south of the transfer station, where a multi-use trail could then follow the access roadway 
for the Hydro line west down to the valley and on south to connect with the north end of the Toronto Water Access roadway coming 
up from Taylor Creek.  Building a paved trail 4 m wide the rest of the way would bring heavy equipment into quite natural woods to 
cut many trees and alter steep slopes.  Pedestrian paths there with stairs and boardwa ks could preserve the tree canopy and the 
natural contours.

Noted Noted by the project team. During the development of the alternative trail 
alignments (as part of Phase 2), the project team considered a variety of 
alternative routes.  Through the EA process it was determined that one of 
the project objectives was to implement an off road multi use trail within 
the valley lands. 

113 27-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignment Area 1 - additional alignment
I have provided an additional Alternative Trail Alignment that could start at the northeast end of the bridge, head across the East 
Don on the existing trail from Wynford Heights to Lawrence; from there go southeast past the south end of Su kara Court to the 
Alternative Trail Alignments of Forest Trails A & B. Crossings of the river and railway could thus be avoided, but going over the 
ridge coming down from Sulkara Court requires going steeply up and down. (see map in Appendix A3 for reference)

Noted Project team further investigated the suggested alignment and 
determined not to move it forward in the evaluation based on the 
following high level assessment: 
- Very steep areas on either side of Sulkara Crt would require sizeable 
switchbacks and retaining walls.
- Costs would be higher and additional vegetation would have to be 
removed.
- Would be closer to residential backyards.       
-Steep grades could limit use by those with limited mobility.

114 27-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignments Evaluation Criteria - additional
In Social and Cultural environment, ability to enforce legitimate use of public land could be another criterion. At present people put 
up shelters or tents and live in them, often making a mess all around. Also, mountain bikers have built features and structures, 
some of which are a safety hazard or which damage plant and animal habitat.

Noted Guiding human use of the East Don Corridor to lessen impact on more 
environmentally and culturally sensitive areas, and improving access for 
emergency, utility and park maintenance vehicles and activities were 
recognized, acknowledged and identified as opportunities the East Don 
Trail EA presents. Specific locations of shelters and tents were identified 
and communicated to the City of Toronto Street Outreach Services.

115 27-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignment Evaluation 
Have no way of evaluating trade offs between criteria. For example, there could be a winding trail with ups and downs, or else a 
straight trail with cuttings and embankments. One scores highly on Natural and physical environment, the other on Functional value.

Noted Noted by project team.  The point that trade offs between some criteria 
exists contr buted to the overall sum of the criteria scores, in that each 
criteria held the same weight in the overall final score. 

116 27-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignment Evaluation Criteria
At the meeting on July 15 we were told that it is better for the trail to follow inward curves of the river (where material is deposited) 
rather than outward curves (where banks are eroded).  This could be included under “Technical feasibility” under Technical.

Noted Location of the trail alignment relative to the East Don River and 
corresponding impact to the river processes were addressed in the EA 
Phase 2 under the "Potential impacts to East Don River processes" 
criterion in the Natural and Physical Environment category.

117 27-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 1
preferred is Forest Trail A.  It can follow part of the existing way coming down from Wigmore Park from Elvaston Drive.

Noted N/A. Noted by project team.  Feedback used in reviewing alternatives 
evaluation results.

118 27-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 2 
preferred is Gatineau Connection: C. The roadway down from Bermondsey Road exists, with a cutting into the valley that is not too 
steep, and an existing level crossing of the railway.  No trees need be cut to use C down to the railway. (For A, the existing Water 
access route starts not at Bermondsey Road but in the back of a Works yard, and it ends halfway to the river; from that end it is 
steep going on down, through a forest with big trees.)
preferred is Spine: Rail Trail C.  However, the fenced rail trail will need to be wide enough for cyclists and pedestrians (with their 
dogs) to keep out of each other’s way.

Noted N/A. Noted by project team.  Feedback used in reviewing alternatives 
evaluation results.

119 27-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 3: 
preferred is Alternative access route B.  At the south end, Taylor Massey Creek is already bridged by concrete pipes, so really only 
one new bridge is needed.

Noted N/A. Noted by project team. Feedback used in reviewing alternatives 
evaluation results.

120 28-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignment Area 1
We endorse the selection of the base of the ramp from Wynford Heights Crescent as the starting point for the trail heading south. 
This is more accessible for our residents than an existing connection to the east side of the river that is some two hundred yards 
north. However from a cost saving point of view the existing bridge might make more sense and would not be totally unacceptable. 
The savings could perhaps be used to moderate the access from Wynford Heights Crescent. This access, which presently is an 
extremely steep ramp is a barrier to most senior citizens and impassable during the winter due to icing concerns and certainly does 
not meet the criteria of providing safe access to the valley lands. We do not have any strong preferences for the route of the trail 
from there to Eglinton Avenue. 

Noted Explanation provided to stakeholder and other CLC members at CLC 
Meeting #4. Project team investigated the suggested alignment and 
determined that very steep areas on the east side of the river would 
require sizeable switchbacks and retaining walls. Costs would be higher 
and additional vegetation would have to be removed. The trail would be 
closer to residence backyards, and steep grades could limit use by those 
with limited mobility.



121 28-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignment Area 2
We strongly oppose any alignment of the trail that would interfere with the use of the Flemingdon Golf Course as a golf course. This 
golf course is an important recreational resource for our local community and for residents across the City and one we would not 
want to see sacrificed.

Also we strongly feel that the proposal to use St Dennis Drive and Linkwood Lane is not reasonable since St Dennis Drive is a very 
narrow roadway that carries a significant quantity of local traffic as well as TTC buses. It certainly would not attract walkers and 
probably would be dangerous for cyclists to use, unless it is rebuilt with a segregated trail included similar to that which was done 
on Pottery Road.

The only alternatives to avoiding the Golf Course would be one of the three River Trail Alternatives or keep the trail to the east of 
the railway line, an option that has not been mentioned but still keeps the trail in the valley. We would strongly recommend an 
exploration of this new option.  Namely, instead of crossing to the west side of the river just north of Eglinton, we explore the 
possibility of staying on the east side of the river while crossing Eglinton Avenue and going under the railway bridge. The trail could 
then meander down on the east side of the railway through attractive terrain until it meets the southerly branch of the Gatineau trail. 
At this point there is an at grade crossing of the railway onto the small part of the golf course that lies in the Hydro corridor. 
However there is enough room at this point to allow for construction of the trail while not negatively impacting the golf course, since 
the 6th hole would have the golfer shooting away from the position of the trail.

If for some reason an alignment east of the rail line is not feas ble then our preference would be to utilize Rail Trail B thereby using 
Golf Course land (which might be expensive) but not interfering too much with the operation or quiet enjoyment of the Golf Course 
by its patrons. 

Noted  Feedback used in reviewing alternatives evaluation results.
The option of routing the trail in the east side of the railway in Area 2 in 
order to avoid the Golf Course was explored and a revised alignment - 
Hillside - was created. Hillside was one of the three revised alignments 
created following examination of public feedback received following the 
presentation of the original Phase 2 trail alignment alternatives.  

122 28-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignment Area 3
We would opt for Access Route C, since it adds an attractive short detour alongside the Taylor Massey Creek through mature trees 
which can only add to the qualities of the trail.

Noted N/A. Noted by project team. Feedback used in reviewing alternatives 
evaluation results.

123 28-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignment Area 1
My suggestion would be Forest Trail A. The possibility of future community connections is important if the trail is to get good use.

Noted N/A. Noted by project team. Feedback used in reviewing alternatives 
evaluation results.

124 28-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignment Area 2 
My choice here would be the Rail Trail A. Making the trail exit the valley and use the road system would break it into two sections. 
This would not be attractive to those using the trail and would in fact reduce its efficiency as a commuting route. The golf course is 
looked upon as a very valid community facility for the Don Mills Community.
This is the contentious section. We in Don Mills would strongly oppose the removal or purchase of the Golf Course. This is a very 
well used facility by many of the surrounding communities and should be left as it is. It is a community asset that should remain. I 
also think that the suggested road links are not acceptable as it means that the Trail is split into two sections, joined by public 
roads. 
My preference is for Rail Trail A as this is the most direct route both for the EDT and to the Gatineau Trail connection. My rough 
estimate is that about 500 metres would need protection from the golf course. 

Noted N/A. Noted by project team. Feedback used in reviewing alternatives 
evaluation results.

125 28-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignment Area 3 
not sure what you mean by Safety Concerns on options A & B. From memory don't both these options link into the Lower Don 
Trail?.

Noted Safety concerns looked at alternative's ability to minimizes users 
exposure to potentially hazardous situations and infrastructure, relative to 
each other, which included proximity to river, rail lines, road ways, and 
hydro towers, sight lines and amount of turns.  Area 3 alignments were 
reassessed with Options A and C containing more safety concerns than 
Options B due to sharp turns and potential interaction with vehicles 
(within parking lots).

126 28-Jul-2013
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The Don Mills Community would be opposed to any proposal to buy out the Golf Course. This is looked upon as a very valid 
community facility. The fact that it is privately owned means that this facility costs the City nothing and yet provides an excellent 
source of recreation to its surrounding communities. If it was otherwise the course would not still be flourishing.

Noted N/A. Noted by project team. Feedback used in reviewing alternatives 
evaluation results.

127 29-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignments Area 2
for transportation/accessibility, many of the routes are excessively long and challenging (see Appendix A3 for reference):
● travelling YZ on Road Link A or River Wa k A
● travelling XY on River Walk C or Rail Trail C
● travelling WY on River Walk C, Road Link B&C
Each of the Alternative Trail Alignments provided would satisfy only some of the purposes well. A high score for one purpose could 
be a low score for another purpose, even on the same criterion. How can a ranked multi-criteria analysis handle different trail 
purposes, without running the evaluation separately for each purpose?

The existing alternatives for Area 2 perform significantly worse than a combination of several alternatives. For example, combining 
Road Link A and Rail Trail A would provide a direct route from YZ, XY, XZ, WZ and a reasonably good route WY (see Appendix A3 
for reference), while still passing by a number of points of interest along the valley floor and even creating a loop for fitness users.
Therefore, I recommend adding several combinations of the various alternatives as separate, new alternatives in the final analysis.

Noted Multiple trail purposes and uses were addressed via multiple criteria. For 
example, Phase 2 evaluation of alternative trail alignments included a 
"Functional value as a travel route" criterion that evaluated each 
alignment option suitability as a travel route using indicators such as 
length of trail and frequency of stops. The ability of trail to support multi-
users was examined via applying indicators such as access bility and 
topography (i.e., terrain). 

No changes made. Project team investigated opportunities to combine 
several alternatives and add them as separate, new alternatives and 
determined that, due to an increase in trail footprint, this would result in 
increased adverse environmental impacts and project costs, and reduce 
feas bility - as compared to other, shorter alternatives. Therefore, 
combinations of several alternatives was not considered further.  



128 29-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignments Evaluation 
The East Don Trail fits within a broader transportation network. Evaluation of the Alternative Trail Alignments on the Functional 
Value criterion is difficult without considering the impact of the transportation network of related plans/initiatives such as the 
Eglinton LRT, Pan Am Path and trail access points. Without the Gatineau hydro corridor connection (including the section from 
Eglinton to Victoria Park), ridership to the east will be considerably lower. Similarly, without rebuilding Eglinton as part of the LRT, 
there is no safe alternative to the valley trail section when it is closed/inaccess ble. Although the Eglinton LRT EA was approved in 
2011, connections have not been planned since the East Don Trail project did not exist at the time. Access points throughout the 
trail, such as to Eglinton Ave, Flemingdon Park, Parkview Hill or Northline Blvd will dramatically change the evaluation of the main 
trail itself.

Noted East Don Trail compatibility with the existing/planned transportation 
network was evaluated in Phase 2 criteria. In particular, Eglinton 
Crosstown LRT and Pan Am Path were considered as indicators under 
the "Meets objectives for additional planning initiatives" criterion. Higher 
scores were assigned to the alignment alternatives that were compatible 
with these projects/initiatives.

129 29-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignments Evaluation Criteria - additional
Under Functional Value a criterion for Capacity should be added to evaluate the potential different alignments have for 
accommodating higher number of users. Capacity is important. More people cycling or walking along the trail corresponds to fewer 
drivers using nearby roadways, fewer carbon emissions, fewer parking spaces needed, and a lighter load on our overburdened 
transit network.

Noted No impact. The potential to accommodate varying numbers of users has 
been considered in the City of Toronto multi-use trail classification. Trail 
capacity influences trail design. East Don Trail is expected to 
accommodate medium to high volume of users. Extending over a fairly 
large area, the trail will connect between destinations, parks and other 
trail systems. Based on trails in similar environments and parts of the 
City, East Don Trail will be designed as a primary multi-use trail, with the 
potential to design some segments (especially terminal segments) as 
secondary trails. This classification is based on the City of Toronto Multi-
use Trail Design Guidelines (2014). 

130 29-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignment Evaluation Criteria - additional
Under Functional Value a criterion for Operating Window should be added, or Usability should be a separate criterion. Different trail 
alignments will have different levels of usability in different conditions. Examples of this include: 
at night, in winter (depending on winter maintenance)
level trail crossing could have significant delays while long freight trains pass by, while an underpass crossing could be flooded a 
street route could be lit/plowed, while a valley floor route may not a low route could be flooded, damaged in storms, debris buildup, 
while a high route would be protected

Noted No impact. Accurate predictions of trail usability in different conditions 
would not be possible due to a high number of variables involved (e.g., 
variety of uses and user group needs, trail segment location and 
topography, time of year, time of day, weather conditions, flooding extent, 
connectivity between segments, etc.). While this is an extremely 
interesting proposition with potentially highly useful findings, the sheer 
complexity of such a data-intensive undertaking is beyond the scope of 
this study. 

131 29-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignment Evaluation Criteria - additional
Under Functional Value a criterion for Redundancy should be added to evaluate:
the impact the trail closures would have on the network.
the likelihood for trail closures, e.g. after severe storms, anticipated maintenance/construction
A redundant trail network can also serve to separate uses, e.g. slow-moving naturalists vs. fast-moving commuters/fitness users

Noted No impact. Accurate predictions of trail closures/likelihood of closures 
and their impacts on various groups of users would not be possible due 
to a high number of variables involved (e.g., variety of uses and user 
group needs, trail segment location and topography, time of year, 
weather conditions, flooding extent, connectivity between segments, 
etc.). While this is an extremely interesting proposition with potentially 
beneficial findings, the sheer complexity of such a data-intensive 
undertaking is beyond the scope of this study.  In addition, flooding, 
maintenance and use by a variety of user groups was incorporated 
separately in the evaluation.  

132 29-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignments Evaluation 
Under Natural Environment  - What impact would acquisition of the Flemingdon Golf Course have on the natural environment 
factors, in particular on potential flooding/stormwater management issues?
If the golf course were to be purchased outright, the valley lands could be transformed into a stormwater control area, which would 
significantly affect the routing of the trail downstream including making routing closer to the river possible.

Noted The potential of each alternative to meet objectives for additional 
initiatives or projects related to the Study Area was evaluated under the 
"Meets objectives for additional planning initiatives (not related to this EA 
scope)" criterion. In this criterion, River Walk alternative received highest 
score (as compared to other alternatives), to reflect that this alternative 
would result in an increase in parkland. In addition an additional criteria 
was developed under Natural and Physical Environment as follows: 
"Potential to provide additional benefits to the natural and physical 
environment".

133 29-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignment Evaluation
Under Social and Cultural Environment, the criterion for Safety should also consider relative safety. Would cyclists using the trail be 
better served by a particular alignment, especially considering nighttime or different weather conditions? If a particular alignment is 
closed (e.g. in the winter), would they be safer taking an alternative route such as Eglinton or Bermondsey?

Noted Safety of each alternative trail alignment was evaluated relative to each 
other. 

134 29-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignment Evaluation Criteria - additional
Under Social and Cultural Environment, add a separate criterion for Community Connectivity. Different routes have a significantly 
different impact on connectivity in the surrounding community, especially for pedestrians. Providing a direct pedestrian connection 
between Flemingdon Park and the Bermondsey industrial area could dramatically improve connectivity for nonautomobile owning 
residents in Flemingdon Park.

Noted Connectivity was captured in the evaluation criteria as the "Promotes 
future opportunities to create local community connections" criterion, 
which examined the potential of trail alignment alternatives to create or 
preclude future desired or identified community access points and trails 
(Victoria Village, Linkwood Lane Park, Eglinton Ave., Wynford Concord, 
and Flemingdon). 

135 29-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignment Evaluation Criteria - additional
Under Cost, in addition to the capital and maintenance costs, opportunity cost should also be considered and evaluate: What 
impact not building certain alternatives will have on the surrounding transportation network. 
What the cost of providing cycling infrastructure vs. additional marginal capacity on the Yonge subway line will be.
What tourism potential is.
How it meets the  City's other objectives, e.g. Official Plan for transportation.

Noted Scenario analysis is beyond the scope of this study. However, references 
to the applicable City of Toronto Official Plan policies as well as other 
planning documents related to this project were included in the project 
Environmental Study Report. 



136 29-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignments
I have attached a map of my proposed alternate route. This connects the Gatineau Trail/Pan Am Path with Wigmore Park via 
Bermondsey Road and Sloane Ave.

Noted No impact. Project team looked at the proposed alignment but did not 
consider it further as the proposed connection is located outside of the 
valley system and therefore does not meet project objectives. 

137 29-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignments Evaluation Criteria
We should give weight to path routes that will more easily connect with potential side connecting routes. For example to Anewen 
Park, Wigmore Park, and to the Flemingdon Park neighbourhood.

Noted In the EA Phase 2, trail alignments with the potential to provide 
connections to multiple local communities were scored accordingly in the 
"Promotes future opportunities to create local community connections" 
criterion, Functional Value category. For example, an alternative that 
currently connected to local communities received a (+2) score, while an 
alternative that eliminated future connection received a (-2) score.

138 29-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignment Evaluation Criteria 
Another criterion we should weigh is for path routes that also provide 'synergies' for other functions. This could be routes that 
parallel other proposed paths such as the Pan Am Path idea or for maintenance by other departments such as Toronto Water.

Noted Noted and addressed. In the EA Phase 2, alternative trail alignments 
were evaluated in terms of the infrastructure (e.g., Toronto Water 
infrastructure) access proximity as well as the potential to meet 
objectives for additional initiatives or projects related to the Study Area 
(e.g. Don Watershed Plan, Eglinton Crosstown LRT, Pan Am Path, and 
increased parklands).

139 29-Jul-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignment Area 1 - additional trail alignment
Upon consultation with another CLC Members we have identified an additional Alternative Trail Alignment that could be considered. 
This option would allow for one single access from Sulkara Court. Our understanding is that the city may have a right-of-way option 
to enter from this location. Ultimately this option allows for access to the river but requires only two (2) bridges along with a rail line 
crossing. It appears the trail will be shorter in length and allow for a minimum impact to the ravine floor. This option has also been 
discussed with a number of the other residents and is the preferred option for Victoria Village Community Association. (see map in 
Appendix A-3 for reference)

We are currently looking into the additional routes suggested by CLC members as there were a number of 
them to review and ground truth.  As part of the next CLC meeting we will go through (at a high level) some 
of the feedback we received and how we are able to incorporate it.  In additional, we will provide additional 
information to CLC members regarding their proposed alternative trail alignments and comments/questions.

The pros and cons of the proposed alignment were discussed during CLC 
meeting #4.  At that time the alignment was not included in the evaluation 
of alternative trail alignments for the following reasons: 
- Would not allow for easy connections to be made to the Victoria Village 
community as steep grades and a rail line crossing would be required.
- Very steep areas, the trail and bridge crossing would be technically 
difficult.
- Steep grades could limit use by those with limited mobility.
Further correspondence and impacts concerning this alignment did occur, 
refer to correspondence 201.

140 12-Aug-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignment Area 1
(In regards to proposed additional alignment) This proposed alternative is not steep, and it seems that the rail crossing is the 
issue. Would a level crossing of the rail line be permitted? If not, could the trail cross the rail line using an underpass?

The topography suggests that some steep grades are present adjacent to Su kara Crt. In regards to level 
crossings they are not preferred by Go/Metrolinx. However, the existing trail in this area currently floods 
during storm events, and given that a rail line underpass would require the proposed trail to be built at a 
lower elevation, the frequency of flood incidents on the trail would be increased if a rail line underpass was 
to be chosen as the preferred method of crossing the rail line.

Noted by project team. No impact due to permissions associated with 
level crossing and technical constraints associated with underpass.
Explanation provided to stakeholder.

141 12-Aug-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 2
The trail alignment assumes that the trail will run along the west side of the rail line. If the trail stays east of the rail line the 
crossings won’t be required. Has this been considered?

Yes it has and this is a valid point. At this time, the rail line alignment options assume that the rail line 
could run either west or east of the rail line. Which side of the rail line the trail will run along will be 
determined during the refinement stage if one of the rail line alignments becomes a preferred alternative. 
However, due to space constraints and topography issues where the trail would cross under Eglinton, the 
trail will most l kely have to stay west of the rail line and then cross to the east once it is south of this area. 
This would add an additional rail line crossing to this alignment.

The alternative trail alignments for Rail Trail presented in Phase 2 
allowed for the trail to run either east or west of the rail line.  
As part of the refinements of the alternatives in Phase 2, the east side 
was brought forward as "Hillside" alternative and evaluated against the 
other alternatives. 

142 12-Aug-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 2
It should be noted that the trail would pass through a significant wetland if it was placed on the east side of the rail line and that 
would impact the trail significantly.

Noted The potential impacts of trail alignment alternatives to natural and 
physical environment was evaluated in Phase 2 via a number of criteria 
such as the "Potential impact to wildlife habitat and connectivity " criterion 
which examined the location of trail through valley lands, forest, wetlands, 
and undisturbed areas, length of trail, and barriers. 

143 12-Aug-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 1
Forest Trail A could stay east of the river until you get to the southern end (where the current crossing that allows for a west-side 
undercrossing of the Eglinton bridge is). If you did this, you could reduce the number of bridges required to five (5), could you not?

There are serious technical difficulties associated with staying to the east side of the East Don River. 
These were identified in the Feasibility study that was completed by RV Anderson.

No impact. There are serious technical difficulties associated with staying 
to the east side of the East Don River. Noted response provided to CLC 
members. 

144 12-Aug-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 1 
Bridges 2 and 3 could be removed by going around the river bend, could they 
not?

In this area, the water course runs close to the valley walls. The trail would be required to go out of the 
valley entirely to stay on the east side of the river in this area.

No impact due to technical constraints associated with topography in the 
area. 
Explanation provided to stakeholder.

145 12-Aug-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 1
I think there should be a higher consideration given to the erosion control work that would be required as part of Forest Trail B.

Noted Erosion control work was considered during the evaluation in Phase 2 
under the following criteria: "potential to provide additional benefits to 
natural and physical environment", and "capital cost".

146 12-Aug-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 1
Slope stabilization associated with Forest Trail B should have higher affects within the physical and natural processes due to 
the major effects to the river as a result of the work required. The write-ups say that they are similar but they are not.

The project team reviewed the impacts of Forest Trail A and B on the river processes, and identified more 
significant and greater impacts to river processes for Forest Trail B than A due to the significant channel 
and slope restoration necessary for B. 

The project team reviewed the impacts of Forest Trail A and B on the 
river processes, and identified more significant and greater impacts to 
river processes for Forest Trail B than A due to the significant channel 
and slope restoration necessary for B.

147 12-Aug-2013
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If bridges are proposed within the Study Area, they should be designed and built to withstand flooding and to last over time. The 
bridges at Wilket Creek are a wonderful example.

Noted Noted. No impact.
The river bridges proposed in the study area will be designed such that 
the abutments are outside of the 25 year watercourse erosion limit and 
the structures comply with the appropriate Federal Navigation standards.



148 12-Aug-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 2
River Walk, Alternative A provides better access to the Gatineau Corridor for users heading north and Alternative C provides better 
access to the Gatineau Corridor for users going south. Can you not have multiple alignments chosen for an area (for example, A & 
C)?

Unfortunately, at this time, budget will not allow for that. However, this could be recommended for future 
improvements to the trail.

No impact due to budgetary restrictions. 
Explanation provided to stakeholder

149 12-Aug-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 2
River Walk, this is an important consideration as there are major access points from each direction. Some alignments perform 
poorly and some perform well depending on what area you are coming from (north vs. south or east vs. west) and this should be 
considered.

These access points and the ease of implementation and use have been considered within the evaluation 
of the alternatives, under Functional Value. The specific criteria that address this are: promotes future 
opportunities to create local community connections, and meets access requirements for infrastructure 
maintenance vehicles and for police and emergency medical services vehicles.

No impact as these access points and ease of implementation/use 
already considered within evaluation of alternatives under Function Value.

150 12-Aug-2013

C
LC

Is there a history of flooding of the golf course that you know of? The project team is not aware of any formal records of flooding events on the Flemingdon Park Golf 
Course property. However, the fact that the golf course is located within the flood plain and project-related 
field investigations show that some parts of the golf course property are prone to flooding, particularly the 
south end of the property where the river approaches the rail line. In addition, it is known that both bridges 
on the golf course property had to be replaced following a severe storm in 2005.

No impact.  

151 12-Aug-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 2
River Walk, there are not many original forest areas left in Toronto and the effects of putting a trail within this area would be large.

Agreed, this was taken into consideration. It should be noted that the forested area within the south end of 
Area 2 also contains many areas of invasive species and is currently used informally. This forested area is 
also common to all but two of the Area 2 alignments: Road Link A and C. However, the Road Link scored 
lower than River Wa k in the Natural and Physical criteria as all Road Link options travel through additional 
forested areas. One of these areas is a native restored forest area and the other is wetland habitat. In 
additional Road Link C crosses an additional wetland and travels through an L3 community.

No impact, as this was already accounted for in the evaluation criteria. 
Noted response was provided to stakeholder.

152 12-Aug-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 2
Golf course acquisition is a major drawback for users of this facility. As a cyclist, the Rail Trail alternatives are most appealing. 
Keeping the course may be the most cost effective. Removal of the golf course may be negatively perceived by the community.
The social and cultural disruption of removing another recreational use must be considered.

The project team is in ongoing discussions with the golf course concerning impacts of the trail to business 
and operations (including recreational use). A criterion was also included under Social and Cultural 
Environment to address the impacts to operations and services provided.

Noted. A criterion addressing impacts to operations and services 
provided was added to Phase 2 evaluation criteria. Response was 
provided to all CLC members through a response table and discussions 
at CLC Meeting #5.

153 12-Aug-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 2
There is a lot of concern with regards to the users of the golf course. The golf course is a social and political issue that falls outside 
of the EA process. Advice needs to be provided from these authorities, as this is something that can derail a project.

As part of Phase 2 the alternative trail alignments were further refined to include alternatives for shared-
use between the proposed trail and existing Flemingdon Park golf course, as well as a proposed trail 
alignment east of the rail line that would not impact golf course operations. Discussions concerning 
impacts of both alignments are currently ongoing with the golf course. Full acquisition of the golf course 
does fall outside of this EA process.

Noted. Response was provided to all CLC members through a response 
table and discussions at CLC Meeting #5.

154 12-Aug-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignments
One of the major points or objectives is connectivity. The acquisition of the golf course will greatly improve opportunities for this. 
Even if connections are not looked at in detail at this point, if the River Walk option is a possibility it could be implemented in 
combination with another alternative in the future. 

Agreed. It is possible that more than one option will be brought forward for consideration in the detailed 
design stage

Noted by project team. Opportunity to bring forward two  alignments was 
considered. However, River Wa k was not moved forward to Phase 3 as it 
is routed on private property that is not currently available, as per the 
discussions with the property owner Flemingdon Park Golf Club. The 
second highest ranked alternative- Hillside Trail - was moved forward to 
Phase 3 as the preferred alternative trail alignment.

155 12-Aug-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignments - Evaluation
In terms of increasing connectivity to communities, River Walk should be considered.

Noted. This has been considered in the function value area of the evaluation. No impact, as this has already been considered in the functional value 
section of the evaluation. 
Explanation provided to stakeholder.

156 12-Aug-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 3 
Access Route C is not chosen and the existing bridge at Taylor Creek is lost, is there a way to maintain access at the north side so 
that it can have access to the rest of the system? Can this be assessed as part of the access route discussion?

Taylor Creek trail is out of scope for the study. However, the East Don Trail will connect to the Taylor Creek 
Trail via the parking lot off of Don Mills.

No impact. Noted response was provided to all CLC members through a 
response table and discussions at CLC Meeting #5.

157 12-Aug-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 3
There is a Charles Sauriol memorial plaque and rock located near Access Route A that should to be relocated to the preferred trail 
if this route is not chosen.

Noted. The memorial plaque relocation will be discussed if this is the preferred trail. Commemorating Charles Sauriol has been acknowledged and included in 
the Environmental Study Report as the future work recommendation. It 
will be further explored in the detailed design project phase and may be 
implemented should sufficient funding be available. 

158 12-Aug-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 3 
At the path coming off the Don Valley path (Access Route A) it is very steep and people move quickly and this should be 
considered.

Noted. This will be considered in the detailed design phase if Access Route A is the preferred alternative. Mitigating potential safety risks arising from trail configuration based on 
existing conditions will be considered in the trail detailed design project 
phase. All efforts will be made to ensure that risks to trail users safety are 
minimized. 



159 16-Aug-2013

C
LC

In follow up to our (CLC) meeting last week, it occurred to me that the  construction of the East Don Trail may be subject to the new 
Built Environment Standards under the Access bility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act.
These standards, which apply to newly built or redeveloped recreational trails include maximum grades from an access bility point 
of view. I am not sure if this has been considered, but given the challenges related to steep grades on some of the trail alignments, 
it should be looked into.
The standards can be found at http://www.mcss.gov.on.ca/en/mcss/programs/access bility/built_environment/index.aspx

I wanted to let you know that our project team is aware of the AODA standards and are seeking
direction on how these will apply to the East Don Trail project. It is our intention to apply these standards 
where possible now but how specifically that will be implemented is still to be determined. We have 
received a number of questions that relate to this now that the public event has closed so we will be 
addressing this concern, likely in an update of the Frequently Asked Questions for the project. I wanted to 
follow-up on the AODA standards. Please see our project statement regarding AODA below. This will be 
added to the Frequently Asked Questions for the project. The East Don Trail will comply with the 
requirements set out by the Access bility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA). However, AODA allows 
for exceptions to be made where meeting requirements is not poss ble due to:
· existing site constraints (for example, existing hydro, rail and gas infrastructure); and
· negative effects on water, fish, wildlife, plants, invertebrates, species at risk, ecological
integrity, or natural/cultural heritage value
The City of Toronto's Parks Forestry & Recreation Advocate for People with Disabilities, has been invited 
to sit on the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) for the East Don Trail Class EA Study. As a member of 
the TAC, this individual will provide input into the design process for the proposed multiuse trail to ensure 
that accessibility standards are met wherever possible.
For more information on AODA and related legislation, please visit:
http://www.mcss.gov.on.ca/en/mcss/programs/accessibility/info_sheets/public_spaces/trails_beach.aspx

No impact. Stakeholder was informed of the project team's awareness of 
the AODA standards and the intention of using them in the trail detailed 
design.

160 19-Aug-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 2 
Would like to once again recommend that the crossing at Eglington Avenue be re-evaluated and the possibility of the trail following 
a path east of the rail line and golf course. There is great difficulty for the trail on both sides of the river at the bridge, if it is to stay 
beside the river. however, there certainly seems to be space between the rail line and the ridge columns that is relatively flat and 
could certainly allow for passage of the trail east of the rail line. If this path was followed it would allow the trail to travel east of the 
rail line, through attractive forested areas down to the Gatineau trail. This would avoid the golf course and all the associated 
difficulties of constructing the trail without impacting the golf course, if one was to select the Rail Trail option.

Noted Routing the trail along the east side of the rail road from Eglinton Ave 
down to Gatineau hydro corridor was explored and a revised alignment - 
Hillside - was created and evaluated. 

161 19-Aug-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 1
Concern with Area 1 is Route A is the best of what is offered but concerned that getting equipment in to assemble the bridges will 
involve a lot of road construction. Still prefer that route A avoid the second and third bridges and instead go to the lovely plateau 
and overlook to connect with the Anewen greenbelt paths for which there has been a federal infrastructure grant issued.  There are 
very gradual slopes to the south to the river - the north would need some curves or a switch back. it certainly would provide better 
access for the areas to the east of the river.

Noted Mitigation measures to minimize/eliminate impacts associated with trail 
construction were presented to CLC in Phase 3 of the EA (CLC Meeting 
#7) and detailed descriptions will be available in the project 
Environmental Study Report. Impacts and mitigation measures will also 
be considered in the development of the project construction, monitoring 
and restoration plans. 

Connecting to Anewen greenbelt path has been noted. Though outside of 
this study scope, exploring, designing and implementing community 
access points to the East Don Trail were included in the Environmental 

 Study Report as a recommendation for future works. 

162 19-Aug-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 2
Concern with Area 2 is it really should consider alternatives under two main headings: with or without acquisition of the golf course 
lands. If the golf course can be acquired (without causing huge delays), then should look at the alternatives if TRCA owns the land - 
a trail further east from the river, more direct and less prone to flooding would be ideal. 
If the golf course is not acquired, then Rail Trail B or A make sense. The T intersection with the Gatineau Trail is not a problem. On 
the Don Mills Trail Mark Schollen designed circles with barriers for full crossing that are even more difficult in principle and they 
work fine.

Noted Noted by project team. No impact. This study is being conducted in 
accordance with existing conditions. Therefore, multiple scenarios are not 
possible. River Walk was not moved forward to Phase 3 as it is routed on 
private property that is not currently available, as per the discussions with 
the property owner Flemingdon Park Golf Club. The second highest 
ranked alternative- Hillside Trail - was moved forward to Phase 3 as the 
preferred alternative trail alignment.

163 19-Aug-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 3
Concern with Area 3 is the key is connecting to the West Don and Lower Don bikeways. The area where access A meets the west 
don and lower don trails is already confusion and poorly signed. This should be an opportunity to create Sauriol Junction with an 
information and map area, with lighting and patrols. Removing the trail - side parking just below the Bailey bridge over the GO 
tracks is essential.

Noted Noted by the project team and included in summary of feedback received 
following CLC Meeting #4. Connecting the East Don Trail EA to the Lower 
Don Trail will be looked at in detailed design. 

164 19-Aug-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 1
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Functional Value
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Natural and Physical Environment
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Social and Cultural Environment
Disagree with the evaluation of Cost as the number of bridges can be reduced. see notes below.
Why not start 1/4 mile north (at the last bridge of the upper east don trail) and do away with one bridge? Strongly believe the trail 
should stay east of the railway when crossing Eglington Avenue (object to crossing at Eglinton) this way 6 bridges could be reduced 
to 4.
Overall, I prefer A. It has a similar profile to B but can be implemented quicker and offers future possible connections to Victoria 
Village. I believe the cost disadvantage of A can be mitigated by crossing Eglinton on the east side of the rail lines which also offers 
the opportunity to avoid a wetland area and offers more interesting topography in Area 2.

Noted N/A. Noted by the project team and included in summary of feedback 
received following CLC Meeting #4. Feedback used in reviewing 
alternatives evaluation results.
Alternative Trail Alignment from Phase 2 that was moved to Phase 3 
crosses under Eglinton on the east side.



165 19-Aug-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 2
Agree with the preliminary evaluation for Functional Value
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Natural and Physical Environment
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Social and Cultural Environment
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Cost
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Technical Considerations
Prefer Rail Trail B overall because it allows for completion of the trail while retaining the golf course for recreation usage of public. 
All other options are not worthy of consideration (Road Link) or mean the destruction of the golf course which is a private tax paying 
operation.
I strongly believe that by crossing Eglinton avenue east of the rail line offers the opportunity of taking the trail through delightful 
topography to the existing rail crossing in section 6 of area 2.

Noted N/A. Noted by the project team and included in summary of feedback 
received following CLC Meeting #4. Feedback used in reviewing 
alternatives evaluation results.

166 19-Aug-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 3 
Agree with the preliminary evaluation for Functional Value 
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Natural and Physical Environment is marginally of less value than other two and the difference 
is hardly worth noting
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Technical Considerations
Do not Agree with preliminary evaluation for Social and Cultural Environment
 I believe C is of more social value than the other two because of the natural beauty of the topography.
Do no Agree with preliminary evaluation for Cost
1 bridge versus 2 bridges should make up for the increased length
Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 3
Overall prefer Access Route C - I believe that C offers a topographically more interesting trail and therefore offers more to all users 
of the trail especially walkers since there is a convenient parking lot at the start of the Taylor Massey Creek section.

Noted N/A. Noted by the project team and included in summary of feedback 
received following CLC Meeting #4. Feedback used in reviewing 
alternatives evaluation results.

167 21-Aug-2013
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Phase 2 - Alternative Trail Alignments
Thank you for the opportunity to review current thinking about trail alignments in the East Don River valley at Public Event #2 on  
September 12th.
1. Agree with all the evaluation criteria presented?  Yes.
2. Are any evaluation criteria missing?  Yes.
Other than a relatively weak expression about "public safety objectives" there are no explicit criteria for crime prevention -  
measures to prevent vandalism, theft, mugging, or illegal drug transactions. There are no explicit criteria for illness prevention - 
elimination of the one species of mosquito that carries West Nile, for example, or prevention of sewer or surface run off polluting 
the Don  River and Lake Ontario.
3. Are any alternative trail alignments missing?
Area 1 - North?  Yes.  Area 2 - Middle? No.  Area 3 - South?  Yes.
With some creative thinking it might be poss ble to run the trail  adjacent to the CNR line as if the trail was a Rail-to-Trail  
conversion.  You did include that option in Area 2.
4. Do you agree with the preliminary evaluation?
Area 1 - North?  Yes.  Area 2 - Middle? No.  Area 3 - South?  Yes.
We need to be a little bit smarter about integrating the use of the  Flemington Park golf course and the trail way, concurrently - 
closer to  the approach for connecting the Belt Line Trail through the cemetery  without closing it for use as a cemetery.  There is 
no reason to make these two land uses mutually exclusive.
Consider a noise abatement wall between the rail and the trail if  noise is a problem - just as you would where an expressway 
passes close to a residential street.
5. Other comments?
In the presentation board description of "Trail Specs" the expression  "Accessibility for wheel chair users will be investigated" is 
grossly unacceptable. Wheel chair users should be explicitly listed as intended users of the trail just like the other humans, citizens, 
and taxpayers listed in bullet point one, and consistent with "Project high level goal #2 - Trail supports multi users".  When a project 
is publicly funded, then universal accessibility should be legally mandatory.  The efforts we undertake to promote an active lifestyle  
should include manual and hand-cranked wheel chair users.  I'm sure we have staff smart enough to figure out how to do that 
without demoting  those users to "be investigated", which is too close to "maybe." Regards,
Oct 21:
Thank you for following through - adding the PF&R Advocate seems to be a reasonable step in the right direction :)

Sept 25:
Thank you for taking the time to submit your feedback which will be part of the public record for this study 
and shared with the project team.
 
With regards to your point about wheel chair accessibility on the trail, please expect a response next week 
once I've thoroughly reviewed and discussed this item with the team. 
 

Oct 21:
On behalf of the Project Team, my apologies for the delay in responding to your comments about 
accessibility on the trail. 
 
The East Don Trail will comply with the requirements set out by the Access bility for Ontarians with 
Disabilities Act (AODA). However, AODA allows for exceptions to be made where meeting requirements is 
not possible due to: 
• existing site constraints (for example, existing hydro, rail and gas infrastructure); and   
• negative effects on water, fish, wildlife, plants, invertebrates, species at risk, ecological integrity, or 
natural/cultural heritage values 
The City of Toronto's Parks Forestry & Recreation Advocate for People with Disabilities, has been invited 
to sit on the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) for the East Don Trail Class EA Study.  As a member of 
the TAC, this individual will provide input into the design process for the proposed multi-use trail to ensure 
that accessibility standards are met wherever possible. 
For more information on AODA and related legislation, please visit: 
http://www.mcss.gov.on.ca/en/mcss/programs/accessibility/info_sheets/public_spaces/trails_beach.aspx 
Please let me know if you require any further information.

Noted response provided to the individual. Comments noted by project 
team.



168 24-Aug-2013

C
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Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 1
Agree with preliminary evaluation for function value
From Forest Trail A two connections to Victoria Village would be easy. One is from just north of the second bridge to Anewen Drive; 
the other is from between the 3rd and 4th bridges to Elvaston Drive. From Forest Trail B there could still be one easy connection to 
Victoria Village, from just north of the second bridge to Anewen Drive.
Agree with preliminary evaluation for natural and physical environment
Forest Trail A requires cutting many trees north of the 3rd bridge, and it goes through a swampy area between the 3rd and 4th 
bridges.  Forest Trail B does not require cutting trees where it goes along the high ground near the railway, and it avoids the 
swampy area. 
Agree with preliminary evaluation for social and cultural environment
The trail does not appear to be close to the river course over most of its length. Vistas and views are mostly natural, with much 
opportunity to admire the river from the 6 bridges. The trail does not appear to be close to the river course over most of its length.  
Vistas and views are partly unnatural looking at the railway; there is some opportunity to admire the river from 4 bridges. 
The second bridge (the one nearest Sweeney Drive) will be quite long, because the river is much wider there.  
Agree with preliminary evaluation of technical
Because the time required to complete the engineering design and to get permits should not be long compared to the total time 
needed to build the trail, that should not be a consideration in deciding the preferred alternative. 
Overall - prefer Forest Trail A because of the better connections to Victoria Village and the superior aesthetics outweigh the greater 
loss of natural vegetation. Most of the way is common to Forest Trails A and B.  Presumably the evaluation includes this common 
way, not just the distinct parts.  Both Forest Trails go through mature forest, and they should be fenced to keep unleashed dogs 
from running into the forest and causing disturbance.  For the second (south) crossing of the railway, a new tunnel is planned.  
Unl ke the first crossing, there is very little room under the railway next to the river and the bank is steep, but going along the 
riverbank under the railway instead of tunneling might be a possibility.  South of the last bridge over the river, going under Eglinton 
Avenue East, the bank is very steep.  Probably another bridge structure will be needed, similar to the one built recently under Don 
Mills Road connecting the Charles Sauriol parking lot to Ernest Thompson Seton Park. 

Noted N/A. Noted by the project team and included in summary of feedback 
received following CLC Meeting #4. Feedback used in reviewing 
alternatives evaluation results.

169 24-Aug-2013

C
LC

Comment Part 1 (See comment #170 for Part 2)
Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 2
Do not agree with preliminary evaluation for Functional Value: I think Rail Trail B is best functionally. Road Link options, being on a 
street, with steep grades up and down again, and  limit multiple use. River Wa k options are best for wa king or recreational cycling. 
Rail trail options will please fast cyclists but not strolling wa kers. All A alignments are very steep at the west end. All B alignments 
are flat or have reasonably gentle slopes at south end. All C alignments (beyond B) are flat until south end. Agree with preliminary 
evaluation for Natural and Physical Environment: Road Link alignments will destroy many trees as a result of building the trail down 
from the street at south end. Riverwalk is already unnatural. Rail Trail we result in the golf course no longer being screened from 
the railway.
Do not agree with the preliminary evaluation for Social and Cultural: Loss of the opportunity to play golf makes the River Wa k 
options less attractive. Road Link has poor aesthetics along street. River Wa k are nearest to the river. Rail Trail are practical but 
uglier. A alignments have vistas down connection that are utilitarian. B alignments have beautiful descents into the valley. C 
alignments have attractive vistas including the landfill.
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Cost 
Agree with preliminary evaluation of technical considerations
Road Link options, the need for so much construction is not clear. A complete trail parallel to the streets seems to be planned 
rather than use of existing sidewa ks for wa kers and the roadway for cyclists. River Walk options, crossing the river by the existing 
vehicular bridge near the clubhouse and following the service road and cart path southward might be easier technically. Rail Trail 
appears to be quite challenging because the space between the golf fairway and the track is narrow, steeply sloping, and made of 
unconsolidated ballast.

Noted N/A. Noted by the project team and included in summary of feedback 
received following CLC Meeting #4. Feedback used in reviewing 
alternatives evaluation results.

170 24-Aug-2013

C
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Comment Part 2 (see comment #169 for Part 1)
Overall, prefer Rail Trail B. The spine of the Rail Trail follows the west side of the river and does not disturb the fine forest on the 
east side at the north part of Area 2.  It provides a practical way past the golf course.  From the south end where the trail is on the 
west side of the river, stairs could be built up to Pavane Linkway, where there is now an informal path, to give access from the 
Flemingdon Park community.  The fenced section of the Rail Trail between the railway and the golf fairway will resemble the part of 
the Lower Don Trail between the Don Valley Parkway and the river with fences on each side.  It will need to be wide enough to 
allow riding cyclists to pass pedestrians (with their dogs).  The spine south of the level crossing from Gatineau link B has 3 bridges 
and one tunnel under the railway.  It might be replaced by the part of Gatineau link C south of the level crossing, so that the spine 
would cross to the east of the ailway at that level crossing; then there would be one bridge and no tunnel, but there are the 
technical difficulties with the eroding slope at the south end.  Before a decision in favour of River Wa k can be made, the golf 
course must have been bought and it must no longer be used for golfing, so that there will not be delay while negotiations to 
acquire it go on.  If the Rail Trail is built and the golf course is purchased eventually, then the Rail Trail could become primarily for 
cyclists, and the River Walk then made narrower and with a gravel surface primarily for walkers.

See above See above



171 24-Aug-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 3 - 
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Functional Value
Access Route A, Several turns going to the Lower Don, also roundabout to Taylor Creek Park.  Most convenient for Thorncliffe and 
Ernest Thompson Seton Park. Access Route B, Fewest turns going to the Lower Don, and most direct to Taylor Creek Park.  
Reasonably convenient for Thorncliffe and Ernest Thompson Seton Park. Access Route C, Most roundabout getting to the Lower 
Don; convenient only for Taylor Creek Park going east.  Maintenance vehicles cannot use the existing pedestrian bridge across 
Taylor Creek. 
Do Not Agree with preliminary evaluation for Natural and Physical Environment
Access Route A, The new bridge across the Don will destroy vegetation including large trees on both sides, and the way on to the 
Charles Sauriol parking lot will fragment parkland. Access Route B utilizes the existing road all the way south to Taylor Creek, and 
crosses it by an existing culvert. Access Route C destroys much vegetation on the north side of Taylor Creek, and must cut 
through a ridge where the creek bends.
Do Not Agree with preliminary evaluation for Social and Cultural
Access Route A will make the parkland by the Charles Sauriol parking lot less attractive.
Do Not Agree with preliminary evaluation for Cost
Access Route A, the longer bridge over the wider East Don should be more expensive. Access Route B, the shorter bridge over 
narrower Taylor Creek should be less expensive, even if the existing culvert cannot be used. Access Route C, this longest route 
should be most expensive. 
Do Not Agree with preliminary evaluation for Technical
Access Route A, because the space between the channel and the Don Valley Parkway is quite wide, hardly confining, having the 
section between them shorter does not seem to be a particular advantage. Access Route B, since there is a culvert across Taylor 
Creek at the downstream end now, it is hard to understand why there could be an issue permitting a crossing there. Access Route 
C, this route goes around a bend of Taylor Creek which is eroding, and may be technically more difficult as a result. 
Overall, prefer Access Route B.
Some of the advantages of Access Route A have been over-rated in the preliminary evaluation compared to Access Route B.  B 
appears superior in all of the criteria, for the reasons stated in the table above.
A stair going down northward from Woodbine Heights Boulevard to meet the trail on the east side of the river would give access 
from Parkview Hills. I do agree with everything in the summary table except that I would interchange some ratings in Area 3 with 
the result that Access route B would come out higher. 

Noted N/A. Noted by the project team and included in summary of feedback 
received following CLC Meeting #4. 

172 26-Aug-2013

C
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Alternative Trail Alignments - Evaluation 
The current weighting scheme gives equal weighting to the natural environment along with other criteria. The natural environment 
should be given a heavier weighting than all other criteria. This part of the valley retains some of the best remnants of the natural 
environment remaining in the lower Don. Even here the valley has been highly modified by past human use. However, that should 
not dissuade us from putting the natural environment at the forefront of our thoughts when we are proposing yet another human 
use, i.e. the trail. 

Noted N/A. Noted by the project team and included in summary of feedback 
received following CLC Meeting #4. Feedback used in reviewing 
alternatives evaluation results.

173 26-Aug-2013
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Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 1
Prefer Forest Trail A. While it entails two extra river crossings, it has a smaller impact on the river than Trail B which would require 
extensive bank stabilization. Trail A also has the advantage of providing important access points into Anewen and Wigmore Parks 
to the east of the valley. 

Noted N/A. Noted by the project team and included in summary of feedback 
received following CLC Meeting #4. Feedback used in reviewing 
alternatives evaluation results.

174 26-Aug-2013

C
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Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 2
Prefer part of Rail Trail A & B. The proposed route would follow Rail Trail A along the east side of the railway up to the existing level 
crossing. Then cross the tracks here and proceed up the west side of the tracks (also adjacent to the golf course) north to Area 1. 
This route reduces the need to cross the river in three places and reduces the need to create a new track crossing at the south end 
of Area 2. Rail Trail A crosses an old landfill which will reduce the impact on the natural forest that the route west of the tracks 
would entail. This route also is the cheapest route for the proposed Pan-Am path that will link up with the Gatineau trail. It also 
eliminates the need for land acquisition. 

Noted N/A. Noted by the project team and included in summary of feedback 
received following CLC Meeting #4. Feedback used in reviewing 
alternatives evaluation results.

175 26-Aug-2013

C
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Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 3
Prefer Access Route A. This route avoids Taylor-Massey Creek which is prone to serious flooding and has relatively low banks as 
compared to the Don. The low banks would necessitate more extensive bridging to accommodate future flood flows. The location 
for the bridge crossing over the Don River for Access Route A, the banks are fairly high and should reduce the possibility of flood 
damage to the bridge if built here. This route also avoids a small wetland (not shown on the map) which is between the mouth of 
Taylor-Massey Creek and the placement of the bridge crossing for Access Route A. There may be the possibility to enhance this 
wetland once construction is complete. 

Noted N/A. Noted by the project team and included in summary of feedback 
received following CLC Meeting #4. Feedback used in reviewing 
alternatives evaluation results.

176 26-Aug-2013

C
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Alternative Trail Alignments  
Went to look at the possibility of crossing underneath Eglinton on the east side of the railway track. Looks as though there is room 
to put the trail through that section, even if it may be a bit narrower than the rest of the trail. It is also protected from the river by the 
railroad track, which means of course protection from flooding. I do not know the topography as it continues south but staying on 
the east side of the river if possible would certainly be a much better alternative than the golf course and a much more direct link to 
the Gatineau trail unless there were other major implications. Apart from this major problem I think that the reasoning behind the 
rest of trail is fairly good and I would support the rest of the recommendations.

Noted Noted by the project team and included in summary of feedback received 
following CLC Meeting #4. Crossing under Eglinton along the east side of 
the river and rail way tracks was further examined by the project team, 
and though technically challenging, it was deemed possible.  



177 27-Aug-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 1
Overall, prefer Forest Trail A.
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Functional Value
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Natural and Physical Environment
Access Route B - Erosion and slope work may have major impact on river processes (positive or negative).
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Social and Cultural
Access Route A - Slopes may have impacts regarding accessibility legislation (AODA) 
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Cost
Access Route A would need more detailed costing to determine if this evaluation is correct.
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Cost
Access Route A would need more detailed costing to determine if this evaluation is correct.
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Technical Considerations

Noted N/A. Noted by the project team and included in summary of feedback 
received following CLC Meeting #4. 

178 27-Aug-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 2
Overall prefer River Walk B because it is the most attractive related to the majority of criteria.
If the golf course can not be acquired the evaluation would change - is a "go/no-go" scenario.
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Functional Value
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Natural and Physical Environment
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Cost
Riverwalk - flooding and maintenance costs could be significant for the long run.
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Technical Considerations

Noted N/A. Noted by the project team and included in summary of feedback 
received following CLC Meeting #4. 

179 27-Aug-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 3
Overall, prefer Access Route A because it meets the most criteria
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Functional Value
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Natural and Physical Environment
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Social and Cultural Environment
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Cost
Need to consider which alternative would have less flood damage.
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Technical Considerations

Noted N/A. Noted by the project team and included in summary of feedback 
received following CLC Meeting #4. 
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Phase 2 
I am in agreement with the East Don Trail concept however it would be a major concern if it means the loss of the Flemingdon golf 
Course. This is a well used course giving pleasure and exercise to many people and I expect more than that using the trail facilities. 
Please try to keep a golf course on this site. It may well require an exchange of some  golf course land for other adjoining property 
to accommodate both. This may be easier to do if Flemingdon became a City golf course.

Thank you for taking the time to share your concerns regarding the project impacts on the Flemingdon Golf 
Course. 
Your comments will be part of the public record for this study and shared with the project team for 
consideration.

Noted response provided to the individual. Comments noted by project 
team. 

181 30-Aug-2013
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Phase 2
Ms. Seniuk 
  
I’m a resident of the area and cyclist and I enthusiastically support the proposed trail.

Thank you for sharing your support for this project. 

Please consider signing up to receive project updates via email.  You can sign up yourself by visiting the 
following web page, clicking on East Don Trail Project and entering your email address at the top of the 
page: http://www.toronto.ca/e-updates/index.htm
Thank you for your interest and contribution.

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.

182 4-Sep-2013
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Phase 2
Long time resident of Victoria Village. Does not want to see last pristine segment of Don "elegant block of forest" – manicured over.
Should be for those to adventure through by foot. Hikers can relate to the valley as it once was where wild segments need to be 
left. 

He has contacted us before but strangely, I don't have him recorded in our correspondence log. So this isn't a new comment 
however it would be helpful if one of you could call him back this week to discuss the poss ble alignments in Area 1.  isn't able 
to attend next week's meeting.

From phone conversation:
Individuals main concern is that this area (mainly Area 1) is the last remain natural section of the Don and 
it is important to preserve it.  If the area is paved it will change the essence of the natural area and push 
out wildlife (deer and fox).  He feels there are many miles of paved trails and that this is the last untouched 
segment, and once it is gone its gone forever.  Feels that it will create a highway/expressway and that the 
new users passing by will not relate to the area in a natural sense.  He feels the area should be rigorously 
preserved.  VT explained the object of managed use of the area, that the natural area is currently being 
affected as is, explained the EA process would ensure the environment is greatly considered.  VT also 
directed  to the Natural Environment Trails Strategy, and informed him that this is a priority 
area.   felt the area could be managed another (from a trail user perspective).    
thanked VT for calling and including his concerns.

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.
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How exciting to read about the proposed trail. 
I have been involved with the City of Toronto's Stewardship program in Milne Hollow for the past 4 years.  Since the update to the 
trail I have witnessed a vast increase in usage. No doubt, extension of the trail will see more and more usage and enjoyment.
 
Please keep me informed.

Thanks for your interest in this East Don Trail Study.
 
You can sign up to receive e-updates yourself by visiting the following web page, clicking on East Don Trail 
and entering your email address: http://www.toronto.ca/e-updates/index.htm
Let me know if you have any problems.

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.

184 9-Sep-2013
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Phase 2 - Alternative Trail Alignments
I strongly oppose Forest Trail A because of environmental concerns. I support Forest Trail B. 
I support the Rail Trail or River Walk options - I oppose the Road Trail options
Rail Track - I Support Options A or B
River Walk - I Support Option B
I support access route A or B

Thanks for being so succinct with your comments and preferences. They will be recorded and shared with 
the project team.

Noted response provided to the individual. Comments noted by project 
team. 
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Phase 2 - Alternative Trail Alignments 
I saw an ad for the Sept 12 consultation in the NY Mirror and regret I will be unable to attend this public consultation.  I did however 
want to express my strong support for this project and others like it across the city.   Multi use trails are a tremendous asset for 
Toronto.  They really leverage our wonderful green spaces and connect our communities.  They help make this city unique and 
special.   The goal of expanding and connecting them for recreational use and commuting is well worth pursuing.  We  get a huge 
return on this investment.   It’s great to see people of all ages, ethnicities, health and income levels out enjoying the trails we 
currently have.   The sooner we can broaden this network and connect more communities the better.   

One suggestion for consideration (not specific to this area) has to do with the initial trail construction quality.  I’m sure it’s tempting 
stretch limited capital budgets to build more kilometres of trail by building as cheaply as possible but if you really want the trails to 
be used for bikes and by the elderly, the surface needs to be smooth and stay smooth for years to come.    Proper design and 
construction may cost more up front but should  minimize ongoing maintenance costs and ultimately increase trail utilization and 
safety.   Some old sections of the Lower Don Trail are just plain dangerous.   It’s hard to tell if the reason is poor initial construction, 
or inadequate maintenance (or both).  Let’s learn some lessons from those early trail building experiments.  Build well.  Budget for 
maintenance. Make sure the maintenance gets done.        

 I would appreciate being kept informed about this worthwhile project by email.   Best wishes. 

Thank you for taking the time to share your support for the East Don Trail Project. Please note that all 
materials from last Thursday's meeting are posted on the project web page at:
 
www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 
 
I encourage you to review these if you have time and fill in a comment sheet if you have any particular 
comments for the different trail alignments which are under consideration. You can also sign up to receive 
project e-updates from this same web page.
 
Your comments below will be shared with the project team and be part of the public record for this study - 
particularly your suggestion about building a trail with a high quality and well maintained trail.

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.

186 12-Sep-2013
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Phase 2 - Alternative Trail Alignments
I left a short message this afternoon as well, basically wondering about the need to acquire Flemingdon GC with the River walk 
alternatives that appear on CLC and East Don Trail websites. 

As a "both and" option, would it be possible to erect an elevated trail on the east side of the rail line, with appropriate links to Area 
1, the Gatineau corridor eastwards and the lower trail in Area 2? 

 Some protective netting may still be needed but costs to construct and maintain this would likely be less than acquisition of the golf 
course. Only 3 holes of the golf course (one tee, one green and one fairway & green) are in proximity of the rail line today, and this 
seems to work.  

Otherwise, the plans and consulting process look terrific.  Never thought I would see this come along so well.  The result will be 
quite different from slugging through mud and vines with our bikes years ago.  And the walks in Area 1 will still be breath-taking for 
people.

Good speaking with you this afternoon. Your comments will be part of the public record for this project and 
shared with the project team. In terms of following up regarding the acquisition of the Flemingdon GC, 
again, the two people you will want to speak with tonight from the TRCA are Lisa Turnbull and/or Laura 
Stephenson. 
 
Regarding receiving project updates, you can sign up to receive e-updates by visiting the following web 
page, clicking on East Don Trail and entering your email address:
 
http://www.toronto.ca/e-updates/index.htm
 
I look forward to meeting you at this evening's public meeting.
 
Maogosha

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.
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Phase 2 - PART 1 (for Part 2 see comment 188)
The east Don is one of the few remaining places within Toronto that is still relatively wild. I have seen several orchids, wild plum 
trees, and evidence of deer herds. To open this area to off road bikers and dog walkers is a huge mistake. We all know dog 
walkers do not obey leash laws. Take a walk through any Toronto park to verify my assessment. Off road bikers do not like riding 
on paved trails but love going on hillsides where all the rare plants grow. The paved trails will only give them access for more 
hillsides to destroy and erode. There are very few places now that deer can go to avoid human traffic. The east Don is one of the 
few places left. The hundreds of thousands of dollars spent on building bridges could be used in much better ways to preserve and 
care for natural areas. I would also mention that there are miles of off road trails on the west Don. Why do we need more? There 
are some people we should not encourage to enter our parks if we wish to keep them as sanctuaries.

Thank you for taking the time to submit your comments and specific concerns for preserving the natural 
environment of the East Don.
The East Don Valley is currently a well utilized system by many people including hikers, mountain b kers 
and dog-walkers. As you know, an extensive network of informal trails (trails and footpaths that have 
developed over time from people using the area) exist throughout the system. All trails (whether formal 
multi-use or natural trails) have impacts on the environment. The current uses that exist in the valley 
system are unmanaged and impacts on the environment include fragmentation of habitat, and increased 
opportunities for interaction between people/pets and wildlife. 

The development of a multi-use trail system will assist in formalizing and managing existing and future use 
within the area, resulting in larger tracts of habitat being left undisturbed and the potential for less 
opportunities for interaction between people/pets and wildlife. 
The natural surface (dirt) trails in the area are not being considered as part of this project. However the 
City of Toronto has identified the opportunities, constraints, planning policies and management strategies 
required to ensure the protection of the City of Toronto's natural areas while offering safe and enjoyable 
recreational opportunities for all natural environment/dirt trail users in their Natural Environment Trail 
Strategy (completed in June 2013). This Strategy is meant to help guide and inform future trail planning 
initiatives that will assist in the protection of the City of Toronto's natural areas. The Study Area for the East 
Don Trail Project is located within a priority management area within the South Don Management Zone 
identified in this Strategy. The priority management areas will be the focus of trail planning in Toronto in the 
short term of the estimated ten year process outlined in the Study. To view the Natural Environment Trail 
Strategy visit: www.toronto.ca/parks/engagement/trails/ 
If you are interested in reading more about the existing conditions in the valley as they pertain the  East 
Don Trail Study, click on the following link which displays information from last week's public meeting:
http://www.toronto.ca/involved/projects/eastdontrail/pdf/2013-09-12-2-existing-conditions-alternative-
solutions.pdf 

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.

188 20-Sep-2013
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You are mistaken that the east Don is utilized by many people. The area north and south of Eglinton are currently not used very 
much which is a good thing However some areas of the east Don north of Sheppard are popular. Your generalized statements are 
misleading. A great deal of the east Don is wild with very few users. There is a hillside on the west side of the river north of Eglinton 
where there is lots of evidence of deer herds. I have wa ked through the area hundreds of times and hardly ever met anyone, Once 
or twice I saw a dog wa ker. Have you explored the area personally or just listening to propaganda.

Thank you for the follow-up. I have read through your correspondence with Maogosha and solicited 
feedback from our project team prior to responding to your request. 

Rest assured that our project team members have walked many of the informal trails throughout the Study 
Area and are familiar with the areas you speak of.  The City has also studied this area to determine the 
level of use including the placement of trail counters in the East Don. In addition, informal trails and 
mountain biking activity/structures have also  been mapped.  The presence of so many clearly defined 
trails and structures are a good indication of a well/frequently used area.

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.
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Phase 2 - Alternative Trail Alignments
I cycle in the Don Valley at least 50 times a year and support the East Don Trail project and the connection to the existing trail 
system. Any of your alternatives are acceptable to me but I understand that you would like the public to express their preferences. 

Road Link B, River Wa k B, Rail Trail B and Access Route B all seem preferable based on my 
review of the material.

Again, great speaking with you at last week's event. Thanks for providing your comments and preferences. 
I'll be sharing these with the project team.
 
After our conversation about road cycling and the Donut Ride, I must admit that I started to think about my 
past road bikes and some of my more fun road rides.
 
All the best,

Noted response provided to the individual. Comments noted by project 
team. 

190 15-Sep-2013
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Phase 2 - Alternative Trail Alignments 
Sept 15:
I attended the public open house at Estonia House on Thursday 12 September and have the following comments.

1. I cannot find anything in the information about improving safety for the users.  I use the Don River trails frequently and I have 
been hit from behind twice by cyclists.  I raised this with staff at the open house and was told that the concern had been raised 
before but it was not part of the Environmental Assessment.
2. As a principal I support routes for the trail that are closest to the River.  After all the River Don is the focus of the valley.

Thank you. 

Sept 21:
I do not see why “Further efforts…are beyond the scope of this project”. Surely environmental assessment is concerned about 
human being’s safety.  The Humber trail in parts has separate wa king and cycling trails.  The National Capital Commission in 

 Ottawa  provides separated trails in some busy areas.  

Sept 18:
Thank you for submitting your comments. 
In terms of improving the safety of users, at our meetings we've tried to promote trail etiquette through our 
Trail Etiquette meeting panel and discussions with people. The City will continue to encourage safe and 
appropriate use of the trail through signage. Further efforts, such as public education campaigns and 
increased by-law enforcement, are beyond the scope of this project.
It is also worth noting that after a preferred trail alignment has been selected, the detailed design stage trail 
will then consider in much more detail: the width requirements for safe multi-use (3.5/4.0m), clear sight 
lines, directional pavement markings to help keep people on proper side of path when wa king and cycling - 
as well as trail signage that will indicate rules on the trail (speed limits 20km/hr, stay to right, no motorized 
vehicles, dogs on leash, etc.).  
On some trails we are exploring - where trail intersects with access points (heavy cross flow of 
pedestrians/cyclists) consideration of impressed pavement treatments - cautionary wording in the trail 
pavement (Slow - yield to pedestrians, and such) - to help to slow cyclists as well as make 
pedestrian/cyclists aware that they are crossing trail.  

Sept 25:
Absolutely the Project Team is concerned with people's safety. And your right, the Humber is a good 
example of separated trails for different users at certain points. In the case of the East Don, we don't have 
the space - without major disruptions on the natural environment and high cost engineered infrastructure.
Although even in twinning sections, there can be pedestrians on the asphalt trail and cyclists on pedestrian 
sections. That said, we'll look more closely at your Ottawa reference.
In general and for the East Don Trail, 3.5 metres to 4.0 metres does provide a safe width for multi-use 
activity by allowing for a two way facility. This is if people behave how they are suppose to within the space 
(dogs on leash, cyclists at slower speeds).
Thank you for taking the time to be involved with this project. Please let me know if you require any 
additional information.

Noted response provided to the individual. Comments noted by project 
team. 
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Phase 2
ORIGINAL MESSAGE TO COUNCILLOR PARKER:
We have spoken to each other on 1 or 2 occasions in the past.
I have lived in the Thorncliffe Park area for almost 25 years and I have been playing golf at the
Flemingdon Park Golf Club for that same amount of time. I love my little course in the
"Valley of the Don".
In those 25 years I and many others have developed a close relationship with the families that operate the golf course. We have all 
been thru the good times and the bad times together and we are always there for each other.
We do NOT WANT our little piece of heaven disrupted for the sake of connecting some trails.
I don't understand it at all. If the city wants to spend (waste) the $$$$$$$$$$$ to expand some trails, I would think the money would 
be better spent elsewhere.
I am also thinking about the environmental impact and the impact these trails would have on the wildlife in the area.
If you have never done it, you should stop by the course on a sunny winter's day in February and see the wonder of walking over 
the bridge from the 3rd tee to the 3rd fairway and come upon 10+ deer relaxing and eating in the fairway. I will never forget it.
If the existing trails were expanded and connected thru the golf course, I would never see anything like that scene again. Too many 
people, too much noise and NO DEER !!
Anyway, that's what I have to say and I look forward to hearing from you or seeing you at the next meeting.

RESPONSE FROM COUNCILLOR PARKER: 
Thank you for taking the time to write to me concerning this matter.
 The proposal for the trail system is in its early stages, and no conclusions have been reached. Rest assured, your comments will 
form part of the record and will be taken into consideration as the study moves forward.
 I frankly admit that I have not had the experience that you describe. I am not a golfer, but would welcome the opportunity to see 
the Flemingdon golf course property first hand and see the things that you describe in your message.
 Certainly, no proposal will be approved and no actions will be taken without first considering the impact that any proposed change 
will likely have on existing desirable uses. Your message below descr bes one such use with great eloquence and I take your 
comments seriously.
 Regards,
 John Parker, Toronto City Councillor - Ward 26 - Don Valley West

Sept 25: 
On behalf of the Project Team, I want to thank you for taking the time to share your concerns regarding the 
project impacts on the Flemingdon Golf Course.  As Councillor Parker noted, your comments have been 
made part of the public record for this Study and have been shared with the project team. 

In regards to the acquisition of the Flemingdon Golf Course, as Councillor Parker noted, at this time no 
decision has been made. The City of Toronto and TRCA are in ongoing discussions with affected property 
owners within the Study Area. There is an extensive process that must take place under this Environmental 
Assessment Study which requires the participation of all impacted property owners, including the golf 
course. 

It should also be noted that there are alternative trail alignments which do not impact operations of the golf 
course. The selection of a preferred trail alignment will occur once all public feedback has been received 
and considered. As part of the process, our project team is hoping to get an understanding of the public's 
preferences regarding all of the options. As you may already know, the window to provide comments and 
feedback regarding the alternative trail alignments is open until this Friday, September 27. While your 
comments below have been recorded, you can also fill out a comment form which is available on the 
project website: www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 

A summary of the second public event, which took place on September 12 2013, will also be posted to the 
project website by the end of October. 
 
Kind Regards,
Maogosha

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.
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Phase 2 - Public Event #2 - PART 1 see comments 193 to 195 for parts 2 to 4 
Thank you for the opportunity of providing feedback today and on September 12, 2013, at the first of two sessions with the public 
for the second public consultation meeting as per the East Don Lands MEA Class EA process. I have provided my feedback in 
sections below.
 
Public Service - its purpose
Public service is about realizing what objectives are key to meeting the public's best interests. Public service is a responsibility to 
look at planning for public use as meeting the needs of the community. When the community expresses what those needs or 
values are, it is the government's responsibility to listen and plan with the objective of meeting the public's best interest. 
Building trails for the public to access natural areas in an urban landscape requires integrating various functions, including: 
= public physical and mental health (walking in nature is healthy)
= public safety (from traffic, from flooding, from injury in general)
= functionality of the trail for multiple public stakeholders, 
= harmony with /impact on the ecosystem/wildlife/natural habitat (both aquatic and land systems) and 
= opportunity to improve the functionality of the land use (i.e. SWM opportunities such as LID)
= can the proposed trail be installed within reasonable economic means. 
 
Has the City and TRCA presented the best options? Is it respecting the public's best interest? These questions need to be 
answered. 
The fact that one option is to 'cease operation of the Flemingdon Park Golf Course' (Area 2, River Walk), would seem to me that 
the City and TRCA have clearly misread what is in the public's best interest and failed the objectives of the Trail itself. The Golf 
Course is located in the appropriate place and is heavily used by the community, bringing great value to the public - it meets the 
objectives of the public's best interest.
 
Key Message: The Flemingdon Park Golf Course meets and likely exceeds the needs of the community, providing a valuable 
contribution to the public's best interest in terms of healthy life style choices and people's well being. Area 2 - River Walk option is 
clearly not an option and should be removed from the list of options. The public has spoken and the City and TRCA have the 
responsibility to listen and act accordingly.   
  

Sept 25:
On behalf of the Project Team, I want to thank you for taking the time to share your concerns about the 
Flemingdon Golf Course, Stormwater Management, effective communications and public dialogue, and 
funding for this project. Your comments will be made part of the public record for this study and they will be 
shared with the project team.
 
Please note that a summary of the feedback received from the September 12th event will be available on 
the project website by the end of October.
 
Thank you for your interest and for being involved.
 
Maogosha Pyjor
City of Toronto
Public Consultation Unit

Noted response provided to the individual. Comments noted by project 
team.  The project team will look at opportunities to incorporate  a Low 
Impact Development (LID) approach, where feasible, during the detailed 
design phase. 
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Phase 2 - Public Event #2 - PART 2 see comments 192, 194, and 195 to for parts 1, 3 and 4
Background - Don River Watershed issues
On July 8, 2013 we had an urban storm in the Don River area. The news reported as if comparable to Hurricane Hazel. It was in 
fact only equivalent to about a ten (10) year storm event, yet existing infrastructure like Lord Ross Park Dam and Stormwater Mgmt 
ponds at the Brick Works were overwhelmed and overflowing and about three quarters of a billion dollars in damage was done. 
Additionally in all reports I saw in various newspapers, the TRCA appeared to lay the fault for failures of people's rear yards along 
rivershed areas (i.e. Humber River and other rivers in the GTA) for bank failures. For three subsequent days following the storm, I 
went with colleagues up and down the DVP and walked carefully along the Don River to see the extent of the damage during my 
lunch break. I saw no trace of TRCA along the River, Highway or even at the Brick Works (where extensive clean up was underway 
for almost a week). This area should be able to handle up to about a 25 year storm event - so TRCA would appear to be doing an 
inadequate job in tackling floodplain control and erosion and sediment control in the Don River area. 
 I raise this issue as I asked at the meeting if the City and TRCA are considering updating the floodplain mapping in this area (as it 
has not been updated in 30 years or more and the imperviousness of the area has changed - which impacts your infrastructure 
design) and because TRCA is promoting the use of Low Impact Development (LID) as part of the City's Wet Weather Flow Mgmt 
Plan. These trails are an excellent opportunity to build infiltration galleries (i.e. even simple gravel sub bases) to hold and promote 
infiltration in the Don River Valley right underneath the trail itself. 
 Section Key Message:TRCA and the City should recognize the incredible value of the Flemingdon Park Golf Course to the 
community and its additional value as a Stormwater Management water quantity and quality control area in this section of the Don 
River watershed as it supports the City's Wet Weather Flow Mgmt Plan and promotion of Low Impact Development (LID) approach. 

  

See above Noted response provided to the individual. Comments noted by project 
team. 
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Phase 2 - Public Event #2 - PART 3 see comments 191, 192, and 194 for parts 1, 2 and 4
The purpose of the Municipal Engineers Association (MEA) Class Environmental Assessment (EA) is to allow the public a 
reasonable engagement when a public sector organization (i.e. governments) propose to construct infrastructure Works. 
Depending on the level of the Schedule within the MEA Class EA, the proponent (i.e. municipal government and TRCA) needs to 
demonstrate meaningful public engagement. Your team should have adequately addressed the Area 2 - River Walk option and 
acknowledged the importance of the Flemingdon Park Golf Course to the community and explained why expropriating it / 'ceasing 
operations as a golf course' might be in the public's best interest. This would have been effective communications and meaningful 
dialogue. Answering the reasonable question of why another option (to put the trail on the east side of the Rail line) was not being 
considered - this your team should have anticipated and had appropriate answers for. I wonder how you will address any Part II 
Orders / Bump Up Requests, should you choose to take the Area 2 - River Walk option. Section Key Message: TRCA and the City 
need to meet the intent of the proponent driven MEA Class EA process with respect to public consultation. The session held 
September 12, 2013 did not meet the requirements of public consultation as intended in the MEA Class EA document. People were 
not heard and the answers to many intelligent questions were ignored or circumvented.  Specific Comments Arising from the 2nd 
Public consultation (1st session): First I would like to thank the staff of TRCA and the City of Toronto for providing informative 
information to the public who were present. The information was helpful and this portion of the information session was well 
organized. The presentation was also well delivered. With respect to the actual public feedback portion, following the presentation, 
your panel failed miserably to adequately engage the community in a meaningful dialogue and ultimately this led to outbursts from 
some angry and frustrated members of the public. As someone who actually lives in the community just south of the Flemingdon 
Park golf course, I am fully aware of how vital and important this golf course is to the community as a whole - especially the senior 
citizens in the area (many who have lived here for over 30 years) that DAILY attend to golf in the spring, summer and fall each 
year. The golf course is always busy and fulfills a meaningful and valuable role in the community. All of this, your team heard from 
others, but as expressed above the missing link to SWM initiatives is just another reason that Area 2 - River Walk option, should 
be rejected. Section Key Message: TRCA and the City need to rethink the public feedback portion of the consultation process. You 
fail the public when you restrict the public's input and try to control the questions you want to hear and not hear. It is not enough to 
provide information, but ignore people's legitimate questions. Providing ten to fifteen minutes for public feedback in an hour long 
process is not public consultation. It is minimizing inclusion of the community and their concerns and seriously undermines the 
intent to the MEA Class EA process. The community knows what it needs, you only need to listen. It appeared to me that the City / 
TRCA have an ulterior motive for the proposal of the trails, namely to get their hands on the Flemingdon Park Golf Course lands.

See above Noted response provided to the individual. Comments noted by project 
team. 
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Phase 2 - Public Event #2 - PART 4 see comments192 to 194 for parts 1 to 3
Area 2 - Road Link option 
The presenter ta ked about the option of placing the trail along the highway - yet talked about the need to remove trees if one uses 
this option - surely someone in the planning department could find a route that minimizes loss of trees. it almost appears that this 
option included the cutting of trees to discourage this option making the other two options more viable. 
 Area 2 - the Missing Option
One gentleman actually asked why the option to put the trail on the east side of the track was not proposed. This would allow the 
Flemingdon Park golf course to remain in operation. The gentleman who raised this inquiry was not answered due to your imposed 
rules of one question per person for an extremely limited official public engagement. His question had merit and the City did not 
adequately address the question he rightfully put forward, just as the City did not adequately answer my questions around 
Floodplain mapping and LID. An appropriate answer would have been - "thank you for the insight, we will engage our SWM 
partners at the City and TRCA to see if there are any opportunities for integration." 
 Section Key Message:Options that don't make sense. The Area 2 - Road Link option could be adjusted so that Trees do not need 
to be cut, Area 2 - River Walk option is not an option if you have to 'cease to operate the Flemingdon Park Golf Course'. Only the 
Rail Link option appears plausible. Why the Rail Link option on the east side of the rail line was not an option remains a mystery 
and unanswered by the proponent. 
Allocation of Funds
Lastly - to tell people you have all ready allocated a budget in advance of selecting an option is risky. Costs should be determined 
once the reasonable option has been selected. I know it takes 2 to 3 years to budget projects through City council, but it sure 
sounded like staff have all ready determined which option to take and the public consultation was just a window dressing. People 
were asking after the meeting if the trail proposal was a cover for expropriating the Flemingdon Park Golf Course. Given TRCA's 
floodplain management to date, I have reservations about what the City and TRCA are really actioning here. I would advise that 
you re-think your 3rd public consultation engagement and have respectful and reasonable answers to questions people pose. It is 
after all their money you are spending and they are reasonably well informed. your process is supposed to be transparent and 
interactive. The public feedback portion was not transparent nor interactive  
 Section Key Message:Costs should not be a primary consideration for options. It is important but not the driving factor. Choosing 
the Trail that best reflects the public's key objectives is paramount. I recommend the Area 2 - Rail Link option. I believe the 
proponent will find ways to create wildlife passage through the fenced area.     
Thank you again for the opportunity to provide input - it's an important public service.
  

See above Noted response provided to the individual. Comments noted by project 
team. In response to public feedback (including Public Event 2 feedback) 
received on the alignments and evaluation, a number of Area 1 and Area 
2 alignments were revised and evaluated. In Area 2, revised alignments 
included Hillside Trail, routed along the east side of the rail line. 
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Phase 2 - Alternative Trail Alignments
(1) I attended the second public meeting on the East Don Trail and have now had a chance to review the handouts in detail and 
explore some of the proposed trail routes. I have the following comments:
Area 1 
The favoured trail proposes 6 river bridges which will be very expensive, so why not stay on the east bank of the river then only the 
first and last bridges are needed. I understand that this route may require some river bank protection but I think this will be far less 
intrusive and unsightly than 6 bridges.

Area 2
The favoured trail along the river proposes closing the golf course which, although I am no great fan of golf, seems a bit drastic. I 
agree a fenced section between the railway and the golf course is a far less scenic option but it is only for a short distance and it 
would allow the golf course to remain open.
Area 3 
No comments
I hope you find these comments useful, I live in the area and am a regular user of the trail between Wynford Heights Crescent and 
Lawrence Ave. I look forward to the expansion of this trail south to meet up with the existing lower Don trails.

Thank you for taking the time to provide your comments which will be part of the public record for this study 
and shared with the project team.
 
Kind Regards,
Maogosha

Noted response provided to the individual. Comments noted by project 
team.
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Phase 2
It was good to run into you again at the Estonian House a couple of weeks ago.  Cycling seems to be a small world, even in a city 
the size of Toronto.  I am sending in my evaluation form by snail mail.  I hope it reaches your public consultation unit before the 
time cut.

I would like to suggest a small change in the design of both the display boards and the handout materials.  Although I hate to admit 
to disability or weakness of any sort, I have a mild case of red-green colour blindness.  Most of the time, it's not a problem.  But this 
time, I found it difficult to differentiate between the colours used for the various lines on the maps.  Perhaps more vivid shades of 
each colour could be chosen in future.  

Access for emergency vehicles need not involve road construction.  A wide trail, paved or surfaced with stone dust, is easily 
negotiated by 4WD vehicles.  Toronto EMS already has a number of SUVs, and the Toronto Police dog service - located right in 
the valley - has several.  There is also the mounted unit a little farther up the valley.  For the fire/rescue service, a possibility could 
be a big 6x6 ATV.  I saw one up in Muskoka a year ago that had been built for fire fighting, so I know they're available.

Indeed...I miss the cycling scene. While I haven't received your comment form yet, it will still count when 
received.
 
And thank you for your advise regarding the colours used on maps. Noted and this will be shared with the 
project team.
 
Kind Regards,
Maogosha

Noted response provided to the individual. Comment noted by project 
team and will be taken into consideration during the design of display 
boards for the subsequent public events. 
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Phase 2 - PART 1, for Part 2 see comment 199
Hi I have included scans of my form but I thought it would be clearer to type out my thoughts in the letter format below.
Thanks for considering our opinions.
When Charles Sauriol envisioned this area conserved I don’t think he would have wanted ‘multiuse trails’ through it. Maybe small 
official paths with footbridges here and there would fit in to his vision. The amount of human traffic and the amount of forest that will 
have to be destroyed to do this concerns me. I love this area and moved close by so as I could walk here everyday. I need to be in 
the city but I also need nature to stay sane. This has been my perfect compromise. I don’t know of anywhere else in the city where 
there is such wild nature so close to downtown. As an avid cyclist I love to bike and I am all for bike trails all over the city. And this 
would bring a bike trail to my back yard, which you would think would excite me. But no, this area is more than just an opportunity of 
a cycling connection rout. It is very special as is for its relatively large natural pockets of native flora and fauna. It is also special in 
that the only access through it is small wa king and biking trails which primarily attract nature lovers. 
 A large multiuse trail system brings many more people, dogs, garbage, maintenance etc. There is so much wildlife down here for a 
city. In the area marked forest of the ‘middle’ region a whole herd of deer hang out a lot, there are owl nests, a great blue heron 
lives here, hawks, foxes, mink, beaver, and rabbits. I was just down there today watching the salmon run up river. It’s quiet and 
peaceful. Just the way Charles Saurial envisioned it and experienced it when he was young. After reading his books I can locate 
areas where he used to camp and h ke. Interestingly the same areas people still use for the same purposes. 
 In light of all this I must say I do not agree with a ‘multiuse trail’ going in here but if it does I humbly request that if this trail 
proceeds it be done with great care and consider it being smaller or just a walking trail, or at least no dogs allowed in this part of the 
valley. I’m really concerned about all the dog walkers who never use leashes on the existing city trails and it really changes the 
wildlife habits of the area when the dogs and people come in such numbers. I already don’t see deer as much where the new trails 
have been put in. 
 I feel in the middle section of the study area there is another option for a trail that could place the trail to the east of the railroad 
tracks all the way up. This area is much less naturalized as of yet and could take the impact of a multiuse trail better despite some 
of the difficult areas. Certainly there will be fewer bridges. I cant see why a trail bridge could not exist beside the railway bridge on 
its east side, though it would take some engineering it would be less than a bridge crossing the tracks and another 3 or 4 crossing 
the river over and over through what I consider prime natural areas filled with wildlife and some older trees I’d hate to see cut down 
for a trail. 
  

Thank you for taking the time to share your thoughts and experiences in the Don. Your contr bution will be 
both part the public record for this study and shared with the project team.
 
Kind Regards,
Maogosha

Noted response provided to the individual.  Throughout the process all 
efforts have been made to lessen the impact on the natural environment 
and to maintain the natural feel of the area.  A detailed tree inventory was 
conducted that was used in the evaluation of trail options. 
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Phase 2 - PART 2, for Part 1 see comment 198
In fact please respect any big old trees and pockets of native species and avoid putting paths through them. One such area exists 
in the north section along the east side of the river to the south of the big cliffs and north of Eglington, this is a beautiful spot that 
really feels like ones up north somewhere in a relatively mature ecosystem filled with many species of plants. I would hate to see 
this area cut and paved. It’s such a rare gem in the city.
 
I really don’t want the C.S.C.A. to become like Taylor Creek Park, the West Don or the Humber Valley. All so parkified and non-
natural feeling. They are fine for what they are and offer a lot to the average person but there is so much of that already on offer in 
the city. There is so little like this, raw nature. I have met a large number of fellow hikers on the trails down here who come from all 
over the city just to be in this environment. I met one the other day who lives right near High Park but takes the TTC all the way 
here to hike because of its wilderness quality. This is why I moved here, to have this healing sanctuary at my doorstep. For those of 
us nature lovers without cars to drive out of town the C.S.C.A. is a godsend. Please respect Charles Sauriol’s original passion to 
create this area for this exact purpose. 
 
I feel a better use for the money would be to force all golf courses using valley lands in Toronto to have a public right of way/trail 
through them connecting all the parks of the city. It is the Golf courses that break up most connections and prevent a linking trail 
system in Toronto. Whereas the East Don is easy to walk through and enjoy as it is. (Though I applaud the idea of buying up the 
golf course and or if the trail goes through, going along the river through the golf course is a good option.)
 
I have hiked the river valleys of Toronto passionately since I was a child. For instance I love hiking up the west don to steels and 
Dufferin but all the golf courses are very much in the way. On the East Don a better use of the money would be finding a way to 
connect the trail system north of Lawrence through the Donalda club.
 
In conclusion I have to reiterate whatever gets done keep the area natural with as little infrastructure and gentrification as possible. 
I am not happy with the amount of gentrification that has occurred just south of Lawrence and the beautiful trees and pockets 
ploughed through to create what I consider a people highway. A very different energy from what was there before and I no longer 
bother hiking that far up because it has lost a lot of its natural feel.
 These are my comments, thoughts and feelings on these proposals. I hope they are useful and will be considered when making 
your final decisions. Thank You.

See above See above
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Phase 2 - Alternative Trail Alignments
I'm  year old married mother of three boys, ages 9, 11, 13 yrs and we love the Don Trail.  We walk down through 
Greenland School field ("our school") down Moccasin Trail, and under the DVP.  Alternatively, we enter via "the Cut in the Woods", 
a very eroded pedestrian worn pathway behind houses at , or drive to the parking lot at Charles Sauriol just east 
of the DVP at Lawrence.  

We walk, run, cycle and use scooters.  Depending on time, we do a little trip or might go to the end point - Tim Horton's on Wynford 
Drive and back again.  

We've discovered the Great Blue Heron who's standing/fishing at the edge of the Charles Sauriol pond ("the Owl Pond") most days 
just before 8:00am.  We've seen rabbits, mice, lots of birds, evidence of a beaver, and last Sunday we saw a salmon swimming up 
the river.  

I work full time at a downtown hospital and generally take the TTC to and from work.  If there were a paved bike path that's off road 
and I could avoid vehicle traffic, I'd definitely be interested in that!  We'd want to discover other b ke paths as they are developed 
and link up with this route.  

We love the rainbow tunnel and it's new mural.  The bridges, paved paths, plantings and ponds are fantastic!   There are different 
areas and distinctive places along the path and so it never gets boring.  

It's nice to see people using this path system and with it being increasingly populated, it makes it safer and more enjoyable for all. 

I love that entrance ways are within walking distance of our house.  It makes it manageable and not an hours long walk. 

Challenges are how isolated the Moccasin Trail entrance is, erosion of some of the slopes (treed slopes on either side of Moccasin 
Trail driveway, both sides of "the cut in the woods", the riverbank on the condo side near Wynford Heights Drive. 
How can you engage the public to be involved?  Ask people who enjoy these paths.  Post signs, inviting people to attend and offer 
feedback.  
Keep up the great work!

Wow! Thanks for taking the time to share your family's experiences in the Don with so much enthusiasm.
 
Your comments and suggestions will be shared with the project team and be part of the public record for 
this project. With regards to the challenges which you've pointed out, I'll be sure to highlight these for the 
project team.

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.

201 1-Oct-2013

C
LC

Additional Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 1
Lets talk about this alignment (in reference to additional alternative trail alignment suggested in correspondence 139, and 
discussed during CLC meeting #4) 

Thank you for sending the image of the alignment. My understanding from the councillor's office is that we 
will be discussing an amendment to this alignment. Violetta and I will call you this morning at 11 am to 
discuss.

A telephone call was held with the CLC member to discuss the pros and 
cons of the proposed additional alternative trail alignment in Area 1.  A 
copy of the phone record was sent to the CLC member (Appendix A-3).  
In addition the alternative trail alignment was considered further and 
evaluated during Phase 2 as part of the revised alternative trail 
alignments. 
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The Mayor has received the comments below to be included in the study being undertaken regarding the East Don Trail. At this 
time the Mayor has not reviewed the proposal, but looks forward to the community and staff's recommendations when it is complete.
The comments come from a  of  and  at .     had 
indicated that she wishes to meet with the media on this issue as well. 
Can you please ensure that all comments are included in the review and community suggestions are considered.

Firstly, , thank you for taking the time to provide your comments and suggestions.
I want to reassure you that your input will be shared with the project team, some of whom I've copied on 
this email, and be part of the public record for this project. 
 
Please note that the comment form that you provided was from the first public meeting back in February of 
this year. I've attached the most recent comment form and accompanying handout from the September 
12th meeting which you may also want to fill out. While the comment period for both these meetings is now 
over, we welcome your insights and opinions at any time.
 
If you require further information from the second meeting, all materials are available on the project 
website: www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 
 
With regards to your main concerns to protect the natural area and wild life, I would like to direct you to the 
attached Frequently Asked Question document (also available on the project website). Please see page 7 
where these issues are addressed.
 
Lastly, I want to assure you both that this project is committed to being respectful of the natural 
environment. One of the objectives of multi-use trail projects is to help manage human impacts on the 
natural environment through concentrating use on a single route, including away from the more sensitive 
natural areas. The selection and design of a preferred multi-use trail route for the East Don will aim to 
avoid, prevent, and/or minimize any negative impacts.

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.
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Phase 2 - Alternative Trail Alignments
Uses trails and still wants to submit comments.

The trails are an incred ble value and asset for runners l ke himself. Runs on the trails every week and welcomes any 
improvements.

Encouraged individual to still send in a comment form but notes his main comment. Also emailed the 
comment form and web page link.

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.
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I would like to get involved in the rehabilitation process of the East Don Trail or any areas of the Don Valley River. Having recently 
graduated from university in Hamilton, ON I am living in my hometown of Toronto with an eager desire to put time towards making 
the Don Valley and its tributaries a healthy recreational area. 

Any information would be well appreciated.

Thank you for your email and interest in this project. The East Don Trail is an environmental assessment 
study so in terms of being involved in this study, I recommend signing up to receive e-updates about 
upcoming public events. Most likely we will have our next public meeting in the spring 2014. You can sign 
up from the project website: www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 
If you are interested in actually working in the valley there are a couple of other projects I recommend 
exploring further:
Natural Environment Trails Program
www.toronto.ca/trails 
www.facebook.com/NaturalEnvironmentTO
This program has trail maintenance events during the spring, summer and fall.
Evergreen Brickworks
http://ebw.evergreen.ca 
I've also copied my colleague, Natalie Seniuk, from the TRCA for any additional suggestions for 
opportunities about how you can get involved in the East Don.
Feel free to call me if you require any additional information.
Nov 14 (NS):
My apologies for the delayed response. I wanted to make sure I was providing you with accurate 
information. 
Maogosha has already provided you with the opportunities related to the project and the City of Toronto. In 
addition, TRCA runs a community based committee called the  Don Watershed Regeneration Council. To 
learn more about it visit: www.discoverthedon.com The next Council meeting is coming up on November 
21, and you are welcome to attend if interested.  In terms of a contact, I would suggest connecting directly 
with the TRCA Project Manager for the Don Watershed.Arlen's information is below: 
Arlen Leeming 
Project Manager, Don & Highland Watersheds 
email: ALeeming@trca.on.ca   
phone 416 661-6600 ext 5283 
cell: 647 622-7318 
I hope this helps, and if you have any additional questions please get in touch.

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.
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Oct 3:
For your interest - The federal gov't posted an RFP for updating Floodplain mapping. 
Your team should seriously give thought to engaging in it or at least pass it along to the appropriate people in TRCA. 
It has significant insurance implications for municipal infrastructure (i.e. Brickworks?).
 
Oct 5:
I appreciate your professionalism. It is not always easy to engage in public consultation, but you certainly have the 'one on one' 
touch down right.
 
I am not looking for a response to what I state in this e-mail, but I just ask you and your colleagues to consider what the ultimate 
goal of the project is. The public's right to satisfactorily access lands in urban rivershed (i.e. trails, recreational activities l ke golf 
and just hiking through bush) in my mind, is the goal. A goal is something that is often an ideal something we strive towards ('to 
boldly go where no one has gone before' - is a great analogy for what a goal is - something almost intangible). The objectives are 
the tang ble objects / deliverables (i.e. the trails, access portals, parking lots, golf courses, washrooms, etc.). 
 
While the golf course maybe privately owned, I have a hard time imagining any other objective that would better utilize the space 
for so many people in this area (who are clearly satisfied with the use of this land). 
It is possible to build the trail without 'ceasing the use of the golf course' - and your team knows that. Animals will find a way around 
the fence barrier (in the Area 2 Rail Line trail option) - they love to walk.
 
Thanks again Maogosha - I look forward to round three. I hope for the sake of the process a better more inclusive public 
engagement forum is on the project charter - I got a feeling people are getting mobilized. Kind of reminds me of the Quebec 
Charter of Values. When it doesn't feel right, people engage.

Oct 4:
Thanks Robin.
 In addition to recording the information you've provided, I've also copied my colleagues at the TRCA on 
this email.
 Kind Regards,
Maogosha

Noted response provided to the individual. Comments noted by project 
team.
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Don River. 

Can't express my delight to hear about this project proceeding.

Sept 25:
Thanks for taking the time to share your delight! I will record that sentiment and share it with the project 
team.

Noted response provided to the individual. Comments noted by project 
team.
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Phase 2 - Alternative Trail Alignments
In order to comment intelligently a map with topographic information is needed for the area just south of the railway (Bellville 
Branch Line) and the terminus of the existing trail.
Please forward via E-mail to the address below
Thank you very much

Oct 4:
I forwarded your request to Jennifer Hyland with our Cycling Infrastructure and Programs group, and we 
discussed that the Bellvillle Branch Line runs along the lower don across the brickworks and along 
Crothers Woods which is south west of our study area. However, if this is the area you are requesting 
topographical information, I've also copied Natalie Seniuk from the TRCA who has been involved in 
coordinating the design of our maps for the project. 
Have you already reviewed the maps which are posted on the project web page under Public Consultation - 
 Public Event # 2: http://www.toronto.ca/involved/projects/eastdontrail/index.htm. If so, were these helpful 
or not?
Please feel free to call me to further clarify.
Oct. 9:
Please find attached a map with the topographic lines overlaid on an orthographic photo with the proposed 
trail alignments for Area 1.
Please note that these are just high level concepts at this point to determine where the trail should be 
routed.  Detailed field work will be conducted including detailed total station to determine the exact on the 
ground location and to produce design concepts of the preferred alternative trail alignment.
The file attached is mapping that I had on hand, the quality may not be the best.  If you do need a better 
quality map I can request one from our GIS department however this may take a bit more time and I 
wanted to get something to you as soon as possible as the comment period for the second Public Meeting, 
held on September 12th, ended September 27th.  That being said your comments are always welcome at 
any time, the deadline was set so that we could than incorporate all comments received to select a 
preferred alignment.  We are now in the process of incorporating comments and selecting a preferred 
alternative trail alignment, hence my urgency in sending you this map today.  Please have your response 
back to myself or the east don trail project team (eastdontrail@toronto.ca) ASAP so that your comments 
can be incorporated into this phase of the Environmental Assessment process.  Again if the quality is not 
high enough please let me know and I can request one.
If you have any further questions concerning the East Don Trail Environmental Assessment please do not 
hesitate to contact me.
Violetta Tkaczuk  (ortho with topography attach to email)

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.
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Alternative Trail Alignment Area 1 -PART 1 see comments 209 to 211 for Parts 2 to 4
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Functional Value
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Natural and Physical Environment
some rankings need to be updated, and more detailed information is needed about the location of the trail. An inventory of 
invasives would be helpful (degraded areas still provide habitat for biota and flora of many kinds). Cost - Forest Trail B would 
require long term maintenance for erosion.
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Social and Cultural Environment
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Cost
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Technical Considerations
Overall, prefer Forest Trail A because Forest Trail B is far too steep to consider a trail - too costly and over the long term it would 
create a high maintenance situation for bridges, shores and adjacent land, and so it would be very disruptive to the land and river 
and biota.  It is normal for a river to “cut” along the outside edge of a meander, and opposing that is a waste of effort. 
Forest Trail A will need fine tuning of details at the detailed design stage and implementation stage to maximize success and 
minimize and mitigate disruption to the natural area. 

Noted N/A. Noted by the project team and included in summary of feedback 
received following CLC Meeting #4. 

209 4-Oct-2013

C
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Alternative Trail Alignments Area 2 - PART 2 see comments 208, 210, 211 for Parts 1, 3, and 4
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Functional Value
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Social and Cultural Environment
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Cost
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Technical Considerations
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Natural and Physical Environment - We agree with River Wa k B.  Rail Trail B is shown on the 
West side of the tracks (the Golf Course side) and we agree with this.  If  Rail Trail B is moved to the East side of the tracks, the 
disruption and impact to the natural environment and biota there would be considerable and the impacts would continue long term. 
Technical Considerations - This is based on Rail Trail B being constructed as shown on maps on the West side of the tracks next 
to the Golf Course.
Overall, first choice is River Walk B and second choice is Rail Trail B.
River Walk B:   This creates the least disturbance to quality natural habitats. It should be constructed on flat ground. If the land 
cannot be acquired now, then over the long term this should be targeted for public acquisition.  Investigations should be made 
about acquiring land for an easement for a trail, and perhaps a reconfiguration or tweaking of the golf course holes so that this 
could occur. *There is a precedent for this in Earl Bales Park where the golf course ceded land so a stormwater pond could be 
better located and in return they got some enhancements for the course that they were happy with. 
Rail Trail B:  This trail along the railway should be “Plan B” for the short term if the golf course is not cooperative at this point in 

 time.  The experience would be much l ke the Lower Don Trail - an urban natural experience that is enjoyable. 

Noted N/A. Noted by the project team and included in summary of feedback 
received following CLC Meeting #4. 
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Alternative Trail Alignments Area 3 - PART 3 see comments 208, 209 and 211 for Part 1, 2, and 4
Do No Agree with preliminary evaluation for Function Value.
Access Route A does impact the river and is at least equal to if not more impacting of the river processes and hydraulics because 
of duplication of the crossing. Presently there is no road or bridge.  Though a low amount of vegetation would be removed, there 
are some very good specimens in the forested area, i.e. a large remnant sugar maple.  We choose Access Route B because it 
utilizes an already disturbed and impacted area and will continue to be used by the maintenance vehicles. For the reasons outlined, 
Route B should be valued 2 points higher giving it a 3 and so be preferred over Route A.  Do No Agree with preliminary evaluation 
for Natural and Physical Environment: One problem is that if A is the preferred choice, then Access Route B will probably still be 
kept open so that vehicles for maintenance will have access to the infrastructure just on the other side of the river.  They have quite 
a road and crossing constructed and will not likely be giving it up. The result is we would have two (!) roads in the valley whereas 
presently there is just one. This values Route B at 1 higher than Route A. We lose natural area and gain a road and bridge to no 
real advantage.  The community in Thorncliffe and Flemingdon can still access easily, it is just a slight change, only a matter of 
metres.  The comparison makes it seem as if it is a big difference but it is not.  This values Route B higher by 1 more than Route A. 
Use the existing crossing shown as Route B.  So Route B should be valued higher for the reasons outlined. 
Agree with preliminary evaluation for Social and Cultural Environment
Do No Agree with preliminary evaluation for Cost: The two Routes are not equal in rank.  Route B does not require an additional 
bridge and trail construction to a very high standard so that maintenance vehicles and heavy construction equipment could use it 
as does Route A, because Route B with these characteristics already exists for the most part. Why do I say that?  It’s because It is 
likely Toronto Water and TRCA will keep and invest and construct and repair this crossing as needed at what we call Route B for 
access for the large Emergency Outfall for the sanitary sewer connected to the Coxwell trunk sewer which is located adjacent to the 
Route B river crossing.  If Route A was chosen it is unlikely that the Toronto Water and T RCA (which requires access using heavy 
equipment for erosion work from time to time) will decommission the crossing (Route B) under the DVP and we will have 2 
disturbance areas, 2 crossings and the costs that are associated with both. Route B should be valued higher in the ranking for 
these reasons. 
Do No Agree with preliminary evaluation for Technical Considerations: No.  All sections of the Don but especially in this area of the 
confluence of streams can have “issues”.  The Works/Water department will build a strong and long lived safe crossing for their 
vehicles and we should use this access. Access Route B should therefore be valued at High also.  Overall, prefer Access Route B 
because it makes use of an existing crossing which will likely remain for the long term (and so it will have a crossing bridge and 
maintenance for it).  This is most cost effective as it requires only the one crossing, and disrupts and disturbs natural areas least.  
The access for the Thorncliffe/Flemingdon communities is good.

Noted N/A. Noted by the project team and included in summary of feedback 
received following CLC Meeting #4. 



211 4-Oct-2013

C
LC

Alternative Trail Alignments - Evaluation PART 4 see comments 208 to 210 for Parts 1 to 3
Weighting continues to be an issue.  For example, a route about a hundred or so metres longer compared to another slightly 
shorter should not count as much as loss of natural area or disturbance to riparian zones etc.   Equivalencies need to be more 
carefully considered. 

Noted In the evaluation each criteria is weighted the same to prevent biased 
results and to ensure all view points are accounted for with the intent that 
the trail will/should accommodate a variety of users. In addition, during 
the evaluation the length of the trail was considered in determining the 
amount of impact to terrestrial vegetation, wildlife habitat, and aquatic 
habitat. 

212 10-Oct-2013
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Phase 2 - Alternative Trail Alignments
I was unable to attend the public meetings but would l ke to share my opinion on extending the Don Valley Trail system.  I am a 
runner and triathlete and prefer the quiet and safety of training on trails rather than roads, and frequently (2x a week or more) use 
sections of the Don Valley trail, both entering at Wi ket Creek Park on Leslie, and at Moccasin Trail.  I live at  , 
and would prefer to enter the trail system at Moccasin Trail, but as many of my training runs are in excess of 10km (with some up to 
30+km), this trail section isn't long enough to accommodate my needs.

In addition, I occasionally commute downtown on my bike, and again prefer to use the trails as the roads in the Don Mills and 
Leaside areas are not very bike friendly. I would appreciate being able to access downtown from the Moccasin Trail entrance.
Thank you for your time, I appreciate the care being taken in improving our access to the natural beauty inherent in our city.

Thanks for your email. I've recorded your comments and they will also be shared with the project team. We 
hope to have a summary of comments from this latest round of public consultation posted on the project 

 web page in the next 2 weeks: www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.

213 18-Oct-2013

C
LC

Additional Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 1
Following comment is in regards to phone record indicated in correspondence 200. Yes , to clarify, I do understand your objection 
to our proposal re grading and cost of construction however we feel the extra cost may be necessary to satisfy our objections, 
which are to build a shorter loop and to exploit less of the Area 1 green belt/ravine

Thank you for your feedback and requested changes to the phone record. Your request to have the 
potential necessity for the extra cost to meet your objections added to the record has been completed. 
However, as discussed during our phone conversation (and as is articulated in the phone record) cost is 
only one factor that plays into the reasoning for not moving forward with the alignment proposed. There are 
a number of impacts associated with the revised alignment proposed by the Victoria Village Community 
Association board.
Our project team, including our technical consultant Aquafor Beech Ltd., have reviewed the alignment 
proposed to determine the potential impact of the revised alignment. In addition, members of our project 
team have been out to ground truth the proposed alignment through a site visit and walk. The revised 
phone record, that will be included in the public record for this project, attached for your reference. Please 
do not hesitate to get in touch if you have any additional comments or concerns. The project team is 
currently reviewing the feedback received at the CLC Meetings and Public Meeting #2 to regarding 
proposed alternative trail alignments in all three areas. We hope to discuss the trail alignments at the next 
CLC Meeting (#5), which will be taking place before the winter holidays. I will be sending out a Doodle 
request before the end of this week with a number of date options.

Suggested alternative trail alignment was further considered and 
evaluated during Phase 2 as part of the revised alternative trail 
alignments.  The revised alternative trail alignments were presented to 
the CLC at meeting #5.  The suggested alignment was not selected as 
the preferred, this was supported by the majority of the CLC members. 

214 6-Nov-2013

C
LC

There a number of historically significant details in the Sauriol book, Trails of the Don, that would clarify some of the issues about 
prior uses. In particular, as I have noted, the golf course on land that was a maple forest and a sugar bush, which would have had 
more stable stream banks.

Noted, project team reviewing the Sauriol book. Historical information about the area incorporated into PIC#3. This 
included a history of the land use in the area as well as some cultural 
history related to archaeology.

215 13-Nov-2013
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Phase 1
The Bikeway Trails Implementation Plan adopted by the Public Works and Infrastructure Committee in July refers to a feasibility 
study that has been completed for the East Don Trail Project. Can you provide us or me with a copy of this study?

The City of Toronto has launched a web page for the East Don Trail Environmental Assessment Project. 
The page includes an introduction to the project, links to related materials and details about public 
information sessions throughout the process. The feas bility study will be posted to this site.

Should you have any further questions, please direct them to Maogosha Pyjor, Public Consultation Unit, 
City of Toronto. She can be reached by phone (416-338-2850) or by email (eastdontrail@toronto.ca), and 
will be happy to assist you.

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.

216 15-Nov-2013

C
LC

The East Don Trail is planned to be a multi-use trail for use by h kers, dog walkers, in-line skaters, as well as b kers. In the north 
end of the existing trail, access through the parking lot of the Charles Sauriol Conservation Area is compliant with the planned 
users. People can come and park their cars and walk or ride onto the trail. However at the existing Wynford Heights access there is 
no parking available making this access point really only of any use to local residents. This access point is of no benefit to the 
elderly, disabled or folks with other health problems, due to the steepness of the valley wall and the access trail down. It is hard to 
see where other access points can be placed until one reaches the Taylor Creek Trail parking lot, unless one includes the 
Flemingdon Golf Club parking lot and access point.
Where are the other access points planned to be put, to allow for the multi-use of the proposed trail? Bikers I can see being able to 
use the trail with only a limited number of access points. But how do the other planned users access the trail? I omitted to include 
the access point In Moccasin Trail Park, which also has a parking lot. However this is once again well north of Eginton Avenue.

Detailed access points to the trail are not in the scope of The East Don Trail EA. The EA is looking at the 
route options and will be bringing one preferred option to the design stage. 
The EA will provide some recommendations for where future access points could be made to the 
surrounding communities. These recommendations will be made at a later stage in the EA, once a 
preferred route and design area are selected. 
In addition the evaluation of routes did consider if future connections (i.e. access points) could be made to 
the respective alternative trail alignments.

No change to report - detailed access points not within scope of EA and 
evaluation of routes considered if future connections could be made.

217 17-Nov-2013

C
LC

Existing Conditions 
How are the breeding birds estimated? 
I ask because there are no sightings of Wood Thrushes or Eastern Meadowlarks in the study area over the past 5 years in eBird, 
but there was a breeding pair of Cooper's Hawks in the Charles Sauriol area earlier this year (one even flew over us during our 
hike).

To monitor breeding birds, TRCA uses the breeding bird protocol as outlined in the Ontario Breeding Bird 
Atlas (OBBA), but with more conservative migrant thresholds (such that a single sighting of a species in 
suitable habitat needs to be verified by a second sighting on a date beyond the migrant threshold date). 
Overall, this is very similar to the original OBBA protocol, with the dates extended for several species.
Due to the frequency with which TRCA is able to conduct site visits to inventory, the absence of a given 
species from the list of formal observations does not necessarily indicate the absence of that species from 
the site. 
Members of the public are encouraged to submit confirmable reports of fauna/flora sightings to TRCA, 
where a confirmable sighting report would include photographic documentation, observer’s name, 
observation date, geographic coordinates and/or equivalent map location, as well as any relevant 
comments (e.g., size of snake for a snake sighting). For breeding bird observations, breeding behavior 
type observed (e.g., territorial male, visiting nest etc.) should also be included.

The Baseline Environmental Inventory updated to include Cooper’s hawk 
in the informal observations list. Noted response provided to CLC 
members.



218 17-Nov-2013

C
LC

Existing Conditions
Painted on-street bike lanes on Eglinton east of Brentcliffe were approved in the 2010 Transit City EA. 
Additionally, the Eglinton Connects planning study (including an EA over the underground section of the LRT, west of Leslie) is 
recommending fully separated, protected bike lanes for the entire length of Eglinton, including upgrading the previous EA's 
recommendation to something safer. They also recommend improving connections to trails, parks and green space - including the 
East Don river system. See here:
http://www.toronto.ca/eglinton/pdf/egconnects_recommendations_oct13.pdf
http://www.toronto.ca/eglinton/materials.htm

Transit City is a city-wide planning proposal that gave rise to a number of projects including the 
Environmental Assessment (EA) for the Eglinton Crosstown project. Bikelanes were looked at, as part of 
the EA for Eglinton Crosstown, not as part of the Transit City planning proposal itself.
It is the project team’s understanding that the information presented in the draft BEI report is accurate for 
the reasons noted above.

Eglinton Connects planning study includes a vision of providing 
continuous cycling infrastructure, and this information has been added to 
the BEI report. Noted response provided to CLC members.

219 17-Nov-2013
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I would like further information on creation of a multi-use trail system with the East Don Valley lands progress. Thank you for your email. We will be issuing a project update in the next two weeks so good timing with 
your request. 
 
Currently the project team is working on refining the alternatives presented at the last meeting in terms of 
technical issues and feedback received from both the public and community liaison committee. We are 
planning on hosting a third public meeting in early 2013 but not date has been set yet.
 
If you are not already on the e-mail list, please subscr be via the project web page to ensure you receive 
the upcoming project update:

 www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.

220 18-Nov-2013

C
LC

Existing Conditions
There are three encampments that were in place in the summer and were still there in the first week of November 2013. They 
produce much litter and are an inappropriate use of park or conservation land.
If the occupants of the encampments can be housed better so that the encampments can be removed, maybe volunteers from 
community organizations could help clean up litter. I should be willing to assist in this.

The City of Toronto has a department called Toronto’s Streets to Homes Program that specializes in 
outreach to homeless people.
Encampment A was reported to this department and it is an encampment that has been in the location for 
many years.
The project team will meet with the department in the new year, when implementation of the project is 
approved and underway.
For members of the public, the best way to report encampments is through 3-1-1 as this information will get 
directed to the appropriate departments and staff.
The link to the City of Toronto’s Homelessness Services is: 
www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnextoid=cfa2d62869211410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCRD
Regarding the request to assist with clean-up this may be a more appropriate conversation to undertake 
with the Streets to Homes Program as this type of work will not be undertaken by the project team.

Noted and response provided to stakeholder.

221 19-Nov-2013

C
LC

Existing Conditions 
Table 23 (of Baseline Environmental Inventory) lists Eastern Meadowlark as L4, however COSEWIC lists it as a Species at Risk in 
Ontairo which means it is threatened and requires protection of a minimum of 10 meters near the nest, and a permit to do 
construction that may damage or destroy within that protected area of the nest site. Hiking or walking would be okay but 
fragmentation of habitat or use of pesticides use should be restricted in that area. The designation of L4 would indicate that the 
species is less at risk than has actually been determined. Can we discuss this at our next meeting?

COSEWIC assesses species that may be at risk in Canada, while the Endangered Species Act (enforced 
by Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR)) protects Species at Risk in Ontario. The Eastern Meadowlark is 
considered Threatened in Ontario by both COSEWIC and by the MNR. L Rankings reflects the level of 
conservation concern in the TRCA jurisdiction only. Rank is assigned based on factors such as species’ 
population trend and local occurrence data. At present time, mainly due to the local (i.e., TRCA jurisdiction-
specific) occurrence data, Eastern Meadowlark L rank is L4, indicating that this species is of concern in 
urban environments in the TRCA jurisdiction. As the East Don Trail EA study area is an urban 
environment, L4 ranking species present here are of concern and do warrant attention. This is taken into 
account in the evaluation of the alternatives through consideration of potential impacts on terrestrial habitat 
(e.g., fragmentation). As well the MNR has been made aware of the project and will be involved in the 
project review and development of any necessary mitigation measures The mitigation measures to reduce 
the negative impact on birds may include construction activities being scheduled outside of the breeding 
and migratory bird timing windows. Mitigation of impacts on Eastern Meadowlark, in particular, will consider 
compatibility of various project activities with general Eastern Meadowlark habitat, as prescribed by MNR.

Noted response provided to CLC members. No changes made to report. 



222 21-Nov-2013

C
LC

Homeless encampments – NOTE to be discussed at this meeting
After the meeting, I mentioned a concern to Councillor Davis about encampments in the ravines, and she suggested I should send 
her e-mail about it, which I did.  Now I should like to share my concern with you also.  There are three encampments that were in 
place in the summer and were still there in the first week of November 2013. They produce much litter and are an inappropriate use 
of park or conservation land.  I hope that proper housing can be provided for the people who take shelter in these 
encampments...(see correspondence log)

Thank you for the feedback regarding the meeting organized by Councillor Davis. I'm glad to hear that the 
meeting went well. Also, thank you for the information regarding the encampments. I have circulated your 
email to the project team, as this is something that the City will be required to look into further regarding 
next steps. They are also aware of your offer to participate in a community clean-up when appropriate. If I 
hear anything further, I will let you know. Our project team is aware of a number of encampments that exist 
within the Study Area, and we will ensure that the information that you've provided gets added to our notes.
Hi Natalie
Violetta and I have chatted about the need to engage Toronto's Streets to Homes Program about 
encampments in the East Don.  They are the department within the City that does this specialized outreach 
to homeless.  I have previously reported Encampment A to them - it's an encampment that has been there 
for many years, so I don't imagine he/she will be an easy individual to re-home.  That said, Vi and I have 
discussed meeting with the department in the next year as part of the trail planning as we get closer to trail 
construction.
Here is the link to the Homelessness Services you can pass along to Mr. Chaffey.  I know everyone hates 
to direct people to 311, but it is the best way to get these encampments reported to the right people (and 
we're not the right people :).  I would say we should send him the link and suggest he direct the info to 311.  
 Or I can send it to 311 and cc him, if that sounds better to you guys.
http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnextoid=479dd4b4920c0410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RC
RD
I'm not sure how to reply to his offer to do a clean up.  I think there are a number of issues (access, safety - 
 what they'd be picking up, if the individual comes back during a cleanup event, union, etc) that makes me 
think using volunteers to clean up an encampment isn't a good idea.  I'd say maybe we have reservations 
about the activity, but could take his suggestion into consideration and will discuss with the Streets to 
Homes group.

No impact - out of scope.  Information was provided to the City of 
Toronto's Streets to Homes Program on locations of encampments within 
the Study Area.  Individuals were also  directed to call or email 3-1-1 with 
the information.  

223 28-Nov-2013

C
LC

I have read and re-read Sauriol's Trails of the Don since he urges that this project be done - and why. I would love to stay 
connected with the efforts of the TRCA on this and related efforts.

I'm sure that you're aware that TRCA runs the Don Watershed Regeneration Council and you may already 
be involved. If not, and you are interested in staying involved in work that is occurring within the watershed, 
this is a good way. I think the council meets monthly and members of the community are welcome to 
attend. The website for the council is:
http://www.trca.on.ca/the-living-city/watersheds/don-river/community-participation.dot
The main contact for TRCA's work with the council and within the watershed is:
Arlen Leeming
Project Manager, Don & Highland Watersheds
email: ALeeming@trca.on.ca
phone 416 661-6600 ext 5283
cell: 647 622-7318
It's been a pleasure having you as a member of the CLC for this project. Your knowledge of the area is 
very valuable to the committee.
I am happy to try to help you identify other opportunities to be involved in TRCA's work. Right now, I would 
suggest that as the project manager for the watershed, Arlen is your best source for information.

No impact. Stakeholder was provided contact information for a TRCA 
staff member involved in the work taking place in the Don River 
watershed as well as the Don Watershed Regeneration Council.

224 1-Dec-2013

C
LC

I came across a long term plan by GO to provide two way service on a number of their single track commuter lines including the 
one that runs through the Don Valley and ends in Richmond Hill. This would necessitate doubling the track through the valley. 
These plans are unfunded but are part of the so-called "Big Move" which is forecasting transit expansion needs through to 2031.
Here are some mentions of the plans:
http://www.bigmove.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/NxWave_GO2WAD.pdf
http://www.metrolinx.com/en/docs/pdf/board_agenda/20130627/20130627_BoardMtg_Next_Wave_Projects_Update_EN.pdf (pp. 6, 
15)
I just thought you should be aware of this as it might impact trail alignments for our EA.
I was alerted to this possibility by Steve Munro, a dedicated transit watcher. It is his opinion that the Don-Richmond Hill
double tracking project may increase in priority through discussions about relieving transit pressure on the Yonge-
University-Spadina line. If you need further clarification I suggest you contact him. You can reach him through his website,
http://stevemunro.ca/

Thank you for sending along this information. I've forwarded it to the rest of the team. We are aware of the
plans for expansion but I didn't know it was formally called the "Big Move". I will take a look at the links 
you've provided.
You are right in terms of impacts to the project. It is definitely something that needs be considered 
especially with the rail crossing options. It is also a good thing to reference in the BEI Report.

Reference to the Big Move Regional Transportation Plan included in the 
Environmental Study Report. 

225 28-Feb-2014

C
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How will hibernacula be identified and avoided during the detailed planning for the location of the path? All plans for trail construction will be reviewed and approved under the applicable regulations and by-laws.  
No snakes found in Toronto are protected under the Species at Risk Act, therefore there are no MNR 
requirements for avoiding hibernacula.
The size of the construction area and difficulty in identification of hibernacula prohibits their identification 
and avoidance along the trail route.  Efforts have been made, through Phase 3 of this EA and detailed 
design, to avoid less-disturbed areas of the ravine that provide better habitat opportunities for native fauna.
A number of measures to mitigate impacts to fauna, such as creating basking and hibernaculum areas, will 
be looked at in the design concept impact assessment and in the Restoration Plan.

A number of measures to mitigate impacts to fauna, such as creating 
basking and hibernaculum areas, will be looked at in the design concept 
impact assessment and in the Restoration Plan.



226 28-Feb-2014

C
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Planning in advance for the type of path surface and its colour and heat retention characteristics should be investigated because 
snakes are attracted to the heat from darker asphalt surfaces and many are killed on the existing bike paths in the valleys.

The path surface being considered for this project is asphalt, a commonly used trail surface that best fulfills 
multi-use and maintenance requirements.
Road mortality is a concern for reptiles, particularly juveniles which are less noticeable than adults due to 
their size.  The segments of the trail located in forested areas are partially shaded and thus expected to 
attract fewer snakes than the segments located in open areas and exposed to solar radiation which makes 
them more thermally attractive to reptiles. In these areas, mitigating measures to reduce road mortality 
may include appropriate signage, warning (e.g. “Break for Snakes” signs) and/or educational, as well as 
speed reduction measures such as speed limit signs for cyclists.

During detailed design, mitigating measures to reduce reptile road 
mortality may include appropriate signage, warning (e.g. “Break for 
Snakes” signs) and/or educational, as well as speed reduction measures 
such as speed limit signs for cyclists

227 28-Feb-2014

C
LC

How will the known effect of the spread of exotic seeds on b ke tires and shoes and boots be addressed?  Can the path itself be 
designed to mitigate this?

Based on the review of trail design and best management practices documents, the trail surface itself 
cannot provide a mitigation function to prevent the spread of exotic plant seeds. Thorough cleaning of b ke 
tires and footwear before moving to new locations appears to be the only practical means to ensure no 
exotic plant seeds are transported between habitats. While asphalt surface is considered an inhospitable 
environment to the vast majority of plant species, the trail could be a potential route for the spread of exotic 
plant seeds between habitats by trail users’ bike tires and footwear/clothing which happens primarily when 
users of the trail visit the natural areas adjacent to the trail.  
It is also worth noting that approximately 40% of the plants within the Don River watershed are non-native, 
many of which are invasive. According to the Don River Watershed Plan, this is particularly true for mid- 
and lower reaches of the Don, which include the project study area. Many vegetation communities in the 
study area are dominated by non-native European buckthorn, dog-strangling vine and Garlic mustard. 
While exotic species spread prevention and control measures may not be practical or financially viable 
options at the present time or for this particular project, the implementation of a single formal trail will 
concentrate users, allowing for less travel on informal paths, and providing an opportunity to preserve more 
sensitive sites.  In addition, there may be opportunities to enhance awareness of invasive species effects 
and educate trail users about ways to prevent the spread of these species.

The project team reviewed the potential impacts of trail development on 
invasive species spread and a question about the potential of the trail to 
increase invasive species spread was added to project FAQs (available 
on project website).

228 28-Feb-2014

C
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Existing Conditions
Because of erosion scars of varying sizes, most of the trail alternatives are proposed to be within the valley along the opposing 
floodplain bank. This is the “slip-off slope” side of the river where the river’s water runs slower and which is the calmer side of the 
flow of the water. For this reason it is more stable and is the less disturbed and therefore may have better habitat and flora.  For 
example, there is a large area of indigenous white snakeroot in the floodplain slip-off slope area west of the railway tracks on the 
north side of the river below Northline. This location will be highly disturbed when the trail is added here.  I think there should be a 
record of the areas like this and what flora and fauna they contain. Efforts should be made to protect these areas during 
construction, and the path constructed in such a way to minimize encroachment at edges. Whenever possible the path should be 
located away from “best” areas on the “slip-off slope” opposing floodplain banks.

Relatively undisturbed areas, sensitive habitats such as wetlands, and species of medium and high 
conservation concern, though not very abundant, are found throughout the study area. This information is 
presented in the Ecological Land Classification maps and, flora and fauna records maps which are 
included in the baseline environmental inventory (BEI) report. 
While the possibility of correlation between area location, local channel geomorphology, and the level of 
conservation concern of species and habitat sensitivity present in that area was not directly explored, these 
environmental components are being considered throughout the study process. 
For example, the evaluation of alternative trail alignments (or Phase 2 of the EA process) examined the 
potential impacts of the trail alignments on vegetation communities, taking into consideration:
• the level of conservation concern (or L rank); 
• wildlife habitat and connectivity (including impacts to sensitive habitats such as wetlands, and 
undisturbed areas); and 
• aquatic habitat impacts (including impacts to riparian buffer). 
The next phase of the project - Phase 3, or the evaluation of design concepts - will also consider potential 
impacts to the natural environment. For example, the detailed tree inventory data will be incorporated into 
the evaluation in order to assess each trail option with respect to impacts on trees. 
Finally, the trail construction strategy would include measures to prevent or mitigate negative impacts to 
the natural environment. These measures could include:
• scheduling construction site preparation outside of the migratory and breeding bird timing windows, 
• protecting high preservation value trees within the construction impact zone,
• restoration plans with species-specific habitat enhancement components (e.g. snake hibernacula).

Response provided to stakeholder.  Natural and Physical Environment 
was considered in the evaluation during Phase 2 and 3 of the EA process. 

229 28-Feb-2014
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Existing Conditions
In regards to the potential Environmentally Sensitive Area
 - How will this area be protected?  
 - Will the trail be routed away from this location?

This comment refers to the Wigmore Park Ravine potential Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA): 
Wigmore Park Ravine occupies the entire width of the East Don River valley lands between Charles 
Sauriol Conservation Area and Eglinton Avenue East, so it is not possible to route the trail away from this 
area.
The natural and physical environment evaluation criteria used in the EA allow consideration of significant 
vegetation communities and flora and fauna species present in this area. For example, in detailed design 
and implementation phases, all efforts will be made to minimize the number of mature native trees 
impacted by routing and field-fitting the trail accordingly.
Where appropriate, environment protection and impact mitigation measures could include:
• following the City’s Specifications for Construction Near Trees, including fencing of tree protection zones; 
• post-construction site restoration using native vegetation species appropriate to site and species-specific 
wildlife habitat components.

Noted response provided to stakeholder.  Natural and Physical 
Environment was considered in the evaluation during Phase 2 and 3 of 
the EA process. Mitigation measures were outlined in Phase 3 for any 
potential impacts to the Natural and Physical Environment as a result of 
trail construction. 

230 28-Feb-2014

C
LC

Existing Conditions
The information in 2.2.5 Wildlife Habitat and 2.2.6 Habitat Linkages and Corridors reveals that this is much more than a 
pedestrian/b ke trail assessment. The opportunity should be seized to create a plan to improve the “poor” status of the linkages and 
connections and restore a better trajectory for the natural areas as the project goes ahead.

Improving ecological connectivity in the study area is beyond the scope of the East Don Trail EA. 
The Don River Watershed Plan (TRCA, 2009) addresses this and other Don River watershed natural 
environment aspects. The Plan is available at http://www.trca.on.ca/the-living-city/watersheds/don-

 river/don-river-watershed-plan.dot. 

No impact. Noted response provided to stakeholder.



231 28-Feb-2014

C
LC

Existing Conditions
What, if any ownership or rights has the TRCA or other agency on the land at the Flemingdon Golf Club?

Flemingdon Park Golf Club is privately owned, and the river bed is owned by the City of Toronto. This area 
is included in the Regulated Area where any proposed development, interference or alteration requires 
permits from the City of Toronto’s Ravine and Natural Features Protection By-law and TRCA as per the 
Ontario Regulation 166/06.

N/A. Noted response provided.

232 28-Feb-2014
C

LC
Existing Conditions
Who will manage the multitude of dirt trails that have appeared?  Many are dangerous and should be closed.  Having a multitude of 
dirt trails that are unmanaged creates erosion, and compromises the ability of native flora and fauna to survive as the habitat is 
ruined.  The “natural” experience for human visitors is diminished.

Management of these informal trails is out of the scope of this study.  The proposed management of 
natural environment trails is addressed in the City of Toronto Natural Environment Trail Strategy (2013).

Questions/concerns about the natural surface (dirt) trails management 
were addressed in the project FAQs, made available on project website. 

233 6-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 1
The future connections associated with Forest Trail A are a huge plus for our organization and we are really hoping for this 
connection.

Noted Noted by project team. Feedback considered in the evaluation and 
selection of the preferred alternative trail alignment in the EA Phase 2.

234 6-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 1
More invasive species are connected with informal trails. In the area where Forest Trail C is located we have less invasive species 
currently because there are fewer disturbances. If we implement Forest Trail C we cannot get this relatively pristine area back once 
we change it.

Noted Noted by project team. Feedback considered in the evaluation and 
selection of the preferred alternative trail alignment in the EA Phase 2.

235 6-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 1
Regarding Forest Trail C, it is undesirable to be by the railroad track and we also know they will be expanding these tracks in the 
future bringing more train traffic to the area. There are also sewer lines that we cannot do anything about in this area. We have 
seen these restrictions and been through these steps already as a group, revisiting this area does not make sense.

Noted Noted by project team. Feedback considered in the evaluation and 
selection of the preferred alternative trail alignment in the EA Phase 2.

236 6-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 1
We would like to see more about the quality of the wildlife/habitat that should be preserved noted in the evaluation for Forest Trail 
C. While the locals may like the network of informal paths currently present east of the river in the Anewen Greenbelt, these trails 
are a bigger detriment to the natural environment. Generally, they are more of a cultural use than environmental consideration.

Noted Noted by project team. Feedback considered in the evaluation and 
selection of the preferred alternative trail alignment in the EA Phase 2.

237 6-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 2
From my perspective Rail Trail East is not a logical choice for this project. The project should be about the natural beauty of the 
valley and Rail Trail East does not meet this objective. From my perspective, this alignment is basically between a hill and a 
railroad track.

Noted Noted by project team. Feedback considered in the evaluation and 
selection of the preferred alternative trail alignment in the EA Phase 2.

238 6-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 2
The banks are eroding because the golf course is not a natural use of the valley. This is important to note.

Noted Noted by project team. 

239 6-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 2 Rail Trail East
It should be noted that fencing on both sides does not follow the Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) 
principles, and this should be considered.

Noted Noted by project team. 

240 6-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 2 Rail Trail East
The type of fencing is very important here in terms of how it is designed. A natural fence would let wildlife pass through while netted 
fencing would prevent movement of everyone. These design considerations are very important event at this stage in the process.

Noted Noted by project team. 

241 6-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 2
For River Wa k, there is an opportunity to naturalize the floodplain. Does it also consider the positive benefit of closing the golf 
course? I am thinking of it from the perspective on less pesticides, etc.

We will look at the evaluation again and ensure that we look at it from that lens as well. Regardless of the 
pesticide points we do not know what the exact future uses of the land would be if it was acquired for 
parklands so we will not be able to articulate this in the details. We have to be careful how far we go with 
the evaluation as the acquisition will fall outside of the EA process. 

Noted by project team. Feedback considered in the evaluation and 
selection of the preferred alternative trail alignment in the EA Phase 2.

242 6-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 2
Why is Rail Trail East lower than River Walk in terms of noise disruptions?

Noted Project team re-examined the evaluation scores of Rail Trail East and 
River Walk alignments with respect to noise disruptions.  Rail Trail East 
was deemed to have a greater negative impact than River Wa k in terms 
of noise disruption as it would be at times be adjacent to an active rail 
line.

243 6-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 2
Factories and the transfer station provide for a lot of disruption.

Noted by project team. What we are hearing is why is there is a difference between shared use and rail trail 
east. We will look at this again.

Noted by project team. Feedback considered in the evaluation and 
selection of the preferred alternative trail alignment in the EA Phase 2.  
Shared use was deemed to have the greatest negative impact in terms of 
noise disruption as it would be adjacent to both an active rail line and golf 
course. 

244 6-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 2
We have to expect that we will have some urban influences so I do not think it has some of the same weight as the natural and 
physical environment above. Same applies to aesthetics re: golf course, concrete, etc. I do not think they should receive the 
weighting that they do.

Noted Noted by project team. Feedback considered in the evaluation and 
selection of the preferred alternative trail alignment in the EA Phase 2.

245 6-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 2
There aren’t many trains now but if this becomes a downtown relief line that will change. As a cyclist you cannot hear people, other 
cyclists, etc. if we start getting longer trains there is a minute or two that we cannot hear anything. River Walk is best in terms of 
least noise disruptions.

Noted Noted by project team. Feedback considered in the evaluation and 
selection of the preferred alternative trail alignment in the EA Phase 2.

246 6-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 2
When a fast train goes fast you may need a solid fence to mitigate the vacuum affect and noise from the fast passenger trains. It’s 
going to get more serious if there is more train traffic in the future.

Noted Noted by project team. Feedback considered in the evaluation and 
selection of the preferred alternative trail alignment in the EA Phase 2.

247 6-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 2
How far is Rail Trail East from the rail line versus Shared Use?

On average, Rail Trail East is approximately 30 m to 60 m away from the rail line, while Shared Use is 
approximately 15m to 30m away.

N/A - noted response provided to the individual.



248 6-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 2
In regards to safety Shared Use and Rail Trail should be both low. One other person agreed.

The project team will look at this Noted by project team. Feedback considered in the evaluation and 
selection of the preferred alternative trail alignment in the EA Phase 2.

249 6-Mar-2014
C

LC
Refined Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 2
Current naming of the trail alignments is confusing. It would be less confusing to completely rename the trail alignments and use 
descriptors in the naming.
Public perception of the rail trail alignments is that rail trails are normally paths on ripped up rail lines, need to consider this in the 
naming of the alignments.

The project team will look into this. Revised trail alignments in Area 2 were assigned distinct names - Rail 
Trail East became Hillside Trail and Shared Use became Corridor Trail.  

250 6-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 2
There is a lot of impact for Rail Trail East but it is evaluated as medium, the same as Shared Use trail alignment. And they are very 
different and I do not think what is represented here is a true representation of the impacts. 

Noted Noted by project team. CLC members were provided quantitative 
evaluation results summary.

251 6-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignment 
We would like to see the final ranked score for each of the criteria or summary. That may help us to understand the evaluation.

To assist with understanding the qualitative evaluation, the project team will let the CLC know what the 
quantitative values are. The number is what will impact the evaluation and it has been simplified for this 
group. 

CLC members were provided quantitative evaluation results summary. 

252 6-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 2
If you have to put forest against water quality the forest impacts should be higher.

Noted Noted by project team. Feedback considered in the evaluation and 
selection of the preferred alternative trail alignment in the EA Phase 2.

253 6-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignment - Area 2
We need to consider raised boardwalks in wetland areas to prevent/mitigate impacts to wetlands

Noted Boardwalk trail surface was considered as an option for one of the 
Hillside alignment segments in Phase 3 (alternative design concepts).

254 6-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignment 
To clarify, the reader needs to be aware that cost shown in the evaluation criteria as lowest is actually the highest cost to 
implement.

Noted Noted by project team. 

255 6-Mar-2014

C
LC

The cultural history of the valley is very important here and it has not come up to date. I would insist that we ensure that we lend 
credit to this piece at the next public event.

The project team has noted this and has plans to include this component at the next public event. If any 
CLC members would like input, they can let the project team know.

Cultural history of the Don River valley was included as a component of 
the Public Event #3. A panel highlighting major events in the Don valley 
history was presented and a representative from the TRCA 
Archaeological Services was available to provide commentary and 
answer attendees questions. 

256 19-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 1
Agree with the evaluation as presented

Forest Trail C intrudes into the relatively undisturbed area between the railway and Wynford Drive. However, this area, which now is 
difficult to access, will also become more accessible if Forest Trail A is built, because that trail passes through the south end of this 
area, west of the more southern rail crossing nearer Eglinton Avenue.

Noted Noted by project team. Feedback considered in the selection of the 
preferred alternative trail alignment in the EA Phase 2.

257 19-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 2
FUNCTIONAL VALUE
Where Shared Use and River Walk pass under Eglinton Avenue there could be a stair coming down from the north sidewa k at the 
west end of the bridge over the river, giving some access from the Wynford Drive area.

NATURAL AND PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
Where Shared Use crosses the tributaries, somewhat higher and longer bridges could allow for movements by wildlife underneath. 
Rail Trail East certainly would cause the largest intrusion into relatively natural areas.

SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT
Probably Shared Use and Rail Trail East would be nearly the same regarding noise from the railway. Shared Use has a fenced trail 
parallel to the railway which is like the fenced trail just south of the CN & GO Lakeshore East between Coxwell Avenue and 
Woodfield Road.

Do not agree with the evaluation as presented. 
The higher evaluation of River Walk depends on acquisition of the golf course, which will require major funding, and which is 
already being opposed strongly by users.

Perhaps the trail could be built in stages, postponing the difficult part under Eglinton Avenue and by the golf course. From the 
existing trail coming down from Wynford Heights Crescent, Forest Trail A could be built generally eastward with the first 3 river 
crossings. Then instead of crossing back to the west bank, the trail could go up where there is an existing path by a tributary to 
Wigmore Park and Elvaston Drive. Users would go on roads, Elvaston Drive, Sloane Avenue and Bermondsey Road, to multi-use 
trail “B” down the hydro corridor to the railway. Then the trail would follow Rail Trail B and Access Route A or B to the forks of the 
Don.

Noted Noted by project team. Feedback considered in the selection of the 
preferred alternative trail alignment in the EA Phase 2.

258 23-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 1
Agree with the Evaluation
The major factors are the rail line and the river. In general, it is best to avoid the rail line and to embrace the river. Route A follows 
the river valley and shares the most scenic parts of the river valley. Alternatives that would go along the higher portions to the east 
have been excluded. The valley route requires many bridges and will change the look of the of valley but the reward is a very 
scenic path that is in touch with the important heritage and environmentally important areas. The alternative show as Route C is a 
bypass that avoids the river and is in close with the rail line. The need for significant vertical changes is also negative. I believe that 
the choice of Route A is the far better one for diverse users.

Noted Noted by project team. Feedback considered in the selection of the 
preferred alternative trail alignment in the EA Phase 2.



259 23-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 2
The restoration of the natural landscape of the valley would be a great benefit for the fundamentals of the trail. Avoiding the railway 
is important for safety and aesthetics. The golf course is located where the best trail alignment along the river would be for 
pedestrians. It is obvious that the preferred pathway (called River Walk) would also work for recreational cyclists and for commuters 
if the links to the Gatineau Trail are designed properly. The Hillside route (east of the tracks) is neither pleasant in terms of location 
nor significant in terms of heritage areas. The Rail Path, west of the track, has significant problems with proximity to the tracks (and 
potentially high speed trains) as well as the operating golf course. Historically, the valley was a significant maple bush that was 
removed for the golf course.

The River Walk routing, or something close to it, is desirable. The other routings would be necessary evils, which would require a 
lot of unnatural additions, such as significant amounts of separation fencing (for the rail line) and protective mesh (for the golf 
course).

 There are many communities that will be served by the path if it along the river. Fewer will be served by paths by the railway.

The connections at Lawrence for cyclists and pedestrians are non-existent. The plan for the future should consider the purpose of 
the trail in the overall network. It would be important eventually to find a way north from Lawrence (in the Donalda area) to connect 
to the Betty Sutherland Trail and on to the East Don Parkland Trail. The current project needs a network view. The poss ble 
connection at Eglinton could be a positive factor but the Gatineau Trail will be a parallel route.

Noted Noted by project team. Feedback considered in the selection of the 
preferred alternative trail alignment in the EA Phase 2.

260 24-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 1
Agree with the evaluation as presented.

Noted Noted by project team. Feedback considered in the selection of the 
preferred alternative trail alignment in the EA Phase 2.

261 24-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 2
Under social and cultural I am not clear why Shared Use has the greatest noise disruption as golf courses are quiet. I think the Rail 
Trail would have greatest issues.

Noted Noted by project team. Feedback considered in the selection of the 
preferred alternative trail alignment in the EA Phase 2.

262 24-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 2
Do not agree with the evaluation as presented. I think Rail Trail East should be 'low' under natural and physical environment.

Noted Noted by project team. Feedback considered in the selection of the 
preferred alternative trail alignment in the EA Phase 2.

263 24-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 1
Agree with the evaluation as presented - Area 1
In the Natural and Physical Environment Criteria - Impact to terrestrial vegetation and communities. The large number of informal 
trails and invasive species abundance in Forest Trail A makes it a better choice for the trail. Forest Trail C is less disturbed: has 
fewer invasives and fewer informal trails. There would be more impact to forest habitat and wildlife use in Forest Trail C. It seems 
that the Evaluation Summary for Forest Trail A in this category would be better valued as Medium. Forest Trail C should be valued 
Low, or even Lower.

Noted Noted by project team. Feedback considered in the selection of the 
preferred alternative trail alignment in the EA Phase 2.

264 24-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 2 - Functional Value
Rail Trail East has very steep areas that limit use and access whereas Shared Use Trail has flat and even terrain supporting multi-
users therefore it is not equivalent in functional value to Shared Use. Connection to Eglinton can still be done from Shared Use. So 
Rail Trail East should be valued Medium or Low in this category, leaving Shared Use as High.

Noted Noted by project team. Feedback considered in the evaluation and 
selection of the preferred alternative trail alignment in the EA Phase 2.

265 24-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 2 - PART 1 - see comments 266 and 267 for Parts 2 and 3
Functional Value 
Rail Trail East has very steep areas that limit use and access whereas Shared Use Trail has flat and even terrain supporting multi-
users therefore it is not equivalent in functional value to Shared Use. Connection to Eglinton can still be done from Shared Use. So 
Rail Trail East should be valued Medium or Low in this category, leaving Shared Use as High.

In relation to areas east of the Rail Line: Of great concern is the fact that this area has not been inventoried or properly surveyed, 
and we do not know what is there! (confirmed with TRCA staff). For example, Figure 37 in the BEI: “Distribution of Flora species 
records within the surveyed portions of the project Regional Study Area does not show anything in this area yet south and north of 
this location are many indications of L3 and L4 species. Similarly Figure 35 “Fauna species records within the Regional Study Area” 
lacks data for this section. Does Table 23 on page 95 include only the areas noted in Figure 35?

Rail Trail East contributes more to a larger area of quality Natural Cover (Figure 30 BEI) in the East Don than does Shared Use.
Rail Trail East south of Eglinton is part of an L4 vegetation community below the Latvian Centre, (Figure 31 BEI) (L4 is of 
conservation concern in the urban matrix, page 81 in the BEI).

The forest area south of Eglinton is shown in the City of Toronto Natural Heritage Study Final Report December 2001 in Map 6. 
This map is the ‘Terrestrial Habitat Landscape Analysis of Existing Conditions (1999), Total Scores’. High scores are 11-12, and 
low scores are 3-5. This patch of forest is shown as scoring 9-10, a very good score for habitat. Additionally, Maps 16 through 20 
show modelled conditions for poss ble future scenarios based on reforestation and restoration. “Implementing improvements at the 
landscape scale would eventually be reflected in an increased presence of species of concern.” (page 102). Table 23 indicates that 
at least one L3 species (Wood Thrush) possibly breeding within the Regional Study Area. Why does it matter? Many species of 
songbirds are in decline. This is a link giving details: 
http://www.stanford.edu/group/stanfordbirds/text/essays/Eastern_Songbirds.html. It is important for the survival of birds especially 
during spring migration that high quality areas such as large forest patches in valley corridors needed for feeding and shelter are 
protected.

Noted The East Don Trail used existing Ecological Land Classification (ELC) 
data and flora and fauna survey data, unfortunately some areas were not 
surveyed and due to weather constraints could not be surveyed during 
the Phase 2 evaluation process. For the Natural and Physical 
Environment evaluation the following information was used: project team 
knowledge of this area, and surrounding conditions (e.g. L3 and L4 
species south and north of this location). As a result the impacts of east 
of the rail line (Hillside Trail) to terrestrial vegetation and communities 
were considered greater than those of the other refined alignments. 

Feedback considered in the evaluation and selection of the preferred 
alternative trail alignment in the EA Phase 2.



266 Refined Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 2 - PART 1 - see comments 265 and 267 for Parts 1 and 3
Migrating Birds. The patch of forest and wetland just south of Eglinton is large for this vicinity and could potentially be of great 
importance especially for migrating birds. There is a lack of data for this section of the East Don regarding bird observations 
including use by migrating birds. This may be because the data is based on a collection of information based on “observations from 
various local…birders, who are known to favour certain areas.”, (page 56, Migratory Birds in the City of Toronto, a Literature 
Review and Data Assessment Final Report, Dougan and Associates, August 2009). The East Don without trails and steep slopes 
has not been easy to access for bird recording activities such as recording possible breeding or migrating bird species. 
Nevertheless, Figure 9 in this report shows a spot adjacent to Rail Trail East where migrating birds of Forest Interior species have 
been observed. In Table 23 of the East Don Trail BEI, Wood Thrush (L3) is mentioned as formally observed in the Regional Study 
Area. In Appendix 3 of the Dougan Report - List of Migratory Bird Species by Habitat Type and Guild, 147 species are identified. 39 
of these are Forest Interior species. Six of these are identified as Species at Risk: Acadian Flycatcher, Olive-sided Flycatcher, 
Louisiana Waterthrush, Cerulean Warbler, Kentucky Warbler, Hooded Warbler and Canada Warbler, (page 98) and could be 
among the migrants using the higher quality forest area in the Rail Trail East vicinity. This lack of detail begs to be updated. It is 
clear that keeping patches of forest such as this area south of Eglinton relatively undisturbed is therefore very important. As the 
BEI points out on page 89, “the small extent of natural cover compared to the surrounding urban area increases the relative 
importance of existing habitat.”
Natural and Physical Environment
Rail Trail East runs through a higher quality natural area compared to Shared Use. If Rail Trail East is chosen there would be a 
large impact on drainage and seepage - the natural hydrology in several places. Wetlands are not common since so many have 
been filled in to create landfills or developable land, and in urban areas they are uncommon. The ‘toes’ of slopes which come to 
close to the railway would require large amounts of soil removal and then the soil above the engineered slope would be compacted 
to keep it in place, creating disturbed land for invasives to colonize. Little grows on these types of slopes and they are always 
problematic (example: behind Parkview Hills “Erosion Project” of about early 2000 done over several years.) Rail Trail East has the 
greatest impact on wildlife habitat with large amounts of vegetation removal. These are huge changes, not medium or small 
changes.
The Rail Trail East route seems at times to be outside the Regional Study Line in the maps in the BEI. Comments presented in the 
evaluation support this. The construction disturbance to create the Rail Trail East path would probably cross over the Regional 
Study Line. This is important just south of Eglinton where there is a large wetland and high quality forest.

See above See above

267 24-Mar-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignments Area 2 - (PART 3 - see comments 265 and 266 for Parts 1 & 2)
Do not agree with evaluation as presented. For the reasons listed above Rail Trail East should be valued as Low, not Medium for 
Natural Environment. It is not equivalent to Shared Use. In contrast, Shared Use Trail requires little removal of vegetation. It is 
presented as having impact to aquatic habitat and river processes but the area is already more heavily disturbed along the river 
because of the nature of the urban river’s hydrology: flashy and with too much run off during storm events compromises the banks 
and causes erosion. We have seen this along the river in many places. By choosing Shared Use as the preferred trail, the 
evaluation rightly points out that it creates the potential to fix the stream erosion.
Social and Cultural Environment
Other ideas: http://www.americantrails.org/photoGalleries/cool/5-Rails-with-trails-photos.html
Please share this website with the others in the CLC!
Cost -Agree with evaluation
Technical -I feel both Shared Use and Rail Trail East are Low equally.
No, I do not agree with the evaluation of Area 2. For the reasons I have outlined in the comments I have made, the Evaluation 
Summary would be changed so that River Walk is the preferred and Shared Use is the second choice.
In the East Don BEI on page 31 there is a photo (I) showing a trail dividing a wetland/marshlands and channel. This is a typical trail 
and how it looks a few years after installation. Though we know the asphalt part of the trail width is two to three metres, note the 
edges beyond the asphalt where the soil is compacted and nothing is growing well. This area of about one to two metres is often 
mowed to keep it low and maintained. The construction to install the trail is often rough and has impact beyond the zone visible. 
Picture this width going through some of the best forest photos such as in the Area 2 Refinements handout number 3, 10, 11, 12, 
13 etc. The photo of the trail is on flat land. On steep slopes the engineering and construction will have an even more extensive 
impact. It is best to preserve high quality forest areas that would be heavily impacted by the process of adding a trail where 
previously there was just a footpath. This is another reason for making Shared Use as the second choice.
The CLC is in the position of having a responsibility to protect the urban “wilderness” remnant areas in the East Don as we look at 
details and refinements to the trail route. The East Don in our study area has had less human use in many spots and these 
remnant forest areas are “natural heritage” that reminds us about the history of the land. The higher quality areas are not only 
valuable for wildlife but serve as models for the future as referent ecosystems (and even seed sources), to plan for restoration 
throughout the watershed.

See above Noted by project team. Feedback considered in the evaluation and 
selection of the preferred alternative trail alignment in the EA Phase 2.

Website shared with CLC members.

268 10-Jun-2014

C
LC

Refined Alternative Trail Alignment  - Area 3
In Area 3 at Access Route B, the temporary culvert bridge structure was removed last week. Are there any plans to remediate the 
spot where the temporary bridge was located as it is now compacted gravel.

We will ask Toronto Water as it is part of their access route infrastructure. No impact at this time. The design and installation of the permanent 
bridge at this location will be undertaken collaboratively with Toronto 
Water. Details will be developed during trail detailed design phase. 

269 10-Jun-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts
In Area 3, there are places that were previously disturbed. On the same note as above (correspondence 267) we should take this 
as an opportunity to remediate some of these areas. Some thought should be put into restoring the areas here. To build on that 
further, there are a couple of areas where restoration could be done, including: the construction site near Taylor Massey creek, the 
restored slope near Parkview Hills, and the valley where the Pan Am trail will go. There is also an opportunity on the north side of 
Eglinton.

Whether or not it is this project scope to undertake these efforts, it would be cost effective to have other 
restoration initiatives undertaken during the construction of the proposed trail. City of Toronto is generally 
willing, where possible, to build on opportunities like these.

This has been reflected in the Environmental Study Report as a 
recommendation for future works: 
• In the restoration plan (to be developed during trail detailed design as 
part of this EA), outline additional restoration opportunities in the East 
Don Valley, beyond those necessary to offset/mitigate project 
environmental impacts. 



270 10-Jun-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Evaluation
The number of trees removed or impacted was considered, doesn’t communicate the “core” forest areas that are present within the 
valley. Should be avoiding these areas or going beside them rather than through them.

This is something the project team struggled with in terms of describing impacts associated with trees. We 
did look at preserving high quality trees. In some places, the scoring was very close and for these areas 
we are looking to the CLC and the public to provide input on other considerations for selection of a design 
concept. In terms of “core forest” this was considered in Phase 2 when the trail alignments were selected, 
in Phase 3 we are looking at the impact to individual trees along the trail segments.

While potential impacts to the "core" forest areas (relatively large areas of 
little disturbance) were considered in Phase 2, trail detailed design will 
consider adjusting trail alignment in order to avoid impacting areas with 
high numbers of trees considered as High Preservation Priority (i.e., 
mature native trees of potentially high value to the local urban forest).  

271 10-Jun-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts 
The areas where it says vegetated riprap, that is an area where there might be opportunity to construct hibernacula for snakes. If 
we follow the right procedures we may be able to provide opportunities in these areas.

Good idea, noted. Noted by the project team. Will be considered during the development of 
the restoration plan (detailed design project phase).

272 10-Jun-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts
We have a lot of money coming in for art projects along other trails and in others areas of Toronto. I see this project as an 
opportunity for bringing in other funding. There are many landmarks in this study area and the bridges could be designed to create 
landmarks within this area as long as they meet the engineering requirements.

CLC members were asked to provide any suggestions they may have for areas we could potentially pilot 
some landmark designs.

N/A - no suggestions were received by project team.

273 10-Jun-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts
Have you done any archaeological assessments in the study area? And if so, did you find anything?

A copy of the Stage 1 assessment report will be provided to CLC members in the Dropbox folder. A copy of Stage 1 archaeological assessment report was provided to 
CLC members. In addition, a Stage 2 archaeological assessment for EA 
design Phase 1 was completed. 

274 10-Jun-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Evaluation
Capital costs should consider fencing and ecological mitigation (e.g. wildlife crossings for snakes, frogs, etc.). Please consider that 
we should be providing fencing (post and paddle) in sensitive areas (e.g. wetlands) to keep people on the trail.

The financial cost of ecological mitigations measures have not been considered at this point but we will go 
back and look at it from that lens.

As each of the design concepts would likely require some degree of 
ecological mitigation and the degree and type of mitigation was 
determined following Design Concept evaluation, this was not taken into 
consideration under capital cost. 

275 10-Jun-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Evaluation
Trail Segment A - were informal trails part of the ranking? Even if you build option 2, people will still use option1. If you offer the 
better experience, you have a better chance of closing the lesser experience. So maybe this is a location where we look at being 
closer to the water. 

Informal existing trails were used as the basis for developing where the design concepts should be, then 
the project team assessed alternate routes around the informal trails to ensure the best possible route 
could be implemented. In areas where the preferred design concepts do not follow the existing informal 
route, the opportunity to decommission the trails may be looked at, depending on the area and situation.

Noted response provided to stakeholders. This suggestion will be 
considered in the trail detailed design phase.

276 10-Jun-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Evaluation
Trail Segment B – you are now providing an opportunity on the west side of the river for people to walk up the slope and cross the 
tracks.

This will be dealt with through adaptive management. That is a worst case scenario. There may be a way 
to mitigate that in this area. As suggested earlier, this could be a place to put up fencing to keep people on 
the trail.

Noted response provided to stakeholders. This suggestion will be 
considered in the trail detailed design phase.

277 10-Jun-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Evaluation
Trail Segment B – I see four options here, not two.

The number of segments was based on scale and length of the trail. If there is a compelling reason, the 
segments could be broken down further and we could mix and match.

Noted response provided to stakeholders. The project team reviewed 
Trail Segment B and determined that the difference in the top portion did 
not require two options to be shown, and that slight adjustments could be 
made during detailed design, see correspondence 278.

278 10-Jun-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Evaluation
Trail Segment B – If the top part of this trail segment is so similar, and if the CLC is in agreement, can we select one option for 
moving forward, and then just make the options for the lower part? If the options in the top part are only 20 metres apart we may be 
able to address this through detailed design.

CLC members present agreed with this point and it was suggested that the option be removed at the top 
part. 
Project team noted that they would go back and check this section to see if there is anything that 
differentiates these two areas. If there were no major differences, the options shown in the top part of this 
segment would be removed in preparation for the public meeting.

The project team reviewed Trail Segment B and determined that the 
differences did not require two options to be shown. As a result, only one 
option is shown in the top part of Trail Segment B.

279 10-Jun-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Evaluation
Trail Segment D – Play up your options in this area. You will have balance whether you are going to break-up wetlands or forests. 
The idea of having a meadow that is ok for ground nesting birds is a fantasy. Studies show that trails can impact up to 300 m 
outside of the area.

Noted Noted by project team.



280 10-Jun-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Evaluation
Trail Segment F – the project team is looking to the CLC for feedback on this segment as the team struggled with determining a 
recommended option.
CLC Comment 
Trail Segment F – this is a large area with two important types of habitat. The reason we are struggling with this is that the Shared 
Use option presented in Phase 2 should be the one that was preferred in this area. Why are we not looking at shared use?
Project Team Response
Through the evaluation in Phase 2 River Wa k was ranked the highest, followed by Hillside (east of the rail line). We do not have 
the property to implement River Walk and we do not foresee the City obtaining the Flemingdon Park Golf Course as part of this EA 
nor during the term of this EA. Shared Use is on the west side of the rail line and the existing Golf Course is not willing to entertain 
this option on their property. Metrolinx was also not willing to entertain this within their right of way based on plans for future 
expansions.
CLC Comment 
Trail Segment F – Whatever options we chose we should select one that does the least amount of damage possible so that the trail 
can be moved to the preferred location and we can remediate the other side. So we should select the option that would be the 
easiest to remediate.
CLC Comment 
Trail Segment F – There are already informal trails in the forest in this area. I think the wetlands are valuable and we should be 
careful about putting trails through wetlands. 
CLC Comment 
Trail Segment F – Based on my knowledge of the area this is more of a cattail fen, so it’s a low quality wetland.
CLC Comment 
Trail Segment F – Boardwalks need maintenance and they get slippery so they can be unsafe. I am leaning toward option 3 (the 
middle one). 
There was general agreement within the group that option 3 was the best to move forward with. Project team was in concurrence.

Noted CLC comments were considered in the selection of the preferred design 
concept option for Segment F. In line with the general agreement within 
the group, Option 3 was selected as the preferred. 

281 10-Jun-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Evaluation
Trail Segment F – In option 1, instead of boardwa k, you could consider filling it in because the wetland is of low quality. You could 
combine Option 1 and Option 3 and then create a smaller higher quality wetland.

Noted Noted by project team.

282 10-Jun-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Evaluation
Trail Segment I– because of the sightlines and coming toward the at-grade crossing users may not be able to see trains coming. 
Can we consider advanced warning on the trail so that users can see that there is a train coming through?

This is a great suggestion for a mitigation measure. Project team will note. Noted by the project team: will be considered in detailed design as a 
potential mitigation measure.

283 10-Jun-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Evaluation
Trail Segment K – People are going to go to certain areas for views. should we consider this?

We may want to consider a lookout in this area (and/or others) to address this need. It will be a matter of 
identifying all of the other opportunities including lookouts, erosion, restoration, etc. This obviously expands 
the scope of the project but we may look at a couple of these in detailed design as long as it can be 
managed within the project budget.

Lookout area locations will be considered in detailed design. 

284 10-Jun-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Evaluation Trail 
Segment K – this section provides the closest section to make a future connection to Flemingdon Park so the trail design should 
keep that in mind.

Noted Noted by project team.

285 10-Jun-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Evaluation
Trail Segment M – I think that for any segments where there is a close ranking, a more detailed look at the impact on the natural 
environment should guide the decision. Second CLC member concurred.

Noted Noted by project team. In segments where the rankings were close a 
more detailed look on the overall impact to the natural environment was 
taken. 

286 10-Jun-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Evaluation
Trail Segment M – In Option 2 we are further from erosion so our trail will be protected. However, Option 1 has lower impact on 
trees. We could still justify that erosion is an impact to the natural environment.

Noted Noted by project team.

287 10-Jun-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts 
We should try to make it as accessible as possible and do as little damage as possible and it will be great. The valley itself will 
provide the interest if we show off its features.

Noted Noted by project team.

288 10-Jun-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Evaluation
The most contentious bits of this trail design from a cyclists perspective are Trail Segments F, G, and H based on natural area and 
going through forest. We should think of it as two separate trails; on the south end we have the route for the Pan Am Path; and we 
have a second route from Wynford Drive to Eglinton. Those two sections could exist on their own quite nicely. And then, we could 
think of Trail Segments F, G, and H as “future connections”. This could alleviate some of the issues we are having with land 
ownership and the natural environment.

Phasing of the detailed design and implementation will be done, one option the team is looking at is to 
allow for the areas in the north and south that connect to existing trails to be undertaken first. By looking at 
the central area last in the phasing of work it will allow parks to continue discussions with the golf course.

Noted by project team. Phased approach to trail implementation, very 
similar to the one suggested by the individual, was presented in the 
Environmental Study Report. Based on this approach, Area 3 segments 
(including Pan Am Path segments) would be done first - as Phase 1 of 
the implementation, followed by Area 1 segments (from Wynford Drive to 
Eglinton) - as Phase 2. As suggested by the individual, segments 
between Eglinton and Hydro Corridor would be done last.

289 10-Jun-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Evaluation
If we go back to Trail Segment B, the bottom end is close to the existing path to Wigmore Park and there is possibility to go through 
Trail Segment B and then go up to Wigmore and then down the Gatineau Corridor Trail. That would avoid the tunneling of the rail 
line, as well as the contentious Trail Segments G & H.

Yes, that is correct however we would then be leaving the valley and coming back into it which does not 
meet the high level objectives of the project.

N/A. Noted response provided to stakeholder.

290 10-Jun-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Evaluation
Segment A - Vegetation ranking was questioned (they currently rank the same).

Noted For areas where the ranking is similar, the potential natural environment 
impacts were re-examined by project team.



291 12-Jun-2014
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Have noticed some poison ivy in 2013 and perhaps a sign or two along trail identifying it for walkers and workers.

As a senior of 90 I find some bicycle riders are thoughtless when riding on same paths as walkers: they speed, they do not have or 
use a bell to warn walkers.
I have observed this in cemeteries (Mount Pleasant on road parallel to Yonge) there are posted signs that are ignored. Police 
presence on a weekend for a few hours and a few tickets might help.
Definitely I would like to see bicycles banned from the Don Trails. If you are to allow bikes post the rules and see that they are 
obeyed. Seniors love to walk in a safe environment and more would use trails if bike free. Someday if not already a child or senior 
will be seriously injured and we know who pays for the damage done.

My apologies for the delay in responding to your email. Thank you for taking the time to identify poison ivy 
in the area and for submitting your concerns about safety on the trails. I will be sharing your comments with 
the project team and they will be recorded as part of this Environmental Assessment consultation process.

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.

292 13-Jun-2014
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Phase 3 - Design Concepts
Yesterday afternoon I received an East Don Trail Project Update- May 2014. apparently this is the 3rd and last issue, with 
notification of Public Event #3.
 
How unfortunate this is the first indication of works I've had. I am an avid user of the East Don Trail- I have reported 
reptile/amph bians to Ontario Nature, for their records.
 
Whilst I appreciate the desire to move forward with development of a trail, I have serious concerns with regards to one 
marked/posted region. 
 
The one and ONLY Deer Feeding Field has been staked for a trail.  Currently there is a small herd of approx. 5-6 Deer, which use 
this river side for protection and feeding. The trees by the rivers edge show evidence of their sleeping and ease of access to water 
and escape-across the river and up the western slopes. From the rivers edge East- is an open plain where they graze- and it is the 
ONLY grazing field in proximity. 
Slicing through this is the plan for an all access trail. I feel this should be averted, and is easily done by straightening the trail to run 
parallel to the train tracks, in this one small zone, north of the Eglinton overpass.
 
Moving this proposed trail approx. 200ft. east of the designed location- will leave the grazing field for the native species and the 
Deer. Cutting a trail here to follow the rivers edge disrupts the only 'meadow' available for migrating birds, rodents and snakes, that 
are not forest dwellers (you'll also have the garbage dumps refuse smell hitting you like a brick wall as it sweeps across the 
meadow) and a sewer stand is also in the planned zone.
 
Also in this zone- as if your crew could have possibly missed it?? between the meadow and the train tracks, in a small stand of 
birch and pine trees- is a complete with wood stove camp site- LITTERED with all sorts of garbage and debris. How this has not 
been addressed I don't know. Perhaps a call to 311 is needed?  If anything- we would like to see the trail run through this campsite 
and avoid the river and deer all together, whilst also removing the tones of refuse and garbage surrounding the campsite. 
 
We will be attending June 24ths meeting at the Victoria Hub, and assuredly will engage in meaningful discussion with hopes to 
avert upsetting nature as per Charles Sauriols intention of donation of this area, whilst somehow appeasing human's desire and 
ego to have everything.

The project team followed up with the individual via a phone call on June 23, 2014.  Below is a summary of 
the call:

Individual was concerned about the wildlife in the area and impact to them, especially deer. When looking 
down at the meadow from home can see red tail hawks, 8 or more deer in the meadow.  Greatest fear is 
impact on deer that come down from Wynford Heights Crescent, cross river and go into the meadow. They 
go back and forth in that area, including on the tracks under Eglinton.  In spring they have a slightly 
different area they use and implementation of a trail may screw up their patterns.
Individual talked to the tree surveyors that were on site and is concerned about trail being in the floodplain.
Invited him to attend PIC#3 to discuss wildlife one-on-one with project team.

Comments noted by project team and considered in the selection of the 
preferred design concept, specifically Segment D (referred to in 
individuals comment).  The preferred design concept that was selected in 
this area was Option 2, which does not travel through the meadow, rather 
along side the meadow. 

293 14-Jun-2014
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I realize you are still at the early planning stage but a very rough estimate would be fine (i.e. two/three years from now??).

Construction of the trail will be phased and could begin as early as summer of 2015, depending on 
approval of the EA, and receipt of the required permits and approval for construction.  At this time, we 
cannot provide a date for the completion of Area 1 as the construction phasing will be identified during the 
detailed design of the trail.

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.

294 16-Jun-2014
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Phase 3
Long time residant who knew Charles Sauriol's family. What is the Victoria Hub? Is the trail going through the golf course. 

Confirmed location and alternative that runs on east side of tracks. N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.

295 18-Jun-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Evaluation
As you know the Don Valley is an important wildlife passageway, so from the viewpoint of migrating and nesting birds, the trail 
design should take into consideration the following wherever practical:
- to limit the fragmentation of the existing habitat. The path can follow the perimeter of a forest or meadow for instance, instead of 
cutting through the meadow.
- similar to the first point, wetlands are valuable for many native species, so a path alongside of rather than through a wetland is 
best.
- continue your efforts to obtain access for the trail through the golf course property as that is the best route for the trail and limits 
damage to the existing habitat.
- conduct a census of the habitat to avoid damage to high quality areas and makes for a better trail experience

Noted Noted by the project team. Feedback used to evaluate trail design 
concepts and select the preferred concept, specifically for Segment F 
with the preferred design concept not fragmenting the wetland or forested 
area. Suggestions pertaining to trail design will be considered further in 
trail detailed design project phase.

296 18-Jun-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Evaluation
I would also like to know if there will be protection controls in areas of the trail that are identified as breeding areas for species of 
special concern.

Noted No impact at this time, as the project will undergoing a species at risk 
screening during trail detailed design. The information collected is 
submitted to the Ministry of Natural Resources.

297 18-Jun-2014
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Concern with speed of b kes. Pedestrians and Cyclists need to be separated.
Dangerous area by culvert by access from Danforth/Health Care Centre.

Will share concerns re. tunnel with Lower Don team.
Explained constraints with providing enough space for separation of users and importance of etiquette and 
signage in managing issue.

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.
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Phase 3
I am unable to attend the PIC tonight but have read the slide deck.  Are you able to email me the questionnaire for completion 
before July 11?  I live in East York and support the project wholeheartedly. 

Comment form sent. N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.

299 25-Jun-2014
C

LC
Alternative Trail Alignments - Area 3
I had asked about the south end and I am still concerned. The current plan has the pathway ending on the roadway to the Taylor 
Creek parking lot (the b ke and pedestrian path is on the south side, separated from the road), creating a dangerous intersection. It 
also provides no way to have a proper information portal nor does it do justice to Charles Sauriol by being next to the DVP. I asked 
that a bridge be put in place that goes over the East Don (as in one of the original alternatives) and
that the area on the west side, where the current memorial plaque is, serve as a gateway for the trail and for information, with 
parking removed. That would become an area free of motorized vehicles. This area is on the old alignment of Don Mills Road and 
its arch bridge and is out of sight of the DVP and the ugly sculptures. It is important to have the project be in proper context and to 
serve as a connection to the area’s history and ecology. The rock and plaque were placed where they are when Sauriol was alive 
and he included a photo of himself at that location in his last book. It would be insensitive to move the memorial. I asked Dan Egan 
informally and he said that the location and final bridge are a design detail that should be restored to the East Don location and he 
is interested in removing the parking areas.

Noted Access Route B (the route with the bridge connection over Taylor Massey 
Creek) was selected as the preferred based on hydraulic conditions 
following additional hydraulic modeling.  It was determined that flooding 
risk, and thus maintenance costs, would be lower than originally 
determined.  In addition, this location will provide an optimal location for 
Toronto Water to access current and future infrastructure. During detailed 
design the project team will ensure that the access to the East Don Trail 
is done in a safe manner taking into consideration the interection of all 
the multi-use trails within this area, and will look at opportunities to 
honour the history and ecology of the area. 
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Phase 3 - Design Concept
I was unable to attend the last meeting but wanted to insert my suggestions and concerns. 

I use the trail regularly. Most times it’s on my b ke during the day by myself. I come across a number of single women on their bikes 
as well as mothers pushing strollers or taking a minute to jog the trail.
I’ve always felt somewhat safe down there but with the opening up of the trail to connect to areas that have some of the highest 
crime rates in the city (Jane/Finch, Cresent Town), I’d like to know, what safety methods are being considered? I would feel better if 
cameras were placed in strategic areas.

There are l kely going to be more people using the trail than ever before. On weekends and later in the day, it’s crowded now and 
I’ve seen a number of collisions with b kes and pedestrians. Ideally the trail should have a separation for b kes and wa kers. I know 
that is unrealistic however widening of the trail is not. There is a lot of room to do this. While you are considering the alignment, 
would it not make sense to consider this also? 

Clear markings and signs indicating that people should stay to the right is also doable. There should be enough of them that people 
get the point- not so spaced out that they are forgotten. Or the words should be painted on the path itself.

Also, After a rain storm, the path becomes slick with sand and mud in low lying areas. We need to address this as it is becoming 
worse and worse every time. Just yesterday I got caught in a sludge while attempting to go around someone and had to get off my 
bike at a number of occasions. It’s especially bad in the area east of the rail tracks towards Victoria Park.
We need some sort of berm or other type of barrier in these areas.

Lastly, Many East Yorkers use Beechwood road to access the trail. The lower section of the road is in such disrepair that it is a 
death trap! Trees and vegetation aren’t trimmed back, forcing us into the middle of the road and the cracks and heaving of the 
pavement are a nightmare. I do hope that repairing access roads are part of the plan.

All submissions will be documented, reviewed by the project team and included in the project record.  A 
summary of comments and project team responses will be published later this summer. Its also important 
to note that Information will be collected in accordance with the Municipal Freedom of Information and 
Protection of Privacy Act and the Environmental Assessment Act. With the exception of personal 
information, all comments will become part of the public record.
In terms of you're specific question regarding what safety methods are being considered: 
The design of the multi-use trail will address some of the suggestions you have made, as it will follow 
guidelines developed by the City of Toronto which include: a trail width of approximately 3.5 to 4 metres to 
allow for bi-directional trail use, a centre line to separate directions on the trail and, where appropriate, 
arrow markings will be implemented to remind all users to travel on the right. Signage will also be installed 
in clearly vis ble locations and will include regulatory, warning and informational signs that encourage trail 
users to be considerate and respectful of all park/trail users. City of Toronto has also published multi-use 
trail etiquette (see 
http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnextoid=f7d3970aa08c1410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCR
D). The multi-use etiquette also interaction between different types of trail users (cyclists, roller bladders, 
walkers, etc.)
Regarding Flooding on multi-use trails
I believe you are referring to the Lower Don Trail.  The proposed East Don Trail will also be located within 
the Don River valley lands. However, as part of the design process flooding has been reviewed and 
considered, and where possible,.the path will be routed to avoid particularly flood prone areas. The 
suscept bility of the trail to flooding, in context of both trail user safety and maintenance, has been 
considered throughout the Environmental Assessment process.  Please see materials from Public Event 
#3 for more information.  These materials are located on the project website: www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail
Regarding Repairs to existing trails
Again, I believe this is in reference to the Lower Don Trail system. This area and trail is not within our study 
area or the scope of the East Don Trail Project. The information you have provided has been noted by City 
of Toronto staff. I also encourage you to contact 3-1-1 to report any issues, as they will be directed to the 
appropriate department within the City.
Can I also suggest that you refer to the Frequently Asked Questions Document (FAQs) that is provided on 
the project website as it provides a lot of valuable information about the project.

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.

301 10-Jul-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Order of Importance for Primary concerns when planning the trail
1. protection of natural environment
2. maintenance requirements
3. user experience and aesthetics
4. cost

Noted Noted by the project team. Feedback used to evaluate trail design 
concepts and select the preferred concept.

302 10-Jul-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Order of importance for Natural Environment Considerations
1. trail disturbs existing native trees
2. trail disturbs existing meadows
3. trail disturbs existing wetlands
4. trail disturbs habitat edge

Noted Noted by the project team. Feedback used to evaluate trail design 
concepts and select the preferred concept.

303 10-Jul-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Order of importance for User Experience and Aesthetics Considerations
1. trail provides a natural environment experience
2. trail is less steep (i.e., more accessible)
3. Trail runs through different landscapes
4. trail provides access to river or look out points

Noted Noted by the project team. Feedback used to evaluate trail design 
concepts and select the preferred concept.



304 10-Jul-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Evaluation
Do Not agree with the recommended alternative as presented
explanation
the recommended alternatives are indeed best with the exception of Segment F just south of Eglinton Avenue.  For Segment F 
more weight should be given to protecting the forest with its large trees and avoiding fragmenting it.  Option 3 is preferable.
 In Segments E and I there are rail crossings where the preferred option 1 is a level crossing with signals.  Such level crossings are 
operating sufficiently safely in many other places. For example, the bike lane on Bayview Extension connects to the Lower Don 
Trail by a level crossing over the same rail line.  On the much busier lakeshore railway with fast VIA trains and half-hourly GO 
trains, there are several level crossings in Scarborough and Mississauga, including one at Rouge Hill that is a multi-use trail 
connecting to the Waterfront Trail.  The railway is allowing that one even though one can get across the tracks using the underpass 
in Rouge Hill station. The cost and inconvenience of bridges over the railway on the East Don Trail are not justified.

Noted Noted by the project team. Feedback used to evaluate trail design 
concepts and select the preferred concept.  Specifically, Segment F was 
reevaluated based on public feedback and environmental impact and 
Option 3 was selected as the preferred. 

305 10-Jul-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts 
It’s a challenge to make a multi-use trail really access ble to wheelchair users.  Just east of the Port Union tunnel on the Waterfront 
Trail there is a quite gentle slope.  While walking there recently I met a person in a wheelchair who was being helped by a 
companion pushing, and they were having some difficulty even on that slope.  Here it should be possible to make the trail north 
from the Forks of the Don through Segment K most accessible, with perhaps a viewpoint at the north end of Segment K as a 
destination for users who might find the next segments to the north too demanding.
On the other hand, cyclists want a trail that can be rode on continuously, without being called on to dismount and walk, over narrow 
bridges, up and down steep hills, or across roads or driveways.  The bridges, grades, and crossings on the planned trail should be 
designed with this in mind, to have a trail that is good for cyclists and is also safe for other users.
 The valley should be a largely natural area with recreational uses.  Encampments where people live are not a suitable use 
because they produce much litter and may be threatening to some.  These people should be housed elsewhere.
 In the longer term, the Flemingdon Park golf course may become public land.  Then the much preferable River Walk could be 
implemented.  Meanwhile, the trail might first be built with north and south sections and a gap in the middle.  The north section 
would include Segments A and B and could then go east where existing informal trails are, up a tributary ravine into Wigmore Park 
and come out on Elvaston Drive.  From there, users would get around the gap by going on Elvaston Drive, Sloane Avenue and 
Bermondsey Road to south of the transfer station and then going down the Gatineau connection.  The south section would begin 
with Segment I and continue through Segment M and the existing water access road to the forks of the Don.
 We should affirm that the natural environment, its plants and animals, has worth in its own right, and does not have value only for 
people’s use or enjoyment.  Nevertheless, a city is a place for people, and its resources should enrich the lives of its people.  
Toronto’s ravine valleys are a precious resource that should be managed for the benefit of both the environment and people.  One 
question is whether having so much of the valleys devoted to golf courses, which are unnatural environments used essentially by 
the relatively wealthy, is good stewardship of this resource.  The interruptions in the trail systems through the ravines are largely 
due to golf courses.  Here, though, a significant interruption in the Don trail system is being removed in a way that makes a good 
compromise between many conflicting interests.

Noted Noted by the project team. Feedback used to evaluate trail design 
concepts and select the preferred concept.

306 11-Jul-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Evaluation Criteria
I agree with some of the alternative design concepts and not with others

Aesthetics and User Experience should not have the same weight as the more important issues of Natural Environment Protection 
and Technical Challenges in the East Don as it is extremely challenging to put a trail through this branch of the Don because it is 
somewhat of a “gorge” in its geography, and because it has been a fairly inaccess ble area and we need to preserve what we can 
of its wildness in this plan.

Noted Noted by the project team. Feedback used to evaluate trail design 
concepts and select the preferred concept.

307 11-Jul-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Guiding Principles 
In the public meeting held recently regarding Guidelines for Multi-Use Trails (ask Maogosha Pyjor), the consensus seemed to be to 
be flexible when planning and constructing them because there are many different situations. Logic, and not cookie cutter 
approaches are needed.  In the case of the East Don Trail that flexibility is definitely needed as the details are developed.  For 
example, while a 5% grade is desired, the challenges presented by the topography may mean that the 9% or even in one case for 
a short stretch a 10% grade will be used.

Noted Noted by the project team.

308 11-Jul-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Watercourse Crossings
Rip rap must be installed correctly and matched to the grade and local water run-off.  At Taylor Creek a new bridge is showing 
serious erosion above and around the installed rip rap because direction and quantity of run off from the adjacent hillside was not 
taken into account.  It is not properly vegetated as well.

Noted Noted by the project team. Feedback will be used in the trail detailed 
design.

309 11-Jul-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Trail Segment Criteria
Natural and Physical Environment – Trees- Use flex bility here as well.  The trail can be adapted and wiggled around to preserve 
more trees if a strict 3.5 metres is a flexible number not written in stone.
Use flex bility and wiggle the trail to minimize removals further.  Consider also the species of tree and value.  For example, white 
birch trees are shorter lived and early successional whereas oaks are long lived and should have higher value for preservation.

Noted Noted by the project team. Feedback will be used in the trail detailed 
design. During evaluation of alternatives, trees and value of trees was 
considered, in addition during detailed design all efforts will be made to 
be flex ble in location to avoid high preservation trees. 



310 11-Jul-2014
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Design Concepts 
In many trail segments there are profiles showing cutting of hills and filling in of low spots with the removed earth in order to 
achieve an even grade.  The filling in of low spots often fills in wetter areas that may be ephemeral and these areas support 
breeding locations for toads; moist, cool spots for reptiles during dry hot times of summer, and support special plants such as 
spicebush or fringed loosestrife.  It might be good engineering but it is not good ecologically.  Plan to minimize this type of 
disturbance.  At the very least, perhaps make these some of the prime areas of this type into hibernacula for snakes during the 
construction.

Noted Noted by the project team. Feedback will be used in the trail detailed 
design.

311 11-Jul-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Evaluation
Segment F- In my opinion none of these options are good and some other route on the other side of the tracks should be selected 
as I indicated in meeting #5.  Having said this, I believe the wetland would regenerate faster after construction and disturbance 
rather than the forest or riparian edge, so I opt for Option 3 or 1 with the hope that the wetland could be improved for wildlife use as 
the details are developed.
Segment G- minimize these deep cuts to the tops of hills. This area needs flex bility regarding grade percent.
Segment I- If Metrolinx does not allow Option 1 then I would like to see Option 2.  Cover the structure with vines and art.
Segment J- Flexibility needed for grade.  Too much cutting here.
Segment L – South Tunnel Crossing- Be flex ble here- combine Option 1 and 2 in ways that minimize the impact to trees as the 
detailed trail is planned.

Noted Noted by the project team.  Feedback was used in design concept 
evaluation.

312 11-Jul-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts - Impact Mitigation 
Wildlife Habitat – To ensure minimal vegetation removal and collateral damage it is critical that an overseer be present to watch 
over the construction activities.  The person should have the authority to prevent the kind of damage and problems that are often 
seen at construction sites.  
To restore disturbed areas using only native species, it is important that the plantings not be “tarted up” to suit the tastes of various 
people, but be dictated by the local vegetation community – native to Toronto.  For this, use as reference the TRCA Flora Scores 
list.

Noted As part of the commitments to future works for the EA the project will 
include a Construction Management Plan, Monitoring Plan and 
Restoration Plan.  Please note that compensation plantings will be site 
appropriate native trees and shrubs. 

313 11-Jul-2014

C
LC

This E.A. should show an option to build the trail through the golf course so that it can be considered in the future without needing 
to go through a new E.A. process should it become a viable option.

Noted Noted by the project team. No impact. At the end of the EA Phase 2, it 
was articulated that the River Walk alignment was the highest ranking 
alternative however could not be moved forward due to existing private 
property constraints as a result the second-highest scoring Hillside 
alignment was moved forward instead. If the property should become 
available prior to detailed desing of this segement the project team will 
consider an ammendment to this EA. 

314 11-Jul-2014

C
LC

Construction Phasing
I agree with a phasing approach in which the north and south portions of the trail are built first, leaving time to resolve the golf 
course issues.

As construction proceeds there should be coordination for control of invasive species in the nearby areas to improve the quality of 
the habitats.  In particular pale swallowwort (Cynanchum rossicum) and Phragmites australis should be controlled. 
The E.A. should make suggestions regarding maintenance for several years as the disturbance from construction could increase 
invasive species invasions.
Protocols for construction equipment cleaning as suggested by the Ontario Invasive Plant Council should be implemented during 
construction: http://www.ontarioinvasiveplants.ca/files/CleanEquipmentProtocol_Mar152013_D3.pdf

Noted Noted by the project team. Feedback will be considered in the trail 
detailed design phase, when construction plan will be developed. 
In the commitments to future works for the EA a Maintenance and 
Operation Plan will be developed. 

315 11-Jul-2014
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Phase 3 - Design Concepts
We met at The Hub on June 24th, discussing our perspectives and opinions for Alignment of the Don Trailways.
In particular, our concerns concentrated on the treatment of section D, with our arguments claiming that disruption of the one 
grazing meadow on the west side of the rail tracks would be a detriment to the natural inhabitants, in particular, the Deer. We are 
hoping that final plans select option B- and run the pathway closer to the train tracks and little wood lot, leaving the willows and 
deer in peace.- not pieces :)

So, this is just a follow up to reiterate our point of view, and to share with you the beauty of our backyard, with photo's I've captured 
whilst there. Please feel free to use them as seen fit.- red tailed hawk, young doe, mi ksnake.

I'm just back from vacation and catching up on emails. While you already received the message thanking 
you for your input and that all comments will be part of the public record for this study, I wanted to also 
thank you for including your photographs. I've shared them with my colleagues at the TRCA. The photo of 
the deer is quite incredible!
Kind regards,
Maogosha

Noted response provided to the individual. Comments noted by project 
team and considered in the selection of the preferred design concept, 
specifically Option 2 was selected as the preferred design concept for 
Segment D. 
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I wasn't able to attend the June 24 East Don Trail consultation, so I am sending in some comments by email. I have tried to 
address general principles, and then apply my conclusions to the specific considerations at hand in this stage of the public 
consultation.

INCLUSIVITY
The East Don Trail provides vital links between the Gatineau Hydro Corridor Trail and the Don trail system
• It should be kept in mind that conditions in the East Don are presently very rough and demanding, meaning that current users 
tend to be hardy hikers and mountain bikers 
• However, the East Don Trail should be designed so that (when completed) it is welcoming to everyday users from local 
neighbourhoods, most of whom are not extreme sports enthusiasts 
• To be inclusive and provide a comfortable experience for as many users as possible: 
o the trail should have relatively moderate grades 
o frequent changes in elevation should be avoided as much as poss ble

Acknowledgement of email. 
Accepted as comment form.

Noted response provided to the individual. Comments noted by project 
team.
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Alternative Trail Alignments - AREA 1
I prefer the Forest Trail A option in Area 1 because:
• its grades are not overly steep, and the trail will be easier to negotiate by most members of the public 
• there are fewer safety concerns.

Acknowledgement of email. 
Accepted as comment form.

Noted response provided to the individual. Comments noted by project 
team.

318 24-Jul-2014
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Comment Part 1 (see comment #319 for Part 2)
Alternative Trail Alignments- FLEMINGDON PARK GOLF CLUB
• Of all the sports that take place in Toronto, golf probably monopolizes the most space on a square metre per user basis 
• Enormous amounts of land are devoted to golf courses across the city but they are used by a relatively small number of people 
compared to, say, the sports that take place at public community centres 
• Flemingdon Park Golf Club is situated near two priority neighbourhoods: 
o Flemingdon Park 
o Thorncliffe Park
• Most residents do not own back yards. They need public green space to recreate. 
• Even though the golf club does not impose annual membership fees for those who wish to use its facilities, the regular rates of 
$27 -$30 per game are unaffordable for many nearby residents. 
• Clearly, most people living in Flemingdon Park and Thorncliffe Park would derive far more benefits if the golf course were 
expropriated and turned into a public park without admission fees. 
• Much of the green space presently available to residents in these priority neighbourhoods is not prime: for instance, hydro corridor 
infrastructure means that Flemingdon Park is hardly pastoral 
• Golfers presently patronizing Flemingdon could go to Dentonia Park golf course it is just 2.5km to the south I believe Dentonia is 
less intensively used than the other four golf courses owned by the City of Toronto
• Expropriation can be a painful process, but it should be remembered that golf courses such as Flemingdon occupy strategic 
locations in the city's ravine system it causes a partial blockage in the city's trail network as Toronto's population becomes denser, 
green space should be used more efficiently
• Because the City taxes private golf clubs at much lower rates than is the case for other land uses, it may be said that they receive 
special treatment 
• In the case of Flemingdon, it makes more sense to use public money to expropriate land of high strategic importance rather than 
extend tax breaks to privately owned green space

Acknowledgement of email. 
Accepted as comment form.

Noted response provided to the individual. Comments noted by project 
team.
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Comment Part 2 (see comment #318 for Part 1)
AREA 2
If the decision is made to expropriate the golf course lands, then it would possible to provide two trail options on Area 2, both of 
which are not affected by the unavailability of land within the Metrolinx ROW.
• I prefer the Shared Use Trail because 
o it is direct, short and flat 
o it will be advantageous for those using the East Don Trail to commute or travel long distances
• I don't like : 
o the Rail Trail East because it is overly steep and circuitous 
o the Road Link is less than ideal because it is too close to the DVP -- it will be noisey and less scenic
Expropriation will also make possible the building of the River Wa k trail as a complement to the Shared Use Trail
• It will be scenic 
• It can be used by people who want to relax, picnic, wa k the dog, and play sports 
• It can be easily connected to priority neighbourhoods to the west and southwest

See above See above

320 24-Jul-2014
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I prefer Gatineau Access Route B because:
• most people heading to the Gatineau trail are coming from the south or the southwest, and will be best served by this route 
• it relies on the hydro corridor, which has moderate grades 
• Access Route A would be useful only to a minority of trail users who are travelling from the Gatineau trail to the golf course lands

Acknowledgement of email. 
Accepted as comment form.

Noted response provided to the individual. Comments noted by project 
team.
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Like a hangover, the topic of cost and why spend the money now appears at every public meeting. The success of the City’s efforts 
while spending millions of Dollars to extend the Charles Sauriol Trail will be in its use in the future by our children and children’s 
children. However, the City will be successful immediately by providing a better and easier access for the more than 10,000 
persons presently living and working next to it, - just up the hill in Neighbourhood # 10 of Don Mills (1) called Wynford Heights.

The key to your immediate success will be providing easy access to the trail, such that all of us do not have to load up our cars, 
drive 5 km to either the historic Milne site on Lawrence Ave. E. or Moccasin Trail off the Donway East - off Don Mills Road, or Don 
Mills Road at Taylor Creek, then park the car - if you find a parking space - then start wa king, already discouraged and knowing full 
well that you have to get back and do the rig-ma-roll in reverse, wasting time, energy and polluting the air.

The key to success here is to convert the obstacle, which children under 5 and adults over 60, plus anyone requiring aides such as 
wheels or canes simply can - not overcome. Even trail bikers have a serious problem – they push their bikes in a zig - zag fashion.
The obstacle to success is the steep hill, (2) just south of the CP Railway – twin bridge- (one track bridge built in 1888 while the 
south track bridge was built in the 1920’s) - forming the end of a short Trail, which I call the “Concorde Dog-walk” where Children 
play and many Dog lovers parade their pride and joy.

The obstacle is in the steep gradient and difference in elevation, which may be overcome by an abstract – high-tech – eye-catching 
– glass - encased elevator, just like they usually exhibit in a European Garden-show such as the “Floriade” or “Planten & Blomen”. 
There is also the down-to-earth approach which would be a
1serpentine-switchback multipurpose ramped trail, build into the hill, similar to some of the exiting roadways in the Swiss-Italian 
Alps, except of course at a much smaller scale since wa kers and baby-buggies are not cars or 18-wheelers.
If the City addresses this problem immediately success will be immediate, because it will be opening the door to a green space for 
the 10,000 or more people living/working in this overcrowded-high-density-high-rise Neighbourhood longing for everyday outdoor 
opportunities, even if it is a substitute to a public park space, which was never made mandatory by the City when development took 
place.

Response Part 1 (see response #322 for Part 2)
Thank you for your emails dated August 12 and September 22. My apologies for the delay in responding to 
your two key concerns: 1) providing immediate access to the existing East Don Trail near Wynford Drive 
and Concorde Place and 2) the steepness of the trail connection to the existing East Don Trail at Wynford 
Heights Crescent. Your letter and follow-up correspondence have been circulated to the project team (also 
copied here) and I have the following response:
1) Providing immediate access to the existing East Don Trail near Wynford Drive and Concorde Place 

This existing trail access point in question is out of scope and not part of the East Don Trail Environmental 
Assessment (EA). The focus of the EA study is on the new spine trail that will connect to the existing East 
Don Trail, Lower Don Trail and Gatineau Hydro Corridor. Though access points to the spine trail are 
outside of the scope, please note that the EA will recommend that additional community access points be 
explored during the detailed design stage of the project. 
Both the new spine trail and access points considered for this new portion of the East Don Trail will be 
designed and built to meet City of Toronto access bility requirements, where possible. One such 
requirement will be to design any change of grade to be less than 5% (steepness), where physical and 
other constraints (e.g., existing steep gradients and the need to minimize the impact on the natural 
environment) allow.
2) Steepness of the trail connection to the existing East Don Trail at Wynford Heights Crescent.

You have raised this concern in discussions with staff at the Public Information Centres for the East Don 
Trail Environmental Assessment on September 12, 2013 and June 24, 2014.

The existing East Don Trail was completed in 2012, including upgrades to an existing access road to 
complete the connection from the trail to the Wynford community, along what you refer to as the "Concorde 
Dog-wa k". This connection was made by upgrading an existing paved road that provided – and continues 
to provide – access to the rail line, now owned and managed by Metrolinx, and municipal storm and 
sanitary sewer infrastructure. During construction of the trail, the access road was repaved, infrastructure 
was upgraded to better manage stormwater runoff, and three rest areas with benches were installed along 
the slope. 

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.
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See above Response Part 2 (see response #321 for Part 1)
The decision to connect the Wynford community along the existing route was made for a number of 
reasons. First, as mentioned above, the route is shared with the other stakeholders in the area, namely 
Metrolinx and Toronto Water, who maintain infrastructure at the bottom of the slope. As such it needs to 
accommodate large vehicles for this maintenance. Any access into the valley at this point would also need 
to accommodate these large vehicles, whose turning radii are quite large. 
The decision to upgrade the existing route rather than construct a switchback trail to the bottom of the 
slope was made in order to minimize impacts to the forested slope. Switchback trails take a lot of land to 
build, especially to traverse the grade that is found at this Wynford entrance. In order to achieve a more 
accessible trail grade, the trail would need to traverse back and forth along the slope many times. A plan 
that was developed last year for another ravine with a less steep and longer slope required the trail to 
switchback five times, large areas of regrading of soil and 3 metre high retaining walls along most of its 
length – and that site did not need to accommodate the access needs of large vehicles as is required at 
Wynford, so the footprint could be smaller than what would be required at Wynford. As you can imagine, 
most of the trees on the slope at Wynford would have to be removed to be construct such a switchback, 
which would have significant impacts on the natural environment and habitat value of the area and l kely 
not be acceptable under the Ravine and Natural Feature By-law. 

In the design of the remainder of the East Don Trail south of Wynford, the study team aims to make 
access points to the trail which meet access bility requirements. The location of these access points is still 
being determined but we hope that there will be another less steep access point that residents of the 
Wynford community can use.

Should you have any questions or require further information, please contact me at mpyjor@toronto.ca or 
by phone 416-338-2850.

See above

323 8-Sep-2014
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At our last meeting we discussed poss ble trail routes around a marsh south of Eglinton. It is mostly a cattail fen which is of limited 
ecological value. It could be restored to something of much higher ecological and aesthetic value as was done at a similar wetland 
site that was restored a few years ago. I have attached two photos of the site. They are from a new wetland in Taylor Creek Park 
near Victoria Park Avenue. Prior to restoration, it was similar to the East Don site, i.e. a cattail choked marsh. 1.jpg is from the 
winter before restoration and 2.jpg is the spring after the initial excavation was complete. The two spruce trees in the centre of each 
photo show roughly the same ground.
I thought that they could be used in the presentation on Wednesday and presented as a poss ble concept for the East Don site. In 
the second photo you can see a new constructed path that skirts the wetland. I envision something similar could be created in the 
East Don.

Thank you for the email. I have copied Violetta on this email so she is aware of the information you're 
providing and your request. I'm not sure that we will be able to include the images in the presentation 
tomorrow but, I will leave it to Vi to decide. Likely, this is something that can be discussed at tomorrow's 
meeting though, with references to the images you provided.

Images were not incorporated into presentation as time did not permit.  
The CLC did discuss the concept, and the project team indicated they will 
be looking at wetlands areas more in  depth during the detailed design 
phase. 



324 10-Sep-2014
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Design Concepts - Segment F
I have heard a lot of complaints about the metal and wood regarding slipping.  The concrete is a great solution and is obviously a 
viable option for the City in some situations, as it has been installed in the past. I agree with this and second it. Material for the 
boardwalk is very important in this location, especially in regards to climate (i.e. rain and snow melt).  There are examples of metal 
bridges decks that have been recently installed by the City where, when it rains or snows, the bridge deck freezes over and are 
very dangerously slippery. I would like to see this avoided.

Within this area we are suggesting that opportunities for restoration should be explored. Option 3 (Segment 
F) means we are “conforming” to the space because in the EA we are looking at the area at a very high 
level. This does not preclude us from doing something different in the same space/area that is not a 
boardwa k option.  This is something that will be discussed with other TRCA and City staff during detailed 
design. The project team has the information and is committed to taking a look at it during the detailed 
design stage.

Noted by the project team and a response provided to stakeholder. 
Stakeholder's suggestions to be examined during trail detailed design 
phase.

325 10-Sep-2014

C
LC

Is there any chance that GO/Metrolinx will be putting in a connection to the Eglinton LRT or to the existing GO rail line at this point? 
GO/Metrolinx is undergoing a study however, no stations are planned for south of the 401, that I am aware of.

Metrolinx have been forthcoming about twinning of tracks but have not mentioned a station to the project 
team to date. Based on this discussion, we will follow-up with them though. 

No impact. Based on the on-going consultation with Metrolinx, no 
information regarding new GO station(s) along the Bala Subdivsion line 
was received by project team. 

326 10-Sep-2014
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A bridge was recently installed at Taylor Creek, and there is always a discrepancy between the drawings and implementation. 
There is pooling on the edge and on the vegetated rip rap. These are the sorts of things that when the on the ground stuff is going 
on someone needs to be supervising.

TRCA will look into this bridge that went in this year when designing the East Don Trail Bridges. The project team will look at the outcomes of the Taylor Creek bridge in 
relation to the design of the East Don Trail bridges.  In addition, as part of 
the EA the project will include a construction management plan and a 
monitoring plan327 10-Sep-2014

C
LC

If the proposed tunnels under the rail line are long and low, will the tunnels be lit?  I would l ke to note that they should be lit even if 
the trail itself is not.

There are also other mechanisms we can use, like wing walls, etc. that can look at ways of shortening the 
tunnel.  We would prefer not to light tunnels to reduce the maintenance requirements and vandalism 
opportunities.
TRCA has used light cones to get daylight in to dark halls. Not sure if there is a way to do this here, but will 
note this for something to look into.

Noted by the project team. To be considered during trail detailed design.

328 19-Sep-2014

C
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I suggested a restored wetland as part of the trail implementation. In your recommendations for implementation you should include 
a cost estimate for restoring this wetland to accommodate a perimeter path as opposed to a raised boardwalk. The additional cost 
can be justified by considering the improved wetland as a tradeoff for the negative impact that the addition of the path will 
undoubtedly have on the valley ecosystem.

Noted Noted by the project team. Individual's suggestions to be examined 
during trail detailed design phase.

329 19-Sep-2014

C
LC

The path may bisect potential seasonal movements of wildlife. For example, salamanders may inhabit a forests for all but one 
month in a year when they need to enter water to lay eggs. In these cases a path may endanger this movement through trampling 
or habitat fragmentation. I suggest that wildlife tunnels be considered in the areas near wetland with fences nearby to funnel this 
animal traffic safely underneath the path.

Noted Noted by the project team. Individual's suggestions to be examined 
during trail detailed design phase.

330 19-Sep-2014

C
LC

One inadvertent effect of placing an asphalt path in the valley is creating a place for reptiles to sun since it is an effective heat 
absorption place. One thing you can do create alternative sunning areas for reptiles that are near the path but reasonably isolated 
to limit human intrusion.

Noted Noted by the project team. Individual's suggestions to be examined 
during trail detailed design phase.

331 19-Sep-2014

C
LC

Construction
As part of your protocol for construction vehicles you should consider a method to clean the equipment before entering the valley. 
Vehicles can be a vector for the introduction of seeds that are stuck to the vehicles. If they fall off it could cause an infestation to 
occur that isn't already present.

Noted Noted by the project team. Individual's suggestions to be examined 
during trail detailed design phase and development of Construction 
Management Plan.

332 19-Sep-2014

C
LC

Design Concepts
One proposal made was for a branch path to be added to give access to potential scenic areas off the valley. These should be 
avoided. Rather they should be designed a cul-de-sac paths to a scenic viewpoint area with possible interpretive signage.

Noted Noted by the project team. Branch paths were not included as part of the 
design concept stage, however opportunities to provide nodal areas or 
additional amenities will be explored during the detailed design phase, 
individual's suggestions to be examined during that time.

333 30-Oct-2014
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1. EDT on sacred land and (Oct 30)
2. Flawed process for study (Nov 3)

Nov 3 (MP):
Left a message on each phone number provided.
Note: Margie Kennedy (TRCA) also left message.
Can provide Aboriginal Consultation Summary if there is a follow up call from respondent.

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.
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Nov. 1, 2014
As you approach your design RFP - I would suggest you touch base with Glen McMillan (Stormwater Management engineer and 
manager) and Tim Van Seeter (spelling? - he is part of the STEP (Sustainable Technology Evaluation program) both with TRCA - 
about my suggestions for designing the pathway with Low Impact Development (LID) techniques (e.g. porous pavement or porous 
asphalt, interlocking stones, etc.) as TRCA promotes LID to others to reduce volume of surface storm water reaching receivers 
(e.g. the east don river). Practice what you preach is what I am saying.
I will additionally send this e-mail off to Glen and Tim when I get back to my office on Monday morning (that is where I have their e-
mail addresses).

From what I have heard - as I was not able to attend the third public meeting, the preferred route is much more palatable than all 
the other options - that were very contentious (and in my professional opinion - not well thought through). I would like to think the 
different departments work together to make things happen.

I can only hope Low Impact Development (LID) techniques promoted by TRCA are incorporated in the design of the pathway along 
with natural LID techniques like trees planted along the pathway. This would support the City's Wet Weather Flow Management 
Plan.

Dec. 18, 2014
I support the use of an asphalt surface but also agree that you should explore different options. I had suggested the use of LID 
(such as trench infiltration systems on either side of the asphalt. There are two considerations. Their is asphalt that has been 
designed by a company in Kitchener / Waterloo (designed by a professor at Waterloo university I believe). It costs 10% more, but 
last twice as long. I hope the City will do a life cycle and maintenance costing assessment. Additional considerations could include 
porous asphalt. It too is more expensive but would reduce the costs of using other LID techniques (primarily because of the base 
one might use for the porous asphalt. 
Lastly, many people in the condominiums in my neighbourhood are still saddened that this last section of natural area in the Don 
Valley will now be opened up and still feel that it would have been more appropriate to have put the path on the other side of the 
river - I understand that we are pass that point with the EA completing and moving towards the third phase - detailed design. I hope 
it all meets with the City's Wet Weather Flow Mgmt guideline.
Again - thank you for keeping me in touch with what is going on. If I can be of any further assistance let me know. As a water 
resources engineer, I am happy to provide input.

Thank you for your interest and involvement in the East Don Trail Environmental Assessment (EA).

The project team is currently working on finalizing the EA study report and are hoping to file early next 
year. Pending approval of the EA the project team will move into the detailed design phase of the project, 
however we have began some discussions concerning design parameters.

In terms of trail surface, the majority of the trail route will be asphalt surface, as it is a firm and stable 
surface, does not erode and has lower maintenance costs than other materials. In addition asphalt will be 
able to support a variety of users and abilities and is considered a standard trail surface for multi-use trails 
by the City of Toronto. The ability to support a variety of users and conforming with the Access bility for 
Ontario's with Disabilities Act (AODA) were key objectives of the trail. A uniform asphalt surface will be able 
to achieve these objectives. That being said the project team is interested in looking into other 
opportunities to incorporate sustainable technologies and low impact development techniques. One area 
that we may explore is using more sustainable materials in rest areas. In addition, during the detailed 
design stage the project team will be in touch with the staff from TRCA STEP to discuss monitoring 
opportunities. These items will be discussed in the detailed design stage, along with the restoration plan, 
construction management plan, and trail maintenance plan.

Again, thank you for your comments, if you have any further questions or comments please do not hesitate 
to contact me.

Jan 7 
Thank you for your comments. Your comments will be discussed with the rest of the project team during 
the detailed design phase (pending approval of the EA).
We will keep the public updated on the notice of filing of the ESR and will issue you an email update at that 
time. In addition the project team will be continuing with email updates and consultation as the East Don 
Trail project moves forward.
Thank you and Happy New Year.

Noted response provided to the individual. Opportunities to use 
sustainable technologies will be explored during trail detailed design.
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I thought I'd suggest a few prospective links that could be made to the trail network; specifically in the Ward 25/Ward 34 area.

It would be extremely useful to have a link made between the East Don Trail (within Charles Sauriol Conservation Area/Moccasin 
Trail Park) and the Don Mills Trail (Leaside Spur Line).  Something along these lines (would probably require building atop the GO 
tracks; a sensitively placed stairway adjacent to the rainbow tunnel would probably be needed):  

Additionally, perhaps a link could be made from Brookbanks Park (the ravine in the upper center/right portion of the map) across 
the DVP, via a pedestrian bridge, into the Three Valleys side of the ravine; eventually exiting out to the Donalda Golf Course?  
Currently these sections of Don Valley are cut off by the DVP, and only connected via two small tunnels that channel the Don 

 River.  It would be nice to have a proper link for pedestrians.  

Thank you for taking the time to suggest future community access points to the East Don Trail. 
 
Although the potential for future access to communities and other public infrastructure is being considered 
as part of the EA process, and has factored into the development and evaluation of the trail alignments, 
the access points themselves are not being designed as part of the EA process. The EA focuses on the 
planning for the main ‘spine trail’. That said, I've copied members of the project team in order to share your 
suggestions which will also be recorded as part of the public record for this study.
 
Please note: I was unable to view the photos you pasted into to the body of the email. If you don't mind, 
please try to re-send the photos as attachments.

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.
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Existing Conditions
I have reviewed the East Don trail map, and I am impressed by the details, except one. The east bank of the river facing the 
Anewen Greenbelt has a steep, bare slope which has been eroding quickly, and which could be stabilized by moving the river 
slightly West and placing stone along the east bank. Failure to do so will result in the loss of the entire pine forest atop the slope, 
and eventually impact the housing above it. Since you are planning a trail right beside this area, access for some work is straight 
forward. I hope you can save this riverbank.

Thank you for your input into the EA process for the East Don Trail Study. As part of the EA, an 
assessment of the slopes along the proposed trail was completed and any erosion issues that may 
potentially impact the proposed trail will be addressed as part of this project. In addition, bank erosion and 
the impact the trail could have on erosion was considered throughout the selection of the preferred East 
Don Trail location. Unfortunately, additional slope stability work that will not directly impact the proposed 
trail is out of scope for this project. However, members of the project team from the City are aware of the 
existing erosion issues that you speak to in your mail. With the trailing being implemented the City will be 
continuing to look for more opportunities for access within the valley system and to address additional work.
If you have any additional questions or comments please let us know.

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.
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Phone call:
Local resident (Victoria Village), expressed the following concerns:
Impacts to wildlife; increase in littering as well as trespassing and safety concerns associated with the increase in the number of 
people from other communities accessing the valley once the proposed East Don Trail is constructed; resident and her neighbours 
experienced an increase in pedestrian traffic and trespassing (individuals accessing Victoria Park Ave/Victoria Village community 
from the valley lands via Victoria Village residents' backyards) following the completion of the existing East Don Trail; deer have 
become more aggressive, entering the tablelands and residents backyards more often as opposed to staying predominantly in the 
valley. One of the main concerns regarding the proposed trail was further increase in trespassing and safety concerns, particularly 
as a result of trail connection to the neighbouring communities.

Response Part 1 (see response #338 for Part 2)
Thank you for taking time to share your concerns.
As discussed, here is the link to the East Don Trail project website: www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail , where 
you can find information on consultation undertaken to date, trail design concept, frequently asked 
questions and other details.
Your email address will be added to the Study e-mail list so you could receive updates.
Below is a summary of our phone conversation. As I mentioned, your feedback will be included as part of 
the public record. Please let me know if anything is missing or isn't accurate. Information is collected in 
accordance with the Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and the 
Environmental Assessment Act. With the exception of personal information, all comments will become part 
of the public record. 
Concerns you expressed included impacts to wildlife, increase in littering as well as trespassing and safety 
concerns associated with the increase in the number of people from other communities accessing the 
valley once the proposed East Don Trail is constructed. You also mentioned that you and your neighbors 
experienced an increase in pedestrian traffic and trespassing (individuals accessing Victoria Park 
Ave/Victoria Village community from the valley lands via Victoria Village residents' backyards) following the 
completion of the existing East Don Trail.  As well, deer have become more aggressive, entering the 
tablelands and residents backyards more often as opposed to staying predominantly in the valley. One of 
your main concerns regarding the proposed trail was further increase in trespassing and safety concerns, 
particularly as a result of trail connection to the neighboring communities.
The project team acknowledges that the proposed trail may bring an increase in the number of people 
accessing/using the valley system. A single multi-use trail with formalized access points will encourage 
users to stay on a single route, therefore decreasing disturbance to wildlife as well as the need to use 
natural areas and adjacent private properties to access surrounding communities. In addition, having more 
people use the area through the provision of a formal trail may reduce the incidence of trespassing and 
other undesirable uses. Undesirable uses generally take place when unseen, and a formal trail may 
discourage inappropriate users as it increases the likelihood of them being discovered and reported. Trash 
cans will be provided at trail access points to address littering. 

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.
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See above Response Part 2 (see response #337 for Part 1)
At this time, the preferred trail route has been selected and an Environmental Study Report (ESR) is being 
prepared to document project activities, correspondence and decision-making process. Members of the 
public will be able to review the ESR during a 30 calendar day review period.  A public notice, termed the 
Notice of Completion, will be published to announce this review period.  The ESR will be made available on 
the project website and at the following l braries: Thorncliffe, Flemindgon Park and Victoria Village. 
Victoria Village Community Association (VVCA) has been involved in the project as part of the Community 
Liaison Committee, providing input at key project stages. I can certainly put you in touch with the VVCA 
representative who is the project CLC member. 
If you could please confirm that I can share your email address with this person.
Please let me know if you have any questions.

See above
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Phone call:
Local resident (Victoria Village), expressed the following concerns:
Location of the proposed trail within the valley lands north of Eglinton Avenue East and the impact trail construction and operation 
would have on the surrounding natural area. 
Resident maintained that she is not agaisnt the b keway trails but did question routing of the East Don Trail through the Don Valley. 

Response Part 1 (see responses 340 to 342 for Parts 2 to 4)
Thank you for taking time to share your concerns.
As discussed, I’ll make sure that your email address is included in the Study e-mail list so you could 
receive updates and the study Notice of Completion.

Below is a summary of our conversation as well as additional details concerning project background and 
the EA requirements/commitments related to addressing the potential natural environment impacts. As I 
mentioned, your feedback will be included as part of the public record. Information is collected in 
accordance with the Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and the 
Environmental Assessment Act. With the exception of personal information, all comments will become part 
of the public record. 

The main concerns you expressed were the location of the proposed trail within the valley lands north of 
Eglinton Avenue East and the impact trail construction and operation would have on the surrounding 
natural area. 

Below is a summary of the key planning initiatives that supported this project and, more specifically, routing 
of the proposed path through the East Don valley lands.

N/A - noted response provided to the individual.
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See above Response Part 2 (see responses 339, 341, and 342 for Parts 1,3, and 4)
B keways Trails Implementation Plan
To access the City of Toronto Staff Action Report please visit: 
http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnextoid=873f9559729d2410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCR
D&vgnextchannel=f7d3970aa08c1410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCRD
· The City of Toronto conducted audits of its existing major multi-use trail network to identify existing gaps 
and assess viability of new trail connections.  As a result the City identified, evaluated and prioritized a 
number of new trail connection opportunities. 
· Part of the process included public consultation including newsletters, correspondence, and a public open 
house.  At the open house the public were asked to rank the recommended trail connection projects and 
some general issues.  A number of trail connection projects were identified as high priority including the 
connection of the Don Trail System to the Gatineau Hydro Corridor Trail via a new East Don Trail. The 
highest ranking general issue affecting trails was continuity and connectivity of the trail network.
· The Plan was approved by City Council June 6, 2012 and recommended 77km of new trails be added to 
existing trail network, with the East Don Trail being identified as a short-term priority.
· The Figure attached (taken from the Plan) shows the existing and proposed connections.
· According to the Plan, East Don Trail would provide a "spine" trail system within the East Don valley lands 
from Lawrence Avenue East to the "Forks of the Don" at the convergence of the East Don and West Don 
Rivers. This critical trail link would connect a number of communities within the area and could provide a 
connection to the Gatineau Hydro Corridor Trail.

The East Don Trail Master Plan Update
To access the Master Plan Update: 
http://www1.toronto.ca/City%20Of%20Toronto/Policy,%20Planning,%20Finance%20&%20Administration/P
ublic%20Consultation%20Unit/Studies/Transportation/East%20Don%20Trail/Files/PDF/east-don-trail-
feasibility-study-report_noappendices.pdf
· The Master Plan was completed to determine if the East Don Trail connection was feasible from a 
technical perspective, and concluded that a trail within the East Don valley lands was possible and 
recommended further environmental studies.

See above
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See above Response Part 3 (see reponses 339, 340, and 342 for Parts 1, 2, and 4)
The East Don Trail Environmental Assessment
For further information please visit the project webpage: www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail
· The East Don Trail EA has developed and evaluated a number of options to facilitate the connection and 
has identified a preferred trail route and design concept.
· Public consultation plays a vital role in this project and has included to date: 3 public meetings, 7 
community liaison committee meetings, a project website, and email updates.
· The EA did examine the “Do Nothing” alternative (i.e., no trail is built), and evaluated it against the 
“Provide Multi-use trail Connection” alternative (i.e., constructing a multi-use trail from the existing East 
Don Trail to the Lower Don Trail). This was done in Phase 2 of the EA (Alternative Solutions) and more 
information can be found in the Public Event 2 section of the Consultation tab on the project website. 
Further details will be included in the project Environmental Study Report (ESR).

The project team understands your concerns about the potential impacts of the proposed trail construction 
and operation on the natural environment.  An important part of the Environmental Assessment process 
undertaken to date was the evaluation of each of the proposed trail alignments with respect to their 
impacts on the natural environment. The criteria included impacts on the East Don River processes, 
wildlife habitat and connectivity, aquatic habitat, terrestrial vegetation and others. EA approval pending, 
trail detailed design will incorporate additional measures to further reduce environmental impacts (e.g., 
consideration will be given to the provision of fencing in more sensitive areas). In addition, construction, 
monitoring and restoration plans (to be developed in the detailed design project phase) will aid in 
minimizing disturbance to the surrounding natural area via specific mitigation measures. More details, 
including examples of mitigation measures, will be provided in the project ESR. 

Notably, a number of informal trails have been developed through the valley corridor, including the area 
north of Eglinton Avenue East, and are having a large impact on the natural environment. The provision of 
a single primary multi-use trail has a number of potential benefits to the natural environment, including 
assisting in the management of informal trails by minimizing their development and discouraging the use of 
environmentally sensitive areas.

See above
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See above Response Part 4 (see responses 339 - 341 for Parts 1 to 3)
Finally, I wanted to give you an update on the study status and the next steps:

At this time, the project ESR is being prepared to document project activities, correspondence and 
decision-making process. Members of the public will be able to review the ESR during a 30 calendar day 
review period.  A public notice, termed the Notice of Completion, will be published to announce this review 
period.  The ESR will be made available on the project website and at the following libraries: Thorncliffe, 
Flemindgon Park and Victoria Village. 

Interested persons may provide written comments to the City of Toronto within the 30 calendar day period. 
If concerns regarding this project remain unresolved after consulting with City Staff, a person or party can 
request that the project be subject to a Part II Order by the Minister of the Environment and Climate 
Change (MOECC). A Part II Order is an appeal provision for elevating the status of the project to an 
Individual EA process.  Part II Order requests must be written and received by the Minister within 30 
calendar days following the date of the Notice of Completion, and a copy must also be sent to the City 
contact. Further details, including review period dates, will be provided in the Notice of Completion.  
    
If you have any questions or additional concerns, please contact me. 

See above
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Existing Conditions
I have reviewed the East Don trail map, and I am impressed by the details, except one. The east bank of the river facing the Anewen 
Greenbelt has a steep, bare slope which has been eroding quickly, and which could be stabilized by moving the river slightly West 
and placing stone along the east bank. Failure to do so will result in the loss of the entire pine forest atop the slope, and eventually 
impact the housing above it. Since you are planning a trail right beside this area, access for some work is straight forward. I hope you 
can save this riverbank.

Thank you for your input into the EA process for the East Don Trail Study. As part of the EA, an assessment 
of the slopes along the proposed trail was completed and any erosion issues that may potentially impact the 
proposed trail will be addressed as part of this project. In addition, bank erosion and the impact the trail could 
have on erosion was considered throughout the selection of the preferred East Don Trail location. 
Unfortunately, additional slope stability work that will not directly impact the proposed trail is out of scope for 
this project. However, members of the project team from the City are aware of the existing erosion issues 
that you speak to in your mail. With the trailing being implemented the City will be continuing to look for more 
opportunities for access within the valley system and to address additional work.
If you have any additional questions or comments please let us know.

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.
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Phone call:
Local resident (Victoria Village), expressed the following concerns:
Impacts to wildlife; increase in littering as well as trespassing and safety concerns associated with the increase in the number of 
people from other communities accessing the valley once the proposed East Don Trail is constructed; resident and her neighbours 
experienced an increase in pedestrian traffic and trespassing (individuals accessing Victoria Park Ave/Victoria Village community from 
the valley lands via Victoria Village residents' backyards) following the completion of the existing East Don Trail; deer have become 
more aggressive, entering the tablelands and residents backyards more often as opposed to staying predominantly in the valley. One 
of the main concerns regarding the proposed trail was further increase in trespassing and safety concerns, particularly as a result of 
trail connection to the neighbouring communities.

Response Part 1 (see response #338 for Part 2)
Thank you for taking time to share your concerns.
As discussed, here is the link to the East Don Trail project website: www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail , where you 
can find information on consultation undertaken to date, trail design concept, frequently asked questions and 
other details.
Your email address will be added to the Study e-mail list so you could receive updates.
Below is a summary of our phone conversation. As I mentioned, your feedback will be included as part of the 
public record. Please let me know if anything is missing or isn't accurate. Information is collected in 
accordance with the Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and the Environmental 
Assessment Act. With the exception of personal information, all comments will become part of the public 
record. 
Concerns you expressed included impacts to wildlife, increase in littering as well as trespassing and safety 
concerns associated with the increase in the number of people from other communities accessing the valley 
once the proposed East Don Trail is constructed. You also mentioned that you and your neighbors 
experienced an increase in pedestrian traffic and trespassing (individuals accessing Victoria Park 
Ave/Victoria Village community from the valley lands via Victoria Village residents' backyards) following the 
completion of the existing East Don Trail.  As well, deer have become more aggressive, entering the 
tablelands and residents backyards more often as opposed to staying predominantly in the valley. One of 
your main concerns regarding the proposed trail was further increase in trespassing and safety concerns, 
particularly as a result of trail connection to the neighboring communities.
The project team acknowledges that the proposed trail may bring an increase in the number of people 
accessing/using the valley system. A single multi-use trail with formalized access points will encourage users 
to stay on a single route, therefore decreasing disturbance to wildlife as well as the need to use natural areas 
and adjacent private properties to access surrounding communities. In addition, having more people use the 
area through the provision of a formal trail may reduce the incidence of trespassing and other undesirable 
uses. Undesirable uses generally take place when unseen, and a formal trail may discourage inappropriate 
users as it increases the likelihood of them being discovered and reported. Trash cans will be provided at 
trail access points to address littering. 

N/A - Noted response provided to the individual.
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See above Response Part 2 (see response #337 for Part 1)
At this time, the preferred trail route has been selected and an Environmental Study Report (ESR) is being 
prepared to document project activities, correspondence and decision-making process. Members of the 
public will be able to review the ESR during a 30 calendar day review period.  A public notice, termed the 
Notice of Completion, will be published to announce this review period.  The ESR will be made available on 
the project website and at the following libraries: Thorncliffe, Flemindgon Park and Victoria Village. 
Victoria Village Community Association (VVCA) has been involved in the project as part of the Community 
Liaison Committee, providing input at key project stages. I can certainly put you in touch with the VVCA 
representative who is the project CLC member. 
If you could please confirm that I can share your email address with this person.
Please let me know if you have any questions.

See above
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Phone call:
Local resident (Victoria Village), expressed the following concerns:
Location of the proposed trail within the valley lands north of Eglinton Avenue East and the impact trail construction and operation 
would have on the surrounding natural area. 
Resident maintained that she is not agaisnt the bikeway trails but did question routing of the East Don Trail through the Don Valley. 

Response Part 1 (see responses 340 to 342 for Parts 2 to 4)
Thank you for taking time to share your concerns.
As discussed, I’ll make sure that your email address is included in the Study e-mail list so you could receive 
updates and the study Notice of Completion.

Below is a summary of our conversation as well as additional details concerning project background and the 
EA requirements/commitments related to addressing the potential natural environment impacts. As I 
mentioned, your feedback will be included as part of the public record. Information is collected in accordance 
with the Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and the Environmental Assessment 
Act. With the exception of personal information, all comments will become part of the public record. 

The main concerns you expressed were the location of the proposed trail within the valley lands north of 
Eglinton Avenue East and the impact trail construction and operation would have on the surrounding natural 
area. 

Below is a summary of the key planning initiatives that supported this project and, more specifically, routing 
of the proposed path through the East Don valley lands.

N/A - noted response provided to the individual.
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See above Response Part 2 (see responses 339, 341, and 342 for Parts 1,3, and 4)
Bikeways Trails Implementation Plan
To access the City of Toronto Staff Action Report please visit: 
http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnextoid=873f9559729d2410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCRD
&vgnextchannel=f7d3970aa08c1410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCRD
· The City of Toronto conducted audits of its existing major multi-use trail network to identify existing gaps 
and assess viability of new trail connections.  As a result the City identified, evaluated and prioritized a 
number of new trail connection opportunities. 
· Part of the process included public consultation including newsletters, correspondence, and a public open 
house.  At the open house the public were asked to rank the recommended trail connection projects and 
some general issues.  A number of trail connection projects were identified as high priority including the 
connection of the Don Trail System to the Gatineau Hydro Corridor Trail via a new East Don Trail. The 
highest ranking general issue affecting trails was continuity and connectivity of the trail network.
· The Plan was approved by City Council June 6, 2012 and recommended 77km of new trails be added to 
existing trail network, with the East Don Trail being identified as a short-term priority.
· The Figure attached (taken from the Plan) shows the existing and proposed connections.
· According to the Plan, East Don Trail would provide a "spine" trail system within the East Don valley lands 
from Lawrence Avenue East to the "Forks of the Don" at the convergence of the East Don and West Don 
Rivers. This critical trail link would connect a number of communities within the area and could provide a 
connection to the Gatineau Hydro Corridor Trail.

The East Don Trail Master Plan Update
To access the Master Plan Update: 
http://www1.toronto.ca/City%20Of%20Toronto/Policy,%20Planning,%20Finance%20&%20Administration/Publ
ic%20Consultation%20Unit/Studies/Transportation/East%20Don%20Trail/Files/PDF/east-don-trail-feasibility-
study-report_noappendices.pdf
· The Master Plan was completed to determine if the East Don Trail connection was feasible from a technical 
perspective, and concluded that a trail within the East Don valley lands was possible and recommended 
further environmental studies.

See above
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See above Response Part 3 (see reponses 339, 340, and 342 for Parts 1, 2, and 4)
The East Don Trail Environmental Assessment
For further information please visit the project webpage: www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail
· The East Don Trail EA has developed and evaluated a number of options to facilitate the connection and 
has identified a preferred trail route and design concept.
· Public consultation plays a vital role in this project and has included to date: 3 public meetings, 7 
community liaison committee meetings, a project website, and email updates.
· The EA did examine the “Do Nothing” alternative (i.e., no trail is built), and evaluated it against the “Provide 
Multi-use trail Connection” alternative (i.e., constructing a multi-use trail from the existing East Don Trail to 
the Lower Don Trail). This was done in Phase 2 of the EA (Alternative Solutions) and more information can 
be found in the Public Event 2 section of the Consultation tab on the project website. Further details will be 
included in the project Environmental Study Report (ESR).

The project team understands your concerns about the potential impacts of the proposed trail construction 
and operation on the natural environment.  An important part of the Environmental Assessment process 
undertaken to date was the evaluation of each of the proposed trail alignments with respect to their impacts 
on the natural environment. The criteria included impacts on the East Don River processes, wildlife habitat 
and connectivity, aquatic habitat, terrestrial vegetation and others. EA approval pending, trail detailed design 
will incorporate additional measures to further reduce environmental impacts (e.g., consideration will be given 
to the provision of fencing in more sensitive areas). In addition, construction, monitoring and restoration 
plans (to be developed in the detailed design project phase) will aid in minimizing disturbance to the 
surrounding natural area via specific mitigation measures. More details, including examples of mitigation 
measures, will be provided in the project ESR. 

Notably, a number of informal trails have been developed through the valley corridor, including the area north 
of Eglinton Avenue East, and are having a large impact on the natural environment. The provision of a single 
primary multi-use trail has a number of potential benefits to the natural environment, including assisting in the 
management of informal trails by minimizing their development and discouraging the use of environmentally 
sensitive areas.

See above
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See above Response Part 4 (see responses 339 - 341 for Parts 1 to 3)
Finally, I wanted to give you an update on the study status and the next steps:

At this time, the project ESR is being prepared to document project activities, correspondence and decision-
making process. Members of the public will be able to review the ESR during a 30 calendar day review 
period.  A public notice, termed the Notice of Completion, will be published to announce this review period.  
The ESR will be made available on the project website and at the following libraries: Thorncliffe, Flemindgon 
Park and Victoria Village. 

Interested persons may provide written comments to the City of Toronto within the 30 calendar day period. If 
concerns regarding this project remain unresolved after consulting with City Staff, a person or party can 
request that the project be subject to a Part II Order by the Minister of the Environment and Climate Change 
(MOECC). A Part II Order is an appeal provision for elevating the status of the project to an Individual EA 
process.  Part II Order requests must be written and received by the Minister within 30 calendar days 
following the date of the Notice of Completion, and a copy must also be sent to the City contact. Further 
details, including review period dates, will be provided in the Notice of Completion.  
    
If you have any questions or additional concerns, please contact me. 

See above

343 7-Sep-2016

C
LC

Our family lives in Victoria Village and we have used the trail from Anewen park under Eglinton and south along Bermondsey  more 
than half a dozen time this year.  Your plan looks fantastic and addresses the rail crossing I see so many people forced to make when 
we are down there.
Thanks for your efforts!

Thank you for your response and support.  Yes these crossings will provide trail users an opportunity to cross 
the rail line safely in the future.  Informally crossing the rail line is a major safety concerns for both valley land 
users and the rail line.
Kindest Regards;

N/A - noted response provided to the individual
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Tunnels & underpasses are easier accessibility wise, but if they are not doable/feasible then 1:20 minimum sloped bridges are a 
reasonable tradeoff for access.

Thank you for your comment. The slopes of the bridges will be determined during the detailed design stage 
of the project, following the filing and approval of the Environmental Study Report. The project team has  
some discussions concerning grades and during the detailed design stage we will aim to meet a minimum 
1:20 slope (or 5% grade) where possible for sloped bridge access. In addition the design will work to meet 
the Ontario Accessibility Standards for the Design of Public Spaces Guidelines and the City of Toronto 
Accessibility Design Guideline (which are currently being updated). Please let me know if you have any 
additional comments or questions.
Kindest Regards;

Noted by the project team.  Feedback will be used in the trail detailed 
design.
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Detailed Design
Thank you for the update.
As a cyclist, I suggest that the bridge approaches be sloped without switchbacks. They could be curved if radius is not too small. If 
switchbacks prove to be necessary, then please make the landings as wide or wider than the ramp i.e. 3.5 m minimum to allow a 
reasonable turning radius for cyclists when meeting other trail users.

Thank you very for taking the time to email us with your recommendation for sloped approached instead of 
switchbacks for the proposed bridges. I've copied both project managers from the City's Cycling 
Infrastructure and Programs Unit and TRCA so that they are  aware of your comments. We will keep you 
posted on the design work and opportunities for public input.
Kind regards,
Maogosha

Noted by the project team.  Specific details regarding the approaches to 
the rail line bridges will be further explored during the detailed design 
phase. Feedback will be used in the trail detailed design.
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Can you please explain to me as an avid user of the Don river system how this information about Metrolinx bridge requirements was 
not obviously investigated before your 100 plus page preliminary study was released?

Thank you for your interest in the East Don Trail project. As you are aware the East Don Trail is being 
proposed in an urban valley system which has provided some technical challenges for routing the proposed 
trail. Some of the constraints the preferred trail route needed to consider and accommodate included: 
existing infrastructure (such as the rail line), varying topography, flooding potential and preservation of the 
urban forest. I think we can agree that this is a technically challenging project with often times, limited  
choices for feasible trail alignment and design options. The preliminary preferred alternative solution for the 
East Don Trail and the need to cross the rail line in various locations has been discussed with Metrolinx 
throughout the EA process. The two preliminary proposed crossings, one south of Flemingdon Golf Club and 
one north of Eglington Ave, were considered new at-grade crossings. When discussions began with 
Metrolinx, new at-grade crossings were being considered on a case by case basis. As a result the project 
team undertook a safety assessment, as required by Metrolinx. Following the assessment, Metrolinx has now 
confirmed their policy direction to restrict new at-grade crossings of Metrolinx owned rail corridors. Please 
consider that we have issued this update to receive public comments and concerns related to the proposed 
bridge crossings. The final report (Environmental Study Report) is expected to be filed at the end of this year 
and will be available for a 30 day review period.
Kindest Regards;

N/A - noted response provided to the individual
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Hi,
I just want to take the time to express my concerns for this project. Especially in light of this new development. You are proposing to 
build a lot of infrastructure into an area which is now a relatively wild and natural conservation area. The last proposed path of the trail 
I saw cuts into every single natural pocket I know of in the Linkwood area of the East Don valley. It proposes building many bridges 
crisscrossing the river in what I feel are key natural spots which would kill the whole special natural feel of the valley in my observation 
of spending so much time in the area. It will also bring in many people to areas which have very few right now and are safe havens for 
many animals. I see many deer, beaver, mink, muskrats, blue herons, owls, salmon, hawks and many other interesting birds as well 
as the normal rabbits, groundhogs, etc. I have already seen a mink killed by an off leash dog recently and this type of issue will 
become much worse if this trail goes through in the way you plan it. Also more and more garbage is being left as the valley becomes 
more of a sporting ground verses a nature lovers paradise. I spend a lot of time in this valley and it is why I live in this area. Most 
people I meet walking in the valley now are nature lovers l ke me that are careful to take care of it and are horrified of this expansion. I 
am also an avid cyclist and would like a bike trail link but not at the expense of so much destruction and change of the valleys natural 
landscape and use. I still can't see with all this talk of building these bridges across the tracks why infrastructure could not be made to 
keep the path to the east of the tracks
along the side of them up through the valley which would preserve more of the natural pockets in the valley and still have a bike link. 
Is there any other way I can have my concerns heard?
Thank you for your consideration. 

Thank you for your interest in the East Don Trail project and for the comments you provided. One of the 
goals of the East Don Trail project is to formalize a single multi-use trail that is access ble by a variety of 
individuals to enjoy nature in the valley system. Pending approval of the study, the detailed design will aim to 
maintain the natural feeling of the valley lands moving away from a “park” feel/experience. The project team 
acknowledges that the proposed trail may bring an increase in the number of people using the valley system. 
However, a formalized multi-use trail will encourage users to stay on a single route, therefore decreasing 
disturbance to wildlife and impact on sensitive environments. In addition, during the detailed design phase 
the project team will look at incorporating natural surface trails in appropriate areas so that users can enjoy 
both experiences. Through the East Don Trail Study a number of different trail alignment options were 
explored. Each of these alignments was evaluated using the same criteria, considering the natural and 
physical environment, functional value, social and cultural impacts, cost and technical feasibility. Alternative 
alignments were not selected as the preferred for a variety of reasons including (but not limited to) proximity 
to erosion prone sites, very steep grades, safety concerns and limited accessibility. In regards to the dogs off 
leash, under City of Toronto Parks Bylaw dogs are required to be on a leash when not in designated off-leash 
areas. If you observe this behavior again we recommend you report the bylaw infraction by contacting 311. 
The City will continue to encourage safe and appropriate use the trail through signage. In addition, a dogs of 
leash area will be created just south of the trail adjacent to Taylor Creek Park for these users. An 
Environmental Study Report (ESR), which documents the project decision making process and public 
consultation, is currently being drafted. The ESR will be filed before the end of this year and be available for 
a 30 day public review period. If you have any questions prior to that please do not hesitate to myself or 
Maogosha Pyjor.
Sincerely;

N/A - noted response provided to the individual
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At some point can you please tell me the story and future of the section of the Don trail from Taylor Creek branch to Bermondsey 
Transfer Station? Seems like some bridges were removed by nature, others by us?
Would be such a positive win if the bridges went back in to connect in Flemingdon Park people and  et them enjoy more active living 
spaces -- also would also properly connect in the whole east side of the river...(this section: https://goo.gl/maps/2XFXUsDp3um )
Looks exciting! Are we still starting phase 1 in 2016?

Thanks for your interest in the East Don Trail. The East Don Trail is currently in the Environmental 
Assessment (study) phase of the project, we are aiming to file our final report, the Environmental Study 
Report (ESR) the Ministry of Environment and Climate Change before the end of the year. When the ESR is 
filed it is also available for a 30 day public review. Following the study the project team will move into detailed 
design and implementation (pending approval). We are aiming to commence construction in 2017, starting 
with Phase 1 - which stretches from the lower don/Taylor Massey creek through to the Hydro Corridor. This 
portion of the trail was always intended to fill that gap in the Pan Am Path. In regard to your question about 
the bridge, I believe you are referring to the temporary culvert bridge that was connected to the Taylor 
Massey Creek parking lot (near the elevated wetlands). If so, that bridge was in place to provide temporary 
access to Toronto Water infrastructure (the gravel road in the valley system is a Toronto Water access 
route). The bridge had to be removed as it kept being washed away during heavy rain falls/increased times of 
flow. The City of Toronto is currently working on designing a permeant bridge for this location that will also 
serve as the start of the East Don Trail. I encourage you to sign up for our mailing list, which can be found to 
the left of the web page Arlen forwarded you, this way you will receive any updates including when the ESR 
will be filed. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any additional questions.

N/A - noted response provided to the individual
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Detailed Design - rail line crossings
A couple of concerns/questions.
1. The bridges over the rail lines. Can you confirm that planning for these structures will include accommodating the requirements for 
the eventual electrification of the rail line? I believe that delivery of power by overhead means is a leading, if not the leading, 
possibility for electrification, so bridges may have to account for future power infrastructure above the rail line.
2. While the preference to avoid level crossings of the rail line is understandable, any bridge structure is l kely to make accessibility of 
the trail significantly more difficult for anyone with mobility issues. There may not be any feas ble way of building additional 
accommodation for this contingency, and realistically, very few people with mobility challenges are l kely to travel substantial lengths 
along the trail.
Some thought should be given to providing adequate notice of these possibly restrictive areas, and degree of difficulty if it can be 
meaningfully quantified, for those who would find ramps, etc.  associated with the overhead crossings to be barriers to continued 
movement along the trail.

Thank you for your interest in the East Don Trail project, I have responded to your two questions/concerns 
below:
1. The East Don Trail project team has been in consultation with Metrolinx regarding all rail line crossings 
throughout the East Don Trail Environmental Study process. Metrolinx will continue to be a key stakeholder 
we consult with as the project moves forward.
To the best of the project team’s knowledge, electrification is not currently planned for this line (Richmond Hill 
GO Line). That being said, any new structures or crossings constructed along the Metrolinx rail line must 
meet certain requirements for the potential future electrification. For the bridges over the rail line this means 
meeting a vertical clearance (distance from rail to bridge) of 7.4 m from the top of rail, to accommodate 
Overhead Contact Systems (i.e. power infrastructure). Pending approval of the East Don
Trail Study, the rail line bridges will be designed and constructed in consultation and with approval from 
Metrolinx and meeting the 7.4 m vertical clearance.
2. The project team has been in consultation with the City’s Parks Forestry & Recreation Community 
Disability Steering Committee as well as the City’s Advocate for People with Disabilities throughout the EA 
process including the most recent preferred design concept. The project team will continue to engage them 
throughout detailed design, pending project approval, to ensure that access bility standards are met wherever 
possible. Additionally, detailed design will follow the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA) 
technical requirements for recreational trails, Ontario Accessibility Standards for the Design of Public Spaces 
Guidelines (2013), City of Toronto Accessibility Design Guidelines (2004, draft 2016) and the Toronto Multi-
Use Trail Design Guidelines (2014). The detailed design will aim to minimize steep inclines and sharp turns, 
provide safe transitions from trail to bridge or tunnel crossings, and meet access bility criteria, where physical 
and environmental constraints allow.
Although we aim to provide access to as many people as possible we recognize that some users may find 
some portions of the proposed trail challenging. As part of the detailed design a signage plan will be 
developed, to include wayfinding, warning and informational signage. Your idea to provide adequate notice of 
restrictive or less accessible areas is an excellent idea and will be considered during that stage of the design.
Thank you for providing feedback on the preferred design concept.
Sincerely,

Noted by the project team.  Rail line bridge crossing's planed vertical 
clearance of 7.4 m was confirmed with Metrolinx, to ensure this height 
would accommodate any future overhead contact systems. Feedback will 
be used in the trail detailed design.
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9/7/2016
Please email the Preferred trail locations map(s) attached to the EAST DON TRAIL EA PROJECT REPORT

9/8/2016
Maps that show the route from the North at Anewen and to the South Flemingdon
I need to confirm how far north the trail comes into the Anewen green belt park and details of the location of the trail passing through 
the Golf course…

9/13/2016
Bridge 10 straight diagonal to bridge 6 should be the path connection, thus eliminating bridge 9,8,7 and Metrolinx #5. This would 
reduce significant cost also reduce future maintenance costs. Further it would greatly reduced negative impact on the significant 
natural land formations and wild life of this area. The path width is far to wide and intrusive in the questionable area. The Route that 
we proposed (VVCA) was not accepted however we feel that our route is still preferred.

9/8/2016
I hope you are doing well. To ensure I send you the correct map (s) can you clarify what you are looking for? 
The update sent out yesterday included a map of the preferred trial location, highlighting the rail line 
crossings on an ortho background. Kindest Regards;

9/13/2016
Please find attached three maps. the maps all show the East Don Trail Preferred design concept however 
are different views, the maps include:
-the full route, on an ortho background, identifies the Areas we broke the study area into
-Area 3 map, shows the topography and identifies features of the trail, this area is the north (with Anewen 
park area)
-Area 2 map, shows the topography and identifies features of the trail, this area is the middle of the study 
area, adjacent to the Golf Course (east of the golf course).
Please let me know if there is anything else you are looking for or have any questions.
Kindest Regards;

9/15/2016
Thank you for your comments. As you are aware, the alignment proposed by VVCA was evaluated during 
Phase 2 of the EA process (alternative trail alignments), however did not rank as high as the selected 
preferred alternative trail alignment. The alignment proposed by VVCA (called Forest Trail C in the EA) was 
not selected as the preferred as it would travel through a well forested area with few informal trails creating a 
larger impact on wildlife habitat (the preferred alignment selected follows a path of informal trails already 
being used by the public), a large bridge would be required to transverse a steep and stable area which 
would require major cutting into of the river bank and would limit accessibility (for example by those with 
limited mobility). In addition, the selected preferred alternative allows for future connections to be made to the 
Victoria Village community. The preferred trail alignment has been selected for the East Don Trial, at this 
time the project team is looking for comments on the two proposed rail line bridges.
If you have any other comments or questions please do not hesitate to contact me.
Kindest Regards;

N/A - noted response provided to the individual. As part of Phase 2 of the 
EA the alignment VVCA proposed was explored and evaluated.  However 
was not ranked the highest and as such was not selected as the preferred 
alternative trail alignment. S
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9/7/2016
Violetta ‐ I looked at the revised proposal. Crossing the railroad on bridges would change everything since they require high clearance 
for double deck trains and eventual electrical overhead lines – approaches are large a problem as well as the effects of the bridge 
itself and the location along the railway. Crossing the CN line on the existing Don Trail at Don Mills Road is the worst part of the trail – 
too steep, narrow, and slippery. In light of the large number of crossings, I would urge the design team to reconsider the route once 
again, with eliminating rail crossings as much as poss ble being a new and central objective. In my personal scouting, I am able to get 
far down the route with only one crossing of the tracks at a place that could be a tunnel. Instead of all the rail crossings there could be 
hillside viaducts as needed, for example. The bridges would mean considerable destruction of the valley habitat, maintenance 
problems, additional level changes, and too much focus on the railway. With the false assumption that level crossings would be 
possible, we went ahead with the present design. I think it would be good to reconsider that decision.

9/13/2016
Violetta – Thanks for thinking of me. I did see it. I hope many others do too. There are many points of interest in the East Don ravine 
that are mentioned and it would be nice if they could be designated. It would be wonderful to have historic tours in the valleys – with a 
contrast between the DVP and the historic areas. The Milne House could be a small museum. Did you notice that there is a new trail 
bridge south of Pottery Road near Bayview whose approach crosses the same rail line – on a level crossing. I went back to the 
Anewen Greenbelt Saturday and looked at the terrain and existing paths. A somewhat longer route that stays on the east side of the 
river is easily doable from the current trail at least to Eglinton – with one rail crossing and making use of space under a bridge. The 
thought of building tunnels and access ble bridges in that valley seems to be a challenge. The bad example is the bridge over the CP 
tracks between Moore Park and Rosedale. It is high and steep and ugly.

9/21/2016
Violetta – Thanks for the response. The bridges and tunnels could be assets or hindrances. In any case, they will raise the costs. I 
can only hope that the trail gets built as soon as possible.

Response Part 1 (see response #357 for Part 2)
9/13/2016
Thank you for taking the time to review the revisions to the East Don Trail preferred design concept and for 
your comments. I will be discussing your comments and concerns with the project team will respond later this 
week. Thank you;

9/13/2016
I forgot to mention in my email below that there was a recent Star article done regarding the Don Valley and 
Charles Sauriol, if you have not seen it yet I thought you might be interested in it. I have attached the link 
below: https://www.thestar.com/news/insight/2016/09/04/when-the-don-valley-was-cottage-country.html

9/21/2016
Sorry for the delay in responded, I've been in and out of the office the past couple of weeks.
Yes the East Don ravine does contain many points of interest, as part of the detailed design phase the 
project team will be developing a signage plan that will include wayfinding, warning and informational 
signage. Ensuring that the signs are developed considering what is present in the existing East Don Trail and 
the Lower Don, Taylor Massey and West Don Trails. I have not been in the Pottery Road and Bayview area 
lately, but I will have to plan a visit soon, thanks for the information. In regards to the trail route you suggest 
in Area 1, staying east of the East Don River (and east of the rail line following the underpass correct?), this 
route was explored early on during the East Don Trail study, however was not included in the EA as it does 
contain some steep sections and brings users out of the valley lands closer to the residence. I spoke to the 
project team again about this route and though the East Don Trail preferred trail alignment does include a 
number of bridges and rail line crossings, the route east of the river would require a large amount of 
infrastructure work as well to navigate some of the changes in topography. For example to provide adequate 
room and ensure safety of the trail, cutting in and hardening of slopes, which are stable and established, to 
create retaining walls may be necessary. Or in some areas switchbacks or a sloped trail may be required to 
transverse steeper areas, creating a larger trail footprint. In addition, the longer length of the trail would 
require a larger amount of tree removals.

Noted response provided to the individual.  Alignment proposed was 
discussed with project team and was explored during Phase 2 of the EA, 
the alignment was not moved forward due to steep grades. 
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See above Response Part 2 (see response #356 for Part 1)
As you are aware, one of the goals of the East Don Trail project is to formalize a single multi-use trail that is 
access ble by a variety of individuals to enjoy nature in the valley system. The preferred alignment selected 
in Area 1 follows the route of some of the many informal trails in the area; the route also allows users to be 
closer to the East Don river in a safe manner while leading users away from more environmentally sensitive 
areas. If a trail were formalized further away from the river and further out of the valley system, many of these 
informal trails would continue to persist continuing to led users to potentially unsafe situations (erosion and 
active rail line). I can appreciate your concern with accessibility regarding rail line bridges. As you know the 
detailed design will aim to follow the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act and the City of Toronto
Accessibility Design Guidelines, aiming to keep approach grades at a minimum of 5%, where possible. 
During the detailed design the project team will also be looking to minimize steep inclines and sharp turns, 
provide resting areas where necessary, and provide an anti-slip material for the surface of the bridges. We 
appreciate your comments and will consider accessibility of the rail line bridges during detailed design. In 
addition, during the detailed design phase please be aware that consultation will continue with the CLC.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any further questions or comments.
Kindest Regards;

See above
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Violetta Tkaczuk informed me, as a member of the CLC for the East Don Trail EA, about the environmental assessment for remedial 
work behind 30 Northline Road. I should like to receive further information about this project as it becomes available. From time to 
time I visit this location; there used to be a narrow path along the south fence on the high ground, but in the spring of 2015 it 
collapsed. People have made a precarious path a little south of the old one half way down the eroding bank. The greenhouse is 
farther east, and the hill south of it has trees and appears more stable. If there will be a project to stabilize this erosion scar on the 
east side of the East Don, maybe it will be poss ble to locate the East Don Trail in the project area, keeping it east of the railway and 
thus avoiding two railway crossings. There is a beautiful vista from the top of the bank and I hope that this feature of the environment 
can be preserved. Thank you for the information.

11/4/2015
Good Morning 
I am glade to see that you are interested in the Northline project, I thought that the East Don Trail CLC would 
be interested due to the vast knowledge our CLC members have of the area. Your suggestion for the trail is 
an interesting one, however my first thoughts are that your route selection would be a challenging one. This 
route would need to navigate large slopes by the erosion scar and by the Hydro Corridor, this would impact 
access bility and have a negative impact on the natural environment as we would either need to cut into 
banks and than harden them or would need to create switch backs (much larger trail footprint). In addition, 
the trail would need to navigate down a big slope by the Hydro Corridor, and Urban Forestry has already 
commented on this (as part of switch backs associated with a potential bridge over the rail line crossing 
option), their stance was this would not be accepted as the slope is well forested and stable. In addition, I 
would be concerned about public safety and leading people to the large drop off and having
them in closer contact with the Parks work yard (on Northline). Lastly I would also be concerned with placing 
added pressure on the erosion that would be recently stabilized. These are just my initial thoughts on the 
route you mention in your email below. If you would l ke to further discuss this please send me an email or 
give me a call. I hope that you are doing well.

N/A - noted response provided to the individual
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